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 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 1 1 features ?   monolithic single chip device which handles bi-directional atm layer functions including vpi/vci address translation, cell appending (ingress only), cell rate policing (ingress only), per-connection counting and i.610 compliant oam requirements for 1024 vcs (virtual connections). ?   instantaneous bi-directional transfer rate of 800 mbit/s supports a bi- directional cell transfer rate of 1.42x10 6  cells/s (one sts-12c or four sts-3c). ?   the ingress input interface supports an 8 or 16 bit sci-phy interface using direct addressing for up to 4 phy devices (compatible with utopia level 1 cell-level handshaking) and multi-phy addressing for up to 32 phy devices (utopia level 2 compatible). ?   the ingress output interface supports an 8 or 16 bit sci-phy (52 ? 64 byte extended atm cell with prepend/postpend) interface (compatible with utopia level 1 cell-level handshaking) to a switch fabric. ?   the egress input interface supports an 8 or 16 bit extended cell format sci- phy interface using direct addressing for up to 4 phy devices (compatible with utopia level 1 cell-level handshaking) and multi-phy addressing for up to 32 phy devices (utopia level 2 compatible). ?   the egress output interface supports an 8 or 16 bit extended cell format sci- phy interface using direct addressing for up to 4 phy devices (compatible with utopia level 1 cell-level handshaking) and multi-phy addressing for up to 32 phy devices (utopia level 2 compatible). ?   compatible with a wide range of switching fabrics and traffic management architectures including per-vc or per-phy queuing. ?   highly flexible oam-type cell and connection identification which can use arbitrary phyid/vpi/vci values and/or cell appended bytes for connection identification (n.b. this is an ingress function only). a direct lookup function is provided in the egress direction. the direct lookup can use an arbitrary header or prepend/postpend location. ?   ingress functionality includes a highly flexible search engine that covers the entire phyid/vpi/vci address range, programmable dual leaky bucket upc/npc, per-connection clp0 and clp1 cell counts (programmable), oam-pm termination, generation and monitoring, and oam-fm termination, generation and alarm generation (monitoring).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 2 ?   egress functionality includes programmable direct lookup function, oam-pm termination, generation and monitoring, per-connection clp0 and clp1 cell counts (programmable) and oam-fm termination, generation and alarm generation (monitoring). an egress per-phy output buffering scheme resolves the head-of-line blocking issue. ?   upc/npc function is a programmable dual leaky bucket policing device with a programmable action (tag, discard, or count only) for each bucket. a total of 3 programmable 16 bit non-compliant cell counts are provided. the non- compliant cell counts may be programmed to count, for example, dropped clp0 cells, dropped clp1 cells, and tagged clp0 cells. the upc/npc function also has a  continuously violating  mode, where a programmable action is taken on all cells regardless of their compliance. aal5 partial packet discard is also provided so that the remainder of an aal5 packet can be tagged or discarded if a single cell in the packet is tagged or discarded as a result of violating policing. ?   in addition to the per-connection dual leaky bucket, a single leaky bucket upc/npc function is provided on a per-phy basis. a programmable action (tag, discard or count only) may be configured for each phy policing device. three programmable non-compliant cell counts are provided for each phy. the non-compliant cell counts may be programmed to count, for example, dropped clp0 cells, dropped clp1 cells and tagged clp0 cells. the per- phy policing parameters and non-compliant cell counts are maintained in an on-chip ram that can be programmed and read via the 16-bit general purpose microprocessor interface. ?   guaranteed frame rate frame-based policing selectable on a per-connection basis. ?   oam-performance monitoring is provided in the ingress and egress direction for bi-directional pm sessions. a maximum of 512 (256 bi-directional sessions) pm sessions may be simultaneously active. pm is supported on the f4 and f5 levels. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 provides for the generation of forward monitoring and backward reporting pm cells (both segment and end-to-end), the termination of forward monitoring and backward reporting cells, and for non-intrusive monitoring of forward monitoring and backward reporting cells. the following statistics are collected when terminating or monitoring pm flows: 1.  forward impaired block. 2.  forward lost/misinserted impaired block 3.  forward severely errored cell block (lost).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 3 4.  forward severely errored cell block (misinserted). 5.  forward severely errored cell block (bip-16 violations). 6.  forward severely errored cell block combined (non-saturating) 7.  forward lost clp0+1 cell count. 8.  forward lost clp0 cell count. 9.  forward tagged clp0 cell count 10. forward misinserted clp0+1 cell count. 11. forward errored cell count. 12. forward total lost clp0+1 cell count. 13. forward total lost clp0 cell count. 14. forward lost forward monitoring cell count. 15. backward impaired block. 16. backward lost/misinserted impaired block. 17. backward severely errored cell block (lost). 18. backward severely errored cell block (misinserted). 19. backward severely errored cell block (bip-16 violations). 20. backward severely errored cell block combined (non-saturating) 21. backward severely errored cell block combined (saturating) 22. backward lost clp0+1 cell count. 23. backward lost clp0 cell count. 24. backward tagged clp0 cell count. 25. backward misinserted clp0+1 cell count. 26. backward errored cell count. 27. backward total lost clp0+1 cell count.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 4 28. backward total lost clp0 cell count. 29. backward lost fwd monitoring pm cell count. 30. backward lost backward reporting pm cell count. 31. total transmitted clp0+1 cell count. 32. total transmitted clp0 cell count. statistics for pm sessions are held in on-chip ram that can be read at any time through the 16-bit general-purpose microprocessor port. paced insertion of pm cells is provided. pm block size generation and termination is per-session programmable ranging from 128 ? 32768 cells. each of the 512 pm sessions can be configured to be a source, sink or non-intrusive monitoring point of pm cells. ?   oam-fault management is provided on a per-connection basis in the ingress and egress directions. simultaneous segment and end-to-end f4 and f5 ais, rdi and cc cell generation, termination and monitoring is supported. alarm bits and interrupt masks are provided on a per-connection basis. f4 to f5 ais alarm splitting is provided in the ingress direction. paced insertion of fm cells is provided. ?   oam-loopback extraction (to a microprocessor cell interface) is per- connection configurable in both the ingress and egress directions.includes a fifo buffered microprocessor bus interface for cell insertion and extraction (in both the ingress and egress directions), ingress and egress vc table access, control and status monitoring and configuration of the device. ?   supports dma access for cell extraction. ?   uses common external synchronous flow-through sram (with or without parity) for maintaining per-connection information. separate sram?s are used for the ingress and egress context tables. ?   provides a standard 5 signal p1149.1 jtag test port for boundary scan board test purposes. ?   provides a generic 16 bit microprocessor bus interface for configuration, control and status monitoring. ?   low power 0.35 micron, 3.3 v cmos technology with a 3.3 v utopia (sci- phy), 3.3/5 v microprocessor i/o interfaces and 3.3 v external synchronous sram interfaces.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 5 ?   the utopia (sci-phy) and external synchronous sram interfaces are 52 mhz max. ?   432 super bga package. 1.1 policing ?   policing is performed in the ingress direction for adherence to peak cell rate (pcr), cell delay variation tolerance (cdvt), sustained cell rate (scr) and burst tolerance (bt). violating cells can be noted, dropped or tagged. ?   policing is performed using the virtual scheduling generic cell rate algorithm (gcra) described in itu-t i.371. ?   two policing instantiations available per vc. the policed cell streams can be any combination of user cells, oam cells, resource management, high priority cells or low priority cells. ?   per-phy policing may also be enabled. each of 32 phy devices may have a single leaky bucket enabled, in addition to the dual leaky bucket of the connection. violating cells can be noted (counted only), dropped or tagged. 1.2 cell counting ?   counts maintained on a per-vc basis include total low priority cells, total high priority cells and cells violating the traffic contract. per-vc counts are maintained for both the ingress and egress directions. ?   counts maintained on a per-phy basis (in both the ingress and egress directions) include: ?   number of clp0 cells received. ?   number of clp1 cells received. ?   number of oam cells received. ?   number of rm cells received. ?   number of errored oam cells. ?   number of errored rm cells. ?   number of cells with unassigned/invalid vpi/vci/pti.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 6 ?   number of cells received with a non-zero gfc (ingress uni only).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 7 2 applications ?   mini dsl access multiplexers (mini-dslams). ?  multiservice access multiplexers. ?   3rd generation wireless base stations and base station controllers. ?   subscriber access terminal devices. ?   apon subscriber access cle. ?   lmds subscriber access cle. ?  integrated access devices. figure 1 s/uni-atlas-1k800 in oc3 mini-dslam application dsl phy up to 31 utopia l2 ports s/uni- duplex dsl phy line cards s/uni- apex- 1k800 s/uni- atlas- 1k800 phy core card host cpu anyphy/ sciphy context ssram packet/cell sdram ingress ssram egress ssram s/uni- vortex dsl phy up to 31 utopia l2 ports s/uni- duplex dsl phy line cards up to 8 lvds links to s/uni-duplex devices per s/uni-vortex 200mbps lvds figure 1 shows the s/uni-atlas-1k800 in a mini dslam application. the s/uni-apex-1k800 acts as a cell buffer and traffic manager. the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 provides address resolution and policing. the mini-dslam application supports eight liu devices per line card. each xdsl modem is connected by its utopia port to a fpga which provides an interface to the anyphy bus. if hot swap capability is needed the bus signals need to be passed through switching or tristate drivers to isolate the card when being plugged in.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 8 the fpga performs the task of converting the utopia to signals compatible with the apex-1k800 and atlas-1k800.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 9 3 references ?   atm forum ? atm user-network interface specification, v3.1 september, 1994. ?   itu-t recommendation i.361 ? ?b-isdn atm layer specification?, november 1995. ?   itu-t recommendation i.371 ? ?traffic control and congestion control in b- isdn?, may, 1996. ?   itu-t recommendation i.610 ? ?b-isdn operation and maintenance principles and functions?, june, 1997 (rapporteur?s edition) ?   bell communications research ? broadband switching system (bss) generic requirements, gr-1110-core, issue 1, september 1994. ?   bell communications research ? asynchronous transfer mode (atm) and atm adaptation layer (aal) protocols, gr-1113-core, issue 1, july 1994. ?   bell communications research ? generic requirements for operations of broadband switching systems, gr-1248-core, issue 3, august, 1996. ?   ieee 1149.1 ? standard test access port and boundary scan architecture, may 21, 1990. ?   pmc-940212, atm sci-phy, ?saturn compliant interface for atm devices?, july 1994, issue 2. ?   atmf tm4.0 ? atm forum traffic management specification version 4.0, af- tm-0056.000, april, 1996.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 10 4 application examples figure 2 s/uni-atlas-1k800 block diagram i n g r e s s i n p u t c e l l i n t e r f a c e i n g r e s s s e a r c h e n g i n e i n g r e s s c e l l p r o c e s s o r i n g r e s s o u t p u t c e l l i n t e r f a c e e g r e s s i n p u t c e l l i n t e r f a c e e g r e s s c e l l p r o c e s s o r e g r e s s o u t p u t c e l l i n t e r f a c e e g r e s s b a c k w a r d c e l l i n t e r f a c e i n g r e s s b a c k w a r d c e l l i n t e r f a c e e g r e s s m i c r o p r o c e s s o r c e l l i n t e r f a c e i n g r e s s m i c r o p r o c e s s o r c e l l i n t e r f a c e j t a g i n t e r f a c e m i c r o p r o c e s s o r i n t e r f a c e t o   e x t e r n a l   s y n c h r o n o u s s r a m r d a t [ 1 5 : 0 ] r p r t y r r d e n b [ 1 ] r c a [ 1 ] r a d d r [ 4 : 3 ] / r c a [ 3 : 2 ] r a v a l i d / r c a [ 4 ] r a d d r [ 2 : 0 ] / r r d e n b [ 4 : 2 ] r s o c r f c l k r p o l l t d a t [ 1 5 : 0 ] t p r t y t s o c t f c l k t a v a l i d / t c a [ 4 ] t a d d r [ 4 : 3 ] / t c a [ 3 : 2 ] t c a [ 1 ] t w r e n b [ 1 ] t p o l l t a d d r [ 2 : 0 ] / t w r e n b [ 4 : 2 ] sci-phy level1/level2 interface                (master) sci-phy level1/level2 interface                (master) o d a t [ 1 5 : 0 ] o p r t y o s o c o f c l k o c a o r d e n b o t s e n i d a t [ 1 5 : 0 ] i p r t y i s o c i f c l k i c a [ 1 ] i w r e n b [ 1 ] i a v a i l d / i c a [ 4 ] i a d d r [ 4 : 3 / i c a [ 3 : 2 ] i a d d r [ 2 : 0 ] / i w r e n b [ 4 : 2 ] i p o l l sci-phy level1 interface              (slave) sci-phy level1/level2 interface                  (slave) isysclk isd[63:0] isp[7:0] isadsb isrwb isoeb esysclk esd[31:0] esp[3:0] esadsb esrwb esoeb d[15:0] a[11:0] ale csb rdb wrb rstb intb tdo tdi tck tms trstb t o   e x t e r n a l   s y n c h r o n o u s s r a m idreq edreq p e r - p h y s t a t i s t i c s c o l l e c t i o n busyb esa[19:16] [9:0] halfsecclk isa[19:16] [9:0]

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 11 5 description the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is a bi-directional atm layer device that implements the atm layer functions including header translation, policing, fault management, performance monitoring, per-connection and per-phy counting. the s/uni- atlas-1k800 is intended to be situated between a switch core and a physical layer device. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports a sustained throughput of 1.42x10 6  cells/s in both the ingress (from the phy into the switch core) and the egress (from the switch core to the phy device) directions. the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 uses external synchronous flow-through sram to store the per- connection data structures. the device is capable of supporting up to 1024 connections.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 12 6 pin diagram the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is packaged in a 432 thermally enhanced bga -sbga package having a body size of 40 mm x 40 mm x 1.54 mm and a ball pitch of 1.27 mm. this pin diagram can be downloaded from the pmc-sierra website ( http://www.pmc-sierra.com ). nc nc nc nc nc nc  nc  nc

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 13 7 pin description pin name type pin no. function ingress input cell interface: 28 pins rfclk input u3 the ingress input cell interface clock (rfclk) is used to read words from the phy receive side into the s/uni-atlas-1k800 ingress input cell interface. rfclk must cycle at a 52 mhz or lower instantaneous rate. rsoc, rca[4:1], rprty and rdat[15:0] are sampled on the rising edge of rfclk. rrdenb[4:1], raddr[4:0] and ravalid are updated on the rising edge of rfclk. rpoll input u4 the ingress input cell interface poll pin (rpoll) is used to control whether the ingress input cell interface operates in sci-phy level 1 mode or sci- phy level 2 mode. if rpoll is low, the ingress input cell interface operates in sci-phy level 1 mode (compatible with utopia level 1 cell-level handshaking). this is a direct addressing mode using the rca[4:1] inputs and the rrdenb[4:1] outputs. if rpoll is high, the ingress input cell interface operates in a sci-phy level 2 mode (compatible with utopia level 2). this is a polled addressing mode using the raddr[4:0], ravalid and rrdenb[1] outputs, and the rca[1] input. if fewer than 32 phy devices are used, the ravalid pin need not be connected. note: in direct addressing mode, the 4-phy configuration is not recommended. instead the 4- phy address-polling mode should be used. this does not apply to the single or dual-phy configurations. rpoll is assumed to be a static input.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 14 pin name type pin no. function rsoc input v2 the ingress input cell interface start of cell (rsoc) marks the start of the cell on the rdat[15:0] bus. when rsoc is high, the first word of the cell structure is present on the rdat[15:0] stream. it is not necessary for rsoc to be asserted for each cell. an interrupt may be generated if rsoc is high during any word other than the first word of the cell structure. rsoc is sampled on the rising edge of rfclk and considered valid only when one of the rrdenb[4:1] signals so indicates. rca[1] rca[2] rca[3] rca[4] i/o u2 t1 r3 r4 the active polarity of these signals is programmable and defaults to active high. if the rpoll pin is low, the atlas-1k800 asserts the appropriate rrdenb[4:1] signal in response to a round robin polling of the rca[4:1] signals. once committed, the atlas-1k800 will transfer an entire cell from a single phy before servicing the next. the atlas-1k800 will complete the read of an entire cell even if the associated rca[4:1] input is deasserted during the cell transfer. sampling of the rca[4:1] inputs resumes the cycle after the last octet of a cell has been transferred. note, rca[1] is an input only.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 15 pin name type pin no. function rca[4:1] (continued) if the rpoll pin is high, the rca[3:2] pins are redefined as raddr[4:3] and the rca[4] pin is redefined as ravalid. if the rpoll pin is high, the atlas-1k800 polls up to 32 phys using the phy address signals raddr[4:0]. a phy device being addressed by raddr[4:0] is expected to indicate whether or not it has a complete cell available for transfer by driving rca[1] during the clock cycle following that in which it is addressed. when a cell transfer is in progress, the atlas-1k800 will not poll the phy device which is sending the cell and so phy devices need not support the cell availability indication during cell transfer. the selection of a particular phy device from which to transfer a cell is indicated by the state of raddr[4:0] and when rrdenb[1] is asserted. note, rca[1] is an input only. the rca[4:1] signals are sampled on the rising edge of rfclk. rrdenb[1] rrdenb[2] rrdenb[3] rrdenb[4] output u1 t4 t3 t2 the active low read enable (rrdenb[4:1]) outputs are used to initiate the reading of cells from a phy device into the ingress input cell interface. if the rpoll pin is low, the atlas-1k800 asserts one of the rrdenb[4:1] outputs to transfer a cell from one of up to 4 phy devices. a valid word is expected on the rdat[15:0] bus at the second rising edge of rfclk after one of the enables is asserted. when all of the enables are deasserted, no valid data is expected. the rrdenb[4:1] outputs are updated on the rising edge of rfclk. if the rpoll pin is high, the rrdenb[4:2] pins are redefined as raddr[2:0]. the rrdenb[1] pin is used to transfer all cells. the source phy is selected by the raddr[4:0] signals.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 16 pin name type pin no. function raddr[4] raddr[3] raddr[2] raddr[1] raddr[0] output r3 t1 t2 t3 t4 if the rpoll pin is high, the raddr[4:0] pins are used for phy addressing. if the rpoll pin is low, the raddr[4:0] pins are redefined as rca[3:2] and rrdenb[4:2]. if the rpoll pin is high, the raddr[4:0] signals are used to address up to 32 phy devices for the purposes of polling and selection for cell transfer. when conducting polling, in order to avoid bus contention, the atlas-1k800 inserts gap cycles during which raddr[4:0] is set to 0x1f and ravalid is logic 0. when this occurs, no phy device should drive rca[1] during the following clock cycle. polling is performed in incrementing sequential order. the phy device selected for transfer is based on the raddr[4:0] value present when rrdenb[1] is falls. the raddr[4:0] bus is updated on the rising edge of rfclk. ravalid i/o r4 if the rpoll pin is high, the phy address valid (ravalid) pin is active. if the rpoll pin is low, the ravalid pin is redefined as rca[4]. if the rpoll pin is high, the ravalid pin indicates that the raddr[4:0] bus is asserting a valid phy address for polling purposes. when this signal is deasserted, the raddr[4:0] bus is set to 0x1f. ravalid is not necessary when less than 32 phy devices are being polled. ravalid is updated on the rising edge of rfclk.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 17 pin name type pin no. function rdat[15] rdat[14] rdat[13] rdat[12] rdat[11] rdat[10] rdat[9] rdat[8] rdat[7] rdat[6] rdat[5] rdat[4] rdat[3] rdat[2] rdat[1] rdat[0] input w1 w2 w3 y1 y2 w4 y3 aa1 aa2 y4 aa3 ab1 ab2 aa4 ab3 ac1 the ingress input cell interface cell data bus (rdat[15:0]) carries the atm cell octets that are written to the ingress input cell interface. the rdat[15:0] bus is sampled on the rising edge of rfclk and considered valid only when one of the rrdenb[4:1] signals so indicates. rdat[15:8] is only valid if the rbus8 register bit is low. rprty input v3 the ingress input cell interface parity (rprty) signal indicates the parity (programmable for odd or even parity) of the rdat[15:0] bus. if the rbus8 register bit is low, the rprty signal indicates parity over the rdat[15:0] data bus. if rbus8 is high, the rprty signal indicates parity over the rdat[7:0] data bus. a maskable interrupt status is generated upon a parity error; no other actions are taken. the rprty signal is sampled on the rising edge of rfclk and is considered valid only when one of the rrdenb[4:1] signals so indicates. ingress sram interface: 96 pins

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 18 pin name type pin no. function isysclk input ah21 the ingress system clock (isysclk) is used for the ingress portion of the atlas-1k800. isysclk must cycle at a 52 mhz or lower instantaneous rate, but a high enough rate to maintain an 800mbit/s throughput. isadsb, isoeb, isrwb are updated on the rising edge of isysclk. when isd[63:0] and isp[7:0] are outputs, they are updated on the rising edge of isysclk. when isd[63:0] and isp[7:0] are inputs, they are sampled on the rising edge of isysclk. isd[63] isd[62] isd[61] isd[60] isd[59] isd[58] isd[57] isd[56] isd[55] isd[54] isd[53] isd[52] isd[51] isd[50] i/o ag1 ag2 af4 ag3 ah1 aj5 ah6 ak5 al5 aj6 ak6 al6 aj7 ah8 the bi-directional ingress vc table sram data bus (isd[63:0]) pins interface directly with the synchronous sram data ports. a sram read is performed when the atlas-1k800 drives the address strobe (isadsb) low and the isrwb output high. the atlas-1k800 tristates the isd[63:0] pins and samples the value driven by the sram on the second rising edge of the isysclk input after isadsb is asserted. a sram write is performed when the atlas-1k800 drives the address strobe low (isadsb) and the isrwb output low. the atlas-1k800 presents valid data on the isd[63:0] pins upon the rising edge of isysclk which is written into the sram on the next isysclk rising edge. isd[63:0] is tristated on the rising edge of isysclk. contention is avoided by not performing a write during the cycle after a read burst.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 19 pin name type pin no. function isd[49] isd[48] isd[47] isd[46] isd[45] isd[44] isd[43] isd[42] isd[41] isd[40] isd[39] isd[38] isd[37] isd[36] isd[35] isd[34] isd[33] isd[32] i/o ak7 al7 aj8 ah9 ak8 al8 aj9 ak9 al9 aj10 ah11 ak10 al10 aj11 ah12 ak11 al11 aj12 continued

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 20 pin name type pin no. function isd[31] isd[30] isd[29] isd[28] isd[27] isd[26] isd[25] isd[24] isd[23] isd[22] isd[21] isd[20] isd[19] isd[18] isd[17] isd[16] i/o ah13 ak12 al12 aj13 ak13 al13 aj14 ak14 ah15 aj15 al16 ak16 aj16 ah16 al17 ak17 continued

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 21 pin name type pin no. function isd[15] isd[14] isd[13] isd[12] isd[11] isd[10] isd[9] isd[8] isd[7] isd[6] isd[5] isd[4] isd[3] isd[2] isd[1] isd[0] i/o aj17 ak18 ah17 aj18 al19 ak19 aj19 al20 ak20 ah19 aj20 al21 ak21 ah20 aj21 al22 continued

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 22 pin name type pin no. function isp[7] isp[6] isp[5] isp[4] isp[3] isp[2] isp[1] isp[0] i/o ad3 ae1 ae2 ad4 ae3 af1 af2 af3 the ingress vc table sram parity (isp[7:0]) pins provide parity protection over the isd[63:0] data bus. isp[0] completes odd parity for isd[7:0] isp[1] completes odd parity for isd[15:8] isp[2] completes odd parity for isd[23:16] isp[3] completes odd parity for isd[31:24] isp[4] completes odd parity for isd[39:32] isp[5] completes odd parity for isd[47:40] isp[6] completes odd parity for isd[55:48] isp[7] completes odd parity for isd[63:56] isp[7:0] has the same timing as isd[63:0]. when data are being written into the sram, the atlas- 1k800 generates correct parity. when data are being read from the sram, the atlas-1k800 asserts a maskable interrupt indication upon parity error detection. no other action is taken, therefore, the isp[7:0] may be unconnected if parity protection is not required.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 23 pin name type pin no. function isa[19] isa[18] isa[17] isa[16] isa[9] isa[8] isa[7] isa[6] isa[5] isa[4] isa[3] isa[2] isa[1] isa[0] output aj23 al24 ak24 ah23 ak26 aj26 al27 ak27 ah26 aj27 ah31 ag29 af28 ag30 the ingress vc table sram (isa[19:0]) outputs identify the sram locations accessed. the least significant bits (isa[9:0]) locate 1 of 1024 possible ingress vc table entries. the four most significant bits (isa[19:16]) identify the fields within an ingress vc table record. in most applications, the isa[19:16] pins are decoded to sram chip selects. physical memory need not be allocated for unused fields. the isa[9:0] outputs are also used to access the ingress vc table search table. the isa[19:0] bus is updated on the rising edge of isysclk. isrwb output aj22 the ingress vc table sram read write bar (isrwb) qualifies the data and parity busses. if the isrwb output is asserted high, a read operation is performed and the atlas-1k800 tristates the data and parity busses so they may be driven by the sram. if the isrwb output is asserted low, a write operation is performed and the atlas-1k800 drives the data and parity busses. isrwb is updated on the rising edge of isysclk. isadsb output ak23 the ingress vc table sram address strobe (isadsb) qualifies the address bus. if the isadsb output is asserted low, an sram access is initiated. isadsb is updated on the rising edge of isysclk.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 24 pin name type pin no. function isoeb output al23 the ingress vc table asynchronous sram output enable (isoeb) controls the sram tristate outputs. when isoeb is low during a read cycle, the selected sram (as determined by isa[19:0] decoding) is expected to drive the isd[63:0] and isp[7:0] data busses. isoeb is updated on the rising edge of isysclk. ingress output cell interface: 22 pins ofclk input aa29 the ingress output cell interface clock (ofclk) is used to read words from the ingress output cell interface. ofclk must cycle at a 52 mhz or lower instantaneous rate, but a high enough rate to avoid a fifo overflow. osoc, oca, oprty and odat[15:0] are updated on the rising edge of ofclk. ordenb is sampled on the rising edge of ofclk. ordenb input y28 the active low read enable (ordenb) signal is used to indicate transfers from the ingress output cell interface. when ordenb is sampled low, using the rising edge of ofclk, a word is read from the internal synchronous ingress output cell interface fifo, and output on bus odat[15:0]. when ordenb is sampled high, no read is performed and outputs odat[15:0], oprty and osoc are tristated if the otsen input is high. ordenb must operate in conjunction with ofclk to access the fifo at a high enough rate to avoid a fifo overflow.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 25 pin name type pin no. function odat[15] odat[14] odat[13] odat[12] odat[11] odat[10] odat[9] odat[8] odat[7] odat[6] odat[5] odat[4] odat[3] odat[2] odat[1] odat[0] tristate ag31 af29 af30 af31 ae29 ad28 ae30 ae31 ad29 ac28 ad30 ad31 ac29 ac30 ac31 ab29 the ingress output cell interface data bus (odat[15:0]) carries the atm cell octets that are read from the ingress output cell interface fifo. if the obus8 register bit is high, only odat[7:0] carries cell octets, the odat[15:0] bus is updated on the rising edge of ofclk. when the ingress output cell interface is configured for tristate operation using the otsen input, tristating of the odat[15:0] output bus is controlled by the ordenb input. when otsen is low, the odat[15:0] bus is low when no cells are being transferred. oprty tristate aa28 the ingress output cell interface parity (oprty) signal indicates the parity of the odat[15:0] data bus. oprty is the parity (programmable odd or even parity) calculation over the odat[15:0] data bus if the obus8 register bit is low. if obus8 is high, oprty indicates the parity of the odat[7:0] data bus. oprty is updated on the rising edge of ofclk. when the ingress output cell interface is configured for tristate operation using the otsen input, tristating of the oprty output signal is controlled by the ordenb input.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 26 pin name type pin no. function osoc tristate ab30 the ingress output cell interface start of cell (osoc) signal marks the start of cell on the odat[15:0] data bus. when osoc is high, the first word of the cell structure is present on the odat[15:0] bus. osoc is updated on the rising edge ofclk. when the ingress output cell interface is configured for tristate operation using the otsen input, tristating of the osoc output is controlled by the ordenb input. oca output ab31 the active polarity of this signal is programmable and defaults to active high. the oca signal indicates when the ingress output cell interface has a cell available. when asserted, oca indicates that at least one cell is available to be read from the ingress output cell interface fifo. the oca signal is deasserted when the ingress output cell interface has 0 to 4 words available for the current cell. oca is updated on the rising edge of ofclk. otsen input aa30 the tristate enable, otsen, signal allows control over the ingress output cell interface odat[15:0], oprty, and osoc outputs. when otsen is high, the active low read enable input, ordenb controls when the odat[15:0], oprty, and osoc outputs are driven. when otsen is low, the odat[15:0], oprty and osoc outputs are always driven. egress input cell interface: 28 pins ifclk input v30 the egress input cell interface clock (ifclk) is used to write words from the traffic shaper (or switch port) transmit port into the s/uni-atlas-1k800 egress input cell interface. ifclk must cycle at a 52 mhz or lower instantaneous rate. isoc, iprty, idat[15:0] and iwrenb[4:1] are sampled on the rising edge of ifclk. iaddr[4:0], iavalid and ica[4:1] are updated on the rising edge of ifclk.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 27 pin name type pin no. function ipoll input v29 the egress input cell interface poll pin (ipoll) is used to control whether the egress input cell interface operates in sci-phy level 1 mode or sci- phy level 2 mode. if ipoll is low, the egress input cell interface operates in sci-phy level 1 mode (compatible with utopia level 1 cell-level handshaking). this is a direct addressing mode using the ica[4:1] outputs and the iwrenb[4:1] inputs. if ipoll is high, the egress input cell interface operates in sci-phy level 2 mode (compatible with utopia level 2). this is a polled addressing mode using the iaddr[4:0], iavalid and iwrenb[1] inputs, and the ica[1] output. if fewer than 32 phy devices are used, the iavalid pin can be tied high. note: in direct addressing mode, the 4-phy configuration is not recommended. instead the 4- phy address-polling mode should be used. this does not apply to the single or dual-phy configurations. ipoll is assumed to be a static input. isoc input u28 the egress input cell interface start of cell (isoc) marks the start of the cell on the idat[15:0] bus. when isoc is high, the first word of the cell structure is present on the idat[15:0] stream. it is not necessary for isoc to be asserted for each cell. an interrupt may be generated if isoc is high during any word other than the first word of the cell structure. isoc is sampled on the rising edge of ifclk and considered valid only when one of the iwrenb[4:1] signals so indicates. ica[1] ica[2] ica[3] ica[4] o i/o i/o i/o w31 w28 y29 aa31 the active polarity of these signals is programmable and defaults to active high. if the ipoll pin is low, the atlas-1k800 asserts the appropriate ica[4:1] signal indicating the availability of space in the egress input cell interface per-phy 4 cell fifo of the atlas-1k800. the egress input cell interface of the atlas-1k800 must be programmed to emulate the number of phy devices to which the atlas-1k800 is connected. note, ica[1] is an output only.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 28 pin name type pin no. function ica[4:1] (continued) if the ipoll pin is high, the ica[3:2] pins are redefined as iaddr[4:3] and the ica[4] pin is redefined as iavalid. if the ipoll pin is high, the atlas-1k800 asserts the availability of space in the fifo of a particular phy device when polled using the iaddr[4:0] and iavalid signals. the atlas-1k800 will drive the ica[1] signal to the appropriate value during the clock cycle following that in which a particular phy device is addressed. when a cell transfer is in progress, the atlas-1k800 will assert the availability of the phy device to which the current cell is being transmitted, and the true availability of the phy device will be asserted 4 words before the end of the cell transfer. the selection of a particular phy device to which a cell is to be transferred is indicated by the state of the iaddr[4:0] bus when iwrenb[4:1] is asserted. note, ica[1] is an output only. iwrenb[1] iwrenb[2] iwrenb[3] iwrenb[4] i i i i w30 w29 y31 y30 the active low write enable (iwrenb[4:1]) inputs are used to initiate the transfer of cells from the traffic shaper into the atlas-1k800 egress input cell interface. if the ipoll pin is low, the atlas-1k800 samples the iwrenb[4:1] inputs to determine to which one of up to 4 phy devices a cell is to be written. a valid word is expected on the idat[15:0] bus when one of the enables is sampled low on the rising edge of ifclk. if a cell is written into the atlas-1k800 while that particular phy ica[x] is deasserted, that cell transfer is ignored, and a maskable interrupt is asserted. if more than one enable is asserted simultaneously, a maskable interrupt is asserted, and the cell transfer is ignored. if the ipoll pin is high, the iwrenb[4:2] pins are redefined as iaddr[2:0]. the iwrenb[1] pin is used to transfer all cells. the destination phy is selected by the iaddr[4:0] signals.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 29 pin name type pin no. function iaddr[4] iaddr[3] iaddr[2] iaddr[1] iaddr[0] i/o i/o i i i y29 w28 y30 y31 w29 if the ipoll pin is high, the iaddr[4:0] pins are used for phy addressing. if the ipoll register bit is logic pin is low, the iaddr[4:0] pins are redefined as ica[3:2] and iwrenb[4:2]. if the ipoll pin is high, the iaddr[4:0] signals are used to address up to 32 phy devices for polling and selection for cell transfer. the phy devices selected for transfer is based on the iaddr[4:0] value present when the iwrenb[1] signal falls. the iaddr[4:0] bus is sampled on the rising edge of ifclk. iavalid i/o aa31 if the ipoll pin is high, the phy address valid pin (iavalid) is active. if the ipoll pin is low, the iavalid pin is redefined as ica[4]. if the ipoll pin is high, the iavalid pin indicates that the iaddr[4:0] bus is asserting a valid phy address for polling purposes. when this signal is deasserted, the iaddr[4:0] bus must be set to 0x1f. if fewer than 32 phy devices are being polled and the iavalid pin is not functionally used, then iavalid must be tied high. iavalid is sampled on the rising edge of ifclk.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 30 pin name type pin no. function idat[15] idat[14] idat[13] idat[12] idat[11] idat[10] idat[9] idat[8] idat[7] idat[6] idat[5] idat[4] idat[3] idat[2] idat[1] idat[0] input n28 m30 m31 n29 n30 n31 p29 r28 p30 r29 r30 r31 t28 t29 t30 t31 the egress input cell interface cell data bus (idat[15:0]) carries the atm cell octets that are written to the egress input cell interface. the idat[15:0] bus is sampled on the rising edge of ifclk and considered valid only when one of the iwrenb[4:1] signals so indicates. idat[15:8] is only valid if the ibus8 register bit is low. iprty input u29 the egress input cell interface parity (iprty) signal indicates the parity (programmable for odd or even parity) of the idat[15:0] bus. if the ibus8 register bit is low, the iprty signal indicates parity over the idat[15:0] data bus. if ibus8 is high, the iprty signal indicates parity over the idat[7:0] data bus. a maskable interrupt status is generated upon a parity error; no other actions are taken. the iprty signal is sampled on the rising edge of ifclk and is considered valid only when one of the iwrenb[4:1] signals so indicates. egress output cell interface: 28 pins

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 31 pin name type pin no. function tfclk input l1 the egress output cell interface clock (tfclk) is used to write words from the egress output cell interface. tfclk must cycle at a 52 mhz or lower instantaneous rate, but a high enough rate to avoid a fifo overflow. tsoc, twrenb[4:1], taddr[4:0], tavalid, tprty and tdat[15:0] are updated on the rising edge of tfclk. tca[4:1] is sampled on the rising edge of tfclk. tpoll input l2 the egress output cell interface poll pin (tpoll) is used to control whether the egress output cell interface operates in sci-phy level 1 mode or sci- phy level 2 mode. if tpoll is low, the egress output cell interface operates in sci-phy level 1 mode (compatible with utopia level 1 cell-level handshaking). this is a direct addressing mode using the tca[4:1] inputs and the twrenb[4:1] outputs. if tpoll is high, the egress output cell interface operates in sci-phy level 2 mode (compatible with utopia level 2). this is a polled addressing mode using the taddr[4:0], tavalid and twrenb[1] outputs, and the tca[1] input. if fewer than 32 phy devices are used, the tavalid pin can be left unconnected. note: in direct addressing mode, the 4-phy configuration is not recommended. instead the 4- phy address-polling mode should be used. this does not apply to the single or dual-phy configurations. tpoll is assumed to be a static input. tsoc output m3 the egress output cell interface start of cell (tsoc) indication signal marks the start of cell on the tdat[15:0] data bus. when tsoc is high, the first word of the cell structure is present on the tdat[15:0] bus. tsoc is updated on the rising edge of tfclk.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 32 pin name type pin no. function tca[4] tca[3] tca[2] tca[1] i/o p2 p3 n1 n4 the active polarity of these signals is programmable and defaults to active high. if the tpoll pin is low, the atlas-1k800 samples the state of the cell available signals of the phy devices to examine whether or not cells can be transferred to the phy devices. the atlas-1k800 will complete the writing of an entire cell into the phy device even if the associated tca[4:1] input is deasserted during the cell transfer. sampling of the tca[4:1] signals resumes the cycle after the last octet of a cell has been transferred. if the tpoll pin is high, the tca[3:2] pins are redefined as taddr[4:3] and the tca[4] pin is redefined as tavalid. note, tca[1] is an input only. tca[4:1] (continued) if the tpoll pin is high, the atlas-1k800 polls up to 32 phys using the phy address signals taddr[4:0]. a phy device being addressed by taddr[4:0] is expected to indicate whether or not it has a complete cell available for transfer by driving the tca[1] during the clock cycle following that in which it is addressed. when a cell transfer is in progress, the atlas-1k800 will not poll the phy device which is sending the cell and so phy devices need not support the cell availability indication during cell transfer. the selection of a particular phy device to which a cell will be written is indicated by the state of taddr[4:0] and when twrenb[1] is asserted. note, tca[1] is an input only.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 33 pin name type pin no. function twrenb[4 ] twrenb[3 ] twrenb[2 ] twrenb[1 ] output n2 n3 m1 m2 the active low write enable (twrenb[4:1]) signals are used to indicate transfers from the egress output cell interface to the phy devices. if the tpoll pin is low, the atlas-1k800 asserts one of the twrenb[4:1] outputs to transfer a cell to one of up to 4 phy devices. a valid word is output on the tdat[15:0] bus at the same time one of the write enables is asserted. when all of the enables are deasserted, no valid data is output. the twrenb[4:1] outputs are updated on the rising edge of tfclk. if the tpoll pin is high, the twrenb[4:2] pins are redefined as taddr[2:0]. note, twrenb[1] is an output only. taddr[4] taddr[3] taddr[2] taddr[1] taddr[0] i/o p3 n1 n2 n3 m1 if the tpoll pin is high, the taddr[4:0] pins are used for phy addressing. if the tpoll pin is low, the taddr[4:0] pins are redefined as tca[3:2] and twrenb[4:2]. if the tpoll pin is high, the taddr[4:0] signals are used to address up to 32 phy devices for the purposes of polling and selection for cell transfer. when conducting polling, in order to avoid bus contention, the atlas-1k800 inserts gap cycles during which the taddr[4:0] bus is set to 0x1f and tavalid is logic 0. when this occurs, no phy device should drive tca[1] during the following clock cycle. polling is performed in incrementing sequential order. the phy device selected for transfer is based on the taddr[4:0] value present when twrenb[1] falls. the taddr[4:0] bus is updated on the rising edge of tfclk.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 34 pin name type pin no. function tavalid i/o p2 if the tpoll pin is high, the phy address valid (tavalid) pin is active. if the tpoll pin is low, the tavalid pin is redefined as tca[4]. if the tpoll pin is high, the tavalid pin indicates that the taddr[4:0] bus is asserting a valid phy address for polling purposes. when this signal is deasserted, the taddr[4:0] bus is set to 0x1f. tavalid is not necessary when less than 32 phy devices are being polled. tavalid is updated on the rising edge of tfclk. tdat[15] tdat[14] tdat[13] tdat[12] tdat[11] tdat[10] tdat[9] tdat[8] tdat[7] tdat[6] tdat[5] tdat[4] tdat[3] tdat[2] tdat[1] tdat[0] output g3 h4 g2 g1 h3 j4 h2 h1 j3 j2 j1 k3 l4 k2 k1 l3 the egress output cell interface cell data bus (tdat[15:0]) carries the atm cell octets that are written to the phy devices. the tdat[15:0] bus is updated on the rising edge of tfclk and considered valid only when one of the twrenb[4:1] signals so indicates. tdat[15:8] is only valid if the tbus8 register bit is low.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 35 pin name type pin no. function tprty output m4 the egress output cell interface parity (tprty) signal indicates the parity (programmable for odd or even parity) of the tdat[15:0] bus. if the tbus8 register bit is low, the tprty signal indicates parity over the tdat[15:0] data bus. if tbus8 is high, the tprty signal indicates parity over the tdat[7:0] data bus. the tprty signal is updated on the rising edge of tfclk and is considered valid only when one of the twrenb[4:1] signals so indicates. egress sram interface: 60 pins esysclk input b9 the egress system clock (esysclk) is used for the egress portion of the atlas-1k800. esysclk must cycle at a 52 mhz or lower instantaneous rate, but a high enough rate to maintain an 800mbit/s throughput. esadsb, esoeb and esrwb are updated on the rising edge of esysclk. when esd[31:0] and esp[3:0] are outputs, they are updated on the rising edge of esysclk. when esd[31:0] and esp[3:0] are inputs, they are sampled on the rising edge of esysclk.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 36 pin name type pin no. function esd[31] esd[30] esd[29] esd[28] esd[27] esd[26] esd[25] esd[24] esd[23] esd[22] esd[21] esd[20] esd[19] esd[18] esd[17] esd[16] i/o b19 a19 c18 b18 d17 c17 a16 b16 c16 d16 a15 b15 c15 b14 d15 c14 the bi-directional egress vc table sram data bus (esd[31:0]) pins interface directly with the synchronous sram data ports. a sram read is performed when the atlas-1k800 drives the address strobe (esadsb) low and the esrwb output high. the atlas-1k800 tristates the esd[31:0] pins and samples the value driven by the sram on the second rising edge of the esysclk input after esadsb is asserted. a sram write is performed when the atlas-1k800 drives the address strobe low (esadsb) and the esrwb output low. the atlas-1k800 presents valid data on the esd[31:0] pins upon the rising edge of esysclk which is written into the sram on the next esysclk rising edge. esd[31:0] is tristated on the rising edge of esysclk. contention is avoided by not performing a write during the cycle after a read burst.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 37 pin name type pin no. function esd[15] esd[14] esd[13] esd[12] esd[11] esd[10] esd[9] esd[8] esd[7] esd[6] esd[5] esd[4] esd[3] esd[2] esd[1] esd[0] i/o a13 b13 c13 a12 b12 d13 c12 a11 b11 d12 c11 a10 b10 d11 c10 a9 continued esp[3] esp[2] esp[1] esp[0] i/o d19 b20 a20 c19 the egress vc table sram parity (esp[3:0]) pins provide parity protection over the esd[31:0] data bus. esp[0] completes the odd parity for esd[7:0] esp[1] completes the odd parity for esd[15:8] esp[2] completes the odd parity for esd[23:16] esp[3] completes the odd parity for esd[31:24] esp[3:0] has the same timing as esd[31:0]. when data are being written into the sram, the atlas- 1k800 generates correct parity. when data are being read from the sram, the atlas-1k800 asserts a maskable interrupt indication upon parity error detection. no other action is taken, therefore, the esp[3:0] may be unconnected if parity protection is not required.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 38 pin name type pin no. function esa[19] esa[18] esa[17] esa[16] esa[9] esa[8] esa[7] esa[6] esa[5] esa[4] esa[3] esa[2] esa[1] esa[0] output d9 c8 a7 b7 b5 d6 d1 e3 f4 e2 e1 f3 f2 f1 the egress vc table sram (esa[19:0]) outputs identify the sram locations accessed. the least significant bits (esa[9:0]) locate 1 of 1024 possible egress vc table entries. the four most significant bits (esa[19:16]) identify the fields within an egress vc table record. in most applications, the esa[19:16] pins are decoded to sram chip selects. physical memory need not be allocated for unused fields. the esa[9:0] outputs are also used to access the egress vc table search table. the esa[19:0] bus is updated on the rising edge of esysclk. esrwb output c9 the egress vc table sram read write bar (esrwb) qualifies the data bus. if the esrwb output is asserted high, the external sram samples this signal and performs a read operation and the atlas-1k800 tristates the esd[31:0] and esp[3:0] pins so they may be driven by the external sram). if the esrwb output is asserted low, a write operation is performed, and the s/uni-atlas-1k800 drives the esd[31:0] and esp[3:0] pins. esrwb is updated on the rising edge of esysclk. esadsb output b8 the egress vc table sram address strobe (esadsb) qualifies the address bus. if the esadsb output is asserted low, the external sram samples the address asserted by the s/uni-atlas-1k800. esadsb is updated on the rising edge of esysclk

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 39 pin name type pin no. function esoeb output a8 the egress vc table asynchronous sram output enable (esoeb) controls the sram tristate outputs. when esoeb is low during a read cycle, the selected sram (as determined by the decoding of the esd[31:0] multiplexed address bus) is expected to drive the esd[31:0] and esp[3:0] data busses. esoeb is updated on the rising edge of esysclk. microprocessor interface: 38 pins csb input c24 csb is low during atlas-1k800 microprocessor interface port register accesses. if csb is not required (i.e. register accesses controlled using rdb and wrb signals only), csb should be connected to an inverted version of the rstb input. csb is a 5v tolerant input. rdb input b24 rdb is low during atlas-1k800 microprocessor interface port register read accesses. the atlas- 1k800 drives the d[15:0] bus with the contents of the addressed register while rdb and csb are low. rdb is a 5v tolerant input. wrb input d23 wrb is low during atlas-1k800 microprocessor interface port register write accesses. the d[15:0] bus contents are clocked into the addressed register on the rising edge of wrb while csb is low. wrb is a 5v tolerant input. idreq output k30 the ingress microprocessor cell interface dma request (idreq) is asserted when the ingress microprocessor cell interface contains a cell to be read, and the dmaen register bit in the ingress mcif configuration register is a logic 1. the first read of the ingress mcif data register will return the first word of the cell. idreq is deasserted after the last word of the cell has been read or an abort has been signaled.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 40 pin name type pin no. function edreq output l28 the egress microprocessor cell interface dma request (edreq) is asserted when the egress microprocessor cell interface contains a cell to be read, and the dmaen register in the egress mcif configuration register is a logic 1. the first read of the egress mcif data register will return the first word of the cell. edreq is deasserted after the last word of the cell has been read or an abort has been signaled. busyb output k29 the busyb output is asserted while a microprocessor initiated access to external ram data is pending (for internal ram accesses, a microprocessor must poll the appropriate busy register bit). the busyb output is deasserted after the access has been completed. a microprocessor access to external sram is typically completed within 37 isysclk or esysclk cycles. if the istandby and estandby bits in the master configuration are set to logic 1, the access time is reduced to less than 5 isysclk or esysclk cycles. the polarity of the busyb output is programmable and defaults to active low. the busyb signal should be treated as a glitch-free asynchronous output.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 41 pin name type pin no. function d[15] d[14] d[13] d[12] d[11] d[10] d[9] d[8] d[7] d[6] d[5] d[4] d[3] d[2] d[1] d[0] i/o j31 j30 j29 h31 h30 j28 h29 g31 g30 h28 g29 f31 f30 f29 e31 e30 the bi-directional data bus, d[15:0] is used during atlas-1k800 microprocessor interface port register reads and write accesses. d[15:8] should contain the most significant 8-bits and d[7:0] should contain the least significant 8-bits of a word. the bi-directional data bus, d[15:0], is a 5v tolerant bus. a[11] a[10] a[9] a[8] a[7] a[6] a[5] a[4] a[3] a[2] a[1] a[0] input c23 b23 a23 c22 d21 b22 a22 c21 d20 b21 a21 c20 a[11:0] selects specific microprocessor interface port registers during atlas-1k800 register accesses. a[11] is the test register select (trs) address pin. trs selects between normal and test mode register accesses. trs is high during test mode register accesses, and is low during normal mode register accesses. a[11:0] is a 5v tolerant input bus.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 42 pin name type pin no. function ale input input interna l pull- up a24 ale is active high and latches the address bus, a[11:0], when low. when ale is high, the internal address latches are transparent. it allows the atlas- 1k800 to interface to a multiplexed address/data bus. ale is a 5v tolerant input. halfsecc lk input ak22 the 0.5 second clock (halfsecclk) input provides precise timing for events such as the generation of cc, rdi and ais cells and the declaration and clearing of the ais, rdi and cc alarms. by default, the initiation of 0.5 second events is based on the isysclk period; therefore, the halfsecclk input is ignored. if the sel1sec register bit is logic 1, the halfsecclk input becomes the source of the half second clock. halfsecclk must be glitch free and may be treated as an asynchronous input. halfsecclk is a 5v tolerant input. intb open drain output k31 the interrupt request (intb) output goes low when an atlas-1k800 interrupt source is active and that source is unmasked. intb returns high when the interrupt is acknowledged via an appropriate register access. intb is an open drain output. rstb schmit t trigger input interna l pull- up a25 the active low reset (rstb) signal provides an asynchronous atlas-1k800 reset. rstb is a schmitt trigger input with an integral pull up resistor. when rstb is forced low, all atlas-1k800 registers are forced to their default states. rstb is a 5v tolerant input. ieee p1149.1 (jtag) interface: 5 pins tck input internal pull-up l30 the test clock (tck) signal provides timing for test operations that can be carried out using the ieee p1149.1 test access port. tck is a 5v tolerant input.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 43 pin name type pin no. function tms input interna l pull- up m29 the test mode select (tms) signal controls the test operations that can be carried out using the ieee p1149.1 test access port. tms is sampled on the rising edge of tck. tms has an internal pull up resistor. tms is a 5v tolerant input. tdi input interna l pull- up l31 the test data input (tdi) signal carries test data into the atlas-1k800 via the ieee p1149.1 test access port. tdi is sampled on the rising edge of tck. tdi has an internal pull-up resistor. tdi is a 5v tolerant input. tdo tristate m28 the test data output (tdo) signal carries test data out of the atlas-1k800 via the ieee p1149.1 test access port. tdo is updated on the falling edge of tck. tdo is a tri-state output which is tri-stated except when the scanning of data is in progress trstb schmit t trigger input interna l pull- up l29 the active low test reset (trstb) signal provides an asynchronous atlas-1k800 test access port reset via the ieee p1149.1 test access port. trstb is a schmitt triggered input with an integral pull-up resistor. the jtag tap controller must be initialized when the atlas-1k800 is powered up. if the jtag port is not used, trstb must be connected to the rstb input or gnd. trstb is a 5v tolerant input. vbias input b25 +5v bias (vbias). the vbias input is used to implement the 5v tolerance on the inputs of the microprocessor and jtag interfaces interface. if 5 volt tolerance is not required, vbias should be connected to the 3.3 volt power supply (i.e. the same as vdd).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 44 pin name type pin no. function vdd power a1 a31 b2 b30 c3 c29 d4 d7 d10 d14 d18 d22 d25 d28 g4 g28 k4 k28 the vdd power pins should be connected to a well- decoupled +3.3v dc supply.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 45 pin name type pin no. function vdd power p4 p28 v4 v28 ab4 ae4 ab28 ae28 ah4 ah7 ah10 ah14 ah18 ah22 ah25 ah28 aj3 aj29 ak2 ak30 al1 al31 continued

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 46 pin name type pin no. function gnd ground a2 a3 a14 a17 a18 a29 a30 b1 b3 b17 b29 b31 c1 c2 c4 c28 c30 c31 d3 d29 p1 p31 r1 the ground pins should be connected to gnd.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 47 pin name type pin no. function gnd ground r2 u30 u31 v1 v31 ah3 ah29 aj1 aj2 aj4 aj30 aj28 aj31 ak1 ak3 ak15 ak29 ak31 al2 al3 al14 al15 al18 al29 al30 continued. notes on pin description: 1.  all s/uni-atlas-1k800 inputs and bi-directional pads present minimum capacitive loading and operate at ttl logic levels.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 48 2.  inputs rstb, ale, tck, tms, tdi and trstb have internal pull-up resistors. 3.  the recommended power supply sequencing is as follows: 3.1 during power-up, the voltage on the vbias pin must be kept equal to or greater than the voltage on the vdd pins to avoid damage to the device. 3.2 the vdd power must be applied before input pins are driven or the input current per pin be limited to less than the maximum dc input current specification. (20 ma) 3.3 power down the device in the reverse sequence.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 49 8 functional description the pm7328 atm layer solution (s/uni-atlas-1k800 or abbreviated as atlas- 1k800) is a monolithic integrated circuit that implements the atm layer functions that include fault and performance monitoring, header translation and cell rate policing. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is a bi-directional part which is intended to be situated between the physical layer (phy) devices and a switch core in the ingress side, and a traffic shaper and the phy devices in the egress side. the s/uni- atlas-1k800 supports a sustained aggregate throughput of 1.42x10 6  cells/s in both the ingress and egress directions. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 uses external sram to store per-vpi/vci data structures. the device is capable of supporting up to 1024 connections. the ingress input cell interface can be connected to up to 32 phy devices through a sci-phy compatible bus. the 53-byte atm cell is encapsulated in a data structure that can contain prepended or postpended routing information. received cells are buffered in a four cell deep fifo. all idle cells, physical layer and unassigned cells are discarded. for the remaining cells, a subset of atm header and appended bits is used as a search key to find the vc table record for the virtual connection. if a connection is not provisioned and the search terminates unsuccessfully as a result, the cell is discarded and the vpi/vci value of the cell is captured. if the search is successful, subsequent processing of the cell is dependent on the contents of the cell and configuration fields in the vc table record. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 performs header translation, if so configured. the atm header is replaced by the contents of fields in the vc table record for that connection. the vci contents are passed through transparently for vpc connections. in the ingress direction appended bytes can be replaced, added or removed. the egress direction only supports translation of the vci, vpi or both.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 50 if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is the end point for a f4 or f5 oam flow, the oam cells are terminated and processed. if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not the end point, the oam cells are passed to the ingress/egress output cell interface with an optional copy passed to the microprocessor cell interface fifo. the reception of ais or rdi cells results in the appropriate alarms (segment or end-to-end alarm). the interrupts corresponding to the alarm bits can be masked on a per-connection basis. when configured as a sink of pm cells, upon the arrival of a forward monitoring cell, error counts are updated and a backward reporting cell is optionally generated and routed to the output cell interface in the opposite direction. when configured as a source of pm cells, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 generates a forward monitoring cell when the user cell block size (programmable on a per-connection basis) is reached. note, the insertion of pm cells is paced so that bursts of generated cells will not cause a backup in the ingress or egress directions. both the egress and ingress interfaces allow for the generation and monitoring of pm flows. all generated backward reporting cells are output to the backward oam cell interfaces so they may be inserted in the opposite flow direction (e.g. if a forward monitoring cell is terminated in the ingress direction, a backward reporting pm cell will be generated by the ingress cell processor into the ingress backward oam cell interface so that it may be inserted in the egress path), while generated forward monitoring cells are output to the output cell interface of the normal flow direction. cell rate policing is supported in the ingress direction through a dual leaky bucket policer which conforms to the itu-t i.371 generic cell rate algorithm for each connection. each cell that violates the traffic contract can be noted, tagged or discarded. to allow full flexibility, each gcra instance can be programmed to police any combination of user cells, oam cells, resource management cells, high priority cells or low priority cells. on a per-connection basis, one of eight policing configurations may be chosen. three 16-bit non-compliant cell counts are provided on a per-connection basis. these counters are programmable and allow for the counting of, for example, dropped clp0 cells, dropped clp1 cells and tagged clp0 cells. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 also supports a single leaky bucket policer on a per-phy basis (up to 32 instances can be programmed). the phy gcra can police any or all connections on a particular phy. each phy gcra has a programmable action field that allows violating cells to be noted, tagged or discarded. three configurable non-compliant cell counts (on each phy gcra) are also provided. each phy gcra can be programmed to police any combination of user cells, oam cells, resource management cells, high priority cells or low priority cells. any one of four phy policing configurations may be chosen. the ingress output cell interface can be connected to the switch core through a single phy extended cell format sci-phy compatible bus interface. cells are stored in a four cell deep fifo until the downstream devices are ready to accept them.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 51 the 16-bit microprocessor interface is provided for device configuration, control and monitoring by an external microprocessor. this interface provides access to the external sram to allow creation of the data structure, configuration of individual connections, and monitoring of the connections. the microprocessor cell fifo gives access to the cell stream in both the ingress and egress directions. programmed cell types can be routed to the microprocessor cell fifo (and subsequently read through the microprocessor cell interface). the microprocessor can send cells to the ingress output cell interface and the egress output cell interface. the egress input cell interface can emulate up to 32 phy devices through an 8 or 16 bit sci-phy compatible bus (compatible with utopia level1 and utopia level 2). this interface can be configured for up to 4 phy direct addressing, or 32 phy polled addressing. received cells are buffered in a per-phy four cell deep fifo (i.e. a 4 cell fifo is provided for each of the 32-phy devices). all physical layer and unassigned cells are discarded. for all other cells, a programmable 16-bit location in the header, prepend words or postpend words is used to provide a direct lookup into the vc table record for the virtual connection. the apparent fifo depth control can be configured to control the early deassertion of the egress input cell interface cell available signal. the apparent fifo depth can be configured from 1 to 4 (default) cells. egress cell processing includes f4 and f5 oam-pm monitoring and generation, and f4 and f5 oam-fm monitoring and generation. the performance monitoring statistics are held in an on-chip ram that can be accessed through the microprocessor port. two programmable 32-bit cell counts are also maintained on a per-connection basis. the egress cell processor requires a 50 mhz esysclk frequency to sustain a 622 mbit/s throughput. the egress output cell interface is a 8 or 16 bit sci-phy compatible interface which can address up to four phy devices using direct addressing or up to 32 phy devices using polled addressing. cells are stored in a per-phy four cell deep fifo and subsequently transferred to a phy device. the per-phy cell buffering eliminates head-of-line blocking. the egress output cell interface can also be configured to provide the early deassertion of its internal cell available signal (to the egress cell processor). the apparent fifo depth can be configured from 1 to 4 (default) cells. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is implemented in low power 0.35 micron 3.3 volt cmos technology. all sci-phy interfaces are 3.3 volt only, the sram interfaces are 3.3 volt only, and the microprocessor interface and jtag pins are 3.3v/5v tolerant. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is packaged in a 432-pin super bga package.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 52 8.1  ingress vc table the ingress vc table is a 15-row 64-bit data structure that contains context information for up to 1024 connections. the ingress vc table is used for connection identification, connection configuration and connection processing functions. the connection identification fields of the vc table are located in the first two rows of the structure, and the remaining rows are used for connection configuration and cell processing. the ingress vc table is a total of 960 bits per connection, however, not all rows need be used if features are disabled. unused bits should be set to zero for backward compatibility with future devices within the atlas-1k800 family.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 53 table 1 ingress vc table isa [19:1 6] 63 0 0000 unused (8) selector (6) left leaf (1) left branch (16) right leaf (1) right branch (16) primary table record (16) 0001 clpc c_en (1) f4tof5a is (1) phyi d (5) unuse d (1) pm active 2 (1) pm addr 2 (7) pm active 1 (1) pm addr 1(7) nni (1) field b (11) vpi (12) vci (16) 0010 status (8) configuration (14) internal status (17) oam configuration (9) vpc pointer (16) 0011 cocup (1) reserved (3) tat2 (30) tat1 (30) 0100 gfr (1) police configuration (3) action 2 (2) action 1 (2) i2 (14) l2 (14) i1 (14) l1 (14) 0101 phy police (1) remaining frame count (11) violate (1) gfr state (3) non- compliant3 (16) non- compliant2 (16) non- compliant1 (16) 0110 ingress cell count 2 (32) ingress cell count 1 (32) 0111 header (40) udf (8) prepo1 (8) prepo2 (8) 1000 prepo3 (8) prepo4 (8) prepo5 (8) prepo6 (8) prepo7 (8) prepo8 (8) prepo9 (8) prepo10 (8) 1001 alternate ingress cell count 2 (32) alternate ingress cell count 1 (32) 1010 unused (32) unused (5) maximum frame length (11) received segment ais defect type (8) received end-to-end ais defect type (8) 1011 received end-to-end ais defect location [127:64] (most significant bytes) 1100 received end-to-end ais defect location [63:0] (least significant bytes) 1101 received segment ais defect location [127:64] (most significant bytes) 1110 received segment ais defect location [63:0] (least significant bytes)

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 54 8.2 connection identification 8.2.1  ingress connection identification in the ingress direction, the atlas-1k800 makes use of a flexible approach to identify incoming cells and to determine which record in the ingress vc table with which they are associated. the atlas-1k800 identifies the vc record of each connection by searching the ingress vc table using selected portions of the cell header, prepend, postpend and the phy address. to do this, the atlas-1k800 creates an internal  routing word , which is the concatenation of the cell header, cell prepend and cell postpend. the atlas-1k800 is programmed to select portions of the routing word plus the phy address to create a  vc search key . the vc search key, therefore, consists of portions of the cell?s header, prepend, postpend and phy address. the figure below illustrates the routing word and vc search key construction. this figure is not intended to imply any restrictions on the positioning of field a and field b. these fields may occur anywhere within the appended octets or the atm header. the primary key and secondary key may also intersect. figure 3 vc search key composition field a field b vpi/vci hec/udf cell prepend cell postpend cell header m 0 20 15 47(nni) 43(uni) start b start b -l b start a start a -l a length  standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 55 table 2 ingress vc table cell fields name description phyid[4:0] indicates the physical layer device that this connection is associated with. this field is used to determine the destination of all generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells. this field is also used in determining the per- phy statistics. field b[10:0] contains the value of the secondary search key field b from the cell header. nni if this bit is a logic 1, the nni bit identifies the connection as belonging to a network-to-network interface. if this bit is a logic 0, the connection is part of a uni. vpi[11:0] the vpi field identifies the virtual path of the connection. if the connection is a uni connection (as defined by the nni bit of the vc table), the four msbs of the vpi field are the gfc bits. the vpi field represents the vpi (and gfc, if the connection is a uni connection) which will be inserted in all generated oam cells. vci[15:0] the vci field identifies the virtual channel of the connection. if the connection is a vpc (f4) connection, then this field shall be encoded as all zeros. if the vci field is non-zero, then the connection is a vcc (f5) connection. this vci field represents the vci which will be inserted in all f5 generated oam cells if this field is encoded as all zeros, the generated oam cells use the correct vci to indicate whether they are segment oam cells (vci=3) or end-to-end oam cells (vci=4). the atlas-1k800 divides the vc search key into two search keys ? the primary key and the secondary key. the primary key is 0 to 10 bits long. it is constructed from two fields ? the  phy id  field and  field a . the phy id field and field a can be programmed to be 0-5 bits and 0-10 bits long, respectively. the phy id field is the sci-phy address and must, therefore, include sufficient bits to encode all the phys at the phy layer interface of the atlas-1k800. field a starts at location starta of the routing word, and has length l a . the number of bits in field a plus the number of bits in the phy id field must be less than or equal to 10. field a and the phyid are always lsb justified within the primary key (any unused msbs are set to logic 0). the secondary key is 39 bits long and is composed of two fields. the first field, field b , is 0 to 11 bits long and may start anywhere in the routing word. field b parameters include starting position, startb and length, l b . the second field is the 28-bit vpi/vci. this field is always taken from the cell header.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 56 field b and the vpi/vci field are ?right justified? i.e. shifted towards the lsb, within the secondary key. figure 4 parameters of the primary key and secondary key   field  a phy id   l   p   l a 0-5 bits   0-10 bits l   p    + l a   standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 57 figure 5 search key locations within the routing word field a size & location field a location registers start a , l a field b size & location field b location registers start b , l b vpi/vci phy id field a primary search key secondary search key once the search keys are assembled, the primary search key is first used to address an external direct look-up table (this is the primary table record of the ingress vc table at isa[19:16]=0000). this table occupies 2 n  memory locations, where n = l p  + l a , i.e. the length of the primary search key. the result of this direct lookup is the address of a root node of a search tree. from this root node, the secondary search key is used by a patented search algorithm to find the ingress vc table record address of the connection. the atlas-1k800 requires this table record for cell processing functions. if the search process does not lead to the successful identification of the cell concerned (i.e. the contents of the ingress vc table address returned do not match the secondary search key contents), the cell is declared to be invalid, and will not be output. optionally, the cell may be routed to the ingress microprocessor cell interface for error logging. the length of time required to perform the vc table search is variable. since the primary search key is used in a direct lookup, only one cycle is required to process the primary search key. the secondary search key processing time is highly dependent on the key?s contents, but the maximum number of processing cycles required is equal to the number of bits in the secondary search key which must be examined to make a unique identification. some vpi and vci bits may always be zero; therefore, they need not be used in the search. in some instances, the primary search key may overlap the secondary search key; therefore, the intersecting bits are only required for the confirmation of a search. if the number of bits used by the binary search is no greater than 16, a sustained rate of 1.42x10 6  cells/s is guaranteed. the general expression for guaranteed throughput is given below:

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 58 ()() cells/s period isysclk  depth   e binary tre   max. 17 1 throughput + = a total of 17 isysclk cycles are dedicated to cell processing (this represents the worst-case number of isysclk cycles required for cell processing). the total number of cycles allocated for searching is 18 (one for the primary search, sixteen for the binary search and one cycle for the verification process). note, however, if the binary tree depth is less than 10, the throughput formula becomes: cells/s period) ysclk  length)(is    word cell ( 1   throughput = where the cell word length is the number of 16-bit words in the cell. the second word of the ingress vc table contains the secondary search key and the nni bit. the secondary search key (field b, vpi and vci) field is used to confirm whether or not the incoming cell belongs to a provisioned virtual connection. any unused bits within this word must be set to zero. the nni bit identifies if the virtual connection belongs to a network-network interface. if the nni bit is set to zero, the connection is part of a uni, which means that the four msbs of the vpi are excluded from the secondary key verification. if the vci field in the ingress vc table is set to all zeros, this signifies the connection is a vpc, and the vci field is to be ignored. 8.3  search table data structure the primary and secondary search key table fields reside in the ingress vc table. the primary table record entry is located in the least significant 10-bits of ingress vc table locations with isa[19:16]=0000, and requires 2 (lp + la)  words of memory. the secondary search key entry is located at locations with isa[19:16]=0001 and its size is bounded by the number of virtual connections supported.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 59 the figure below illustrates the relationship between the primary search table key, secondary search table key and the ingress vc table. figure 6 atlas search table structure the following gives the immutable coding rules for the search data structures. the coding supports numerous possible algorithms, but the operations section presents an algorithm that is optimized for most applications. 8.3.1  primary search table the primary search table contains an array of pointers that point to the roots of binary trees. the table is directly indexed by the contents of the primary search key, as defined above. the entire primary search table must be initialized to all zeros. a table value of zero represents a null pointer; therefore, the initial state means no provisioned connections are defined. if a connection is added which results in a new binary search tree (i.e. it is the only connection associated with a particular primary search key), the appropriate primary search table location must point to the newly created binary search tree root. if the last connection with a particular primary search key is removed, the associated primary search table location must be set to all zeros. 8.3.2  secondary search key table the secondary search table consists of a set of binary search trees. each tree?s root is pointed to by an entry in the primary search tree. each node in the tree is represented by a 40 bit data structure located at isa[19:16]=0000. the fields of the secondary search table are described below. 63 0 ingress vc table entry ingress vc table entry ingress vc table entry ingress vc table entry ingress vc table entry ingress vc table entry ingress vc table entry ingress vc table entry ingress vc table entry ingress vc table entry 2 (l p +l a )  -1 0 primary search table secondary search table ingress vc table entry

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 60 unused (8) selector (6) left leaf (1) left branch (10 lsb of 16 bit field used)) right leaf (1) right branch (10 lsb of 16 bit field used)) primary search key (10 lsb of 16 bit field used) name description selector the selector field is a 6 bit field which is the index of the secondary search key bit upon which the branching decision of the binary search is based. an index of zero represents the lsb. if the selected bit is a logic 1, the left leaf and left branch fields are subsequently used. likewise, if the selected bit is a logic 0, the right leaf and right branch are subsequently used. typically, the selector value decreases monotonically with the depth of the tree, but other search sequences are supported by the flexibility of this bit. left leaf this flag indicates if this node is a leaf. if left leaf is a logic 1, the left branch is a leaf and the binary search terminates if the decision bit is a logic 1. if left leaf is a logic 0, the left branch value points to another node in the binary tree. left branch the pointer to the node accessed if the decision bit is a logic 1. if left leaf is a logic 1, left branch contains the 10-bit address identifying the vc table record for that connection. if left leaf is a logic 0, left branch contains the (up to) 10-bit address pointing to another secondary search table entry. right leaf this flag indicates if this node is a leaf. if right leaf is a logic 1, the right branch is a leaf and the binary search terminates if the decision bit is a logic 0. if right leaf is a logic 0, the right branch field points to another node in the binary tree. right branch the pointer to the node accessed if the decision bit is a logic 0. if right leaf is a logic 1, right branch contains the (10-bit address identifying the vc table address for that connection. if right leaf is a logic 0, right branch contains the 10-bit address pointing to another secondary search table entry. the above encoding defines the binary search tree recursively. the following special cases must be respected: 1.  a binary tree with only one connection must have both the left and right branches pointing to the solitary vc table record. both the left leaf and right leaf flags must be a logic 1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 61 2.  if the primary search table is not used (i.e. l p  = l a  = 0), the root of the single resulting binary search tree must be located at the secondary search table entry at isa[9:0]=0x0000. 3.  if the primary search table is in use, no root node shall use location isa[9:0]=0x0000, although this location may be used for nodes at least one level down. a value of 0x0000 in the primary table record field represents a null pointer. 8.4  ingress cell processing after an ingress vpi/vci search has been completed for a cell, the resulting actions are dependent upon the cell contents and the ingress vc table record. particular features such as policing and oam cell processing can be disabled on a global and per-connection basis. the ingress vpi/vci search results in a isa[9:0] value which points to an ingress vc table record. the fields of each vc table record are described below. the individual fields of the ingress vc table record are accessed by the isa[19:16] outputs. if particular features are disabled, the associated fields are unused and no memory need be provided for them. when a new vc is provisioned, the management software must initialize the contents of the vc table record. once provisioned, the management software can retrieve the contents of the vc table record.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 62 table 3 ingress vc table status field the status field of the ingress vc table is described below. bit name description 7 reserved this bit should be set to zero when the connection is setup. 6 ais_end_to _end alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a single end-to-end ais cell. the alarm status is cleared upon the receipt of a single user or end-to-end cc cell, or if no end-to-end ais cell has been received within the last 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. 5 ais_segme nt alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a single segment ais cell. the alarm status is cleared upon the receipt of a single user or segment cc or end-to-end cc cell, or if no segment ais cell has been received within the last 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. 4 rdi_end_to _end alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a single end-to-end rdi cell. this bit is cleared if no end-to-end rdi cell has been received within the last 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. 3 rdi_segme nt alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a single segment rdi cell. this bit is cleared if no segment rdi cell has been received within the latest 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. 2 cc_end_to _end alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 if no user or end-to-end cc cell has been received within the last 3.5 +/- 0.5 sec. this bit is cleared upon receipt of a user cell, or end-to-end cc cell. 1 cc_segme nt alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 if no user, segment cc or end-to- end cc cell has been received within the last 3.5 +/- 0.5 sec. this bit is cleared upon receipt of a user cell, segment cc cell or end-to-end cc cell. 0 xpolice the excessive policing bit is a logic 1 if any of the per-vc non-compliant cell counts on this connection is greater than 32767 (i.e. the msb on one or more of the non-compliant cell counts is set to logic 1). this bit indicates that the non- compliant cell counts should be read and cleared to avoid counter saturation.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 63 table 4 ingress vc table configuration field the configuration field of the ingress vc table is shown below. bit name description 13 active identifies the connection as active. this bit is checked during the s/uni-atlas-1k800 background processes to determine if the connection is still active. it is the responsibility of the management software to set and clear this bit during activation and deactivation, respectively, of a connection. cells received on a connection for which active is a logic 0 will be dropped, with an optional copy to the ingress microprocessor cell interface if the inactivetoup register bit is a logic 1. these cells will not be counted by the ingress cell processor. 12 segmentflo w the segmentflow bit indicates whether or not an f5 (vcc) connection is part of a defined segment. this bit is only significant if the connection is an f5. when an f4 (vpc) is terminated (i.e. there is an f4 connection end-point which is associated with this f5 connection) at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800, the f5 connections are switched. if the segmentflow bit is logic 1, the f5 connection is considered to be part of a segment flow. thus, if an f4 end-to-end or segment ais cell is terminated by the f4 connection associated with this f5 connection, an f5 segment ais cell will be generated while the f4 connection is in ais alarm. if the segmentflow bit is logic 0, an f5 end-to-end ais cell will be generated when the f4 connection is in ais alarm. the generation of f4 to f5 ais cell generation process can be disabled by using setting the f4tof5ais bit at isa[19:16]=0001 to logic 0. the segmentflow bit should not be set to a logic 1 at segment end-points. 11 count_type this bit is used to address one of two possible combinations of programmable cell counts. if this bit is a logic 0, the cell count 1[31:0] and cell count 2[31:0] are programmed from the settings in the ingress cell counting configuration 1 register 0x236. if this bit is a logic 1, the cell counts are derived from the settings in ingress cell counting configuration 2 register 0x237.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 64 bit name description 10 fm_interrup t_enable this bit enables the generation of segment and end-to-end ais, rdi and continuity check alarm interrupts. if this bit is logic 1, the atlas-1k800 will assert segment and end-to-end ais, rdi and continuity check interrupts, as required, regardless of whether or not the atlas-1k800 is a connection end-point (segment or end-to-end) for the connection. the atlas-1k800 would normally be programmed to assert interrupts at connection end-points only. if this bit is logic 0, no alarm interrupts will be asserted, however, the status field will reflect the connection state. 9 lb_to_up if this bit is a logic 1, all loopback cells are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. the drop_lb bit determines whether or not loopback cells are output to the ingress output cell interface. 8 drop_lb if this bit is a logic 1, loopback cells are not output to the ingress output cell interface. the lb_to_up bit determines whether or not looopback cells are output to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. 7 fm_to_up if this bit is a logic 1, all fault management cells (ais, rdi, cc) are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. the segment_point and end_to_end_point bits determines whether or not fm cells are output to the ingress output cell interface. 6 drop_up if this bit is a logic 1, all cells are output to the ingress microprocessor cell interface only (not to the ingress output cell interface). the setting of this bit supercedes all other routing bits. if the drop_up bit is set, the atlas-1k800 will not output generated oam cells (ais, rdi, cc, fwd pm and bwd pm) cells on this connection. 5 xpoli_inter rupt_enable the excessive policing interrupt enable bit controls whether or not the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will assert the xpoli interrupt. if this bit is a logic 1, then the atlas-1k800 will assert the xpoli interrupt whenever any of the per-vc non- compliant cell counts on this connection becomes greater than 32767 (i.e. the msb of one or more of the non-compliant cell counts first set). if this bit is a logic 0, the xpoli interrupt will not be asserted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 65 bit name description 4:1 defect_typ e[3:0] the defect_type[3:0] bits choose which one of 16 possible defect type settings (maintained in the defect type 1-16 registers 0x226 ? 0x22d in the ingress cell processor). for example, if defect_type[3:0]=0000, the defect type 1 setting will be used in generated ais cells. rdi cells which are generated as a result of the cc_rdi process, the per-phy register configurations 0x224, 0x225 (i.e. a forced generation of an rdi cell) and rdi cells which are generated as a result of the send_rdi_segment or send_rdi_end_to_end bits also this setting to determine which defect type will be inserted. 0 cos_enabl e if this bit is a logic 1, any change of alarm state on this connection will result in a write to the change of state fifo (if enabled via the cos register bit of the ingress cell processor configuration register 0x200). if this bit is a logic 0, no writes will be made to the cos fifo. the oam configuration field of the ingress vc table is described below. table 5 ingress vc table oam configuration field bit name description 8 send_ais_ segment if this bit is a logic 1, a segment ais cell is generated once per second (nominally). 7 send_ais_ end_to_end if this bit is a logic 1, an end-to-end ais cell is generated once per second (nominally). 6 send_rdi_ segment if this bit is a logic 1, a segment rdi cell is generated once per second (nominally). 5 send_rdi_ end_to_end if this bit is a logic 1, an end-to-end rdi cell is generated once per second (nominally).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 66 bit name description 4 cc_rdi if this bit is a logic 1, rdi cells are generated at one second intervals upon the declaration of a cc_alarm and the state of the autordi bit in register 0x200. the type of rdi cell (segment or end-to-end) generated depends upon the alarm declaration (segment cc alarm or end-to-end cc alarm) and whether or not the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is an end point (end- to-end point, segment end point, or both). if the atlas-1k800 is not an end point, the rdi cell will not be generated. if both the segment and end-to-end cc alarms are asserted, then both types of rdi cells will be generated if the atlas-1k800 is configured as both a segment end point and an end-to-end point. rdi cells which are generated as a result of the cc_rdi function have the defect location and defect type values which are programmed in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 registers oam defect type0 and 1, 0x226-0x22d and oam defect location octets 0 & 1, 0x22e-0x235, inserted in the defect location and defect type fields of the cells. 3 cc_activat e_segment enables continuity checking on segment flows. if the forcecc bit in the cell processor configuration register 0x238 is logic 0, then when no user cells are transmitted over a 1.0 second (nominal) interval, a segment cc oam cell is generated. the segment cc cell is generated at an interval of one per second (nominally). if the forcecc register bit is logic 1, then when the cc_activate_segment bit is logic 1, a segment cc cell will be generated at an interval of once per second (nominally), regardless of the flow of user cells. itu-t i.610 9.2.1.1.2, 9.2.2.1.2. 2 cc_activat e_end_to_ end enables continuity checking on end-to-end flows. if the forcecc bit in the cell processor configuration register 0x238 is logic 0, then when no user cells are transmitted over a 1.0 second (nominal) interval, an end-to-end cc oam cell is generated. the end-to-end cc cell is generated at an interval of one per second (nominally). if the forcecc register bit is logic 1, then when the cc_activate_end_to_end bit is logic 1, an end-to-end cc cell will be generated at an interval of once per second (nominally), regardless of the flow of user cells. itu-t i.610 9.2.1.1.2, 9.2.2.1.2.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 67 bit name description 1 segment_p oint defines the s/uni-atlas-1k800 as a segment termination point. for f4 connections (vpcs), all cells with vci = 3 are terminated and processed. for f5 connections (vccs), all cells with pti = 100 are terminated and processed. 0 end_to_en d_point defines the s/uni-atlas-1k800 as an end-to-end termination point. for f4 connections (vpcs), all cells with vci = 4 are terminated and processed. for f5 connections (vccs), all cells with pti = 101 are terminated and processed. an end-to-end termination point wil also terminate all segment connections, since by definition the end-to-end point is the end point for all oam traffic. the ingress internal status field contains connection state information. the count fields decrement at a rate of once per second. the ingress internal status field is shown below. table 6 ingress internal status field bit name description 16:14 reserved these bits should be set to zero at connection setup. 13 send_seg_ cc_count the send_seg_cc_count is set to logic 1 (to provide a one second count) at connection setup time and each time the s/uni-atlas-1k800 sends a user cell on this connection. the count is decremented at one second intervals. if this count reaches zero (i.e. if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 writes back a zero at a one second boundary and subsequently reads a zero at the next one second boundary, indicating that no user cells have been sent on this connection), then a segment cc cell is generated, if the cc_activate_segment bit is set. 12 send_end_ cc_count the send_end_cc_count is set to logic 1 (to provide one second count) at connection setup time and each time the s/uni-atlas-1k800 sends a user cell on this connection. the count is decremented at one second intervals. if this count reaches zero (i.e. if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 writes back a zero at a one second boundary and subsequently reads a zero at the next one second boundary, indicating that no user cells have been sent on this connection), then an end-to-end cc cell is generated, if the

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 68 bit name description cc_activate_end_to_end bit is set. 11:10 seg_cc_c ount[1:0] the seg_cc_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 3.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of a user or segment cc cell, and decremented at one second intervals. if the seg_cc_count reaches 0, the cc_segment alarm is raised. 9:8 end_cc_c ount[1:0] the end_cc_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 3.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of a user or end-to-end cc cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the end_cc_count reaches 0, the cc_end_to_end alarm is raised. itu-t i.610 9.2.1.1.2, 9.2.2.1.2 7:6 seg_rdi_c ount[1:0] the seg_rdi_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of a segment rdi cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the seg_rdi_count reaches 0, the rdi_segment alarm is cleared. 5:4 end_rdi_c ount[1:0] the end_rdi_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of an end-to-end rdi cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the end_rdi_count reaches 0, the rdi_end_to_end alarm is cleared. 3:2 seg_ais_c ount[1:0] the seg_ais_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of a segment ais cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the seg_ais_count reaches 0, the ais_segment alarm is cleared. 1:0 end_ais_c ount[1:0] the end_ais_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of an end-to-end ais cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the end_ais_count reaches 0, the ais_end_to_end alarm is cleared. table 7 ingress vc table miscellaneous fields name description f4tof5ais if this bit is logic 1, the f4 to f5 fault management scenarios listed in table 28 f4 to f5 fault management processing are enabled. if this bit is logic 0, no f5 fault management cells will be generated as a result of the reception of f4 fault management cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 69 name description vpc pointer[15:0] this field is used to point to the f4-oam connections of a terminated vpc. for a vcc connection, the vpc pointer will contain the address of the table entry for the f4 segment oam vpc connection. for the segment oam vpc connection, the vpc pointer will contain the address of the table entry for the end-to-end oam vpc connection. if the vpc pointer[15:0] field points to its own address, this indicates that the current vcc is not part of a vpc termination. see section 8.18 for a description of the use of this field. ingress cell count 1 and 2 [31:0] alternate cell count 1 and 2 [31:0] these fields contain a configurable cell count, as described in the count_type table field. the alternate count is selected via the alternate_count bit in the ingress cell processor configuration register 0x238. note, these counts represent the state of the counts  before policing. the non-compliant cell counts can be subtracted to determine the state of the counts  after  policing. cells received on connections with the active bit equal to logic 0 will not be counted. received end-to-end ais defect location [127:0] this field is used to store the defect location from a received end-to-end ais cell. this field is used in end-to-end rdi cells generated via the autordi function (see ingress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x200). if rdi cell generation is forced (using either the send_rdi ingress vc table bits or the per-phy rdi register bits 0x224 and 0x225) or generated by the cc_rdi process, either the local defect location field programmed in the ingress defect location registers, 0x22f-0x235, or an unused value (0x6a) will be used. received end-to-end ais defect type [7:0] this field is used to store the defect type from a received end-to-end ais cell. this field is used in end-to-end rdi cells generated via the autordi function (see ingress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x200). if rdi cell generation is forced (using either the send_rdi ingress vc table bits or the per-phy rdi register bits, 0x224 and 0x225) or generated by the cc_rdi process, either the local defect type field programmed in the ingress defect type registers, 0x226-0x22d, or an unused value (0x6a) will be used.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 70 name description received segment ais defect location [127:0] this field is used to store the defect location from a segment ais cell. this field is used in segment rdi cells generated via the autordi function (see ingress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x200). if rdi cell generation is forced (using either the send_rdi ingress vc table bits or the per-phy rdi register bits, 0x224 and 0x225) or generated by the cc_rdi process, either the local defect location field programmed in the ingress defect location registers, 0x22f- 0x235, or an unused value (0x6a) will be used. received segment ais defect type [7:0] this field is used to store the defect type from a segment ais cell. this field is used in segment rdi cells generated via the autordi function (see ingress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x200). if rdi cell generation is forced (using either the send_rdi ingress vc table bits or the per-phy rdi register bits, 0x224 and 0x225) or generated by the cc_rdi process, either the local defect type field programmed in the ingress defect type registers, 0x226-0x22d, or an unused value (0x6a) will be used. table 8 ingress vc table activation fields name description pm active2 indicates the pm session pointed to by pm addr2[6:0] is active. pm active1 indicates the pm session pointed to by pm addr1[6:0] is active. pm addr2[6:0] indicates which internal pm ram address is to be used for a pm session. pm addr1[6:0] indicates which internal pm ram address is to be used for a pm session. all fields relating to per-connection policing and per-phy policing are described in section 8.11. this includes all fields in rows isa[19:16] = 0011, 0100, 0101 and the maximum frame length field in row isa[19:16] = 1010. all fields in rows isa[19:16] = 0111 and 1000 are described in section 8.9 header translation.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 71 8.5  egress vc table the egress vc table is a 16 row 32 bit data structure which contains context information for up to 1024 connections. table 9 egress vc table esa [19:16] 31 0 activation field[2:0] connection identifier field [28:0] 0000 active (1) pm active2 (1) pm active (1) nni (1) vpi (12) vci (16) 0001 reserv ed (1) cos_ enable  (1) vpc pointer (16) pm addr2 (7) pm addr1 (7) 0010 status (7) internal status (16) oam configuration (9) 0011 received end-to- end ais defect type (8) received segment ais defect type (8) configuration (11) phyid (5) 0100 egress cell count 1 (32) 0101 egress cell count 2 (32) 0110 alternate egress cell count 1 (32) 0111 alternate egress cell count 2 (32) 1000 received end-to-end ais defect location [127:96] (most significant bytes) 1001 received end-to-end ais defect location [95:64] 1010 received end-to-end ais defect location [63:32] 1011 received end-to-end ais defect location [31:0] (least significant bytes) 1100 received segment ais defect location [127:96] (most significant bytes) 1101 received segment ais defect location [95:64] 1110 received segment ais defect location [63:32] 1111 received segment ais defect location [31:0] ( least significant bytes) the egress vc table requires 512 bits per connection, however, not all rows need be populated with ram if not all features are used. unused bits should be set to zero for backward compatibility with future devices within the s/uni-atlas-1k800 family.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 72 the egress vc table connection identifier fields are described below. table 10 egress vc table connection identifier fields bit name description 28 nni if this bit is a logic 1, the nni bit identifies the connection as belonging to a network-to-network interface. if this bit is a logic 0, the connection is part of a uni. 27:16 vpi the vpi field identifies the virtual path of the connection. if the connection is a uni connection (as defined by the nni bit of the vc table), the four msbs of the vpi field are the gfc bits. the vpi field represents the vpi (and gfc, if the connection is a uni connection) which will be inserted in all generated oam cells. if header translation is enabled, all cells received from the egress input cell interface, the egress backward oam cell interface and the egress microprocessor cell interface (when the e_uphdrx bit, register 0x061, is a logic 1) will have the vpi portion of their header replaced with the contents of this field. if the connection is a uni connection, the gfc portion of the header will be replaced with the vpi[11:8] field if the egress cell processor is so configured (gfc bit in register 0x280, set to logic 0). if the connection is an nni connection, the gfc register bit is ignored and the vpi portion of the header will be replaced if header translation is enabled. 15:0 vci the vci field identifies the virtual channel of the connection. if the connection is a vpc (f4) connection, then this field shall be encoded as all zeros. if the vci field is non-zero, then the connection is a vcc (f5) connection. this vci field represents the vci which will be inserted in all f5 generated oam cells. if this field is encoded as all zeros, the generated oam cells use the correct vci to indicate whether they are segment oam cells (vci=3) or end-to-end oam cells (vci=4). if header translation is enabled, all f5 cells received from the egress input cell interface will have the vci portion of their header replaced with this vci field. if the connection is an f4 connection, the vci portion of the cell header is passed transparently.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 73 8.5.1  egress connection identification in the egress direction, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 uses a direct lookup for connection identification. any combination of prepend bytes, cell header (including hec and udf bytes) and/or phy id may be used to form a direct lookup address. the egress cell processor forms an egress routing word, as shown in the figure below, and the egress lookup address is formed from that routing word in up to three parts. figure 7 egress routing word and egress lookup address     vpi/vci hec/udf   cell prepend   cell postpend cell header   0   20   15   egress routing word   length  standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 74 ingress generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells rdi and backward reporting pm cells which are generated by the ingress cell processor are routed to the egress direction via the egress backward oam cell interface. in order to allow these cells to be header translated, counted and be part of oam cell flows, they must be looked up in the egress vc table. thus, the ingress and egress vc table connection addresses must be related in one of four ways.  it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure connections are setup in accordance with the rules and conditions described below. 1.  if the ingress vc table connection address is equal to the egress vc table connection address (i.e. the isa[9:0] and esa[9:0] addresses, which represent the pointer to a connection, are the same), the s/uni-atlas-1k800-generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells have their hec and udf byte locations overwritten with the 16-bit vc table connection address. this allows a direct lookup to be performed. 2.  if the ingress vc table connection address is not equal to the egress vc table connection address, the header[7:0] (the least significant 8-bits of the header field at isa[19:16]=0111 which represents the hec field) and udf[7:0] fields of the ingress vc table can be used to represent the associated egress vc table connection address. the s/uni-atlas-1k800-generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells will contain these fields in the hec and udf byte locations. this allows a direct lookup to be performed. 3.  if the ingress vc table connection address is not equal to the egress vc table connection address, the prepo1[7:0] and prepo2[7:0] fields at isa[19:16] = 0111 can be used to represent the associated egress vc table connection address. the s/uni-atlas-1k800-generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells will contain these fields in the hec and udf byte locations (the hec field will contain the contents of the prepo1 field, and the udf field will contain the contents of the prepo2 field). this allows a direct lookup to be performed. 4.  finally, if the s/uni-atlas-1k800-generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells can be uniquely identified by their phyid[4:0], vpi[11:0] and vci[15:0], the egress vc table pointer can be extracted in exactly the same manner as cells received from the egress input cell interface ( this assumes that a direct lookup of the cells is normally performed by extracting a pointer from those same fields).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 75 egress generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells rdi and backward reporting pm cells which are generated by the egress cell processor are routed to the ingress direction via the ingress backward oam cell interface. in order to allow these cells to be header translated, counted and be part of oam cell flows, they must be looked up in the ingress vc table. thus, the ingress and egress vc table connection addresses must be related in one of two ways.  it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure connections are setup in accordance with the rules and conditions described below. 1.  if the egress vc table connection address is equal to the ingress vc table connection address (i.e. the isa[9:0] and esa[9:0] addresses, which represent the pointer to a connection, are the same), the s/uni-atlas-1k800-generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells have their hec and udf byte locations overwritten with the 10-bit vc table connection address. this allows a direct lookup to be performed. in this case, the cells are not subject to the search algorithm as cell received from the ingress input cell interface, or the ingress microprocessor cell interface (when i_uphdrx bit in register 0x051 is set to logic 1). the decision of which field to use for the search is controlled by the bcifhecudf bit of the egress cell processor direct lookup index configuration 1 register 0x282 and the ingress bcifhecudf bit in the ingress cell processor configuration 2 register 0x238. 2.  if the ingress and egress vc table connection addresses are not identical, then a search must be performed in the ingress direction, and the connection must be uniquely identified by its phyid[4:0], vpi[11:0] and vci[15:0] fields. the hec and udf fields of the s/uni-atlas-1k800-generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells are overwritten with the 16-bit connection address. as a programmable option, the hec byte can be overwritten with the phyid[4:0] field (lsb justified with the 3 msbs set to logic 0, the udf byte is then set to 0x6a). this is controlled by the phyidinhec register bit of the egress cell processor configuration #1 register 0x280. if any other prepend or postpend bytes are used in the ingress search algorithm, this option will not work.  it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the connection addresses and search fields are setup correctly. 8.6  egress cell processing after a direct lookup has been completed for a cell, the resulting actions are dependent upon the cell contents and the egress vc table record. particular features such as cell counting and oam processing can be disabled on a global and per-connection basis.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 76 the egress direct lookup results in a esa[9:0] value which points to an egress vc table record. the fields of the egress vc table record are described below. the egress cell processor uses the esa[19:0], esrwb, esoeb and esadsb pins to perform read and write accesses to the external synchronous sram . when a new vc is provisioned, the management software must initialize the contents of the vc table record. once provisioned, the management software can retrieve the contents of the vc table record. the egress cell processor performs an odd parity check of the received data. as a programmable option, the egress cell processor can also perform a parity check over the extracted connection lookup address. the addrparityen bit in the egress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x280 enables address parity. the check assumes that parity exists in the external sram, and is connected appropriately to the esd[35:0] pins. the address parity checking uses the most significant parity bit of the first row (i.e. esa[19:16] = 0000), to perform its odd parity check. if the parity is found to be in error, the badvctoup bit, in register 0x280, determines whether the cell will be output to the egress microprocessor cell interface for logging, or discarded. the activation field of the egress vc table is shown below: table 11 egress vc table activation field bit name description 2 active identifies the connection as active. it is the responsibility of the management software to set and clear this bit during activation and deactivation, respectively, of a connection. 1 pm active2 indicates the pm session pointed to by pm addr2[6:0] is active. 0 pm active1 indicates the pm session pointed to by pm addr1[6:0] is active. the egress vc table status field is described below. table 12 egress vc table status field bit name description 6 reserved this bit should be set to zero at connection setup. 5 ais_end_to this bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a single end-to-end ais cell. the alarm status is cleared upon the receipt of a

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 77 bit name description _end alarm single user or end-to-end cc cell, or if no end-to-end ais cell has been received within the last 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. 4 ais_segme nt alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a single segment ais cell. the alarm status is cleared upon the receipt of a single user or segment cc or end-to-end cc cell, or if no segment ais cell has been received within the last 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. 3 rdi_end_to _end alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a single end-to-end rdi cell. this bit is cleared if no end-to-end rdi cell has been received within the last 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. 2 rdi_segme nt alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a single segment rdi cell. this bit is cleared if no segment rdi cell has been received within the latest 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. 1 cc_end_to _end alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 if no user or end-to-end cc cell has been received within the last 3.5 +/- 0.5 sec. this bit is cleared upon receipt of a user cell, or end-to-end cc cell 0 cc_segme nt alarm this bit becomes a logic 1 if no user or segment cc, or end- to-end cc cell has been received within the last 3.5 +/- 0.5 sec. this bit is cleared upon receipt of a user cell, segment cc cell or end-to-end cc cell

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 78 the egress vc table configuration field is described below. table 13 egress vc table configuration field bit name description 10 count_type this bit is used to index one of two possible register locations, which provide programmable options for cell counting on cell count 1[31:0] and cell count 2[31:0]. if this bit is a logic 0, the programmable option from the egress vc table counting configuration 1 register 0x290 is chosen. if this bit is a logic 1, the programmable option from the egress vc table counting configuration 2 register 0x291, is chosen. 9 fm_interrup t_enable this bit enables the generation of segment and end-to-end ais, rdi and continuity check alarm interrupts. if this bit is logic 1, the atlas-1k800 will assert segment and end-to-end ais, rdi and continuity check interrupts, as required, regardless of whether or not the atlas-1k800 is a connection end-point (segment or end-to-end) for the connection. the atlas-1k800 would normally be programmed to assert interrupts at connection end-points. if this bit is logic 0, no alarm interrupts will be asserted, however, the status field will reflect the connection state. 8 lb_to_up if this bit is a logic 1, all loopback cells are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface. the drop_lb bit determines whether or not loopback cells are output to the egress output cell interface. 7 drop_lb if this bit is a logic 1, loopback cells are not output to the egress output cell interface. the lb_to_up bit determines whether or not loopback cells are output to the egress microprocessor interface. 6 fm_to_up if this bit is a logic 1, all fault management cells (ais, rdi, cc) are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface. the segment_point and end_to_end_point bits determine whether or not fm cells are output to the egress output cell interface. 5 drop_up if this bit is a logic 1, all cells are output to the egress microprocessor cell interface only (not to the egress output cell interface). the setting of this bit supercedes all other routing bits. if the drop_up bit is set, the atlas-1k800 will not output generated oam cells (fwd pm, bwd pm and fault

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 79 bit name description management) on this connection. 4 reserved this bit must be set to a logic 0 during connection initialization. [3:0] defect_typ e[3:0] the defect_type[3:0] is used to select 1 of 16 defect type settings from the egress oam defect type registers, 0x292- 0x299. for example, if defect_type[3:0] = 0000, the defect type 1 setting will be used in ais cells which are generated as a result of the send_ais_segment, send_ais_end_to_end bits being set, or as a result of a per- phy ais cell generation register, 0x28a and 0x28b, being set. rdi cells which are generated as a result of the cc_rdi process, the per-phy rdi cell generation register, 0x28c and 0x28d, or the send_rdi_segment and send_rdi_end_to_end bits also use this setting to determine which defect type will be inserted. the egress oam configuration field is described below. table 14 egress oam configuration field bit name description 8 send_ais_ segment if this bit is a logic 1, a segment ais cell is generated once per second (nominally). 7 send_ais_ end_to_end if this bit is a logic 1, an end-to-end ais cell is generated once per second (nominally). 6 send_rdi_ segment if this bit is a logic 1, a segment rdi cell is generated once per second (nominally). 5 send_rdi_ end_to_end if this bit is a logic 1, an end-to-end rdi cell is generated once per second (nominally). 4 cc_rdi if this bit is a logic 1, rdi cells are generated at one second intervals upon the declaration of a cc alarm. the type of rdi cell (segment or end-to-end) generated depends upon the alarm declaration (segment cc alarm or end-to-end cc alarm) and whether or not the connection is configured as a segment end point or end-to-end point, or both. if both the segment and end-to-end cc alarms are asserted, then both types of rdi cells will be generated (if the atlas-1k800 is configured as both a segment end point and an end-to-end point).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 80 bit name description rdi cells which are generated as a result of the cc_rdi function, have the defect location and defect type values which are programmed in the atlas-1k800 registers, inserted in the defect location and defect type fields. 3 cc_activat e_segment enables continuity checking on segment flows. if the forcecc bit in the egress cell processor direct lookup index configuration 2 register 0x283, is logic 0, then when no user cells are transmitted over a 1.0 second (nominal) interval, a segment cc oam cell is generated. the segment cc cell is generated at an interval of one per second (nominally). if the forcecc register bit is logic 1, then when the cc_activate_segment bit is logic 1, a segment cc cell will be generated at an interval of once per second (nominally), regardless of the flow of user cells. 2 cc_activat e_end_to_ end enables continuity checking on end-to-end flows. if the forcecc bit in the egress cell processor direct lookup index configuration 2 register 0x283, is logic 0, then when no user cells are transmitted over a 1.0 second (nominal) interval, an end-to-end cc oam cell is generated. the end-to-end cc cell is generated at an interval of one per second (nominally). if the forcecc register bit is logic 1, then when the cc_activate_end_to_end bit is logic 1, an end-to-end cc cell will be generated at an interval of once per second (nominally), regardless of the flow of user cells. . 1 segment_p oint defines the s/uni-atlas-1k800 as a segment termination point. for f4 connections (vpcs), all cells with vci = 3 are terminated and processed. for f5 connections (vccs), all cells with pti = 100 are terminated and processed. 0 end_to_en d_point defines the s/uni-atlas-1k800 as an end-to-end termination point. for f4 connections (vpcs), all cells with vci = 4 are terminated and processed. for f5 connections (vccs), all cells with pti = 101 are terminated and processed. an end-to-end termination point will also terminate all segment connections, since by definition the end-to-end point is the end point for all oam traffic.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 81 the egress internal state field contains connection state information. the counts are decremented at a rate of once per second. the egress internal status field is shown below. table 15 egress internal status field bit name description 15:14 reserved these bits should be set to zero to guarantee future backward compatibility. 13 send_seg_ cc_count the send_seg_cc_count is set to logic 1 (to provide a one second count) at connection setup time and each time the s/uni-atlas-1k800 sends a user cell on this connection. the count is decremented at one-second intervals. if this count reaches zero (i.e. if the atlas-1k800 writes back a zero at a one second boundary and subsequently reads a zero at the next one second boundary, indicating that no user cells have been sent on this connection), then a segment cc cell is generated, if the cc_activate_segment bit is set. 12 send_end_ cc_count the send_end_cc_count is set to logic 1 (to provide one second count) at connection setup time and each time the s/uni-atlas-1k800 sends a user cell on this connection. the count is decremented at one second intervals. if this count reaches zero (i.e. if the atlas-1k800 writes back a zero at a one second boundary and subsequently reads a zero at the next one second boundary, indicating that no user cells have been sent on this connection), then an end-to-end cc cell is generated, if the cc_activate_end_to_end bit is set 11:10 seg_cc_c ount[1:0] the seg_cc_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 3.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of a user or segment cc cell, and decremented at one second intervals. if the seg_cc_count reaches 0, the cc_segment alarm is raised. 9:8 end_cc_c ount[1:0] the end_cc_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 3.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of a user or end-to-end cc cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the end_cc_count reaches 0, the cc_end_to_end alarm is raised. 7:6 seg_rdi_c ount[1:0] the seg_rdi_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of a segment rdi cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the seg_rdi_count reaches 0, the rdi_segment alarm is cleared.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 82 bit name description 5:4 end_rdi_c ount[1:0] the end_rdi_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of an end-to-end rdi cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the end_rdi_count reaches 0, the rdi_end_to_end alarm is cleared. 3:2 seg_ais_c ount[1:0] the seg_ais_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of a segment ais cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the seg_ais_count reaches 0, the ais_segment alarm is cleared. 1:0 end_ais_c ount[1:0] the end_ais_count is set to a value of 3 (to provide a 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec count) upon receipt of an end-to-end ais cell, and decrements at one second intervals. if the end_ais_count reaches 0, the ais_end_to_end alarm is cleared. table 16 egress vc table miscellaneous fields name description phyid[4:0] indicates the physical layer device that this connection is associated with. this field is used to determine the destination of all generated oam cells. rdi and backward reporting cells received from ingress do not use this field, instead the phyid provided from the ingress is used to determine the destination. vpc pointer[15:0] this field is used to point to the f4 oam vpc connections of an aggregated vpc. for a vcc connection, the vpc pointer will contain the address of the table entry for the segment f4 oam vpc connection. if the vpc pointer[15:0] field points to itself, that vcc connection is not used on any vpc continuity check process. the vpc pointer should point to itself for all f4 connections. see section 8.19 for a description regarding the use of this field. cos_enable if this bit is a logic 1, any change of alarm state on this connection will result in a write to the change of state fifo (if enabled via the cos register bit of the egress cell processor configuration register 0x280). if this bit is a logic 0, no writes will be made to the cos fifo.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 83 name description egress cell count 1 and 2 [31:0] alternate cell count 1 and 2 [31:0] these fields contain a configurable cell count, as described in the count_type table bit. the alternate count is selected via the alternate_count bit in the egress cell processor configuration 2 register 0x283. received end-to- end ais defect location [127:0] this field is used to store the defect location from a received end-to-end ais cell. this field is used in end-to-end rdi cells generated via the autordi function (see egress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x280). if rdi cell generation is forced (using either the send_rdi egress vc table bits or the per-phy rdi cell generation registers 0x28c-0x28d) or generated by the cc_rdi process, either the local defect location field programmed in the egress cell processor oam defect location registers 0x29a-0x2a1 or an unused value (0x6a) will be used. received end-to- end ais defect type [7:0] this field is used to store the defect type from a received end-to-end ais cell. this field is used in end-to-end rdi cells generated via the autordi function (see egress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x280). if rdi cell generation is forced (using either the send_rdi egress vc table bits or the per-phy rdi cell generation registers 0x28c-0x28d) or generated by the cc_rdi process, either the local defect type field programmed in the egress cell processor oam defect type registers 0x292-0x299 or an unused value (0x6a) will be used. received segment ais defect location [127:0] this field is used to store the defect location from a segment ais cell. this field is used in segment rdi cells generated via the autordi function (see egress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x280). if rdi cell generation is forced (using either the send_rdi egress vc table bits or the per-phy rdi cell generation registers 0x28c-0x28d) or generated by the cc_rdi process, either the local defect location field programmed in the egress cell processor oam defect location registers 0x29a- 0x2a1or an unused value (0x6a) will be used.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 84 name description received segment ais defect type [7:0] this field is used to store the defect type from a segment ais cell. this field is used in segment rdi cells generated via the autordi function (see egress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x280). if rdi cell generation is forced (using either the send_rdi egress vc table bits or the per-phy rdi cell generation register 0x28c-0x28d) or generated by the cc_rdi process, either the local defect type field programmed in the egress cell processor oam defect type registers 0x292-0x299 or an unused value (0x6a) will be used. 8.7 performance monitoring the oam-pm statistics are collected in an on-chip ram accessible through the microprocessor port. the ingress cell processor and egress cell processor maintain separate internal pm rams. table 17 internal pm pm addr [2:0] 79 0 000 pm configuration & status (16) bip-16 (16) current count clp0 (16) current count clp0+1 (16) bler stored (8) fwd bmcs n (8) 001 fwd trcc0 (16) fwd trcc0+1 (16) fwd tuc0 (16) fwd tuc0+1 (16) fwd fmcs n (8) unuse d (8) 010 bwd trcc0 (16) bwd trcc0+1 (16) bwd tuc0 (16) bwd tuc0+1 (16) bwd fmcs n (8) bwd bmcs n (8) 011 fwd errors (8) fwd impair ed (8) fwd lost/mi s impair ed (8) fwd secb errore d (8) fwd secb lost  (8) fwd secb misins (8) fwd secb c (8) fwd lost fm cells (8) fwd tagged clp0 (16) 100 fwd misinserted (16) fwd lost clp0 (16) fwd lost clp0+1 (16) fwd total lost clp0 (16) fwd total lost clp0+1 (16)

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 85 101 bwd errors (8) bwd impair ed (8) bwd lost/mi s impair ed (8) bwd secb errore d (8) bwd secb lost  (8) bwd secb misins (8) bwd secb c (8) bwd secb c accum . (8) bwd tagged clp0 (16) 110 bwd misinserted (16) bwd lost clp0 (16) bwd lost clp0+1 (16) bwd total lost clp0 (16) bwd total lost clp0+1 (16) 111 transmitted clp0 count (32) transmitted clp0+1 count (32) bwd lost fm cells (8) bwd lost br cells (8) the configuration field of the internal pm table is shown below. table 18 pm table configuration field bit name description 15 source_fw dpm if this bit is a logic 1, the pm session is configured to source a pm flow, and a forward monitoring cell is output from the s/uni-atlas-1k800 once per block of user cells (nominally). received forward monitoring and backwards reporting cells will not be processed by this pm session. if the session is an f4 session, then any generated f5 fwd pm cells, f5-ais or f5-cc cells will be included in the user cell flow. if the source_fwdpm bit is a logic 0, then the pm session is configured to process received forward monitoring and backwards reporting cells. termination of pm cells depends only on whether the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is configured as an end-to-end or segment end point. if the source_fwdpm bit is a logic 0, and the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not configured as a flow end point (segment or end-to-end), then the s/uni- atlas-1k800 will monitor a pm flow. 14 generate_b wdpm if this bit is a logic 1 and the source_fwdpm bit is a logic 0, a backward reporting pm cell is generated when an appropriate forward monitoring pm cell is received. the f4_f5b and ete_segb bits determine the type of forward monitoring cells that are processed, and thus the type of backward reporting cell that is generated. if the fwd_pm0 bit is a logic 1, then a backward reporting cell will not be generated (the fwd_pm0 bit is cleared upon receipt of the first forward monitoring pm cell).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 86 bit name description 13 f4_f5b if this bit is a logic 1, this pm address is for a f4 (vpc) pm flow. f5 cells, including oam cells, are user cells as far as this flow is concerned. if this bit is a logic 0, the pm address is for a f5 (vcc) pm flow. f4 oam cells are ignored. 12 ete_segb if this bit is a logic 1, this pm address is for an end-to-end pm flow. segment pm cells are ignored. if this bit is a logic 0, this pm address is for a segment pm flow. end-to-end pm cells are ignored. despite the setting of this bit, f5 oam cells are treated as user cells if the f4_f5b bit is logic 1. 11 force_fwd pm this bit controls the forced insertion of a forward monitoring pm cell when the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is configured to insert forward monitoring pm cells. when the force_fwdpm bit is logic 1, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will force the insertion of a forward monitoring pm cell when the current cell count of clp0+1 cells reaches n+n/2, where n is the programmed block size, regardless of the state of the forward monitoring pacing register. if this bit is logic 0, then the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 will not insert a forward monitoring pm cell unless the forward monitoring pacing register allows for a pm cell to be inserted. this bit has no effect when source_fwdpm is logic 0. [10:9] threshold_ select[1:0] these bits are used to index one of four possible threshold selection register pairs (pm threshold a1/a2 through pm threshold d1/d2) which hold the threshold values for errored, misinserted and lost severely errored cell blocks. [8:5] blocksize[3: 0] the block size of pm cells selects the nominal block of user cells as follows: 0000 128 cells 0001 256 cells 0010 512 cells 0011 1024 cells 0100 2048 cells 0101 4096 cells 0110 8192 cells 0111 16384 cells 1000 32768 cells 1001- 1111 reserved.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 87 bit name description 4 unused 3 reserved this bit must be set to logic 0 at initialization time. 2 bwd_pm_p ending this bit is a logic 1 if a bwd pm cell is to be generated. normally, bwd pm cells are generated immediately upon receipt of a fwd pm cell (if so configured), however, in the event that the bwd oam cell fifo is full, the request must be left pending until such time as it can be sent. 1 fwd_pm0 if source_fwdpm is a logic 0, the fwd_pm0 bit must be set to a logic 1 initially. this bit is cleared upon receiving the first forward monitoring cell. this clears the current cell count and bip-16. the fwd_pm0 bit is used to denote the arrival of the first forward monitoring cell. the fwd_pm0 bit suppresses accumulation of the forward error counts. if this bit is not set, error counts will be accumulated. if source_fwdpm is a logic 1, then if this bit is set to a logic 1 initially, rows 1 and 7 will be cleared at the end of the first block of user cells. initializing row 0 is the responsibility of the management software during setup. 0 bwd_pm0 the bwd_pm0 bit must be set to a logic 1 initially. this bit is cleared upon receiving the first backward reporting cell. this clears the tuc_0, tuc_0+1, trcc_0 and trcc_0+1 counts. the bwd_pm0 bit suppresses accumulation of error counts. if this bit is not set, error counts will be accumulated. the qos parameters of the internal pm table are described below.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 88 table 19 qos parameters for performance monitoring n.b.  tucd0 and tucd0+1 (which are referred to in this table) are internally computed values in accordance with bellcore gr-1248-core, itu-t i.610 and itu- t i.356. name description bip16 when this pm instance is the source of forward monitoring cells, the bit-interleaved parity 16 is the even parity error detection code computed over the information field of the block of user data cells (clp0+1) transmitted after the last forward monitoring pm cell. when this pm instance terminates or monitors forward monitoring cells, bip-16 is the even parity error detection code computed over the information field of user data cells received after the last forward monitoring pm cell. current cell count clp0 (16) when this pm process is the source of forward monitoring cells, this count is incremented each time a clp0 user cell is transmitted. it is used along with the fwd tuc_0 field to determine the tuc_0 field of newly generated forward pm cells. when this pm process terminates/monitors forward monitoring cells, this count is incremented each time a clp0 user cell is received. it is used along with fwd trcc_0 to determine the new trcc_0 upon reception of a forward pm cell, and thus to calculate the total user cell difference clp0. current cell count clp0+1 (16) when this pm process is the source of forward monitoring cells, this count is incremented each time a user cell is transmitted. whenever this count equals or exceeds the programmed pm block size, a request to generate a forward pm cell will be made, subject to cell slot availability and pacing. it is also used along with the fwd tuc_0+1 field to determine the tuc_0+1 field of newly generated forward pm cells. when this pm process terminates/monitors forward monitoring cells, this count is incremented each time a user cell is received. it is used along with fwd trcc_0+1 to determine the new trcc_0+1 upon reception of a forward pm cell, and thus to calculate the total user cell difference clp0+1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 89 name description bler stored (8) the stored block error result is the block error result calculated on reception of the previous forward pm cell. it is stored in this field until the generated backwards reporting cell can use it. fwd trcc_0 (16) total received cell count clp0. this field is used when terminating/ monitoring forward pm cells, and stores a running count modulo 65536 of the total number of received clp0 user cells just previous to the most recent forward monitoring cell. fwd trcc_0 is inserted in the trcc_0 field of the generated backwards reporting cell. it is also used along with the current cell count clp0 to determine the new trcc_0 upon reception of a forward pm cell. fwd trcc_0+1 (16) total received cell count clp0+1. this field is used when terminating/ monitoring forward pm cells, and stores a running count modulo 65536 of the total number of received user cells just previous to the most recent forward monitoring cell. fwd trcc_0+1 is inserted in the trcc_0+1 field of the generated backwards reporting cell. it is also used along with the current cell count clp0+1 to determine the new trcc_0+1 upon reception of a forward pm cell. fwd tuc_0 (16) total clp0 user cells for forward monitoring pm cells. tuc_0 indicates the number modulo 65536 of clp 0 user cells transmitted just before the transmission of a forward pm cell. if this pm process is the source of forward pm cells then this field stores the value of tuc_0 inserted into the most recent generated forward pm cell, and is used together with the current cell count clp0 to determine tuc_0 of the subsequent generated pm cell. this is a running count and does not need to be initialized. if this pm process terminates/monitors forward pm cells, then this field stores the value of tuc_0 received from the most recent forward pm cell, and is used with the received pm cell?s tuc_0 to determine the number of clp0 user cells transmitted between successive forward pm cells. this count will be initialized automatically on reception of the first forward monitoring cell. when not a monitor point, fwd tuc_0 will be inserted in the tuc_0 field of generated backwards reporting cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 90 name description fwd tuc_0+1 (16) total clp0+1 user cells. tuc_0+1 indicates the total number modulo 65536 of clp0 and clp1 user cells transmitted just before the transmission of a forward pm cell. if this pm process is the source of forward pm cells then this field stores the value of tuc_0+1 inserted into the most recent generated forward pm cell, and is used together with the current cell count clp0+1 to determine tuc_0+1 of the subsequent generated pm cell. this is a running count and does not need to be initialized. if this pm process terminates/monitors forward pm cells, then this field stores the value of tuc_0+1 received from the most recent forward pm cell, and is used with the received pm cell?s tuc_0+1 to determine the number of user cells transmitted between successive forward pm cells. this count will be initialized automatically on reception of the first forward monitoring cell. when not a monitor point, fwd tuc_0+1 will be inserted in the tuc_0+1 field of generated backwards reporting cells. fwd fmcsn the forward fm cell sequence number. this field contains the sequence number modulo 256 of the most recent forward monitoring cell generated/received. the mcsn is incremented for each pm cell generated/received during the pm session. when forward pm cells are terminated or monitored, the fwd mcsn is used to identify lost forward pm cells. if the fwd fmcsn is out of sequence, then bip-16 calculations are not done, the bit error code is sent as all-ones in the backwards reporting cell, and the fwd lost fm cells counter is incremented by the number of lost fm cells. the calculation and reporting of lost, misinserted, and tagged cells, impaired blocks, and secbs proceeds as normal. any inference of secbs due to lost fm cells is left up to the management software. fwd bmcsn the forward br monitoring cell sequence number is used to determine the mcsn for generated backwards reporting cells. the fwd bmcsn value is incremented each time a backwards routing cell is generated. there is no need to initialize this running count.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 91 name description bwd trcc_0 (16) total received cell count clp0 for backwards reporting cells. this field stores the trcc_0 value received from the most recent backwards reporting cell, and is used along with the trcc_0 field of newly received backwards reporting cells to determine the number of clp0 user cells received by the far end point between successive forwards monitoring cells. this count will be initialized automatically on reception of the first br cell. bwd trcc_0+1 (16) total received clp0+1 user cell count for backwards reporting cells. this field stores the trcc_0+1 value received from the most recent backwards reporting cell, and is used along with the trcc_0+1 field of newly received backwards reporting cells to determine the number of user cells received by the far end point between successive forwards monitoring cells. this count will be initialized automatically on reception of the first br cell. bwd tuc_0 (16) total clp0 user cell count for backwards reporting pm cells. this field stores the value of tuc_0 received from the most recent backwards reporting cell, and is used with a newly received br cell?s tuc_0 to determine the number of cells transmitted by the forward monitoring source point between successive forward pm cells. this count will be initialized automatically on reception of the first br cell.  bwd tuc_0+1 (16) total clp0+1 user cell count for backwards reporting pm cells. this field stores the value of tuc_0+1 received from the most recent backwards reporting cell, and is used with a newly received br cell?s tuc_0+1 to determine the number of cells transmitted by the forward monitoring source point between successive forward pm cells. this count will be initialized automatically on reception of the first br cell. bwd fmcsn (8) this field contains the fwd mcsn copied from the most recently received backwards reporting cell. it is used to infer the loss of forward monitoring cells at the far end point. if the bwd fmcsn is out of sequence, then the bwd lost fm cells count is incremented by the number of lost fm cells, which is presumed to be equal to the change in fmcsn less the change in bmcsn. any inference of secbs due to lost fm cells is left up to the management software.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 92 name description bwd bmcsn (8) this field contains the mcsn copied from the most recently received backwards reporting cell. it is used to infer the loss of backwards reporting cells. if the received backwards reporting mcsn is out of sequence, then the bwd lost br cells count will be incremented by the number of missed mcsns. all other processing will proceed as normal. fwd errored cell count (8) bwd errored cell count (8) the errored cell count represents the number of bip-16 violations (bipv) during a pm session (on clp0+1 cells). the errored cell counter is incremented whenever the number of bipv is greater than 0 and less than merror in the selected threshold register, so long as there are no lost or misinserted cells, and the forward mcsn is in sequence. fwd impaired blocks (8) bwd impaired blocks (8) the impaired block count represents the sum of pm cell blocks containing at least one bip error, lost cell or misinserted cell (clp0+1). fwd lost/ misinserted impaired blocks (8) bwd lost/ misinserted impaired blocks (8) the lost/misinserted impaired block count represents the sum of the pm cell blocks for which there was at least one lost or misinserted cell (clp0+1). the lost/misinserted block impaired block count is incremented whenever there is a non-zero tucd_0+1. fwd secb errored (8) bwd secb errored (8) severely errored cell block errored cells (clp0+1). the secb errored is incremented whenever the number of bipv errors exceeds merror in the selected threshold register, and there are no lost/misinserted cells, and the forward mcsn is in sequence. the accumulation of secb errored inhibits the accumulation of the count of bip errors. fwd secb lost (8) bwd secb lost (8) severely errored cell block lost cells. the secb lost is incremented whenever the number of lost clp0+1 cells exceeds mlost in the selected threshold register. the accumulation of secb lost inhibits the accumulation of the count of lost clp0+1 cells. fwd secb misinserted (8) bwd secb misinserted(8) severely errored cell block misinserted cells (clp0+1). the secb misinserted is incremented whenever the number of misinserted cells exceeds mmisins in the selected threshold register. the accumulation of secb misinserted inhibits the accumulation of the count of misinserted cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 93 name description fwd secbc (8) forward severely errored cell blocks combined. this running counter increments each time a secb is declared. this value is inserted into the secbc field of generated backwards reporting cells. bwd secbc (8) backward severely errored cell blocks combined. this value is copied from the secbc field of received backwards reporting cells, and represents a rolling modulo-256 count of all severely errored cell blocks. there is no need to initialize this running counter. bwd secbc accum. (8) backward accumulating secbc count. whenever a received br cell has a secbc field different from the stored bwd secbc, this field is incremented by the modulo-256 difference. this is a saturating counter that initializes itself when the first br cell is received. fwd lost fm cells (8) the fwd lost fm cells count uses the mcsn of received forward monitoring cells to determine the number of lost fm cells. whenever the mcsn of a received fm cell is out of sequence, this count is incremented by the difference between the expected and received mcsn, and bip-16 calculations are suppressed. fwd tagged clp0 cells (16) bwd tagged clp0 cells (16) whenever there are less clp0 cells received than were transmitted (tucd is negative) then those cells have either been lost or tagged. the inference is made that if clp0 cells were lost, then they should be lost from the clp0+1 stream as well. thus when tucd0 < 0, the lost clp0 cells count is incremented by the lesser of -tucd0 and -tucd0+1, and the tagged clp0 cell count is incremented by (-tucd0) ? (- tucd0+1), so long as the result is positive. this count is not incremented if the secb lost count is incremented. fwd lost clp0 (16) bwd lost clp0 (16) the lost clp0 cell count represents the total number of lost clp0 user cells during a pm session. the lost clp0 cell count is incremented by the lesser of -tucd_0 and -tucd_0+1, whenever that number is greater than zero. this count is not incremented if the secb lost count is incremented.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 94 name description fwd lost clp0+1 (16) bwd lost clp0+1 (16) the lost clp0+1 cell count represents the total number of lost clp0+1 user cells during a pm session. the lost clp0+1 cell count is incremented by the number of lost clp0+1 cells, whenever tucd_0+1 < 0 and the number of lost clp0+1 cells is less than or equal to mlost in the selected threshold register. if the count is greater than the mlost register value than the secb lost count will be incremented instead. fwd misinserted cells (16) bwd misinserted cells (16) the misinserted cell count represents the total number of misinserted clp0+1 user cells during a pm session. the misinserted cell count is incremented by the number of misinserted clp0+1 cells, whenever mmisins >= tucd_0+1 > 0. fwd total lost clp0+1 (16) bwd total lost clp0+1 (16) the total lost clp0+1 cell count represents the total number of lost clp0+1 user data cells during a pm session. this count is not dependent on a threshold. that is, the total lost clp0+1 cell count is always incremented by the number of lost clp0+1 user cells. fwd total lost clp0 (16) bwd total lost clp0 (16) the total lost clp0 cell count represents the total number of lost clp0 user data cells during a pm session. this count is not dependent on a threshold. that is, the total lost clp0 cell count is always incremented by the number of lost clp0 user cells. transmitted clp0+1 user cells the transmitted clp0+1 user cell count represents the number of cells that are originated on a monitored connection by the transmitting end point. if the pm session is configured as a monitoring point (intermediate point), this count is derived from the difference of the tuc 0+1 fields of two successive backward reporting cells. if the pm session is configured as an end point sink, this count is derived from the difference of the tuc 0+1 fields of two successive forward monitoring cells. if the pm session is configured as an end point source, this count is derived from the actual number of clp0+1 cells transmitted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 95 name description transmitted clp0 user cells the transmitted clp0 user cell count represents the number of cells that are originated on a monitored connection by the transmitting end point. if the pm session is configured as a monitoring point (intermediate point), this count is derived from the difference of the tuc 0 fields of two successive backward reporting cells. if the pm session is configured as an end point sink, this count is derived from the difference of the tuc 0 fields of two successive forward monitoring cells. if the pm session is configured as an end point source, this count is derived from the actual number of clp0 cells transmitted. bwd lost br cells (8) if the mcsn of a received br cell is out of sequence, then this count will be incremented by the difference between the expected mcsn and the received mcsn. bwd lost fm cells (8) the bwd lost fm cells count represents the number of forward monitoring cells lost in transit to the far end point. this calculation is performed based on the fwd mcsn field of arriving backwards reporting fields. whenever the fmcsn field of the br cell is out of sequence, this count is incremented by the difference between the received and expected mcsn. however, if the br cell?s own mcsn is also out of sequence, this count will increment by the number of apparently lost fm cells minus the number of lost br cells. all error (lost, misinserted and errored) counts and the total transmitted clp0 and total transmitted clp0+1 saturate at all ones and will not rollover.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 96 pm cell format as defined by itu-t i.610 header fields 5x8 oam cell type (= 0010) 4 oam function type 4 performance management function specific fields 45x8 reserved 6 edc (crc-10) 10 the performance management function specific fields are listed below: fm = forward monitoring pm cell field br = backward reporting pm cell field fm + br fm + br fm fm + br fm br br br br br mcsn 1x8 tuc_0+ 1 2x8 bedc_0+1 2x8 tuc_0 2x8 time stamp 4x8 unused 6ah 27x8 fwd mcsn 1x8 secbc 1x8 trcc_ 0 2x8 block error result 1x8 trcc_ 0+1 2x8 the s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not support the time stamp field option in pm cells. the default value of all ones is inserted in the time stamp field for all generated pm cells. 8.7.1  performance monitoring flows the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports a highly configurable internal pm statistics ram. the ingress and egress vc tables are used to index internal pm ram locations. in each of the vc tables, two pointers are provided. each pointer can access up to 128 unique pm ram locations. these two pointers can be used to perform simultaneous sinking and sourcing of a pm flow, simultaneous f4 and f5 pm flows, etc. in the ingress vc table, the pm pointers are located at isa[19:16]=0001, and the fields are as follows: pm active2 pm addr2[6:0] pm active1 pm addr1[6:0] the pm addr1[6:0] is a pointer to an internal pm ram location. this pm connection may be configured to be a sink or source or monitoring point of f4 or f5 segment or end-to-end pm flow. in the egress vc table, the pm pointers are located at esa[19:16] = 0000 (pm active2 and pm active1) and 0001 (pm addr2[6:0] and pm addr1[6:0]). the figure below illustrates the pm flow capability of the s/uni-atlas-1k800.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 97 figure 8 s/uni-atlas-1k800 pm flows ingress input cell interface ingress backward cell interface ingress search engine ingress cell processor egress backward cell interface egress output cell interface egress cell processor egress input cell interface ingress output cell interface egress microprocessor cell interface ingress microprocessor cell interface microprocessor interface jtag test access port forward monitoring pm cell   (1) generated backward reporting pm cell  (1) generated forward monitoring pm cell  (2) forward monitoring pm cell  (4) generated backward reporting pm cell  (4) backward reporting pm cell  (3) generated forward monitoring pm cell  (3) backward reporting pm cell  (2) the figure above illustrates two unique bi-directional pm flows. in the first pm flow, indicated by (1), the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is terminating a forward monitoring pm cell at the ingress cell processor, and the ingress cell processor generates a backward reporting pm cell through the egress backward cell interface and the egress cell processor. this is one half of the bi-directional pm flow. the second half of the bi-directional flow is indicated by (2). here, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is generating a forward monitoring pm cell in the egress cell processor. another downstream entity (e.g. another s/uni-atlas-1k800 device) would terminate that forward monitoring cell and transmit a backward reporting pm cell. this backward reporting pm cell is received at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 and terminated in the ingress cell processor. to enable this pm session, the termination of the forward monitoring pm cell (1) and the statistics collected from the termination of the backward monitoring pm cell (2) would be maintained by the ingress cell processor in one ram location. the generation of the forward monitoring pm cell (2) would be maintained by the egress cell processor in one ram location.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 98 the tags (3) and (4) indicate the second bi-directional pm flow. at the ingress side of the s/uni-atlas-1k800, the ingress cell processor generates a forward monitoring cell that is transmitted to the ingress output cell interface (and into the switch fabric). a downstream device (e.g. another  s/uni-atlas-1k800 device) would terminate the forward monitoring pm cell and generate a backward reporting pm cell. this backward reporting pm cell is received at the egress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 and terminated in the egress cell processor. this is the first half of the bi-directional flow, indicated by (3). the second half of the bi-directional flow is indicated by (4). here, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 terminates a forward monitoring pm cell in the egress cell processor. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 then generates a corresponding backward reporting pm cell which is transmitted from the egress cell processor to the ingress backward cell interface and back into the switch core. the generation of the forward monitoring pm cell (4) would be maintained by the ingress cell processor in one ram location. the termination of the forward monitoring pm cell (4) and the statistics collected from the termination of the backward monitoring pm cell (3) would be maintained by the egress cell processor in one ram location. the above discussion is just one example of the pm flow capability of the s/uni- atlas-1k800. each of the pm flows can be configured as a monitoring point in which pm cells are neither generated nor terminated (note, however, pm cells will be terminated oam flow end points), but merely monitored and their statistics maintained. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 can also be configured to monitor/sink/source an f4 pm flow. each f5 connection that is a member of an f4 vpc flow must have one common pm address for the f4 flow. all user cells (at the f4 level) will be considered to be part of the f4 pm flow, and thus counted as such. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 can also be configured to perform bi-directional pm on a segment connection and an end-to-end connection (simultaneously) for up to 128 connections simultaneously. for each location (in the ingress and egress directions), one pointer would be used to point to the pm ram location for the end- to-end pm flow, and the other pointer would be used to point to the pm ram location for the segment pm flow. in order to guard against possible changes in atm specifications, the s/uni- atlas-1k800 provides a configurable register set to determine whether or not to include certain vci values in f4-pm flows, and whether or not to include certain pti values in f5-pm flows. changes in itu-t i.610 and bellcore gr-1248-core should be monitored closely to ensure compliance.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 99 the insertion of forward monitoring pm cells is controlled in both the ingress and egress directions by the paced forward pm cell generation registers. these registers provide a counter to set the number of cell intervals (defined as 32 isysclk or esysclk clock cycles) between successive forward monitoring pm cells. this prevents the s/uni-atlas-1k800 from generating forward monitoring pm cells back-to-back. each time a forward monitoring pm cell is generated, a counter is loaded with the value set in the paced fwd pm cell generation register, and the register then decrements at intervals of 32 clock cycles. another forward monitoring cell will not be generated until the counter reaches 0. since policing is performed in the ingress direction, the position of the upc/npc needs to be clearly defined. if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is a sink of forward monitoring pm cells, or a monitoring point, the counts maintained in the pm ram represent the state of the device  before  the upc/npc function. if the s/uni- atlas-1k800 is a source of forward monitoring pm cells, the counts maintained in the pm ram represent the state of the device  after  the upc/npc function. 8.8  change of connection state as a configurable option, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 maintains two fifos that monitor all ingress and egress connections for changes of state (i.e. continuity check alarm, ais alarm and rdi alarm (and xpolice in the ingress)). if a connection has a change of state at some time (e.g. due to the receipt of an ais cell, or due to loss of continuity), a copy of the ingress or egress status field and the 16-bit connection address will be written into the fifo. a maskable interrupt for each fifo is provided to notify when valid data are in the fifo. a maskable interrupt for each fifo is provided to notify when the fifo is at least half full. if the fifo becomes full, the background process that checks for changes of state will be suspended. the process will remain suspended until such time as data have been read out of the fifo . it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the fifo is polled often enough to ensure the monitoring of changes of state remain compliant to the gr-1248-core bellcore and itu-t i.610 standards. as result of the internal operation of the ingress cell processor and the maximum number of the data enteries the processor can write in one process, there can be three or four items less than the maximum in the fifo when the cosfulli interrupt is asserted. when reading out from the fifo the cosvalid (ingress register 0x23b and egress register 0x2d7) signal should always be used to ensure that valid data is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 100 table 20 ingress and egress change of state fifo each fifo is 256 entries deep, and the contents of the fifo are shown below: bit name description 25 segment end point if this bit is logic 1, the connection is a segment end-point. 24 end-to-end point if this bit is logic 1, the connection is an end-to-end point. [23:16] status field the status field contains a copy of the status field contained in the ingress or egress vc table. [15:0] connection address this field contains the 16-bit connection address with which the change of state is associated. the fifo contents may be read through the microprocessor port. the microprocessor may read the cos fifo, and when the cosvalid bit in the egress vc table change of connection status data register 0x2d7 is asserted, the contents of the cos fifo are valid. the fifo read-pointer is incremented when the cosdata[15:0] register is read (assuming the fifo is not empty). when the cosdata[15:0] is read, the cos fifo busy bit is asserted. at this time, the state of the cosvalid bit is undefined. the busy bit will be deasserted 3-5 isysclk/esysclk cycles after the cosdata[15:0] register is read. at this time, the cosvalid bit will be defined and will indicate whether subsequent reads are appropriate. 8.9 header translation any appended octets (used by non-standard phy devices or in special applications) can be removed after they have been used for vc identification. in the ingress direction, once vc identification has been made, new octets (prepo1 ? prepo10) contained in the vc table can be prepended or postpended to each cell. the egress cell processor does not support this option.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 101 the new octets are contained in locations identified by isa[19:16] = 0111 and 1000 in the ingress vc table. substitution of appended octets can be disabled by clearing the gprepo bit in register 0x200. if the 16-bit bus format is configured, the eight bit udf field in the isa[19:16] = 0111 word is placed in the user defined octet following the hec octet location. all other appended octets are sequenced in the extended cell format sci-phy data structure, starting with the prepo1 octet of isa[19:16] = 0111. physical memory need not be provided for all octets if the sci- phy cell is less than 63 octets. note that if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is placed in 8-bit output mode, with the ingress output cell interface configured for an even length output cell (i.e. an odd number of appended octets), the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will sequence the appended octets starting with the second most significant byte. the header contents of each cell can be altered. the header word at isa[19:16] = 0111 contains the new header. this 40-bit field contains the entire header, although not all bits are required for all connections. the vpi portion, the vci portion, or both can be replaced with new values recovered from the vc table once vc identification has been made. substitution of the vpi/vci contents can be disabled by clearing the gvpivci bit in register 0x200. the pti field is not modified by the header translation process. if the connection is a virtual path (i.e. the vci value in the search key is coded as all zeros), the vci field is passed through transparently. as a globally configured option, the gfc field in uni cells can be left unmodified; otherwise, it is replaced by the four most significant bits of the output header word. the hec and udf bytes can be passed through transparently, or replaced by the output header word and the udf field of the ingress vc table. this is controlled by the ghec and gudf bits in register 0x200. in the egress direction, header translation is also supported. the vpi portion, the vci portion, or both can be replaced with new values from the egress vc table once vc identification has been made. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not support the replacement of prepend or postpend bytes, however, those bytes can be passed transparently. if a cell length mismatch between the egress input cell interface and the egress output cell interface exists, appended bytes will be removed or added until the cell lengths are equal, however, any added bytes will have 0x6a. any rdi or backward monitoring pm cells which are generated in the ingress direction and routed to the egress direction will have 0x6a in appended bytes. the hec and udf bytes are passed through transparently, or the hec byte may be overwritten with the phyid[4:0] field (lsb justified with the 3 msbs set to logic 0). this is controlled by the phyidinhec register bit of the egress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x280.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 102 8.10 cell routing generated reverse flow cells (backward reporting pm cells and rdi cells) are routed through the backward oam cell interfaces of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. the ingress and egress backward oam cell interfaces maintain separate fifo?s for rdi and backward reporting cells. rdi cells are held in a 4-cell fifo until they are inserted in the cell flow stream, and the backward reporting cells are held in a 16- cell fifo.the destination of each oam cell depends on the type of oam cell and whether or not the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is the end-point for that particular oam flow. if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end-point, the oam cells are routed to the same destination as user cells. if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is an end point, the default configuration terminates and processes all oam cells except activate/deactivate and loopback cells, which are routed to either the output cell interfaces (ingress or egress), or the microprocessor cell interfaces (ingress or egress). when the s/uni-atlas-1k800 receives a segment oam cell on a connection marked as an end-to-end point only, i.e. not as a segment end point, the cell will be terminated. they will also be dropped to the microprocessor interface if the brmtoup, frmtoup, pmtoup global control bits are enabled in the ingress cell processor routing configuration register 0x220 or the egress cell processor routing configuration register 0x287. oam cells can also be dropped to the microprocessor interface on a per-vc basis by setting the lb_to_up or fm_to _up in the ingress vc table configuration register or the egress vc table status field. 8.11  cell rate policing the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports two instances of the generic cell rate algorithm (gcra) for each connection. the policing operation is performed according to the virtual scheduling algorithm outlined in itu-t i.371. to allow full flexibility, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports 8 possible configurations which allow each gcra to police any combination of user cells, oam cells, rm cells, high priority cells or low priority cells. the theoretical arrival time fields (tat1 and tat2), increment fields (i1 and i2), and limit fields (l1 and l2) must be initialized before policing is enabled. when the connection is setup, the tat fields must be set to all zeros, and they should not be modified by the management software after the connection has been initialized. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 uses these fields for policing the connection and is responsible for updating them. the increment and limit fields must be programmed to the desired traffic rate. these fields relate to the traffic contract parameters as follows:

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 103 () t pcr i ? = 1 (s)   quantum    time (cells/s)   rate   cell peak    field increment    = ? = = t pcr i in order to obtain the granularity required in itu-t i.371, the increment fields are encoded as floating-point fields as follows: 511 0                                          31 0          where 512 1 2         + = m e m i e the exponent,  e , is a 5-bit field and the mantissa,  m , is a 9-bit field. the increment field is formatted as follows: msb lsb 408 0 em the floating-point encoding format of the increment field ensures the granularity of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is 0.19% in accordance with itu-t i.371 5.4.1.2. the limit field is defined as: t l ? =  where  (s)    tolerance variation  delay    cell   =  for a sustained cell rate (scr) conformance definition, the parameters relate as follows:

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 104 () t scr i ? = 1 () t pcr scr mbs t bt l ?     ? ? = ? = 1 1 1 where (s)   tolerance burst    (cells)   rate   cell peak    at the   size burst    maximum   (cells/s)   rate   cell   sustaned   = = = bt mbs scr the time quantum,  t ? , can be programmed to be a 1, 2, 4 or 8 multiple of the isysclk period. with a 50 mhz clock,  t ? is 20, 40, 80 or 160 ns. in order to compensate for the potentially large cdvt and burst tolerance limits anticipated in atm networks, the limit fields, l1 and l2 are encoded as floating- point values, in the same manner as the increment fields: 511 0                                          31 0          where 512 1 2          + = m e m l e where  e  is the 5-bit exponent and  m  is the 9-bit mantissa. the limit fields are formatted as follows: msb lsb 408 0 em the theoretical arrival times (tat1 and tat2) are encoded as fixed-point values with an integer and fraction portion. the integer portion of the tat field is a 27-bit value, and the fractional portion is a 3-bit value. the tat fields are formatted as follows: msb lsb 26 0 2 0 integer fraction

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 105 the fractional portion of the tat field is measured in fractions of the time quantum, t ? . for a 20ns time quantum, the accuracy of the policing algorithm can be measured as follows: % 35 . 0 0035 . 0 ns 798 . 707 ) ns 20 )( 125 . 0 ( min min accuracy ns   798 . 707 max 1 min 622mbps) at    rate cell maximum the is (this          cells/s   1412832 max = = = = = = = t tat pcr t p cr thus, the accuracy of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 policing algorithm satisfies the itu-t i.371 recommendation of 1%. it is important to note that since the limit field is a floating-point number, its maximum value exceeds the maximum tat (132217727) value; therefore, l should not exceed this value. if the encoded value of l is greater than tat max , then l shall be taken to be tat max . thus, max tat l  the value of  t ? and the range of i and l determine the lowest pcr that can be policed, the pcr granularity supported at the highest expected pcr and the largest cdvt expected. () t i pcr ? = max min 1 granularity as a fraction of pcr () t pcr ? = () t l ? = max max  the maximum value for increment field supported in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is 2 24  ?1 = 16777215, therefore, the smallest peak (or sustainable) cell rate supported is:    = ? = ? = ? = ? = ns t ns t ns t ns t pcr 160   : cells/s   .37 0 80 : cells/s   .75 0 40   : cells/s   .49 1 20 : cells/s   .98 2 min

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 106 as described previously, the limit field, l is a 14-bit floating point field, with l max  = 134217727 (which is equal to tat max ). therefore    = ? = ? = ? = ? = ns t s ns t s ns t s s cdvt 160 : 47 . 21 80 : 73 . 10 40   :   36 . 5 20ns t   : 68 . 2 max note, the pcr (or scr) and cdvt (or bt) can be changed while the connection is provisioned without disrupting the policing algorithm. that is, the increment and limit fields may be changed at any point, and the policing algorithm will begin policing to the new settings. the action taken on a non-conforming cell is programmed on a per-connection basis by the action1[1:0] and action2[1:0] fields at isa[19:16] = 0100 (action1 controls the action taken when a cell is non-conforming with gcra1, and action2 controls the action taken when a cell is non-conforming with gcra2). action1[1:0] and action2[1:0] definition 00 set the police status bit, but take no other action than to increment the appropriate non- compliant cell count. 01 reduce the priority of high priority cells (i.e. tag clp=0 cells. increment the appropriate non-compliant cell count. 10 reduce the priority of high priority cells and discard the low priority cells. increment the appropriate non-compliant cell count. 11 discard all non-conforming cells. increment the appropriate non-compliant cell count. policing can be effectively disabled for a connection if the increment fields (i1 and i2) are set to all zeros. the conditional conformance update (cocup) bit is used to introduce a coupling between the two gcras.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 107 1.  if cocup=0, then gcra1 and gcra2 are completely independent of each other and the updating of the tat1 and tat2 fields are independent. if the cell is conforming to a gcra, the tat field for that gcra will be updated. if cocup = 0 and policing action = no action for a gcra instance, then the tat?s will be updated even if the cells are non-compliant. cell flow will not be affected, but the non-compliant cell counts can be incorrect. the table below describes the behavior of the s/uni-atlas-1k800: table 21  s/uni-atlas-1k800 actions on policing with cocup=0 gcra2 fail gcra1 pass no action tag discard pass update tat1 update tat2 update tat1 update tat2 update tat1 update tat1 no action update tat2 update tat1, tat2 update tat1, tat2 update tat1, tat2 tag update tat2 update tat1, tat2 no update no update fail discard update tat2 update tat1, tat2 no update no update 2.  if cocup=1, then gcra1 and gcra2 are coupled and the updating of the tat1 and tat2 fields are conditional. the atlas-1k800 reacts as described in the table below.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 108 table 22  s/uni-atlas-1k800 actions on policing with cocup=1 gcra2 fail gcra1 pass no action tag discard pass update tat1 update tat2 update tat1 update tat1 no update no action update tat2 no update no update no update tag update tat2 no update no update no update fail discard no update no update no update no update in both cases (cocup=1 and cocup=0), if a cell fails both gcra1 and gcra2, the most severe action is taken on the cell. gcra1 is evaluated before gcra2 is evaluated. three programmable 16 bit non-compliant cell counts are maintained in the ingress vc table. these cell counts can be programmed as follows: each non-compliant cell count can be programmed as follows: 1.  non-compliant clp0 cells. 2.  non-compliant clp0+1 cells. 3.  tagged clp0 cells. 4.  discarded clp0 cells. 5.  discarded clp0+1 cells. the non-compliant cell counts are programmed in the ingress policing configuration and non-compliant cell counting register. both non-compliant cell count 1 and non- compliant cell count 2 have the following programming options: ncount1[1:0] or ncount2[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells. 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 109 10 discarded clp=0 cells. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells. non-compliant cell count 3 may be programmed as follows: ncount3[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells. 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells. 10 tagged clp=0 cells which are not discarded. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells. these non-compliant cell counts may be programmed to satisfy the following requirements: 1.  non-compliant cell count1[15:0]: the number of clp0+1 cells discarded by the upc/npc function. gr-1248-core r9-6. 2.  non-compliant cell count2[15:0]: the number of clp0 cells discarded by the upc/npc function. gr-1248-core r9-7. 3.  non-compliant cell count3[15:0]: the number of clp0 cells tagged as clp1 cells by the upc/npc function. gr-1248-core co9-8. 8.11.1 per-phy policing the ingress cell processor also maintains a single gcra instance per-phy (32 in total) in an internal ram. the per-phy policing may be selectively enabled for any number of connections for a phy. the phy police bit of the ingress vc table at isa[19:16] = 0101 determines whether or not the phy policing is active on that connection. the phyid[4:0] field at isa[19:16]=0001 determines which of the 32 internal policing instances is addressed if per-phy policing is active. the per-phy policing is always evaluated after the per-connection policing is performed. if a cell is discarded as a result of per-phy policing, the per-connection policing parameters are not updated. similarly, if a cell is discarded as a result of per-connection policing, the per-phy policing parameters are not updated. the cocup bit for the connection should be set to logic 1, when per-phy policing is enabled.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 110 the table below describes the s/uni-atlas-1k800 actions when per-phy policing is enabled. table 23 s/uni-atlas-1k800 actions with per-phy policing per-phy gcra fail per-vc gcra (note, the per-vc gcras are evaluated as described in table 19) pass no action tag discard pass update vc tat update phy tat update vc tat update vc tat no update no action update phy tat no update no update no update tag update phy tat no update no update no update fail discard no update no update no update no update the per-phy policing has a programmable action field and configurable register bits to police any combination of user cells, oam cells, rm cells, high priority cells and low priority cells. non-compliant cell counts are also maintained on a per-phy basis. please note that it is not recommended that per-phy tagging of cells be enabled when there are guaranteed frame rate (gfr) connections in the phy. the gfr standard does not permit tagging of partial frames. as a result, if per-phy policing is enabled to tag cells any gfr connections on that phy would violate the gfr requirements. see the gfr section below for a description of the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 gfr configuration settings. it is the responsibility of the management entity to ensure the per-phy policing parameters are programmed correctly. all ram addresses can be written to and read by an external microprocessor.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 111 the internal per-phy policing ram is shown below table 24 internal per-phy policing ram address [1:0] 31 0 00 reserved (2) phytat (30) 01 unused (4) phy i (14) phy l (14) 10 phy non-compliant2 (16) phy non-compliant1 (16) 11 unu sed (11) phyvccount (1) phy police config. (2) phy action (2) phy non-compliant3 (16) the phy policing configuration[1:0] field (of the internal phy policing ram at addr[1:0] = 11) selects 1 of 4 settings (in the ingress phy policing 1 register 0x201 and ingress phy policing 2 register 0x202) in the ingress cell processor which allows any combination of user cells, oam cells, rm cells, high priority cells or low priority cells to be policed by the phy gcra. the phy action[1:0] field controls the programmable action to be taken on cells which are non-conforming to the phy gcra. the phy action field is programmed as follows: phy action[1:0] description 00 set the police status bit, but take no other action than to increment the appropriate non-compliant cell count. 01 reduce the priority of high priority cells (i.e. tag clp=0 cells. increment the appropriate non- compliant cell count. 10 reduce the priority of high priority cells and discard the low priority cells. increment the appropriate non-compliant cell count. 11 discard all non-conforming cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 112 increment the appropriate non- compliant cell count. the phy non-compliant cell counts are programmable as follows: 1.  non-compliant clp0 cells. 2.  non-compliant clp0+1 cells. 3.  tagged clp0 cells. 4.  discarded clp0 cells. 5.  discarded clp0+1 cells. the phy non-compliant cell counts are programmed in the ingress policing configuration and non-compliant cell counting register 0x210. both non-compliant cell count 1 and non-compliant cell count 2 have the following programming options: phyncount1[1:0] or phyncount2[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells. 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells. 10 discarded clp=0 cells. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells. and phy non-compliant cell count 3 can be programmed as follows: phyncount3[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells. 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells. 10 tagged clp=0 cells which are not discarded. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells. the phyvccount bit determines whether cells which are non-compliant with the per-vc policer are counted in the per-phy non-compliant cell counts and vice versa (i.e. cells which are non-compliant with the per-phy policer are counted in the per- vc non-compliant cell counts). the table below describes the programming options. table 25 per-phy and per-vc non-compliant cell counting phyvccount=0 per-vc policing phyvccount=0 compliant non-compliant

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 113 compliant no update. update per-vc non- compliant counts don?t update per-phy non-compliant counts. per-phy policing non-compliant don?t update per-vc non-compliant counts. update per-phy non- compliant counts update per-vc non- compliant counts. update per-phy non- compliant counts. table 26 per-phy and per-vc non-compliant cell counting phyvccount=1 per-vc policing phyvccount=1 compliant non-compliant compliant no update. update per-vc non- compliant counts update per-phy non- compliant counts. per-phy policing non-compliant update per-vc non- compliant counts. update per-phy non- compliant counts update per-vc non- compliant counts. update per-phy non- compliant counts. 8.11.2 guaranteed frame rate the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports guaranteed frame rate (gfr) policing. a total of four policing actions are observed for the gfr policing. they are: maximum frame length (mfl) conformance test, peak cell rate (pcr) test, minimum cell rate (mcr) conformance test, and the clp conformance test. when gfr policing is enabled, the gfr policing algorithm is enabled. the conformance tests are evaluated sequentially, in the following order: 1.  mfl conformance test. when an end of message cell in a packet is received, the remaining frame count field of the ingress vc table (at isa[19:16]=0101) is loaded with the value programmed in the maximum frame length field of the ingress vc table (at isa[19:16]=0101) after testing for mfl conformance with the current value. the remaining frame count then decrements with each cell

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 114 received in the new frame. if this value reaches zero before an end-of-message cell is received, the remainder of the frame is discarded (the eom cell is identified by having an sdutyp equal to logic 1 (i.e. pti = 001 or 011). the mfl conformance test can be disabled with the mfl register bit in the ingress cell processor configuration 2 register 0x238. if the mfl bit is logic 0, the mfl conformance test is evaluated using the maximum frame length counter (mflc[11:0]) or the maximum frame length counter register 0x239 (no physical memory need be provided for the maximum frame length field of the ingress vc table in this case). if the mfl register bit is set to logic 1, the mfl conformance test can be disabled on a per-connection basis by setting the maximum frame length field to all ones. if the mfl register bit is set to logic 0, the mfl conformance test can be disabled on a global basis by setting the maximum frame length counter register to all ones. 2.  pcr conformance test. this test is performed using gcra1 in exactly the same manner as normal cell policing. for this test the action1[1:0] should be set to discard, i.e. ?11?. if the pcr conformance test is deemed to be non-compliant, the action will be to discard the remainder of the cells in the current frame. in other words, a ?partial packet action? can be taken when cells in the current frame fail this conformance test. the pcr conformance test implements a partial packet discard (ppd). the atlas-1k800 will do a complete frame discard, if the first cell of the packet was discarded as a result of pcr or scr failure (and the buckets are configured to discard) 3.  mcr conformance test. this test is performed using gcra2, however, it differs slightly from the normal cell policing. the mcr conformance test is only performed at the start of a frame. if the first cell of a frame is a conforming clp=0 cell, then all remaining cells in that frame will be processed as if they are conforming to the mcr conformance test. the mcr conformance test should be programmed to tag non-conforming clp=0 cells, action2[1:0]=?01?. if the first cell of a frame is a non-conforming clp=0 cell, then that cell and all other cells in that frame (including the eom) will be tagged. in other words, the tagging action taken by this conformance test is determined at frame boundaries only. if the mcr conformance test is programmed to discard, the  s/uni-atlas-1k800 can discard at any point in the frame and is not restricted by frame boundaries.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 115 4.  clp conformance test: this test is performed on every cell in a frame, including the eom. the clp conformance test can be enabled on a per-connection basis; this is controlled by the clpcc_en bit of the ingress vc table isa[19:16]=0001. if the first cell of the frame is a clp=0 cell, and the cell is otherwise conforming, then any clp=1 cell received in the frame will be discarded (if the clpcc_en bit of the vc table is set to logic 1), and the gfr state will enter the partial packet discard state. irrespective of the setting of the clpcc_en bit, if the first cell of the frame is a clp = 1 cell, then any otherwise conforming clp = 0 cells in the frame will be tagged. the relevant gfr fields in the ingress vc table are the gfr, bit location 63 at isa[19:16]=0101,the gfr state, bit location 48 at isa[19:16]=0100, the clpcc_en, bit 63 at isa[19:16]=0001, the remaining frame count at isa[19:16]=0101 and the maximum frame count at isa[19:16]=1110. they are described below: name description clpcc_en indicates that the clp conformance check is enabled on a connection which is subject to gfr policing. if the start of message cell was a clp=0 cell, then the reception of any clp=1 cell shall cause that cell to be discarded and the packet to be partially-packet-discarded. gfr if this bit is a logic 1, the will utilize the gfr policing as described above. if this bit is logic 0, the connection will not use the gfr policing, rather it will use the normal cell-based policing described previously. gfr state[2:0] the gfr state is an internally maintained state variable that identifies the state of the connection during gfr policing. this field is cleared each time an eom is received. the state encoding is as follows: 000: start of packet. 001: tag entire packet. 010: partial packet discard. 011: disable tagging for current packet (set if the first clp0 cell of a frame is compliant to the mcr policing instance). 100:  complete packet discard 101:  partial packet discard with tagging (packet was initially being tagged, then entered ppd discard). 110-111: reserved

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 116 name description remaining frame count[10:0] the remaining frame count holds the number of cells received for the current frame. this value is only used when the mfl conformance test is enabled. the count is loaded with the maximum frame length field at the end of message cell. the value then decrements with each cell received in the new frame. maximum frame length[10:0] the maximum frame length field is a user programmable field to hold the maximum permissible frame length. maximum frame length field is used when performing the mfl conformance test of the generic frame rate policing. setting the mfl bit in the ingress cell processor configuration 2 register 0x238 to logic 1 enables the field. setting this field to all zeros disables the mfl conformance test when the mfl bit, is set to logic 1. when gfr policing is enabled, the ingress vc table must be configured such that the pcr conformance test is performed by gcra1 (i1, l1, action1) and the mcr/scr conformance test is performed by gcra2 (i2, l2, action2). the gfr standard does not permit tagging of partial frames. as a result, if per-phy policing is enabled to tag cells any gfr connections on that phy would violate the gfr requirements. therefore, it is not recommended to perform per-phy tagging when there are gfr connections in the phy. 8.11.3 continuously violating mode independent of the outcome of policing, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 may be configured to tag or discard all cells. if the violate field of the ingress vc table is set to logic 1, a forced action, independent of the outcome of policing is taken on each cell. the forced action that is taken is dependent on the state of the action2[1:0] field of the ingress vc table at isa[19:16]=0100. the violate field may be encoded as follows: violate=1 action2[1:0]: description 00 take no forced action 01 tag all clp=0 cells. take no action on clp=1 cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 117 10 tag all clp=0 cells. discard all clp=1 cells 11 discard all clp=0+1 cells. if a cell is discarded as a result of the forced discarding, the connection and phy policing parameters are not updated. otherwise, the connection and phy policing parameters are updated contingent on the outcome of their respective gcras. the connection and phy non-compliant cell counts are not updated as a result of forced tagging or forced discarding. the violate mode should not be enabled together with the gfr policing function. 8.11.4 s/uni-atlas-1k800 policing configuration the s/uni-atlas-1k800 may be programmed to police any combination of user cells, oam cells, rm cells, high priority cells or low priority cells. the police configuration field of the ingress vc table at isa[19:16]=0100 addresses up to 8 different policing configuration registers in the ingress cell processor (ingress connection policing configuration registers 1-8, 0x208-0x20f). each of these registers may be programmed separately for gcra1 and gcra2. when phy-policing is enabled, the phy-police configuration [1:0] field in the internal phy policing ram is used to addresses 1 of 4 possible combinations of policed cell types in the ingress cell processor (ingress phy policing configuration registers 1-4). in the case of errored cells the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will behave in manner which is not consistent with the configuration register settings. the policer will treat both rm cells with bad crc and cells with invalid pti/vci as end-to-end oam cells. 8.12 cell counting the s/uni-atlas-1k800 maintains counts on a per-connection basis, per-phy basis and over the aggregate cell stream. the following parameters are stored on a per-connection basis in both the ingress and egress vc tables: two 32-bit cell counts that may be programmed to count any combination of the following: a. clp0 user cells. b. clp1 user cells. c. clp0 oam cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 118 d. clp1 oam cells. e. clp0 rm cells. f. clp1 rm cells. g. clp0 cells with invalid vci/pti h. clp1 cells with invalid vci/pti. three non-compliant cell counts (discarded clp0 cells, discarded clp0+1 cells and tagged clp0) in order to maintain accurate non-compliant cell counts in the ingress vc table, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 asserts a maskable interrupt (i_xpoli and i_phyxpoli) whenever the most significant bit is set for any of the three non-compliant cell counts. this allows an external microprocessor to read the counts to prevent saturation or rollover. the two programmable 32-bit cell counts represent the state of the cells before policing. the non-compliant cell counts can be used to derive the cell counts after policing. the programmability of the two 32-bit cell counts allows the ability to provision scheduled measurements and special studies on each connection. if performance monitoring is activated, the following forward monitoring and backward reporting statistics are stored: ?   number of lost clp0 cells not in secb (lost). an inference is used as per gr-1248-core to separate lost clp0 cells (which are counted) from tagged clp0 cells (which are counted separately). ?   number of tagged clp0 cells. ?   number of lost clp0+1 cells not in secb (lost) ?   number of misinserted clp0+1 cells not in secb (misinserted) ?   number of bip-16 errors. bip-16 errors are not counted if there are lost cells, misinserted cells, or if the mcsn is out of sequence. ?   number of impaired blocks (blocks with bip-16 errors, lost cells, or misinserted cells, including secbs). ?   number of severely errored cell blocks for lost clp0+1 cells ?   number of severely errored cell blocks for misinserted cells ?   number of severely errored cell blocks for bip-16 violations

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 119 ?   total lost clp0 cells, including those in secb (lost). an inference is made as per gr-1248-core to separate lost clp0 cells (which are counted) from tagged clp0 cells (which are counted separately). ?   total lost clp0+1 cells including those in secb (lost) ?   number of lost/misinserted impaired blocks (including secbs) ?   total transmitted clp0 user cells ?   total transmitted clp0+1 user cells ?   number of lost forward monitoring pm and backward reporting pm cells. the pm counts can be cleared upon a microprocessor read access to their locations in the internal pm ram table. the following parameters are maintained on a per-phy basis (up to 32 phys are supported): ?   number of clp0 cells received at the ingress/egress input cell interface. ?   number of clp1 cells received at the ingress/egress input cell interface. ?   number of clp0 cells output through the ingress/egress output cell interface. ?   number of clp1 cells output through the ingress/egress output cell interface. ?   number of valid oam cells received. ?   number of valid rm cells received. ?   (ingress only) number of (uni-only) cells with a non-zero gfc field. ?   number of oam cells with an incorrect crc-10, undefined oam type of undefined function type, or rm cells with an incorrect crc-10. ?   (ingress only) number of cells with errored headers. these include cells with unassigned/invalid vpi/vcis or invalid pti values. ?   (ingress only) last unknown vpi.vci value.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 120 on an aggregate basis, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 maintains the following counts: ?   number of cells received. ?   number of cells transmitted ?   number of physical layer idle cells received. events are accumulated over consecutive intervals as defined by the period of the microprocessor initiated data latching. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 maintains current counts and holding registers. a latching event transfers the counter values into holding registers and resets the counters (if the clear_on_read register bit is set to logic 1) to begin accumulating events for the next interval. the counters are reset in such a manner that events occurring during the reset are not missed. the holding registers can be read via the microprocessor interface. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 can be configured to have some of its counters roll over or saturate at all ones. all per-phy counts and the per-connection cell counts and non-compliant cell counts are configurable in this manner. the counterwrap register bit in the egress cell processor configuration 1 register 0x280 controls whether the per-vc counts maintained in the egress vc table rollover or saturate. the counterwrap register bit in the ingress cell processor configuration 2 register 0x238 controls whether the per-vc counts maintained in the ingress vc table rollover or saturate. the counterwrap register bit in the ingress per-phy counter configuration register 0x400 controls whether the ingress per-phy counts rollover or saturate. the counterwrap register bit in the egress per-phy counter configuration register 0x600 controls whether the egress per-phy counts rollover or saturate. all per-phy and per-vc counts have a clear on read option. if this bit is logic 1, then when a counter value is immediately set to zero as soon as its value is read by a microprocessor initiated read. if the per-phy or per-vc clear on read register bit is logic 0, the counter value is not cleared when it is read, and the value must be cleared by explicitly writing all zeros to that counter location. note, the per-phy counts are read only values and therefore cannot be cleared by writing all zeros. the performance monitoring counts always saturate and non-compliant per-vc cell counts always saturate.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 121 in order to allow for a time-of-day billing mechanism, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 may be configured to perform its general 32-bit cell counting at alternative locations. the ingress and egress vc tables maintain additional storage for both cell counts. for each vc table, the alternate_count register bits (in the ingress cell processor configuration 2 register 0x238 and the egress cell processor direct lookup index configuration 1 register 0x282) determine whether the counting is maintained at the default location (isa[19:16]=0110 and esa[19:16]= 0100 and 0101) or at the alternative location of (isa[19:16]=1001 and esa[19:16]=0110 and 0111). note this is a configurable option, and ram need not be populated if this feature is not supported. when the global register bits are set to begin accumulating counts at the alternate locations, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will begin incrementing the cell counts at the above addresses. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure these locations are cleared before the s/uni-atlas-1k800 begins accumulating. 8.13  operations, administration and maintenance (oam) cell servicing the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is capable of terminating and monitoring f4 and f5 oam flows. complete processing of fault management cells is provided on all connections. performance monitoring is provided on a limited number of connections (256 simultaneous sessions are supported). activate/deactivate and loopback cells are passed to the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface or to the ingress/egress output cell interface for external processing. the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 supports both segment and end-to-end oam flows. the programming of the oam configuration field in the ingress and egress vc tables determines how the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will behave with respect to a particular connection. the oam functionality of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is symmetric in the ingress and egress directions. the oam configuration field for both the ingress and egress vc tables is shown below:

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 122 table 27   ingress/egress oam configuration field bit name description 8 send_ais_segment if this bit is a logic 1, a segment ais cell is generated once per second (nominally). 7 send_ais_end_to_end if this bit is a logic 1, an end-to-end ais cell is generated once per second (nominally). 6 send_rdi_segment if this bit is a logic 1, a segment rdi cell is generated once per second (nominally). 5 send_rdi_end_to_end if this bit is a logic 1, an end-to-end rdi cell is generated once per second (nominally). 4 cc_rdi if this bit is a logic 1, rdi cells are generated at one second intervals upon the declaration of a cc alarm. the type of rdi cell (segment or end-to-end) generated depends upon the alarm declaration (segment cc alarm or end-to-end cc alarm) and whether or not the atlas-1k800 is an end point (end-to-end point, segment end point, or both). if the atlas-1k800 is not an end point, the rdi cell will not be generated. if both the segment and end-to-end cc alarms are asserted, then both types of rdi cells will be generated if the atlas-1k800 is configured as both a segment end point and an end-to-end point. rdi cells which are generated as a result of the cc_rdi function have the defect location and defect type values which are programmed in the atlas-1k800 registers, inserted in the defect location and defect type fields of the cells. 3 cc_activate_segment enables continuity checking on segment flows. if the forcecc register bit is logic 0, then when no user cells are transmitted over a 1.0 second (nominal) interval, a segment cc oam cell is generated. the segment cc cell is generated at an interval of one per second (nominally). if the forcecc register bit is logic 1, then when the cc_activate_segment bit is logic 1, a segment cc cell will be generated at an interval of once per second (nominally), regardless of the flow of user cells. . 2 cc_activate_end_to_end enables continuity checking on end-to-end flows. if the forcecc register bit is logic 0, then when no user cells are transmitted over a 1.0 second (nominal) interval, an end-to-end cc oam cell is generated. the end-to-end cc cell is generated at an interval of one per second (nominally). if the forcecc register bit is logic 1, then when the cc_activate_end_to_end bit is logic 1, an end-to-end cc cell will be generated at an interval of once per second (nominally), regardless of the flow of user cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 123 1 segment_point defines the atlas-1k800 as a segment termination point. for f4 connections (vpcs), all cells with vci = 3 are terminated and processed. for f5 connections (vccs), all cells with pti = 100 are terminated and processed. 0 end_to_end_point defines the atlas-1k800 as an end-to-end termination point. for f4 connections (vpcs), all cells with vci = 4 are terminated and processed. for f5 connections (vccs), all cells with pti = 101 are terminated and processed. the end-to-end point, by definition, is also the end point for segment cells. therefore, at end-to-end points all segment cells, as defined above, are also terminated. upon receipt of an oam cell, the crc-10 is checked. if the check sum is incorrect, the oam cell is not processed (i.e. alarms and counts are not updated) and the per- phy errored oam cell count is incremented. otherwise, further processing is dependent upon the contents of the oam type field and the programming of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 for that connection. if a connection is not provisioned as an end point (segment end-point or end-to-end point), all incoming oam cells are passed to the ingress/egress output cell interface (subject to policing in the ingress direction), regardless of whether or not the oam type or function type fields have defined values. as an option, oam cells may be discarded at non-flow end points if the crc-10 is incorrect. at flow end points, all oam cells are terminated, except activate/deactivate and loopback cells. loopback cells may, on a per-connection basis, be routed to the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface for further processing. if the undeftoup register bit is a logic 1, all undefined oam cells are routed to the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface for further processing or error logging. if the undeftoocif register bit, 0x200 and 0x285, is a logic 1, all undefined oam cells are routed to the ingress/egress output cell interface, independent of the undeftoup register bit, 0x220 and 0x281, setting. if both register bits are logic 0 than all undefined oam cells are discarded.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 124 8.14  fault management cells fault management cells are identified with an oam cell type field of 0001. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports segment and end-to-end ais, rdi continuity check (cc) and loopback cells. segment and end-to-end ais alarm status bits in the ingress and egress status fields are set upon receipt of a single ais (function type = 0000) cell (segment or end-to-end). if the connection fm_interrupt_enable bit is set, a globally maskable interrupt will be asserted at the change of state of the (segment or end-to-end) ais alarm. the alarm status is cleared upon receipt of a single user or cc cell, or if no ais cell has been received within the last 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. if the autordi register bit is set, an rdi cell (segment or end-to-end) is generated immediately upon receipt of the first ais cell at a flow end point and once a second thereafter until the ais state is exited. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 inserts rdi cells in the reverse flow. that is, if an ais cell were received in the ingress direction, an rdi cell would be generated and sent to the egress output cell interface via the egress backward oam cell interface and the egress cell processor. ais cells that are generated by the s/uni-atlas-1k800 use the programmed values of defect location and defect type which are maintained in the ingress and egress cell processor register spaces. the defect_type[3:0] field of the ingress and egress configuration fields of the respective vc tables are used to identify which programmed register value to use when inserting the defect type fields of a generated ais cell. the defect location field programmed in the ingress and egress defect location registers is inserted in all generated ais cells. the only exception to this case is the generation of an f4 end-to-end ais cell as a result of the reception of an f4 segment ais cell (controlled by the apsx register bits). in this case, the default (0x6a) value is inserted in the defect type field of the f4 end- to-end ais cell. when the s/uni-atlas-1k800 receives a segment or end-to-end ais cell, the defect location and defect type fields of the ais cell are copied in the ingress and egress vc tables. these fields are used when rdi cells are generated at segment or end-to-end points as a result of the autordi process. the use of these ram locations is controlled by the iaiscopy and eaiscopy register bits. if these register bits are not set, then the s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not use these ram locations to store the received segment and end-to-end ais defect location and defect type fields, and these ram locations need not be populated. if these rows are not provisioned (eaiscopy=0 register 0x283), then the rdi cells will contain the local defect type selected by the defect_type field in the configuration field of the egress vc table, and will contain the default 0x6a6a pattern in the defect location field.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 125 segment and end-to-end rdi alarm status bits are set upon receipt of a single rdi (function type = 0001) cell (segment or end-to-end). if the connection fm_interrupt_enable bit is set, a globally maskable interrupt will be asserted at the change of state of the (segment or end-to-end) rdi alarm. the alarm status is cleared if no rdi cell has been received within the last 2.5 +/- 0.5 sec. if the cc_activate_segment bit is a logic 1, and no user cells have been transmitted within a 1.0 second (nominal) window, a segment cc cell is generated and sent to the ingress/egress output cell interface. the forced generation of cc cells (independent of the flow of user cells) at one second (nominal) intervals is enabled when the cc_activate_segment bit is logic 1 and the forcecc register bit is logic 1. if the forcecc register bit is logic 0, then the generation of cc cells is dependent on the flow of user cells. regardless of the state of the cc_activate_segment bit, if no user cells or segment cc cells have been received within a 3.5 +/- 0.5 sec window, the cc_alarm_segment status bit is set. if the connection fm_interrupt_enable bit is set, a globally maskable interrupt will be asserted at the change of state of the segment cc alarm. if the autordi register bit is set and the cc_rdi bit of the ingress/egress oam configuration field is set, a segment rdi cell is generated once per second while the segment cc alarm is declared (if and only if the s/uni- atlas-1k800 is configured as a segment end point). note the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 inserts rdi cells in the reverse flow. note, rdi cells that are generated as a result of the cc_rdi process use the defect_type[3:0] field of the ingress and egress configuration fields of the respective vc tables to identify which programmed register values to use when inserting the defect location and defect type fields in the generated cell. the defect location field of the defect location register (both ingress and egress) is also used when generating rdi cells as a result of the cc_rdi process. the same capability exists for the end-to-end continuity check process and cell generation. the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 also supports the generation of f5 ais and rdi cells when associated f4 connections, which are terminated, enter the ais alarm state. this is described in detail in section 8.18. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 may also be configured on a per-phy basis to output ais or rdi cells (or both) on all connections whose phyid matches those set in a programmable register. the ingress rdi phy register, ingress ais phy register, egress rdi phy register and egress ais phy register control the generation of end-to-end rdi and end-to-end ais cells generated in the ingress and egress directions. when set to a logic 1, these registers control the generation of ais cells on a per-phy basis. each connection belonging to a phy device for which the defect condition is set will generate a fault management cell of the appropriate type. for rdi cells, only those connections that are end-to-end points will have rdi cells generated.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 126 8.15 loopback cells the s/uni-atlas-1k800 provides support for processing of loopback cells by an external processor. loopback cells can, on a per-connection basis, be filtered to the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface. if the loopback indication is non- zero, and the loopback location id matches this node (coded as all ones for flow end-points), the microprocessor should insert into the reverse flow direction, a copy of the loopback cell with the loopback indication set to 0. otherwise, the microprocessor should discard the cell. 8.16 activation/deactivation cells activation/deactivation cells are identified with an oam cell type of 1000. they are used by the management entity to implement the handshaking required to initiate or cease the performance monitoring or continuity check processes. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not process these cells. if this s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end-point for an oam flow, all activate/deactivate cells are passed to the ingress/egress output cell interface. if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is an oam flow end-point, the activate/deactivate cells are optionally passed to the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface or to the ingress/egress output cell interface. the flow of activate/deactivate cells is controlled by the actdetoup and actdetoocif register bits. 8.17  system management cells system management cells are identified with an oam cell type of 1111. their use is for further study by the itu. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not process these cells. if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not a flow end-point for an oam flow, all system management cells are passed to the ingress/egress output cell interface. if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is an oam flow end-point, the system management cells are optionally passed to the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 127 8.18  f4 to f5 oam processing the ingress portion of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports the termination of f4 (vpcs) to f5 (vccs) while maintaining the f4 to f5 transmission of oam cells. each vcc of a vpc must be setup as a separate connection in the ingress vc table. an additional connection must be setup for f4 oam flow: the search table must be setup such that both segment oam cells (vci=3) and end-to-end oam cells (vci=4) of the vpc resolve to this f4 oam connection. the f4 oam connection maybe setup as both a segment and end-to-end point, or as an end-to- end point only. the vcc connections have a vpc pointer [15:0] at location isa[19:16] = 0010. this pointer must be configured to point to the f4 oam connection. the f4 to f5 process (described above) can be disabled by setting the vpc pointer [15:0] field equal to the connection address (i.e. a connection points to itself). if a segment or end-to-end ais alarm condition is indicated on the vpc connections, a background process ensures that vcc ais cells will be transmitted on all vccs associated with that vpc, while the vpc is in ais alarm condition. the continuity check process is also active at the f4 and f5 levels. when a user cell or cc cell is received on a vcc, both vpc connections are updated to ensure they do not enter the cc alarm state. the figure below illustrates how s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports oam flows when terminating vpc connections at the ingress. note that each vcc connection has its vpc pointer pointing to the segment f4 oam connection, and the segment f4 connection points to the end-to-end f4 oam connection.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 128 figure 9 f4 to f5 oam flows vcc1 vcc2 vccn vpc vcc1 vcc2 vccn ingress vc table vpc connection the following f4 to f5 fault management scenarios are supported by the atlas- 1k800 at the ingress direction.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 129 figure 10 ingress termination of f4 segment and end-to-end-point connections. connection end-point (end-to-end point) segment end-point f4 (vpc) vcc1 vcc2 vcc3 vcc4 vpc-ais-ete vpc-rdi-ete vcc-ais-seg (connection  within a defined segment) vcc-ais-ete (connection not within a defined segment) vcc-rdi-seg vcc-rdi-ete vcc5 vcc-rdi-seg vcc-rdi-ete vcc-ais-ete in figure 10 above, a vpc flow is being terminated. the vpc flow is both a segment end-point, and a connection (end-to-end) point. five vccs are being switched out from the vpc connection (all five vccs would be setup as separate connections). in the event that an end-to-end vpc-ais cell is received on end-to- end vpc connection, an end-to-end vpc-rdi cell would be generated (if the autordi register bit is enabled). the end-to-end vpc-rdi cell would carry the end-to-end ais defect location and defect type fields. the response of the switched vccs is as follows: vcc1 belongs to a segment flow, therefore, a segment vcc-ais cell is generated within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the end-to-end vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc1 will continue to generate segment vcc-ais cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the ais_end_to_end alarm bit is asserted for the end-to-end vpc connection). vcc2 does not belong to a segment flow, therefore, an end-to-end vcc-ais cell is generated within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the end-to-end vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc2 will continue to generate end-to-end vcc-ais cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the ais_end_to_end alarm bit is asserted for the end-to-end vpc connection).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 130 vcc3 is a segment end-point, therefore a segment vcc-rdi cell (assuming the autordi register bit is set) and an end-to-end vcc-ais cell are generated for this connection within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the end-to-end vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc3 will continue to generate segment vcc-rdi and end-to-end vcc ais cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the end-to-end vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the ais_end_to_end alarm bit is asserted for the vpc connection). vcc4 is a connection end-point, therefore an end-to-end vcc-rdi cell is generated (assuming the autordi register bit is set) within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the end-to-end vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc4 will continue to generate end-to- end vcc-rdi cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the end-to-end vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the ais_end_to_end alarm bit is asserted for the vpc connection). vcc5 is a segment end-point and a connection end-point, therefore a segment vcc-rdi cell and an end-to-end vcc-rdi cell are generated (assuming the autordi register bit is set) within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the end-to-end vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc5 will continue to generated segment vcc-rdi and end-to-end vcc-rdi cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the end-to- end vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the ais_end_to_end alarm bit is set). the next scenario has the same connection configurations, however, a vpc- segment ais cell is received. figure 11 ingress termination of f4 segment and end-to-end point connection connection end-point (end-to-end point) segment end-point f4 (vpc) vcc1 vcc2 vcc3 vcc4 vpc-ais-seg vpc-rdi-seg vcc-ais-seg (connection  within a defined segment) vcc-ais-ete (connection not within a defined segment) vcc-rdi-seg vcc-rdi-ete vcc5 vcc-rdi-seg vcc-rdi-ete vcc-ais-ete

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 131 in figure 11 above, a vpc flow is being terminated. the vpc flow is both a segment end-point, and a connection (end-to-end) point. five vccs are being switched out from the vpc connection (all five vccs would be setup as separate connections). in this scenario, a segment vpc-ais cell is received on the segment vpc connection. a segment vpc-rdi cell would be generated (if the autordi register bit is enabled). the segment vpc-rdi cell would carry the segment defect location and segment defect type information. the response of the switched vccs is as follows: vcc1 belongs to a segment flow, therefore, a segment vcc-ais cell is generated within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the segment vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc1 will continue to generate segment vcc-ais cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the ais_segment alarm bit is asserted for the segment vpc connection). vcc2 does not belong to a segment flow, therefore, an end-to-end vcc-ais cell is generated within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the segment vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc2 will continue to generate end-to-end vcc-ais cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the ais_segment alarm bit is asserted for the end-to-end vpc connection). vcc3 is a segment end-point, therefore a segment vcc-rdi cell (assuming the autordi register bit is set) and an end-to-end vcc-ais cell are generated for this connection within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the segment vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc3 will continue to generate segment vcc-rdi and end-to-end vcc ais cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the segment vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the aissegment alarm bit is asserted for the vpc connection). vcc4 is a connection end-point, therefore an end-to-end vcc-rdi cell is generated (assuming the autordi register bit is set) within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the segment vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc4 will continue to generate end-to- end vcc-rdi cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the segment vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the ais_segment alarm bit is asserted for the vpc connection). vcc5 is a segment end-point and a connection end-point, therefore a segment vcc-rdi cell and an end-to-end vcc-rdi cell are generated (assuming the autordi register bit is set) within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the segment vpc connection is in ais alarm. vcc5 will continue to generated segment vcc-rdi and end-to-end vcc-rdi cells at a rate of one per second (nominally) while the segment vpc connection is in ais alarm (i.e. the ais_end_to_end alarm bit is set).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 132 figure 12 ingress termination of f4 segment end-point connection. f4 (vpc) vpc-ais-seg vpc-rdi-seg vpc-ais-ete (only generated if aps is not available) figure 12 above illustrates the scenario where a vpc segment is being terminated at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. in this case, because only a segment end-point is defined, it is assumed that only the vccs are not switched out of the vpc (because the vpc end-to-end point is not provisioned). to enable this scenario, the vpc pointer [15:0] field is set to the vpc segment connection address (i.e. the connection points to itself), and the connection would be configured as a segment end-point. a segment vpc-ais cell is received and terminated. within 0.5 seconds of receiving the segment vpc-ais cell, a segment vpc-rdi cell is generated (assuming the autordi register bit is set). as a programmable option, an end-to-end vpc-ais cell can be generated (if end-to-end vpc-ais cells are not being received). this per-phy configurable option would normally only be enabled if aps is not available. the apsx register bit (where x is 0-31) determines whether or not phyx has protection switching available. if the apsx register bit is logic 0, an end-to-end vpc-ais cell will be generated within 0.5 seconds of entering the vpc segment ais alarm condition and once per second (nominally) thereafter until the vpc segment ais alarm condition is exited.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 133 figure 13 ingress termination of f4 end-to-end point connection. connection end-point (end-to-end point) segment end-point f4 (vpc) vcc1 vcc2 vcc3 vcc4 vpc-ais-ete vpc-rdi-ete vcc-ais-seg (connection  within a defined segment) vcc-ais-ete (connection not within a defined segment) vcc-rdi-seg vcc-rdi-ete vcc5 vcc-rdi-seg vcc-rdi-ete vcc-ais-ete figure 13 above illustrates the scenario where a vpc is being terminated at an end- to-end point at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. in this scenario, no vpc segment exists, so all vccs point to the associated end-to-end vpc connection, and the end-to-end vpc connection is configured as an end-to-end point and has its vpc pointer[15:0] field set to its connection address (i.e. the connection points to itself). if an end-to-end vpc-ais cell is received, it is terminated and an end-to-end vpc rdi cell is generated within 0.5 seconds (assuming the autordi register bit is set). the response of the switched vccs is as follows: vcc1 is belongs to a segment flow, therefore a segment vcc-ais cell is generated within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the vpc connection is in ais alarm, and once per second (nominally) thereafter until the vpc connection exits the ais alarm state. vcc2 belongs to an end-to-end flow, therefore an end-to-end vcc-ais cell is generated within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the vpc connection is in ais alarm, and once per second (nominally) thereafter until the vpc connection exits the ais alarm state. vcc3 is a segment end-point, therefore a segment vcc-rdi cell and an end-to-end vcc-ais cell are generated within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the vpc connection is in ais alarm (assuming the autordi register bit is set), and once per second (nominally) thereafter until the vpc connection exits the ais alarm state.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 134 vcc4 is an end-to-end point, therefore an end-to-end vcc-rdi cell is generated within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the vpc connection is in ais alarm (assuming the autordi register bit is set), and once per second (nominally) thereafter until the vpc connection exits the ais alarm state. vcc5 is a segment end-point and an end-to-end point, therefore, a segment vcc- rdi and an end-to-end vcc-rdi cell are generated within 0.5 seconds of noticing that the vpc connection is in ais alarm (assuming the autordi register bit is set), and once per second (nominally) thereafter until the vpc connection exits the ais alarm state. note, in the unlikely event that a segment vpc-ais cell is received on the end-to- end vpc connection, no action would be taken at the f5 level. this is because the vpc connection is only configured as an end-to-end point and no segment oam cells should be received. the end-to-end vpc connection would only terminate the segment vpc-ais cell and no further action would be taken at the f4 level. the table below summarizes the behavior of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 for f4 to f5 fault management:

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 135 table 28 f4 to f5 fault management processing actions taken by atlas- 1k800 upon receipt of f4 ais cells vc non end-point vp termination type received cell at f4 level vc connection end-point vc segment end-point vc connection end-point and segment end- point within a vc segment not within a vc segment generate vc end-to-end rdi  (4) generate vc segment rdi (1), (4) generate vc end-to-end ais (2), (4) generate vc end-to-end rdi  (4) generate vc segment rdi (1), (4) generate vc segment ais (3), (4) generate vc end-to-end ais  (4) vp end-to- end ais generate vp end-to-end rdi cell on the end-to-end f4 connection. generate vc end-to-end rdi  (5), (4) generate vc segment rdi (4) generate vc end-to-end ais (4), (6) generate vc end-to-end rdi  (4)   (5) generate vc segment rdi (4) generate vc segment ais (3), (4) generate vc end-to-end ais  (4) vp connection end-point and segment end-point vp segment ais generate vp segment rdi cell on the segment f4 connection. generate vc end-to-end rdi  (4) generate vc segment rdi (1), (4) generate vc end-to-end ais (2), (4) generate vc end-to-end rdi  (4) generate vc segment rdi (1), (4) generate vc segment ais (3), (4) generate vc end-to-end ais  (4) vp end-to- end ais generate vp end-to-end rdi cell on the end-to-end f4 connection. vp connection end-point only vp segment ais generate vc end-to-end rdi  (5), (4) generate vc segment rdi (4) generate vc end-to-end ais (4), (6) generate vc end-to-end rdi  (4)   (5) generate vc segment rdi (4) generate vc segment ais (3), (4) generate vc end-to-end ais  (4) vp end-to- end ais no cells are generated. the vp end-to-end ais cell is passed through. we are assuming that vcs are not switched if the f4 is a segment end-point only. vp segment end-point only vp segment ais generate vc end-to-end rdi  (5), (4) generate vc segment rdi (4) generate vc end-to-end ais (4), (6) generate vc end-to-end rdi (4)   (5) generate vc segment rdi (4) generate vc segment ais (3), (4) generate vc end-to-end ais  (4) vp end-to- end ais no cells are generated. the received cells are passed through transparently. vp non-end point vp segment ais generate vc end-to-end rdi  (5), (4) generate vc segment rdi (4) generate vc end-to-end ais (4), (6) generate vc end-to-end rdi (4)   (5) generate vc segment rdi (4) generate vc segment ais (3), (4) generate vc end-to-end ais  (4)

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 136 (1)  this feature is controlled by the f4eaisf5srdi register bit. when this bit is logic 1, a segment vc-rdi cell will be generated when an end-to-end vpc-ais cell is terminated at a vpc end-to-end point, and an associated vcc segment end-point is switched from that vpc. if this bit is logic 0, a segment vc-rdi cell will not be generated in this circumstance. (2)  this feature is controlled by the f4eaisf5eais register bit. when this bit is logic 1, an end-to-end vc-ais cell will be generated when an end-to-end vpc-ais cell is terminated at a vpc end-to-end point, and an associated vcc segment end-point is switched from that vpc. if this bit is logic 0, an end-to-end vc-ais cell will not be generated in this circumstance. (3)  this feature is controlled by the segmentflow bit in the ingress vc table configuration field at isa[19:16]=0010. if this bit is logic 1, the vcc is considered to be part of a segment flow, and a segment vc-ais cell will be generated when an end-to-end vp-ais cell is terminated at a vpc end-to-end point. (4)  this feature is controlled by the f4tof5ais bit in the ingress vc table at isa[19:16]=0001. if this bit is logic 1, the f4 to f5 fault management scenarios are enabled. if this bit is logic 0, no f5 fault management cells will be generated as a result of the reception of f4 fault management cells. however, the continuity check process will still be active on the f4 and f5 levels if the vpc pointer[15:0] fields do not point to their own connection addresses (i.e. the vccs do not point to themselves) and the vpc pointer fields are correctly setup. (5)  this feature is controlled by the f4saisf5erdi register bit. when this bit is 1, an end-to-end vc-rdi cell will be generated when a segment vpc-ais cell is terminated at a vpc segment end-point. if this bit is logic 0, an end-to-end vc-rdi cell will not be generated in this circumstance. (6)  this feature is controlled by the f4saisf5eais register bit. when this bit is logic 1, an end-to-end vc-ais cell will be generated when a segment vpc-ais cell is terminated at a vpc segment end-point. note, the vcc connection is not part of a segment flow (segmentflow=0). if this bit is logic 0, and end-to-end vc-ais cell will not be generated in this circumstance. (7)  this feature is controlled on a per-phy basis by the apsx register bit (where x is from 0-31). when the apsx register bit is logic 0, it indicates there is no automatic protection switching on phy x . when a vpc connection is configured as a segment end-point only and a segment vpc-ais cell is received, an end-to-end vpc-ais cell is generated (assuming that end-to-end vpc-ais cells are not being received). when the apsx register bit is logic 1, an end-to-end vpc-ais cell is not generated in this circumstance.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 137 when an rdi cell is generated due to the cc_rdi, per-phy rdi, send_rdi_end_to_end or send_rdi_segment, the rdi will contain the defect type selected by the defect_type[3:0] field in the configuration field of the ingress vc table, and the local defect location programmed in the ingress defect location register. when an rdi cell is generated due to the reception of an ais cell, the rdi cell will contain the ais defect location and ais defect type fields which are stored in the ingress vc table at isa[19:16] = 1010, 1011 and 1100 of the connection which received the ais. for example, an f5-rdi cell generated as the result of receiving and f4 segment ais would use the segment defect location and type stored for the f4 segment connection. if these rows are not provisioned (iaiscopy=0), then the rdi cells will contain the local defect type selected by the defect_type field in the configuration field of the ingress vc table, and will contain the default 0x6a6a pattern in the defect location field. if an f4 connection enters the ais alarm condition (segment or end-to-end), the associated f5 connections will not enter the ais alarm condition (i.e. the ais_end_to_end alarm and/or the ais_segment alarm bit will not be asserted on the f5 connection). the f5 connections will, however, most likely be in the cc_alarm (segment and end-to-end) condition. 8.19  f5 to f4 oam processing the egress portion of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports the aggregation of f4 connections (vpcs) from f5 connections (vccs). each vcc of a vpc must be setup as a separate connection in the egress vc table (this provides the ability of performing both f4 and f5 performance monitoring simultaneously). two additional connections must also be setup: the segment oam connection (vci=3) and the end-to-end oam connection (vci=4) of the vpc. the vcc connections have a vpc pointer[15:0] field at location esa[19:16]=0011. each vcc must have their vpc pointer[15:0] field configured to point at the segment oam connection. the segment oam connection uses its vpc pointer to point to the end-to-end oam connection. the f5 to f4 process can be deactivated by setting the vpc pointer[15:0] field equal to the connection address (i.e. the connection points to itself). the continuity check process is active at both the f4 and f5 levels. when a user cell or cc cell is transmitted on a vcc, both the segment and end-to-end vpc connections are updated to ensure they do not enter the cc alarm state. if user or cc cells are not transmitted, the vpc and vcc connections will enter the cc alarm state, and cc cells can be optionally transmitted to ensure the downstream entities do not enter the cc alarm state.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 138 the figure below illustrates how the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports the aggregation of the vccs into a vpc at the egress. note that each vcc connection has its vpc pointer pointing to the segment f4 oam connection, and the segment f4 connection points to the end-to-end f4 oam connection. figure 14 f5 to f4 oam flows vcc1 vcc2 vccn vpc vcc1 vcc2 vccn egress vc table vpc connection

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 139 the egress path of the atlas-1k800 also supports termination of segment vpc connections (where vccs are  not  switched). this case is shown below in figure 14 below. figure 15 egress termination of a vpc segment end-point f4 (vpc) vpc-ais-seg vpc-rdi-seg vpc-ais-ete (only generated if aps is not available) in this case, because only a vpc segment end-point is defined vccs are not switched out (recall that the egress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not support f4 to f5 switching because this should be done at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas- 1k800). to enable this scenario, the vpc pointer[15:0] field is set to point to itself, and the connection would be configured as a segment end-point. a segment vpc- ais cell is received and terminated. within 0.5 seconds of receiving the segment vpc-ais cell, a segment vpc-rdi cell is generated (assuming the autordi register bit is set). as a programmable option, an end-to-end vpc-ais cell can be generated (assuming that end-to-end vpc-ais cells are not being received). this per-phy configurable option would normally only be enabled if aps is not available. the apsx register bit (where x is 0-31) determines whether or not phyx has protection switching available. if automatic protection switching is not available, the vpc segment end-point will generate an end-to-end vpc ais cell within 0.5 seconds and once per second (nominally) thereafter until the vpc segment ais alarm condition has exited.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 140 s/uni-atlas-1k800 oam functionality the following figures illustrate the oam capability of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. the following definitions are applicable: ?   obs: observation (non-intrusive monitoring point) point. ?  gen: generation. ?  del: termination point. ?   f41: f4 (vpc) end-to-end flow. ?   f42: f4 (vpc) segment flow. ?   f51: f5 (vcc) end-to-end flow. ?   f52: f5 (vcc) segment flow. figure 16 vpc intermediate point ingress egress f41 and f42 obs f41 or f42 or both ais gen f41 and f42 obs f41 or f42 or both ais gen vp-intermediate point

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 141 figure 17 vcc intermediate point ingress egress f51 and f52 obs f51 or f52 or both ais gen f51 and f52 obs f51 or f52 or both ais gen vc-intermediate point figure 18 vpc segment end-point ingress egress f41 or f42 or both obs f41 or f42 or both obs vp-segment end point f42 del f41 ais gen f42 ais,  cc gen f42 del f41 ais gen f42 ais,  cc gen f42 rdi gen f42 rdi gen

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 142 figure 19 vcc segment end point ingress egress f51 or f52 or both obs f51 or f52 or both obs vc-segment end point f52 del f51 ais gen f52 ais,  cc gen f52 del f51 ais gen f52 ais,  cc gen f52 rdi gen f52 rdi gen figure 20 vpc segment end-point and end-to-end point ingress egress f41 and  f42 obs f41 and f42 obs vp-segment end point and end-to-end end point f41 del f41 del f42 rdi gen f42 rdi gen f42 del f42 del f41 rdi gen f41 rdi gen

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 143 figure 21 ingress vpc end-to-end point and segment end-point, vc segment end-point and segment source point. egress vpc end- to-end and segment source point with vcc segment end-point and vcc segment source point ingress egress f41 and f42 obs vp-end-to-end end point and segment end-point and vc-segment end-point f42 del f51 and f52 obs f51 ais gen, f52 ais,cc gen f41 ais, cc gen f42 ais,  cc gen f41 or f42 or both rdi gen f41 del f41 and f42 create f51 and f52 obs f52 del f52 del f52 rdi gen f51 ais gen, f52 ais, cc gen f52 rdi gen in the figure above, an f4 is created (aggregated) at the egress of the s/uni- atlas-1k800. figure 22 ingress vpc end-to-end and segment end point with vc intermediate point. egress vpc end-to-end and segment source point with vc intermediate point and vc segment source point. ingress egress f41 and f42 obs vp-end-to-end end point and segment end-point and vc-intermediate point f42 del f51 and f52 obs f51 ais gen, f52 ais gen f41 ais, cc gen f42 ais,  cc gen f41 or f42 or both rdi gen f41 del f41 and f42 create f51 and f52 obs f51 ais gen, f52 ais, cc gen

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 144 in the figure above, an f4 is created (aggregated) at the egress of the s/uni- atlas-1k800. 8.20  resource management cells resource management (rm) cells are identified by a pti=110 for vc-rm cells and by vci=6 for vp-rm cells. as a programmable option, vp-rm cells can be further qualified by pti=110. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not process the rm cell payload, but simply passes these cells to the ingress/egress output cell interface with a translated header (optional). as a programmable option, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 can copy rm cells to the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface. 8.21  s/uni-atlas-1k800 background processes the s/uni-atlas-1k800 performs numerous background processes to perform correct and compliant oam-fault management cell generation, and alarm monitoring as well as maintaining the per-connection and per-phy tat policing parameters. the background processes are triggered either by the internally generated 0.5 second clock event, or by the external 0.5 second clock input pin. the ingress cell processor maintains 4 background processes. they are: 1.  rdi cell generation. 2.  ais/cc cell generation. 3. tat updating. 4.  cc, rdi and ais change of state and alarm monitoring. the ingress vc table maximum index register controls the maximum 10-bit ingress vc table address which must be monitored by the various background processes. the rdi cell generation process is controlled by the status of the egress backward cell interface. if this fifo is filled, no rdi cells will be generated. this ensures that no rdi cells will be lost due to overflow of the egress backward cell interface. if the fifo is filled, this background process will be suspended. the ais/cc cell generation process is controlled by the status of the ingress output cell interface, and by a programmable threshold that determines the maximum rate at which ais/cc cells can be generated. if the ingress output cell interface is full, this process will be suspended. if an ais or cc cell is generated, the process will be suspended until the expiry of a user programmable counter threshold.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 145 the tat updating process ensures the theoretical-arrival-times track the free running time-of-arrival counter of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. this ensures that connections which have a long gap between inter-cell arrivals are never mistakenly policed due to a roll over of the free running time-of-arrival counter. the cc, rdi and ais change of state and alarm monitoring process is controlled by the fill status of the change of state fifo. if the change of state fifo is not used, then this process is not throttled by the fifo fill status. if the fifo is used, then notification of changes of state in cc, rdi and ais alarms will be suspended until the fifo is not full. this ensures the management software never misses any change of connection status. the excessive policing status bit is also part of the ingress change of state fifo. if the xpolice status bit changes state, the change of state fifo will be updated.  it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the fifo is read often enough so that the alarm declarations remain compliant with bellcore gr-1248-core and itu-t i.610. all background processes have the lowest priority over cells which are received at the ingress input cell interface. the egress cell processor maintains 3 background processes. they are: 1.  rdi cell generation. 2.  ais/cc cell generation. 3.  cc, rdi and ais change of state and alarm monitoring. the egress vc table maximum index register controls the maximum 16-bit egress vc table address which must be monitored by the various background processes. the rdi cell generation is controlled by the status of the ingress backward cell interface. if this fifo is filled, no rdi cells will be generated. this ensures that no rdi cells will be lost due to overflow of the ingress backward cell interface. if the fifo is filled, this background process will be suspended. the status of the egress output cell interface and the state of the phy tca signals control the ais/cc cell generation process. the ais/cc cell generation process is also controlled by a programmable threshold that determines the maximum rate at which ais/cc cells can be generated. if the egress output cell interface is full, or if the phy tca signal is deasserted, the process will be suspended. also, if an ais or cc cell is generated, the process will be suspended until the expiry of a user programmable counter threshold. policing is not performed in the egress path of the s/uni-atlas-1k800, therefore, no tat updating process needs to be performed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 146 the cc, rdi and ais change of state and alarm monitoring process is controlled by the fill status of the change of state fifo. if the change of state fifo is not used, then this process is not throttled by the fifo fill status. if the fifo is used, then notifications of changes of state in cc, rdi and ais alarms will be suspended until the fifo is not full. this ensures the management software never misses any change of connection status . it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the fifo is read often enough so that the alarm declarations remain compliant with bellcore gr-1248-core and itu-t i.610 . all background processes have the lowest priority over cells which are received at the egress input cell interface. 8.22  ingress backward oam cell interface the ingress backward oam cell interface (ingress bcif) uses a common memory to store all egress-generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells until such time as they are transmitted by the ingress cell processor. the ingress backward oam cell interface maintains a 4-cell fifo for egress-generated rdi cells, and a 16-cell fifo for egress-generated backward reporting pm cells. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will insert cells from the ingress backward oam cell interface at the specified insertion rate. the bcif insertion rate is the minimum rate at which cells will be inserted from the ingress bcif.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 147 8.23  egress backward oam cell interface the egress backward oam cell interface uses a common memory to store all ingress-generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells until such time as they are transmitted by the egress cell processor. under normal operating conditions, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will insert cells from the egress backward oam cell interface into the egress cell stream at the specified insertion rate. in the event the phy device, for which the cell at the head of the fifo is destined, becomes inoperative (i.e. the phy?s tca signal is never asserted), that cell must be dealt with so that it does not prevent other phy devices from having cells inserted in the egress stream. the egress cell processor can be programmed with a head-of-line time out function to deal with this problem. if a phy does not respond with the re-assertion of its tca signal after a specified time, the ecp can take a programmable action on that cell. the time out counter is defined in terms of cell periods at the esysclk rate, where one cell period is equal to 32 clock cycles. the head-of-line time out can be programmed to take into account the worst case time for tca assertion (e.g. 4 cell periods at a t1-phy rate). the ecp may be programmed to discard the cell, or to route the cell to the egress microprocessor interface, where it may be stored and re-inserted at a later time when the phy problem has been resolved. this function is provided solely to retain a quality of service for other phy devices in case a catastrophic event occurs on a particular phy device. in normal operating mode, this situation will never be encountered. the head-of-line time out can be disabled. 8.24  jtag test access port the jtag test access port block provides jtag support for boundary scan. the standard jtag extest, sample, bypass, idcode and stctest are supported. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 identification code is 073240cd hexadecimal. 8.25 microprocessor interface the microprocessor interface is provided for device configuration, control and monitoring by an external microprocessor. normal mode registers, test mode registers, the external ingress and egress vc tables (external sram) and the internal pm and per-phy policing ram can be accessed through this port. test mode registers are used to enhance the testability of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. the interface has a 16-bit wide data bus. multiplexed address and data operation is supported.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 148 8.26 external sram access microprocessor access to the external sram is provided to allow configuration of individual connections. the ingress search engine and egress cell processor allocate a single cycle at the beginning of each search/processing cycle for microprocessor accesses. the maximum time to complete a external sram access is 1200 ns with a i/e sysclk frequency of 50 mhz. the average completion time is less than 700ns. upon placing the ise in standby mode (default upon power up), all sram cycles become available to the microprocessor. this allows for rapid configuration of the device at startup. the egress cell processor may also be placed in standby mode (default upon power up) to allow all sram cycles for the microprocessor. for externally requested write cycles, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 can cache all data rows for a single vc table connection in internal memory. the ingress search engine maintains the data cache for externally requested write cycles, and it can cache all rows of the ingress vc table. similarly, the egress cell processor maintains the data cache for externally requested write cycles and it can cache all rows of the egress vc table. the busyb signal is asserted when an ingress or egress external sram access is pending. the signal is then deasserted when the external sram access is completed. the ibusy and ebusy register status bits are also asserted until the external sram access is completed. for externally requested read cycles, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 may cache an entire vc table worth of data in internal memory. the ingress search engine can be configured to read all rows of the ingress vc table. similarly, the egress cell processor can be configured to read all rows of the egress vc table for any connection. the busyb signal are asserted when an ingress or egress external access is pending. the signals are then deasserted when the external sram access is completed. the ibusy and ebusy register status bits are also asserted until the external sram access is completed. if the clearonread register bit is set, then a clearing write-back is made whenever a read of the non-compliant cell counts, clp0 or clp1 cell counts is made. the busyb output can be connected to a dma request input of a dma controller. the rising edge of busyb would initiate the next external sram access upon completion of the current access. 8.27 writing cells the s/uni-atlas-1k800 contains a one cell buffer for the assembly of a cell by the microprocessor for presentation on the ingress or egress output cell interface. optional header translation and crc-10 protection provides full support of diagnostic and oam requirements.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 149 in the ingress direction, cells inserted via the ingress microprocessor cell interface are inserted into the ingress cell stream by the ingress search engine. the ingress search engine gives an equal priority between cells received from the ingress input cell interface and cells received from the ingress microprocessor cell interface. therefore, it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure that cells are not inserted via the ingress microprocessor cell interface too frequently (i.e. the management software must ensure these inserted cells are paced). similarly, in the egress direction, cells inserted via the egress microprocessor cell interface are inserted into the egress cell stream by the egress cell processor. the egress cell processor gives an equal priority between cells received from the egress input cell interface and cells received from the egress microprocessor cell interface. therefore, it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure that cells are not inserted via the egress microprocessor cell interface too frequently. writes are performed through the ingress and egress microprocessor cell interface control and status and microprocessor cell interface data registers. the steps below outline how to insert a cell in the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface: poll the insrdy register bit of the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface insert control and status register until it is a logic 1. alternatively, service the interrupts that result from setting the ingress/egress insrdye bit in the master interrupt enable register. the ingress/egress insrdyi bit in the master interrupt status register is set whenever the ingress/egress insrdy bit is set. write the wrsoc bit in the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface insert control and status register. at the same time, ensure that the olen[2:0], crc10, uphdrx and phy[4:0] register bits are set to their correct values, depending on what operation is required. if the uphdrx register bit is a logic 1, phy[4:0] represents the phy address that the cell is associated with and will be included in the search key used for vc identification in the ingress direction, and to determine which phy device to transmit the cell will be transferred to in the egress direction. write the cell contents to the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface data register. each subsequent write enters the next word in the cell. the words shall be written in the following order:

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 150 word # contents 11 st  prepended word (optional) ?? m last prepended word (optional) m+1 1 st  postpended word (optional) n last postpended word, n standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 151 in the ingress direction, if the cell?s header is to be translated (uphdrx logic 1), the number of appended words shall match that programmed in the ingress input cell interface configuration register. if the cells? header is not to be translated (uphdrx logic 0), the number of appended bytes shall match that programmed in the ingress output cell interface configuration register. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 automatically handles cell length mismatches. extra words shall be stripped off with no consequences, but words that must be added will have arbitrary contents; therefore, the resulting cell processing may be unpredictable. the ingress search engine does not perform a search of inserted cells when uphdrx=0, therefore the per- connection counts will not increment and the cell need not belong to a provisioned connection. in the egress direction, if the cell?s header is to be translated (uphdrx logic 1), the number of appended words shall match that programmed in the egress input cell interface configuration register. the egress cell processor performs a direct lookup on the prepended/postpended, header or hec/udf bytes, therefore it is the responsibility of the microprocessor to ensure that the field used for direct lookup is correct. if the cell?s header is not to be translated (uphdrx logic 0), the number of appended words shall match that programmed in the egress output cell interface configuration register. the egress cell processor does not perform a direct lookup of cells inserted when uphdrx=0, therefore the cell need not belong to a provisioned connection. the per-connection cell counts will not increment as a result of an inserted cell with uphdrx=0.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 152 8.28 reading cells cells received on the ingress or egress input cell interface can be routed to the ingress/egress microprocessor cell interface based on the type of cell. the ingress and egress mcif buffers have a capacity of 15 to 18 cells depending on the length of the extracted cells: words in cell len[2:0] buffer capacity 27 2 18 28 3 18 29 4 17 30 5 17 31 6 16 32 7 15 maskable interrupt statuses are generated upon the receipt of a cell and upon buffer overflow. if a buffer overflow occurs, entire cells are lost. cells are written into the ingress/egress mcif buffers without header translation. as an option, the hec byte location can be overwritten with the phy device identification. the length of the cell is determined by the celllen[3:0] bits in the ingress/egress input cell interface configuration register and the upurs in the ingress/egress cell processor configuration register. if the upurs bit is a logic 1, a causation word is prepended to the cell to indicate why the cell was routed to the ingress/egress mcif and provides cell status information.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 153 the causation word has the following format: cause[15:0] definition bit 15 phyid[4] bit 14 phyid[3] bit 13 phyid[2] bit 12 phyid[1] bit 11 phyid[0] bit 10 prov bit 9 end_to_end_point bit 8 segment_end_point bit 7 timeout bit 6 nni bit 5 vpc bit 4 oam_type bit 3 typ[3] bit 2 typ[2] bit 1 typ[1] bit 0 typ[0] phyid[4:0] the index of the phy device associated with the cell. prov provisioned connection. this bit is a logic 1 if the cell belongs to a provisioned connection. a logic 0 indicates the connection search failed to find a vc table record for the cell. the end_to_end_point, segment_end_point, nni, oam_type, and typ[3:0] fields are undefined if prov is a logic 0. also, on cells from the ingress path the phyid[4:0] is not valid if prov is a logic 0. end_to_end_point indicates the connection is provisioned as an oam flow end point.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 154 segment_end_point indicates the connection is provisioned as an oam flow segment end point. timeout (only valid for the egress microprocessor cell interface) indicates the cell was removed from the backward cell interface because the head-of-line blocking timer has expired. when this bit is set, only the phyid and typ fields are valid. nni indicates the connection is associated with a network- network interface (nni). a logic 0 means the connection belongs to a user-network interface (uni). vpc indicates the connection is provisioned as a virtual path connection (vpc). a logic 0 means the connection is provisioned as a virtual channel connection (vcc). oam_type a logic 1 identifies a segment oam cell. a logic 0 identifies an end-to-end oam cell. this bit is not defined when the typ[3:0] field is 0000, 1011, 1100 or 1101. typ[3:0] cell type. this field is encoded as follows: typ[3:0] cell type 0000 user 0001 ais 0010 rdi 0011 continuity check 0100 loopback 0101 forward monitoring 0110 backward reporting 0111 reserved 1000 activate/deactivate 1001 undefined oam 1010 system management oam

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 155 1011 forward rm 1100 backward rm 1101 invalid pti/vci 1110 reserved 1111 oam cell with errored crc-10 the extca bits of the ingress/egress mcif extract buffer control and status registers are asserted if one or more complete cells are available in the buffer. if dma control is enabled (dmaen bit logic 1), the dreq output is also asserted upon receipt of a cell. the first read of the ingress/egress mcif after either the extca bit or the dreq is asserted, returns the first word of the cell. subsequent reads return the remainder of the cell. the sequence of words is the same as for buffer writes (see above). at any time, the read pointer can be returned to the beginning of the cell by setting the restart bit. the current cell is discarded upon setting the abort bit. the dreq output is deasserted during the read of the last word of the cell. 8.29  s/uni-atlas-1k800 dll clock operation the s/uni-atlas-1k800 uses a digital delay locked loop (dll) to control the skew of internal clock nets. the dll measures the phase difference between the system clock and the reference clock and generates an internal clock that reduces the phase difference between the system clock and the reference clock to zero. the internally generated clock is a delayed version of the system clock created using a digital delay line. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 requires that all input clocks at stable and glitch free. changing the clock frequency of the device during normal operation can resolute in the device locking-up or performing in a non-consistent manner. the operation of the dll defaults to the optimum configuration. under normal operating conditions no programming of the dll?s is required for correct operation. it is recommended that the device be held in soft-reset, register 0x000, until the run bit, in register 0x00c, is set. the run bit indicates that all dll?s in the s/uni- atlas-1k800 are operating correctly and have locked-on to the input clock frequency.
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 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 160 register 0x1c9: ingress vc table data row 14 word 1 (ram data [31:16]) .......................................................................................... 278 register 0x1ca: ingress vc table data row 14 word 2 (ram data [47:32]) .......................................................................................... 278 register 0x1cb: ingress vc table data row 14 word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) ............................................................................... 278 register 0x200: ingress cell processor configuration 1 ................. 279 register 0x201: ingress phy policing 1 ........................................................ 283 register 0x202: ingress phy policing 2 ........................................................ 284 register 0x203: ingress phy policing ram address and access control .................................................................................... 285 register 0x204: ingress phy policing ram data (lsw) ............................ 287 register 0x205: ingress phy policing ram data (msw) ........................... 288 register 0x206: ingress phy policing configuration 1 & 2 .................. 289 register 0x207: ingress phy policing configuration 3 & 4 .................. 291 register 0x208: ingress connection policing configuration 1........ 292 register 0x209:  ingress connection policing configuration 2....... 294 register 0x20a: ingress connection policing configuration 3........ 294 register 0x20b: ingress connection policing configuration 4........ 294 register 0x20c: ingress connection policing configuration 5........ 294 register 0x20d: ingress connection policing configuration 6........ 294 register 0x20e: ingress connection policing configuration 7........ 294 register 0x20f:  ingress connection policing configuration 8....... 294 register 0x210: ingress policing configuration and non- compliant cell counting................................................... 295 register 0x211: ingress performance monitoring ram record address..................................................................................... 298 register 0x212: ingress performance monitoring ram word select and access control ............................................. 299 register 0x213: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 0 (lsw) ............................................................................ 301 register 0x214: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 1 ....................................................................................... 302 register 0x215: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 2 ....................................................................................... 303 register 0x216: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 3 ....................................................................................... 304 register 0x217: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 4 (msw) ........................................................................... 305 register 0x218: ingress performance monitoring threshold a1.... 306 register 0x219: ingress performance monitoring threshold a2.... 308 register 0x21a: ingress performance monitoring threshold b1.... 309 register 0x21b: ingress performance monitoring threshold b2.... 309 register 0x21c: ingress performance monitoring threshold c1 ... 309 register 0x21d: ingress performance monitoring threshold c2 ... 309 register 0x21e: ingress performance monitoring threshold d1 ... 309 register 0x21f:  ingress performance monitoring threshold d2 .. 309 register 0x220: ingress cell processor routing configuration... 310 register 0x221: ingress oam cell generation configuration .......... 314 register 0x222: ingress per-phy ais cell generation control 1 ..... 315 register 0x223: ingress per-phy ais cell generation control 2 ..... 316 register 0x224: ingress per-phy rdi cell generation control 1 ..... 317 register 0x225: ingress per-phy rdi cell generation control 2 ..... 318 register 0x226: ingress oam defect type0 and 1 ..................................... 319 register 0x227: ingress oam defect type 2 and 3 .................................... 320
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 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 167 9.1  normal mode register description normal mode registers are used to configure and monitor the operation of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. normal mode registers (as opposed to test mode registers) are selected when trs (a[11]) is low. for all register accesses, csb must be low. notes on normal mode register bits: 1.  writing values into unused register bits has no effect. however, to ensure software compatibility with future, feature-enhanced versions of the product, unused register bits must be written with logic zero. reading back unused bits can produce either a logic one or a logic zero; hence, unused register bits should be masked off by software when read. 2.  all configuration bits that can be written into can also be read back. this allows the processor controlling the s/uni-atlas-1k800 to determine the programming state of the block. 3.  writeable normal mode register bits are cleared to logic zero upon reset unless otherwise noted. 4.  writing into read-only normal mode register bit locations does not affect s/uni- atlas-1k800 operation unless otherwise noted. certain register bits are reserved. these bits are associated with megacell functions that are unused in this application. to ensure that the s/uni-atlas-1k800 operates, as intended, reserved register bits must only be written with the value indicated. similarly, writing to reserved registers should be avoided.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 168 register 0x000: s/uni-atlas-1k800 master reset and identity / load performance meters bit type function default 15 r/w reset 0 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 r type[2] 0 5 r type[1] 0 4 r type[0] 1 3 r id[3] note 1 2 r id[2] note 1 1 r id[1] note 1 0 r id[0] note 1 in addition, writing to this register simultaneously loads all the aggregate and per- phy performance meter registers located at addresses 0x011, 0x012, 0x013, 0x022, 0x023, 0x032, 0x033, 0x042, 0x043, 0x400-0x5fc, 0x600-0x7f9. id[3:0]: the id bits can be read to provide a binary number indicating the s/uni- atlas-1k800 feature version. note 1: rev a id[3:0] = 0000 rev b id[3:0] = 0001 rev c id[3:0] = 0010

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 169 type[2:0]: the type bits can be read to distinguish the s/uni-atlas-1k800 from the other members of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 family of devices. reset: the reset bit allows the s/uni-atlas-1k800 to be reset under software control. if the reset bit is a logic one, the entire s/uni-atlas-1k800 is held in reset. this bit is not self-clearing. therefore, a logic zero must be written to bring the s/uni-atlas-1k800 out of reset. holding the s/uni-atlas-1k800 in a reset state places it into a low power, stand-by mode. a hardware reset clears the reset bit, thus negating the software reset. otherwise, the effect of the software reset is equivalent to that of the hardware reset.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 170 register 0x001: s/uni-atlas-1k800 master configuration bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 r/w busypol 0 5 r/w dreqinv 0 4 r/w sel1sec 0 3 r/w clkrate[1] 0 2 r/w clkrate[0] 0 1 r/w estandby 1 0 r/w istandby 1 istandby: the istandby bit disables ingress cell processing to avoid passing corrupted cells while initializing the s/uni-atlas-1k800. when istandby is a logic 1, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 makes all bus cycles available for external sram access (i.e. access to the ingress vc table is given highest priority, and no other processing will interrupt the sram bus). if the istandby bit is set while cell processing is in progress, the processing of cells currently in the pipeline is completed, but no more cells are transferred into the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 171 estandby: the estandby bit disables egress cell processing to avoid passing corrupted cells while initializing the s/uni-atlas-1k800. when estandby is a logic 1, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 makes all bus cycles available for external sram access (i.e. access to the egress vc table is given highest priority, and no other processing will interrupt the sram bus). if the estandby bit is set while cell processing is in progress, the processing of cells currently in the pipeline is completed, but no more cells are transferred into the egress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. clkrate[1:0]: the clkrate[1:0] bits selects between a 25, 50 and 52 mhz clock frequency to allow the generation of an internal 0.5 second clock. the encoding of clkrate[1:0] is as follows: clkrate[1:0] assumed isysclk frequency 00 25 mhz 01 50 mhz 10 52 mhz 11 reserved the clkrate[1:0] bits are used to generated an internal 0.5 second clock which is used by the background processes to generate fault management cell and alarms. sel1sec: the sel1sec bit determines the trigger for processing that relies on background processing, such as ais, rdi and cc cell generation. if the sel1sec is a logic 0, the 0.5 second clock is derived from isysclk, which is assumed to be 25, 50 or 52 mhz (determined by the clkrate[1:0] setting). if sel1sec is a logic 1, processing is initiated on the rising edge of the halfsecclk input. dreqinv: the dreqinv bit inverts the polarity of the idreq and edreq primary outputs. if dreqinv is logic 0, the idreq and edreq outputs are active high. if dreqinv is logic 1, the idreq and edreq outputs are active low.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 172 busypol: the busypol bit sets the polarity of the busyb primary output. if busypol is logic 0, the busyb primary output is active low. if busypol is logic 1, the busyb output is active high.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 173 register 0x002: master interrupt status #1 bit type function default 15 r reg6i x 14 r reg5i x 13 r reg4i x 12 r reg3i x 11 r i_xferi x 10 r i_xpoli x 9ri_polix 8 r i_end_rdii x 7 r i_seg_rdii x 6 r i_end_aisi x 5 r i_seg_aisi x 4 r i_end_cci x 3 r i_seg_cci x 2 r i_oamerri x 1 r i_ptivcii x 0 r i_invali x i_invali: the i_invali bit indicates that a cell with an unprovisioned vpi/vci combination or invalid routing bits has been received at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. when logic 1, the i_invali bit indicates one or more ingress vc table searches have not resulted in a match. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_ptivcii the i_ptivcii bit indicates a cell with an invalid pti or vci field has been received at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. when logic 1, the i_ptivcii bit indicates one or more f5 cells have the pti field with pti=?111?, f4 cells with an invalid vci field (vci 7 through 15 and 0) or at least one vp resource management cell has been received with pti not equal to ?110?. also for nni connections this bit will be set if the pti field for f4 or f5 oam cells is not equal to ?000? or ?010?. this bit is cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 174 i_oamerri the i_oamerri bit indicates one or more oam cell with an incorrect oam type, function type or error detection code field (crc-10) has been received at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. when logic 1, the i_oamerri bit indicates one or more errored oam cells have been received. this bit may also indicate one or more resource management cell with an incorrect crc-10 has been received. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_seg_cci the i_seg_cci bit indicates that a segment continuity check alarm (in the ingress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the i_seg_cci bit indicates the segment_cc_alarm bit in the ingress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_end_cci: the i_end_cci bit indicates that an end-to-end continuity check alarm (in the ingress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the i_end_cci bit indicates the end_to_end_cc_alarm bit in the ingress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connection. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_seg_aisi: the i_seg_aisi bit indicates that a segment ais alarm (in the ingress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the i_seg_aisi bit indicates the segment ais alarm bit in the ingress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_end_aisi: the i_end_aisi bit indicates that an end-to-end ais alarm (in the ingress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the i_end_aisi bit indicates the end-to-end ais alarm bit in the ingress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_seg_rdii: the i_seg_rdii bit indicates that a segment rdi alarm (in the ingress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the i_seg_rdii bit indicates the segment rdi alarm bit in the ingress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 175 i_end_rdii: the i_end_rdii bit indicates that an end-to-end rdi alarm (in the ingress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the i_end_rdii bit indicates the end-to-end rdi alarm bit in the ingress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_poli: the i_poli bit indicates a non-compliant cell has been received at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. when logic 1, the i_poli bit indicates one or more cells have violated the traffic contract since the last read of this register. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_xpoli: the excessive policing indication (i_xpoli) bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a cell belonging to a connection that has at least one non-compliant cell count that has just become greater than 32768 (i.e. the msb of one or more non-compliant cell counts has just been set). this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_xferi: the i_xferi bit indicates that the ingress per-phy cell counters have been transferred to holding registers and the contents should be read. when logic 1, the i_xferi bit indicates that either the i_xfer or ovr bit in the counter status register has been asserted. the i_xferi bit is cleared when this register is read. reg3i: the reg3i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x003, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #2, is currently asserted. reg4i: the reg4i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x004, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #3, is currently asserted. reg5i: the reg5i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x005, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #4, is currently asserted. reg6i: the reg6i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x006, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #5, is currently asserted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 176 register 0x003: master interrupt status #2 bit type function default 15 r reg6i x 14 r reg5i x 13 r reg4i x 12 r i_xcosi x 11 r i_cosfulli x 10 r i_phyxpoli x 9 r i_phypoli x 8 r i_bciffulli x 7 r i_srcherri x 6 r i_pcelli x 5ri_rprtyix 4 r i_rsoci x 3 r i_insrdyi x 2 r i_upcai x 1ri_upfovrix 0 r i_fulli x i_fulli: the i_fulli bit becomes a logic 1 when the ingress output cell interface has been filled to its 4 cell capacity. this may indicate failure or congestion in the entity connection to the ingress output cell interface. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_upfovri: the i_upfovri bit is set high when an ingress microprocessor cell interface extract fifo overflow occurs. this bit is cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 177 i_upcai: the i_upcai bit indicates that a cell has been written into the ingress microprocessor cell extract fifo, and is ready for extraction by an external processor. when logic 1, the i_upcai bit indicates that the extca bit in the ingress microprocessor extract fifo control and status register has been asserted. the i_upcai bit is cleared when this register is read. i_insrdyi: the i_insrdyi bit indicates the ingress microprocessor cell interface insert fifo is empty and is ready for another cell. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_rsoci: the i_rsoci bit is set to logic 1 when the rsoc input to the ingress input cell interface is sampled high during any position other than the first word of the selected data structure. the write address counter is reset to the first word of the data structure when rsoc is sampled high. this bit is reset immediately after a read to this register. i_rprtyi: the i_rprtyi bit indicates a parity error has been detected on the rdat[15:0] data bus. when logic 1, the i_rprtyi bit indicates a parity error over the rdat[15:0] data bus. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_pcelli: the i_pcelli bit indicates that a physical layer idle cell has been received at the ingress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. when logic 1, the i_pcelli bit indicates one or more cells with an all zero vpi and vci value and a clp=1 have been received at the ingress input cell interface. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_srcherri: the search error bit (i_srcherri) indicates that a vpi/vci search in the ingress vc table has failed due to an improperly constructed secondary search table. this bit is set if the secondary search key takes more than 41 cycles branches. if the i_badvctoup register bit is a logic 1, the cell associated with the failed search is routed to the ingress microprocessor cell interface extract fifo. this bit is cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 178 i_bciffulli: this ingress backward oam cell interface full bit (i_bcifovri) indicates that the ingress backward oam cell interface is full. when logic 1, the i_bciffulli bit indicates that the ingress backward oam cell interface fifo is full, and cannot accept any more cells generated by the egress cell processor. this affects how often rdi and backward reporting pm cells can be generated and inserted into the ingress cell flow. if the i_bciffulli interrupt persists, the rate at which cells are allowed from the ingress bcif may have to be increased, so that rdi and backward reporting pm cells can be generated at the appropriate intervals. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_phypoli: the ingress phy policing interrupt bit (i_phypoli) indicates that one or more cells have violated one or more per-phy policing contracts. when logic 1, the i_phypoli bit indicates one or more cells have violated one or more of the 32 phy policing instances. this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_phyxpoli: the phy excessive policing indication (i_phyxpoli) bit becomes a logic 1 upon receipt of a cell belonging to a phy device that has at least one of the per-phy non-compliant cell counts in excess of 32768 (i.e. the msb of one or more per-phy non-compliant cell counts is set). this bit is cleared when this register is read. i_cosfulli: the ingress change of state fifo full interrupt bit (i_cosfulli) indicates that the ingress change of state fifo is full. when logic 1, the i_cosfulli indicates that the ingress change of state fifo is full, and no more change of state notifications can be written into the fifo. this suspends a background process until fifo space becomes free. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure this fifo is read often enough to ensure the notification of changes of state are compliant with bellcore and itu standards. this bit is cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 179 i_xcosi: the ingress excessive change of state fifo interrupt bit (i_xcosi) indicates that the ingress change of state fifo is half-full. when logic 1, the i_xcosi indicates that the ingress change of state fifo is half-full with changes of connection state information. this indicates that the change of state fifo should be read quickly to avoid the change of state fifo from becoming full. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the change of state fifo is read often enough to ensure the notification of changes of state are compliant with bellcore and itu standards. this bit is cleared when this register is read. reg4i: the reg4i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x004, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #3 is currently asserted. reg5i: the reg5i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x005, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #4 is currently asserted. reg6i: the reg6i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x006, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #5 is currently asserted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 180 register 0x004: master interrupt status #3 bit type function default 15 r reg6i x 14 r reg5i x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 r e_sprtyi[3] x 10 r e_sprtyi[2] x 9 r e_sprtyi[1] x 8 r e_sprtyi[0] x 7 r i_sprtyi[7] x 6 r i_sprtyi[6] x 5 r i_sprtyi[5] x 4 r i_sprtyi[4] x 3 r i_sprtyi[3] x 2 r i_sprtyi[2] x 1 r i_sprtyi[1] x 0 r i_sprtyi[0] x i_sprtyi[7:0]: the i_sprtyi[7:0] bits indicate a parity error has been detected on the ingress vc table, isd[63:0], data bus. when logic 1, the i_sprtyi[7:0] bits indicate the following: i_sprtyi[7]: parity error over inputs isd[63:56] i_sprtyi[6]: parity error over inputs isd[55:48] i_sprtyi[5]: parity error over inputs isd[47:40] i_sprtyi[4]: parity error over inputs isd[39:32] i_sprtyi[3]: parity error over inputs isd[31:24] i_sprtyi[2]: parity error over inputs isd[23:16] i_sprtyi[1]: parity error over inputs isd[15:8] i_sprtyi[0]: parity error over inputs isd[7:0] all bits are cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 181 e_sprtyi[3:0]: the e_sprtyi[3:0] bits indicate a parity error has been detected on the egress vc table, esd[31:0], data bus. when logic 1, the e_sprtyi[3:0] bits indicate the following: e_sprtyi[3]: parity error over inputs esd[31:24] e_sprtyi[2]: parity error over inputs esd[23:16] e_sprtyi[1]: parity error over inputs esd[15:8] e_sprtyi[0]: parity error over inputs esd[7:0]. all bits are cleared when this register is read. reg5i: the reg5i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x005, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #4, is currently asserted. reg6i: the reg6i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x006, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #5, is currently asserted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 182 register 0x005: master interrupt status #4 bit type function default 15 r reg6i x 14 r e_pcelli x 13 r e_iovri x 12 r e_insrdyi x 11 r e_upcai x 10 r e_upfovri x 9 r e_fulli x 8 r e_end_rdii x 7 r e_seg_rdii x 6 r e_end_aisi x 5 r e_seg_aisi x 4 r e_end_cci x 3 r e_seg_cci x 2 r e_oamerri x 1 r e_ptivcii x 0 r e_xferi x e_xferi: the e_xferi bit indicates that the egress per-phy cell counters have been transferred to holding registers and the contents should be read. when logic 1, the e_xferi bit indicates that either the e_xfer or ovr bit in the counter status register has been asserted. the e_xferi bit is cleared when this register is read. e_ptivcii: the e_ptivcii bit indicates a cell with an invalid pti or vci field has been received at the egress cell processor. when logic 1, the e_ptivcii bit indicates one or more f5 cells with pti=?111? or one or more f4 cells with an invalid vci field (0, 7 through 15), or one or more f4 rm cells with pti not equal to ?110? have been received (conditioned by vprmsel bit in register 0x280). an f4 oam cell is received on an nni connection and the pti field does not equal ?000? or ?010?. this bit is cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 183 e_oamerri: the e_oamerri bit indicates one or more oam cell with an incorrect oam type, function type or error detection code field (crc-10) has been received at the egress of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. when logic 1, the e_oamerri bit indicates one or more errored oam cells have been received. this bit may also indicate one or more resource management cell with an incorrect crc-10 has been received. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_seg_cci: the e_seg_cci bit indicates that a segment continuity check alarm (in the egress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the e_seg_cci bit indicates the segment_cc_alarm bit in the egress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_end_cci: the e_end_cci bit indicates that an end-to-end continuity check alarm (in the egress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the e_end_cci bit indicates the end_to_end_cc_alarm bit in the egress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_seg_aisi: the e_seg_aisi bit indicates that a segment ais alarm (in the egress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the e_seg_aisi bit indicates the segment ais alarm bit in the egress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_end_aisi: the e_end_aisi bit indicates that an end-to-end ais alarm (in the egress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the e_end_aisi bit indicates the end-to-end ais alarm bit in the egress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_seg_rdii: the e_seg_rdii bit indicates that a segment rdi alarm (in the egress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the e_seg_rdii bit indicates the segment rdi alarm bit in the egress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 184 e_end_rdii: the i_end_rdii bit indicates that an end-to-end rdi alarm (in the egress vc table) has changed state. when logic 1, the i_end_rdii bit indicates the end-to-end rdi alarm bit in the egress vc table has changed state for one or more virtual connections. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_fulli: the e_fulli bit becomes a logic 1 when the egress output cell interface has been filled to its 4 cell capacity on any phy. this may indicate failure or congestion in the entity connection to the egress output cell interface. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_upfovri: the e_upfovri bit is set high when an egress microprocessor cell interface extract fifo overflow occurs. this bit is reset after a read to this register. e_upcai: the e_upcai bit that a cell has been written into the egress microprocessor cell extract fifo, and is ready for extraction by an external processor. when logic 1, the e_upcai bit indicates that the extca bit in the egress microprocessor extract fifo control and status register has been asserted. the e_upcai bit is cleared when this register is read. e_insrdyi: the e_insrdyi bit indicates the egress microprocessor cell interface insert fifo is empty and is ready for another cell. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_iovri: the e_iovri bit indicates that an overflow of the egress input cell interface occurred. when logic 1, the e_iovri indicates a cell was written into the egress input cell interface while the cell available for that phy was deasserted. that cell will be discarded. this bit is reset when this register is read. e_pcelli: the e_pcelli bit indicates that a physical layer idle cell has been received at the egress input cell interface. when logic 1, the e_pcelli bit indicates one or more cells with an all zero vpi and vci value and a clp=1 have been received at the egress input cell interface. this bit is cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 185 reg6i: the reg6i bit indicates that at least one bit in register 0x006, s/uni-atlas- 1k800 master interrupt status #5, is currently asserted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 186 register 0x006: master interrupt status #5 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 r e_searchei x 5re_xcosix 4 r e_cosfulli x 3 r e_bciffulli x 2 r e_iwrenbi x 1re_iprtyix 0 r e_isoci x e_isoci: the e_isoci bit is set to logic 1 when the isoc input to the egress input cell interface is sampled high during any position other than the first word of the selected data structure. the write address counter is reset to the first word of the data structure when isoc is sampled high. this bit is reset immediately after a read to this register. e_prtyi: the e_iprtyi bit indicates a parity error has been detected on the idat[15:0] data bus. when logic 1, the e_iprtyi bit indicates a parity error over the idat[15:0] data bus. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_iwrenbi : the e_iwrenbi bit indicates more than one of the e_iwrenb[4:1] inputs were asserted simultaneously, or an attempt to write a new cell with a

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 187 different phyid occurred before completion of the current cell write. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_bciffulli: the egress backward oam cell interface full bit (e_bciffulli indicates that the egress backward oam cell interface is full. when logic 1, the e_bciffulli bit indicates that the backward oam cell interface fifo is full, and cannot accept any more cells generated ingress cell processor. this affects how often rdi and backward reporting pm cells can be generated and inserted into the egress cell flow. if the e_bciffulli interrupt persists, the rate at which cells are allowed from the egress bcif may have to be increased, so that rdi and backward reporting pm cells can be generated at the appropriate intervals. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_cosfulli: the egress change of state fifo full interrupt bit (e_cosfulli) indicates that the egress change of state fifo is full. when logic 1, the e_cosfulli indicates that the egress change of state fifo is full, and no more change of state notifications can be written into the fifo. this suspends a background process until fifo space becomes free. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure this fifo is read often enough to ensure the notification of changes of state are compliant with bellcore and itu standards. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_xcosi: the egress excessive change of state fifo interrupt bit (e_xcosi) indicates that the egress change of state fifo is half-full. when logic 1, the e_xcosi indicates that the egress change of state fifo is half-full with changes of connection state information. this indicates that the change of state fifo should be read quickly to avoid the change of state fifo from becoming full. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the change of state fifo is read often enough to ensure the notification of changes of state are compliant with bellcore and itu standards. this bit is cleared when this register is read. e_searchei the egress vc table search error interrupt (e_searchei) indicates that an error occurred in checking the egress vc table lookup address odd parity bit. if a parity error is detected, interrupt is asserted. if the badvctoup register bit is a logic 1, the cell associated with the failed search is routed to the egress microprocessor cell interface extract fifo. this bit is cleared when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 188 register 0x007: master interrupt enable #1 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 r/w i_xfere 0 10 r/w i_xpole 0 9 r/w i_pole 0 8 r/w i_end_rdie 0 7 r/w i_seg_rdie 0 6 r/w i_end_aise 0 5 r/w i_seg_aise 0 4 r/w i_end_cce 0 3 r/w i_seg_cce 0 2 r/w i_oamerre 0 1 r/w i_ptivcie 0 0 r/w i_invale 0 the above enable bits control the corresponding interrupt status bits in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 master interrupt status #1 register. when an enable bit is set to logic 1, the intb output is asserted low when the corresponding interrupt status bit is a logic 1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 189 register 0x008: master interrupt enable #2 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 r/w i_xcose 0 11 r/w i_cosfulle 0 10 r/w i_phyxpole 0 9 r/w i_phypole 0 8 r/w i_bciffulle 0 7 r/w i_srcherre 0 6 r/w i_pcelle 0 5 r/w i_rprtye 0 4 r/w i_rsoce 0 3 r/w i_insrdye 0 2 r/w i_upcae 0 1 r/w i_upfovre 0 0 r/w i_fulle 0 the above enable bits control the corresponding interrupt status bits in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 master interrupt status #2 register. when an enable bit is set to logic 1, the intb output is asserted low when the corresponding interrupt status bit is a logic 1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 190 register 0x009: master interrupt enable #3 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 r/w e_spryte[3] 0 10 r/w e_spryte[2] 0 9 r/w e_spryte[1] 0 8 r/w e_spryte[0] 0 7 r/w i_spryte[7] 0 6 r/w i_spryte[6] 0 5 r/w i_spryte[5] 0 4 r/w i_spryte[4] 0 3 r/w i_spryte[3] 0 2 r/w i_spryte[2] 0 1 r/w i_spryte[1] 0 0 r/w i_spryte[0] 0 the above enable bits control the corresponding interrupt status bits in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 master interrupt status #3 register. when an enable bit is set to logic 1, the intb output is asserted low when the corresponding interrupt status bit is a logic 1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 191 register 0x00a: master interrupt enable #4 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 r/w e_pcelle 0 13 r/w e_iovre 0 12 r/w e_insrdye 0 11 r/w e_upcae 0 10 r/w e_upfovre 0 9 r/w e_fulle 0 8 r/w e_end_rdie 0 7 r/w e_seg_rdie 0 6 r/w e_end_aise 0 5 r/w e_seg_aise 0 4 r/w e_end_cce 0 3 r/w e_seg_cce 0 2 r/w e_oamerre 0 1 r/w e_ptivcie 0 0 r/w e_xfere 0 the above enable bits control the corresponding interrupt status bits in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 master interrupt #4 register. when an enable bit is set to logic 1, the intb output is asserted low when the corresponding interrupt status bit is a logic 1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 192 register 0x00b: master interrupt enable #5 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 r/w e_searche 0 5 r/w e_xcose 0 4 r/w e_cosfulle 0 3 r/w e_bciffulle 0 2 r/w e_iwrenbe 0 1 r/w e_iprtye 0 0 r/w e_isoce 0 the above enable bits control the corresponding interrupt status bits in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 master interrupt #5 register. when an enable bit is set to logic 1, the intb output is asserted low when the corresponding interrupt status bit is a logic 1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 193 register 0x00c: master clock monitor bit type function default 15 r dllrun x 14 r/w rstdll 0 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5rtfclkax 4rifclkax 3 r esysckla x 2rofclkax 1 r rfclka x 0risysclkax this register provides activity monitoring on s/uni-atlas-1k800 clocks. when a monitored clock signal makes a low to high transition, the corresponding register bit is set high. the bit will remain high until this register is read, at which point, all the bits in this register are cleared. a lack of transitions is indicated by the corresponding register bit reading low. this register should be read at periodic intervals to detect clock failures. isysclka: the isysclk active (isysckla) bit monitors for low to high transitions on the isysclk input. isysclka is set high on a rising edge of isysclk, and is set low when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 194 rfclka: the rfclk active (rfclka) bit monitors for low to high transitions on the rfclk input. rfclka is set high on a rising edge of rfclk, and is set low when this register is read. ofclka: the ofclk active (ofclka) bit monitors for low to high transitions on the ofclk input. ofclka is set high on a rising edge of ofclk, and is set low when this register is read. esysclka: the esysclk active (esysclka) bit monitors for low to high transitions on the esysclk input. esysclka is set high on a rising edge of esysclk, and is set low when this register is read. ifclka: the ifclk active (ifclka) bit monitors for low to high transitions on the ifclk input. ifclka is set high on a rising edge of ifclk, and is set low when this register is read. tfclka: the tfclk active (tfclka) bit monitors for low to high transitions on the tfclk input. tfclka is set high on a rising edge of tfclk, and is set low when this register is read. rstdll: the reset delay locked loop register bit (rstdll) controls the resetting of the atlas-1k800 dll components. if this bit is logic 1, the rfclk, isysclk, ofclk, ifclk, esysclk and tfclk dll components will be reset. dllrun: the delay locked loop run register bit (dllrun). when logic 1, this bit indicates that all dll components have locked to their input clocks.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 195 register 0x010: ingress input cell interface configuration #1 bit type function default 15 r/w rhecudf 1 14 r/w rcainv 0 13 r/w rcellpost[3] 0 12 r/w rcellpost[2] 0 11 r/w rcellpost[1] 0 10 r/w rcellpost[0] 0 9 r/w rcelllen[3] 0 8 r/w rcelllen[2] 0 7 r/w rcelllen[1] 0 6 r/w rcelllen[0] 0 5 r/w reserved 0 4r/wrptyp0 3 r/w reserved 0 2 r/w reserved 0 1 r/w rcalevel0 1 0 r/w rfiforst 0 rfiforst: the rfiforst bit is used to reset the 4-cell fifo. when rfiforst is set to logic zero, the fifo operates normally. when rfiforst is set to logic one, the fifo is immediately emptied and ignores writes. the fifo remains empty and continues to ignore writes until a logic zero is written to rfiforst. n.b. it is recommended that, whenever any other bit in this register or the ingress input cell interface configuration 2 register is changed, rfiforst be set to logic one before the change and set to logic zero after.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 196 rcalevel0: the rcalevel0 bit determines how the rca[4:1] signals are interpreted. if rcalevel0 is a logic 1, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 ingress input cell interface checks for close compliance to the sci-phy cell transfer handshake. if the rca signal for the phy whose cell is currently being transferred is deasserted before the end of the cell, the cell will be discarded. if rcalevel0 is a logic 0, the rca signal may be deasserted early without loss of the cell. once a cell transfer is initiated, the entire cell will be read contiguously regardless of the state of the rca signal rptyp: the rptyp bit selects even or odd parity for the input signal. when set to logic 1, rprty is the even parity bit for rdat[15:0]. when set to logic 0, rprty is the odd parity bit for rdat[15:0]. rcelllen[3:0]: the rcelllen[3:0] bits determine the number of words appended to the input cell. when the rbus8 register bit is a logic 1, the binary rcelllen[3:0] value is the maximum number of bytes appended to the basic 53 byte atm cell. the maximum cell length is 63 bytes; a rcelllen[3:0] greater than 10 decimal results in 10 appended bytes. when rbus8 is a logic 0, the binary rcelllen[3:0] value is the number of words appended to the basic 27 word atm cell. the maximum cell length is 32 words (i.e. 5 appended words); therefore, rcelllen[3:0] should not be set greater than 5 decimal when rbus8 is logic 0. rcellpost[3:0]: the rcellpost[3:0] bits determine the number of words in the input cell postpend. the numerical difference between rcelllen[3:0] and rcellpost[3:0] represents the number of words in the prepend. it is inappropriate that rcellpost[3:0] exceed rcelllen[3:0] ?when rbus8 is a logic 1, the binary rcellpost[3:0] value is the number of bytes postpended to the basic 53 byte atm cell. ?when rbus8 is a logic 0, the binary rcellpost[3:0] value is the number of words postpended to the basic 27 word atm cell.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 197 rcainv: the rcainv bit selects the active polarity of the ingress rca[4:1] cell available signals. the default configuration selects rca[4:1] to be active high. when rcainv is set to logic 1 the rca[4:1] signals become active low. if the state of the rcainv bit has been changed, the ingress input cell interface must be reset via the fiforst. rhecudf: the rhecudf bit determines whether or not the hec/udf octets are included in cells transferred over the ingress input cell interface. when set to logic 1 (default), the hec and udf octets are included. when set to logic 0, these octets are omitted. i.e. if rbus8 is logic 0, the third word of the 27- word atm cell is omitted and a 26-word cell (plus appended words) is transferred. if rbus8 is logic 1, the fifth octet of the 53-octet atm cell is omitted and a 52-octet cell (plus appended octets) is transferred.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 198 register 0x011: ingress physical layer cell counter bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 r rpicell[7] x 6 r rpicell[6] x 5 r rpicell[5] x 4 r rpicell[4] x 3 r rpicell[3] x 2 r rpicell[2] x 1 r rpicell[1] x 0 r rpicell[0] x this register provides a count of the physical layer idle cells erroneously passed from the phy layer. rpicell[7:0]: the rpicell[7:0] bits indicate the number of physical layer idle cells presented to the ingress input cell interface during the last accumulation interval. a physical layer cell is defined by a vpi value of zero, a vci value of zero, a pti of zero and a clp value of one. physical layer cells should not be present at the atm layer. a write to either address 0x011, 0x012 or 0x013 loads the register with the current counter value and resets the internal 8 bit counter to 1 or 0. the counter reset value is dependent on whether there was a count event during the transfer of the count to the physical layer cell counter register. the

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 199 contents of this register are valid within 4 ifclk cycles of a transfer being triggered by a write to address 0x011, 0x012 or 0x013. if this register is not polled regularly, the count value will saturate at 255. this counter can also be reset by writing to the master reset and identity/load performance register 0x000. after a write to register 0x000, the physical layer cell counter register is loaded with the current count value and the counter is reset as described above.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 200 register 0x012: ingress input cell counter (lsb) bit type function default 15 r rcell[15] x 14 r rcell[14] x 13 r rcell[13] x 12 r rcell[12] x 11 r rcell[11] x 10 r rcell[10] x 9 r rcell[9] x 8 r rcell[8] x 7 r rcell[7] x 6 r rcell[6] x 5 r rcell[5] x 4 r rcell[4] x 3 r rcell[3] x 2 r rcell[2] x 1 r rcell[1] x 0 r rcell[0] x

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 201 register 0x013: ingress input cell counter (msb) bit type function default 15 r rcell[31] x 14 r rcell[30] x 13 r rcell[29] x 12 r rcell[28] x 11 r rcell[27] x 10 r rcell[26] x 9 r rcell[25] x 8 r rcell[24] x 7 r rcell[23] x 6 r rcell[22] x 5 r rcell[21] x 4 r rcell[20] x 3 r rcell[19] x 2 r rcell[18] x 1 r rcell[17] x 0 r rcell[16] x rcell[31:0]: the rcell[31:0] bits indicate the number of cells read from the ingress input cell interface during the last accumulation interval. the count includes all user information and oam cells, regardless of whether or not the vpi/vci value is provisioned. the count does not include physical layer idle cells (vpi=0, vci=0, clp=1) and unassigned cells (vpi=0, vci=0, clp=0). a write to either address 0x011, 0x012 or 0x013 loads the registers with the current counter value and resets the internal 32 bit counter to 1 or 0. the counter reset value is dependent on if there was a count event during the transfer of the count to the read cell counter registers. the counter should be polled at least every 10 seconds to avoid the counter from saturating at 0xffffffff. the contents of these registers are valid within 4 rfclk cycles of a transfer being triggered by a write to address 0x011, 0x012 or 0x013.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 202 this counter can also be reset by writing to the master reset and identity/load performance register 0x000. after a write to register 0x000, the physical layer cell counter register is loaded with the current count value and the counter is reset as described above.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 203 register 0x014: ingress input cell interface configuration #2 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 r/w rbus8 0 8 r/w reserved 0 7 unused x 6 r/w reserved 0 5 r/w rnni 1 4 r/w rphydev[4] 0 3 r/w rphydev[3] 0 2 r/w rphydev[2] 0 1 r/w rphydev[1] 0 0 r/w rphydev[0] 0

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 204 rphydev[4:0]: the rphydev[4:0] bits are used when the atlas-1k800 is in polled mode (rpoll=1). the atlas-1k800 polls phy devices using the raddr[4:0] signals. the rphydev[4:0] bits indicate the number of devices to be polled as follows: rphydev[4:0] meaning 00000 poll all 32 phy devices 00001 poll phy#1 thru phy#2 00010 poll phy#1 thru phy#3 : 11110 poll phy#1 thru phy#31 11111 poll all 32 phy devices rnni: the rnni bit selects whether the first four bits of the atm cell header are used when determining whether a cell should be discarded because it is unassigned or a physical layer idle cell. when set to logic 1 (default), the nni format is used and first four bits of the atm cell header must be zeros for a cell to be identified as an unassigned or physical layer cell. when set to logic 0, the uni format is used and first four bits of the atm cell header are ignored. if a mixture of uni and nni cells pass through the input cell interface, this register bit should be set to a logic 1. any physical layer uni cells which contain non-zero gfc fields shall be passed through the input fifo and subsequently rejected by the ingress vc search algorithm. this results in an increment of the invalid cell count rather than the physical layer cell count. rbus8: the rbus8 register bit controls the bus width selection of the ingress input cell interface. when rbus8 is logic 1, the 10-bit interface consisting of a start of cell indication, an 8-bit octet bus and a parity bit is selected. when rbus8 is logic 0, an 18-bit interface consisting of a start of cell indication, 16- bit word bus and a parity bit is selected.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 205 register 0x020: ingress output cell interface configuration #1 bit type function default 15 r/w ohecudf 1 14 r/w ocainv 0 13 r/w ocellpost[3] 0 12 r/w ocellpost[2] 0 11 r/w ocellpost[1] 0 10 r/w ocellpost[0] 0 9 r/w ocelllen[3] 0 8 r/w ocelllen[2] 0 7 r/w ocelllen[1] 0 6 r/w ocelllen[0] 0 5 r/w reserved 0 4 r/w optyp 0 3 r/w reserved 0 2 r/w reserved 0 1 r/w ocalevel0 1 0 r/w ofiforst 0 ofiforst: the ofiforst bit is used to reset the 4-cell fifo. when ofiforst is set to logic zero, the fifo operates normally. when ofiforst is set to logic one, the fifo is immediately emptied and ignores reads and writes. the fifo remains empty and continues to ignore reads and writes until a logic zero is written to ofiforst. n.b. it is recommended that, whenever any other bit in this register or the ingress output cell interface configuration 2 register is changed, ofiforst be set to logic one before the change and set to logic zero after.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 206 ocalevel0: the ocalevel0 signal determines what the oca output indicates when it transitions inactive. when ocalevel0 is set to logic 1, a deassertion of the oca output indicates that the ingress output cell interface fifo is empty. when ocalevel0 is set to logic 0, a deassertion of the oca output indicates that the ingress output cell interface fifo is near empty and contains only four words. optyp: the optyp bit selects even or odd parity for the output data signal. when set to logic 1, oprty is the even parity bit for odat[15:0]. when set to logic 0, oprty is the odd parity bit for odat[15:0]. ocelllen[3:0]: the ocelllen[3:0] bits determine the number of words appended to the output cell. when the obus8 register bit is a logic 1, the binary ocelllen[3:0] value is the maximum number of bytes appended to the basic 53 byte atm cell. the maximum cell length is 63 bytes; a ocelllen[3:0] greater than 10 decimal results in 10 appended bytes. when obus8 is a logic 0, the binary ocelllen[3:0] value is the number of words appended to the basic 27 word atm cell. the maximum cell length is 32 words (i.e. 5 appended words); therefore, ocelllen[3:0] should not be set greater than 5 decimal when obus8 is logic 0. ocellpost[3:0]: the ocellpost[3:0] bits determine the number of words in the output cell postpend. the numerical difference between ocelllen[3:0] and ocellpost[3:0] represents the number of words in the prepend. it is inappropriate that ocellpost[3:0] exceed ocelllen[3:0]. when obus8 is a logic 1, the binary ocellpost[3:0] value is the number of bytes postpended to the basic 53 byte atm cell. when obus8 is a logic 0, the binary ocellpost[3:0] value is the number of words postpended to the basic 27 word atm cell. ocainv: the ocainv bit selects the active polarity of the oca cell available signal. the default configuration selects oca to be active high. when ocainv is set to logic 1 the oca signal become active low. if the state of the ocainv bit has been changed, the ingress output cell interface must be reset via the fiforst bit in order to properly initialize the oca output.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 207 ohecudf: the hecudf bit determines whether or not the hec/udf octets are included in cells transferred over the ingress output cell interface. when set to logic 1 (default), the hec and udf octets are included. when set to logic 0, these octets are omitted. i.e. if obus8 is logic 0, the third word of the 27- word atm cell is omitted and a 26-word cell (plus appended words) is transferred. if obus8 is logic 1, the fifth octet of the 53-octet atm cell is omitted and a 52-octet cell (plus appended octets) is transferred.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 208 register 0x022: ingress output cell counter (lsb) bit type function default 15 r ocell[15] x 14 r ocell[14] x 13 r ocell[13] x 12 r ocell[12] x 11 r ocell[11] x 10 r ocell[10] x 9 r ocell[9] x 8 r ocell[8] x 7 r ocell[7] x 6 r ocell[6] x 5 r ocell[5] x 4 r ocell[4] x 3 r ocell[3] x 2 r ocell[2] x 1 r ocell[1] x 0 r ocell[0] x

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 209 register 0x023: ingress output cell counter (msb) bit type function default 15 r ocell[31] x 14 r ocell[30] x 13 r ocell[29] x 12 r ocell[28] x 11 r ocell[27] x 10 r ocell[26] x 9 r ocell[25] x 8 r ocell[24] x 7 r ocell[23] x 6 r ocell[22] x 5 r ocell[21] x 4 r ocell[20] x 3 r ocell[19] x 2 r ocell[18] x 1 r ocell[17] x 0 r ocell[16] x ocell[31:0]: the ocell[31:0] bits indicate the number of cells read from the ingress output cell interface during the last accumulation interval. this counter should be polled at least every 10 seconds to avoid saturation or rollover. a write to either address 0x022 or 0x023 loads the registers with the current counter value and resets the internal 32 bit counter to 1 or 0. the counter reset value is dependent on if there was a count event during the transfer of the count to the read cell counter registers. the counter should be polled at least every 10 seconds to avoid the counter from saturating at 0xffffffff. the contents of these registers are valid within 4 ofclk cycles of a transfer being triggered by a write to address 0x022 or 0x023. this counter can also be reset by writing to the master reset and identity/load performance register 0x000. after a write to register 0x000, the

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 210 physical layer cell counter register is loaded with the current count value and the counter is reset as described above.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 211 register 0x024: ingress output cell interface configuration #2 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 r/w obus8 0 8 r/w reserved 0 7 r/w reserved 0 6 r/w reserved 0 5 r/w reserved 1 4 r/w reserved 0 3 r/w reserved 0 2 r/w reserved 0 1 r/w reserved 0 0 r/w reserved 0 obus8: the obus8 register bit controls the bus width selection of the ingress output cell interface. when obus8 is logic 1, the 10-bit interface consisting of a start of cell indication, an 8-bit octet bus and a parity bit is selected. when obus8 is logic 0, an 18-bit interface consisting of a start of cell indication, 16-bit word bus and a parity bit is selected.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 212 register 0x030: egress input cell interface configuration #1 bit type function default 15 r/w ihecudf 1 14 r/w icainv 0 13 r/w icellpost[3] 0 12 r/w icellpost[2] 0 11 r/w icellpost[1] 0 10 r/w icellpost[0] 0 9 r/w icelllen[3] 0 8 r/w icelllen[2] 0 7 r/w icelllen[1] 0 6 r/w icelllen[0] 0 5 r/w reserved 0 4 r/w iptyp 0 3 r/w ififodp[1] 0 2 r/w ififodp[0] 0 1 r/w reserved 0 0 r/w ififorst 0 ififorst: the ififorst bit is used to reset the 4-cell fifo. when ififorst is set to logic zero, the fifo operates normally. when ififorst is set to logic one, the fifo is immediately emptied and ignores writes. the fifo remains empty and continues to ignore writes until a logic zero is written to ififorst. n.b. it is recommended that, whenever any other bit in this register or the egress input cell interface configuration 2 register is changed, ififorst be set to logic one before the change and set to logic zero after.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 213 ififodp[1:0]: the ififodp[1:0] register field determines the apparent cell depth of all fifos for the input interface. this value determines the fill level at which the ica[x] lines are deasserted. fifo depth control may be important in systems where the cell latency through the egress input cell interface must be minimized. although the egress input cell interface will deassert ica[x] once the apparent depth level is reached, cells transferred despite the deassertion of ica[x] will still be written in the fifo until the physical storage limit (four cells) is reached. any further cell writes will be lost. the apparent fifo cell depth is configured as shown below: ififodp[1] ififodp[0] apparent depth 0 0 4 cells 0 1 3 cells 1 0 2 cells 11 1 cell iptyp: the iptyp bit selects even or odd parity for the input signal. when set to logic 1, iprty is the even parity bit for idat[15:0]. when set to logic 0, iprty is the odd parity bit for idat[15:0]. icelllen[3:0]: the icelllen[3:0] bits determine the number of words appended to the input cell. when the ibus8 register bit is a logic 1, the binary icelllen[3:0] value is the maximum number of bytes appended to the basic 53 byte atm cell. the maximum cell length is 63 bytes; a icelllen[3:0] greater than 10 decimal results in 10 appended bytes. when ibus8 is a logic 0, the binary icelllen[3:0] value is the number of words appended to the basic 27 word atm cell. the maximum cell length is 32 words (i.e. 5 appended words); therefore, icelllen[3:0] should not be set greater than 5 decimal when ibus8 is logic 0. icellpost[3:0]: the icellpost[3:0] bits determine the number of words in the input cell postpend. the numerical difference between icelllen[3:0] and icellpost[3:0] represents the number of words in the prepend. it is inappropriate that icellpost[3:0] exceed icelllen[3:0]. when ibus8 is a logic 1, the binary icellpost[3:0] value is the number of bytes postpended to the basic 53 byte atm cell.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 214 when ibus8 is a logic 0, the binary icellpost[3:0] value is the number of words postpended to the basic 27 word atm cell. icainv: the cainv bit selects the active polarity of the egress ica[4:1] cell available signals. the default configuration selects ica[4:1] to be active high. when icainv is set to logic 1 the ica[4:1] signals become active low. if the state of the icainv bit has been changed, the egress input cell interface must be reset via the ififorst. ihecudf: the ihecudf bit determines whether or not the hec/udf octets are included in cells transferred over the egress input cell interface. when set to logic 1 (default), the hec and udf octets are included. when set to logic 0, these octets are omitted. i.e. if ibus8 is logic 0, the third word of the 27-word atm cell is omitted and a 26-word cell (plus appended words) is transferred. if ibus8 is logic 1, the fifth octet of the 53-octet atm cell is omitted and a 52- octet cell (plus appended octets) is transferred.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 215 register 0x032: egress input cell counter (lsb) bit type function default 15 r icell[15] x 14 r icell[14] x 13 r icell[13] x 12 r icell[12] x 11 r icell[11] x 10 r icell[10] x 9 r icell[9] x 8 r icell[8] x 7 r icell[7] x 6 r icell[6] x 5 r icell[5] x 4 r icell[4] x 3 r icell[3] x 2 r icell[2] x 1 r icell[1] x 0 r icell[0] x

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 216 register 0x033: egress input cell counter (msb) bit type function default 15 r icell[31] x 14 r icell[30] x 13 r icell[29] x 12 r icell[28] x 11 r icell[27] x 10 r icell[26] x 9 r icell[25] x 8 r icell[24] x 7 r icell[23] x 6 r icell[22] x 5 r icell[21] x 4 r icell[20] x 3 r icell[19] x 2 r icell[18] x 1 r icell[17] x 0 r icell[16] x icell[31:0]: the icell[31:0] bits indicate the number of cells read from the egress input cell interface during the last accumulation interval. the count includes all user information and oam cells, regardless of whether or not the vpi/vci value is provisioned. the count also includes any physical layer idle cells (vpi=0, vci=0, clp=1) and unassigned cells (vpi=0, vci=0, clp=0) which are passed through the egress input cell interface. a write to a registers 0x032, 0x033 or 0x000 marks the end of an accumulation interval, loading the register with the current counter value and resetting the counter to 0 or 1 if a countable event occurred during the transfer. the content of this register is valid within 4 ifclk cycles of a transfer being triggered by a register write operation. the associated counter is incremented after the last octet of the cell is received and will saturate at 2 32 -1 if the accumulation interval is too long.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 217 register 0x034: egress input cell interface configuration #2 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 r/w reserved 0 9 r/w ibus8 0 8 r/w reserved 0 7 r/w reserved 0 6 r/w reserved 1 5 r/w inni 1 4 r/w iphydev[4] 0 3 r/w iphydev[3] 0 2 r/w iphydev[2] 0 1 r/w iphydev[1] 0 0 r/w iphydev[0] 0

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 218 iphydev[4:0]: the iphydev[4:0] bits are used when the atlas-1k800 is in polled mode (ipoll=1). the atlas-1k800 polls phy devices using the iaddr[4:0] signals. the iphydev[4:0] bits indicate the number of devices which can be polled as follows: iphydev[4:0] meaning 00000 poll all 32 phy devices 00001 poll phy#1 thru phy#2 00010 poll phy#1 thru phy#3 : 11110 poll phy#1 thru phy#31 11111 poll all 32 phy devices inni: the inni bit selects whether the first four bits of the atm cell header are used when determining whether a cell should be discarded because it is unassigned or a physical layer idle cell. when set to logic 1 (default), the nni format is used and first four bits of the atm cell header must be zeros for a cell to be identified as an unassigned or physical layer cell. when set to logic 0, the uni format is used and first four bits of the atm cell header are ignored. if a mixture of uni and nni cells pass through the input cell interface, this register bit should be set to a logic 1. any physical layer uni cells which contain non-zero gfc fields shall be passed through the egress input fifo. ibus8: the ibus8 register bit controls the bus width selection of the egress input cell interface. when ibus8 is logic 1, the 10-bit interface consisting of a start of cell indication, an 8-bit octet bus and a parity bit is selected. when ibus8 is logic 0, an 18-bit interface consisting of a start of cell indication, 16-bit word bus and a parity bit is selected.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 219 register 0x040: egress output cell interface configuration #1 bit type function default 15 r/w thecudf 1 14 r/w tcainv 0 13 r/w tcellpost[3] 0 12 r/w tcellpost[2] 0 11 r/w tcellpost[1] 0 10 r/w tcellpost[0] 0 9 r/w tcelllen[3] 0 8 r/w tcelllen[2] 0 7 r/w tcelllen[1] 0 6 r/w tcelllen[0] 0 5 r/w reserved 0 4 r/w tptyp 0 3 r/w tfifodp[1] 0 2 r/w tfifodp[0] 0 1 r/w reserved 0 0 r/w tfiforst 0 tfiforst: the tfiforst bit is used to reset the 4-cell fifo. when tfiforst is set to logic zero, the fifo operates normally. when tfiforst is set to logic one, the fifo is immediately emptied and ignores reads and writes. the fifo remains empty and continues to ignore reads and writes until a logic zero is written to tfiforst. n.b. it is recommended that, whenever any other bit in this register or the egress output cell interface configuration 2 register is changed, tfiforst be set to logic one before the change and set to logic zero after.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 220 tfifodp[1:0]: the tfifodp[1:0] register field determines the apparent cell depth of all fifos for the egress output interface. the fifo depth control may be important in systems where the cell latency through the egress portion of the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 needs to be controlled. the apparent fifo cell depth is configured as shown below: tfifodp[1] tfifodp[0] apparent depth 0 0 4 cells 0 1 3 cells 1 0 2 cells 111 cell tptyp: the tptyp bit selects even or odd parity for the output data signal. when set to logic 1, tprty is the even parity bit for tdat[15:0]. when set to logic 0, oprty is the odd parity bit for tdat[15:0]. tcelllen[3:0]: the tcelllen[3:0] bits determine the number of words appended to the output cell. when the tbus8 register bit is a logic 1, the binary tcelllen[3:0] value is the maximum number of bytes appended to the basic 53 byte atm cell. the maximum cell length is 63 bytes; a tcelllen[3:0] greater than 10 decimal results in 10 appended bytes. when tbus8 is a logic 0, the binary tcelllen[3:0] value is the number of words appended to the basic 27 word atm cell. the maximum cell length is 32 words (i.e. 5 appended words); therefore, tcelllen[3:0] should not be set greater than 5 decimal when tbus8 is logic 0. tcellpost[3:0]: the tcellpost[3:0] bits determine the number of words in the output cell postpend. the numerical difference between tcelllen[3:0] and tcellpost[3:0] represents the number of words in the prepend. it is inappropriate that tcellpost[3:0] exceed tcelllen[3:0]. when tbus8 is a logic 1, the binary tcellpost[3:0] value is the number of bytes postpended to the basic 53 byte atm cell. when tbus8 is a logic 0, the binary tcellpost[3:0] value is the number of words postpended to the basic 27 word atm cell.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 221 tcainv: the tcainv bit selects the active polarity of the egress tca[4:1] cell available signals. the default configuration selects tca[4:1] to be active high. when tcainv is set to logic 1 the tca[4:1] signals become active low. if the state of the tcainv bit has been changed, the egress output cell interface must be reset via the tfiforst. thecudf: the thecudf bit determines whether or not the hec/udf octets are included in cells transferred over the egress output cell interface. when set to logic 1 (default), the hec and udf octets are included. when set to logic 0, these octets are omitted. i.e. if tbus8 is logic 0, the third word of the 27- word atm cell is omitted and a 26-word cell (plus appended words) is transferred. if tbus8 is logic 1, the fifth octet of the 53-octet atm cell is omitted and a 52-octet cell (plus appended octets) is transferred.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 222 register 0x042: egress output cell counter (lsb) bit type function default 15 r tcell[15] x 14 r tcell[14] x 13 r tcell[13] x 12 r tcell[12] x 11 r tcell[11] x 10 r tcell[10] x 9 r tcell[9] x 8 r tcell[8] x 7 r tcell[7] x 6 r tcell[6] x 5 r tcell[5] x 4 r tcell[4] x 3 r tcell[3] x 2 r tcell[2] x 1 r tcell[1] x 0 r tcell[0] x

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 223 register 0x043: egress output cell counter (msb) bit type function default 15 r tcell[31] x 14 r tcell[30] x 13 r tcell[29] x 12 r tcell[28] x 11 r tcell[27] x 10 r tcell[26] x 9 r tcell[25] x 8 r tcell[24] x 7 r tcell[23] x 6 r tcell[22] x 5 r tcell[21] x 4 r tcell[20] x 3 r tcell[19] x 2 r tcell[18] x 1 r tcell[17] x 0 r tcell[16] x tcell[31:0]: the tcell[31:0] bits indicate the number of cells transferred from the egress output cell interface during the last accumulation interval. a write to a registers 0x042, 0x043 or 0x000 marks the end of an accumulation interval, loading the register with the current counter value and resetting the counter to 0 or 1 if a countable event occurred during the transfer. the content of this register is valid within 4 tfclk cycles of a transfer being triggered by a register write operation. the associated counter is incremented after the last octet of the cell is sent and will saturate at 2 32 -1 if the accumulation interval is too long.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 224 register 0x044: egress output cell interface configuration #2 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 r/w tbus8 0 9 r/w reserved 0 8 r/w reserved 0 7 r/w reserved 0 6 r/w reserved 1 5 r/w reserved 1 4 r/w tphydev[4] 0 3 r/w tphydev[3] 0 2 r/w tphydev[2] 0 1 r/w tphydev[1] 0 0 r/w tphydev[0] 0

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 225 tphydev[4:0]: the phydev[4:0] bits are used when the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is in polled mode (tpoll=1). the s/uni-atlas-1k800 polls phy devices using the taddr[4:0] signals. the tphydev[4:0] bits indicate the number of devices to be polled as follows: tphydev[4:0] meaning 00000 poll all 32 phy devices 00001 poll phy#1 thru phy#2 00010 poll phy#1 thru phy#3 : 11110 poll phy#1 thru phy#31 11111 poll all 32 phy devices tbus8: the tbus8 register bit controls the bus width selection of the egress output cell interface. when tbus8 is logic 1, the 10-bit interface consisting of a start of cell indication, an 8-bit octet bus and a parity bit is selected. when tbus8 is logic 0, an 18-bit interface consisting of a start of cell indication, 16- bit word bus and a parity bit is selected.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 226 register 0x050: ingress microprocessor extract cell interface control and status bit type function default 15 r i_extca x 14 r i_ilen[2] x 13 r i_ilen[1] x 12 r i_ilen[0] x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 unused x 4 w i_abort 0 3 w i_restart 0 2 r/w i_extphyid 0 1 r/w i_dmaen 0 0 r/w i_extrst 0 i_extrst: the i_extrst is used to reset the ingress microprocessor extract cell interface. when i_extrst is set to logic 0, the extract fifo operates normally. when i_extrst is logic 1, the extract fifo is immediately emptied and ignores writes. the extract fifo remains empty and continues to ignore writes until a logic 0 is written to i_extrst.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 227 i_dmaen: the ingress mcif dma enable (i_dmaen) bit allows generation of a dma request upon reception of a cell in the extract fifo. if idmaen is logic 1, the idreq output is asserted when a complete cell has been written into the extract fifo. the first read of the ingress microprocessor cell data register after idreq is asserted returns the first word of the cell. subsequent reads of the ingress microprocessor cell data register return the remaining words in the cell. when the cell contents are exhausted, the idreq output is deasserted even if more cells are contained in the cell buffer. this eases identification of cell boundaries. if i_dmaen is logic 0, the idreq output is held deasserted. i_extphyid: the i_extphyid bit allows the extraction of the phy id in each extracted cell from the ingress microprocessor cell interface. the hec byte will be overwritten with the phy id associated with the extracted cell. the phyid consists of a 5-bit number in the range 0 to 31, and is lsb justified within the hec byte of the cell. a value of 0 represents phy 1, a value of 1 represents phy2, etc. up to phy 32. if i_extphyid is logic 1, the hec byte will be overwritten. if i_extphyid is logic 0, the hec byte will not be overwritten. i_restart: the restart cell read (i_restart) bit resets the microprocessor cell read pointer. if i_restart is set to logic 1 during a cell read, the next word read from the ingress microprocessor cell data register will be the first word of the current cell. subsequent reads from the ingress microprocessor cell data register return the remaining words of the cell. i_restart is not readable, and is cleared upon a read of the ingress microprocessor cell data register. i_abort: the read abort (i_abort) bit allows the microprocessor to discard a cell without reading the contents. if i_abort is logic 1, the current cell being read is purged from the extract fifo and the idreq output will be deasserted. i_abort is not readable, and is cleared upon a read of the microprocessor cell data register.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 228 i_ilen[2:0]: the ingress input cell length (i_ilen[2:0]) status bits represent the length of the extracted cell currently being read. i_ilen[2:0] will be valid throughout the transfer of the cell. this status information may be used to control the number of microprocessor reads for each particular cell and would typically be read just prior to reading the cell data. since valid cell lengths range from 32 words to 27 words, values of these bits are: i_ilen[2:0] = 111, cell length = 32 words i_ilen[2:0] = 110, cell length = 31 words ? i_ilen[2:0] = 010, cell length = 27 words i_ilen[2:0] = 001, reserved i_ilen[2:0] = 000, reserved i_extca: the ingress microprocessor cell available (i_extca) status bit indicates that at least one cell is present in the cell extract buffer. i_extca is set to logic 1 when the last word of a cell is received. i_extca is cleared to logic 0 when the last word in the buffer is read by the microprocessor. if multiple cells exist in the buffer, then i_extca will remain at logic 1 until the last word of the last cell is read. assertion of the i_extca status bit also results in a maskable interrupt.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 229 register 0x051: ingress microprocessor insert cell interface control and status bit type function default 15 r i_insrdy x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 w i_w rsoc 0 10 r/w i_phy[4] 0 9 r/w i_phy[3] 0 8 r/w i_phy[2] 0 7 r/w i_phy[1] 0 6 r/w i_phy[0] 0 5 r/w i_olen[2] 0 4 r/w i_olen[1] 0 3 r/w i_olen[0] 0 2 r/w i_uphdrx 0 1 r/w i_crc10 0 0 r/w i_insrst 0 i_insrst: the i_insrst bit is used to reset the ingress microprocessor insert cell interface. when i_insrst is set to logic 0, the insert fifo operates normally. when i_insrst is set to logic 1, the insert fifo is immediately emptied and ignores writes. the insert fifo remains empty and continues to ignore writes until a logic 0 is written into i_insrst. any transfer from the insert fifo currently in progress will be aborted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 230 i_crc10: the i_crc10 bit forces the generation of the error detection code (edc) for cells written into the ingress insert fifo. if i_crc10 is set to logic 1 prior to assembling the cell in the buffer, the last 10-bits of the cell are overwritten with the i_crc-10 value calculated over the information field (payload) of the cell. in this case, the 6 msbs of the last word are overwritten with zeros prior to i_crc-10 generation and hence 6 zeros will be transmitted along with the valid i_crc-10. i_uphdrx: the ingress header translation (i_uphdrx) bit controls the header processing of the current cell written into the ingress insert fifo. if i_uphdrx was set to logic 1 prior to writing the cell in the buffer, the current cell has its header modified (if header translation is enabled in the ingress cell processor configuration register). the cell is also subject to all other cell processing functions, just as if the cell had been inserted through the ingress input cell interface. therefore, the header information must correspond to a provisioned vc, or the cell will be discarded. if i_uphdrx is logic 0, the current cell is passed to the output cell interface without modification, with the exception that appended bytes may be added or stripped off to ensure a correct cell length for the selected interface. the cell need not belong to a provisioned connection. the cell is not processed. i_olen[2:0]: the i_olen[2:0] bits indicate the number of words in the inserted cell that the microprocessor is about to write. since valid cell lengths range from 32 words to 27 words, values of these bits are: i_olen[2:0] = 111, cell length = 32 words. i_olen[2:0] = 110, cell length = 31 words. ? i_olen[2:0] = 010, cell length = 27 words i_olen[2:0] = 001, reserved. i_olen[2:0] = 000, reserved.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 231 i_phyid[4:0]: the ingress phy identification bits determine the phy association of the current cell being written by the microprocessor. the state of the phy[4:0] when the wrsoc is set selects the phy device for that cell: i_phy[4:0] = 00000, phy #1/single phy. i_phy[4:0] = 00001, phy #2 i_phy[4:0] = 00010, phy #3 ? i_phy[4:0] = 11111, phy  #32. i_wrsoc: the ingress write start of cell (wrsoc) bit must identify the first word of the current cell that the microprocessor is writing. if i_wrsoc is logic 1, the next word written into the ingress microprocessor cell data register becomes the first word of the cell. subsequent writes to the ingress microprocessor cell data register fill the remainder of the cell sequentially and the number of writes should correspond to the programmed i_olen[2:0] value. if i_wrsoc is set again before a complete cell is written, the existing contents will be overwritten without transmission. i_wrsoc is not readable. i_insrdy: the insert buffer ready status (i_insrdy) bit indicates that the ingress insert fifo is ready to accept cell data. i_insrdy is cleared when entire cell has been written into the fifo and the cell has been transferred to the ingress cell processor for insertion into the cell stream. assertion of the i_insrdy bit results in the assertion of a maskable interrupt.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 232 register 0x052: ingress microprocessor cell data bit type function default 15 r/w i_mcd[15] x 14 r/w i_mcd[14] x 13 r/w i_mcd[13] x 12 r/w i_mcd[12] x 11 r/w i_mcd[11] x 10 r/w i_mcd[10] x 9 r/w i_mcd[9] x 8 r/w i_mcd[8] x 7 r/w i_mcd[7] x 6 r/w i_mcd[6] x 5 r/w i_mcd[5] x 4 r/w i_mcd[4] x 3 r/w i_mcd[3] x 2 r/w i_mcd[2] x 1 r/w i_mcd[1] x 0 r/w i_mcd[0] x i_mcd[15:0]: the ingress mcd[15:0] contains the cell data destined to or read from the ingress microprocessor cell interface. for the cell extract fifo, the i_extca bit and associated maskable interrupt indicate that a cell is available to be read. alternatively, the assertion of the idreq output (if enabled by the i_dmaen bit) signals the presence of the cell. reads of this register return the words of the cell starting with the first. if necessary, the read pointer can be reset to the start of the current cell by setting the i_restart bit. alternatively, the read pointer can be reset to the start of the next cell by setting the i_abort bit. in a polled mode, the i_insrdy register bit indicates that the microprocessor may write another cell. for interrupt driven systems, the i_insrdyi interrupt status bit and associated maskable interrupt indicate that a cell may be written.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 233 register 0x060: egress microprocessor extract cell interface control and status bit type function default 15 r e_extca x 14 r e_ilen[2] x 13 r e_ilen[1] x 12 r e_ilen[0] x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 unused x 4 w e_abort 0 3 w e_restart 0 2 r/w e_extphyid 0 1 r/w e_dmaen 0 0 r/w e_extrst 0 e_extrst: the e_extrst is used to reset the egress microprocessor extract cell interface. when e_extrst is set to logic 0, the egress extract fifo operates normally. when e_extrst is logic 1, the egress extract fifo is immediately emptied and ignores writes. the egress extract fifo remains empty and continues to ignore writes until a logic 0 is written to e_extrst.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 234 e_dmaen: the egress dma enable (e_dmaen) bit allows generation of a dma request upon reception of a cell in the extract fifo. if e_dmaen is logic 1, the edreq output is asserted when a complete cell has been written into the egress extract fifo. the first read of the egress microprocessor cell data register after edreq is asserted returns the first word of the cell. subsequent reads of the egress microprocessor cell data register return the remaining words in the cell. when the cell contents are exhausted, the edreq output is deasserted even if more cells are contained in the cell buffer. this eases identification of cell boundaries. if e_dmaen is logic 0, the edreq output is held deasserted. e_extphyid: the e_extphyid bit allows the extraction of the egress phy id in each extracted cell. the hec byte will be overwritten with the egress phy id associated with the extracted cell. the egress phyid consists of a 5-bit number in the range 0 to 31, and is lsb justified within the hec byte of the cell. a value of 0 represents phy 1, a value of 1 represents phy2, etc. up to phy 32. if e_extphyid is logic 1, the hec byte will be overwritten. if e_extphyid is logic 0, the hec byte will not be overwritten. e_restart: the egress restart cell read (e_restart) bit resets the microprocessor cell read pointer. if e_restart is set to logic 1 during a cell read, the next word read from the egress microprocessor cell data register will be the first word of the current cell. subsequent reads from the egress microprocessor cell data register return the remaining words of the cell. e_restart is not readable, and is cleared upon a read of the egress microprocessor cell data register. e_abort: the read abort (e_abort) bit allows the microprocessor to discard a cell without reading the contents. if e_abort is logic 1, the current cell being read is purged from the egress extract fifo and the edreq output will be deasserted. e_abort is not readable, and is cleared upon a read of the microprocessor cell data register.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 235 e_ilen[2:0]: the egress input cell length (e_ilen[2:0]) status bits represent the length of the extracted cell currently being read. e_ilen[2:0] will be valid throughout the transfer of the cell. this status information may be used to control the number of microprocessor reads for each particular cell and would typically be read just prior to reading the cell data. since valid cell lengths range from 32 words to 27 words, values of these bits are: e_ilen[2:0] = 111, cell length = 32 words e_ilen[2:0] = 110, cell length = 31 words ? e_ilen[2:0] = 010, cell length = 27 words e_ilen[2:0] = 001, reserved e_ilen[2:0] = 000, reserved e_extca: the egress microprocessor cell available (e_extca) status bit indicates that at least one cell is present in the egress cell extract buffer. e_extca is set to logic 1 when the last word of a cell is received. e_extca is cleared to logic 0 when the last word in the buffer is read by the microprocessor. if multiple cells exist in the buffer, then e_extca will remain at logic 1 until the last word of the last cell is read. assertion of the e_extca status bit also results in a maskable interrupt.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 236 register 0x061: egress microprocessor insert cell interface control and status bit type function default 15 r e_insrdy x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 w e_w rsoc 0 10 r/w e_phy[4] 0 9 r/w e_phy[3] 0 8 r/w e_phy[2] 0 7 r/w e_phy[1] 0 6 r/w e_phy[0] 0 5 r/w e_olen[2] 0 4 r/w e_olen[1] 0 3 r/w e_olen[0] 0 2 r/w e_uphdrx 0 1 r/w e_crc10 0 0 r/w e_insrst 0 e_insrst: the e_insrst bit is used to reset the egress microprocessor insert cell interface. when e_insrst is set to logic 0, the egress insert fifo operates normally. when e_insrst is set to logic 1, the egress insert fifo is immediately emptied and ignores writes. the egress insert fifo remains empty and continues to ignore writes until a logic 0 is written into e_insrst. any transfer from the insert e_fifo currently in progress will be aborted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 237 e_crc10: the e_crc10 bit forces the generation of the error detection code (edc) for cells written into the egress insert fifo. if e_crc10 is set to logic 1 prior to assembling the cell in the buffer, the last 10-bits of the cell are overwritten with the crc-10 value calculated over the information field (payload) of the cell. in this case, the 6 msbs of the last word are overwritten with zeros prior to crc-10 generation and hence 6 zeros will be transmitted along with the valid crc-10. e_uphdrx: the egress header translation (e_uphdrx) bit controls the header processing of the current cell written into the egress insert fifo. if e_uphdrx was set to logic 1 prior to writing the cell in the buffer, the current cell has its header modified (if header translation is enabled in the egress cell processor configuration register). the cell is also subject to all other cell processing functions, just as if the cell had been inserted through the egress input cell interface. therefore, the header information must correspond to a provisioned vc, or the cell will be discarded. if e_uphdrx is logic 0, the current cell is passed to the egress output cell interface without modification, with the exception that appended bytes may be added or stripped off to ensure a correct cell length for the selected interface. the cell need not belong to a provisioned connection. the cell is not processed. e_olen[2:0]: the e_olen[2:0] bits indicate the number of words in the inserted cell that the microprocessor is about to write. since valid cell lengths range from 32 words to 27 words, values of these bits are: e_olen[2:0] = 111, cell length = 32 words. e_olen[2:0] = 110, cell length = 31 words. ? e_olen[2:0] = 010, cell length = 27 words e_olen[2:0] = 001, reserved. e_olen[2:0] = 000, reserved.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 238 e_phyid[4:0]: the egress phy identification bits determine the egress phy association of the current cell being written by the microprocessor. the state of the e_phy[4:0] when the wrsoc is set selects the phy device for that cell: e_phy[4:0] = 00000, phy #1/single phy. e_phy[4:0] = 00001, phy #2 e_phy[4:0] = 00010, phy #3 ? e_phy[4:0] = 11111, phy  #32. e_wrsoc: the egress write start of cell (e_wrsoc) bit must identify the first word of the current cell that the microprocessor is writing. if e_wrsoc is logic 1, the next word written into the egress microprocessor cell data register becomes the first word of the cell. subsequent writes to the egress microprocessor cell data register fill the remainder of the cell sequentially and the number of writes should correspond to the programmed e_olen[2:0] value. if e_wrsoc is set again before a complete cell is written, the existing contents will be overwritten without transmission. e_wrsoc is not readable. e_insrdy: the egress insert buffer ready status (e_insrdy) bit indicates that the egress insert fifo is ready to accept cell data. e_insrdy is cleared when entire cell has been written into the fifo and the cell has been transferred to the egress cell processor for insertion into the cell stream. assertion of the e_insrdy bit results in the assertion of a maskable interrupt.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 239 register 0x062: egress microprocessor cell data bit type function default 15 r/w e_mcd[15] x 14 r/w e_mcd[14] x 13 r/w e_mcd[13] x 12 r/w e_mcd[12] x 11 r/w e_mcd[11] x 10 r/w e_mcd[10] x 9 r/w e_mcd[9] x 8 r/w e_mcd[8] x 7 r/w e_mcd[7] x 6 r/w e_mcd[6] x 5 r/w e_mcd[5] x 4 r/w e_mcd[4] x 3 r/w e_mcd[3] x 2 r/w e_mcd[2] x 1 r/w e_mcd[1] x 0 r/w e_mcd[0] x e_mcd[15:0]: the e_mcd[15:0] contains the cell data destined to or read from the egress microprocessor cell interface. for the egress cell extract fifo, the e_extca bit and associated maskable interrupt indicate that a cell is available to be read. alternatively, the assertion of the edreq output (if enabled by the e_dmaen bit) signals the presence of the cell. reads of this register return the words of the cell starting with the first. if necessary, the read pointer can be reset to the start of the current cell by setting the e_restart bit. alternatively, the read pointer can be reset to the start of the next cell by setting the e_abort bit. in a polled mode, the e_insrdy register bit indicates that the microprocessor may write another cell. for interrupt driven systems, the e_insrdyi interrupt status bit and associated maskable interrupt indicate that a cell may be written.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 240

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 241 register 0x070: ingress rdi backward oam cell interface configuration #1 bit type function default 15 r/w reserved 1 14 r/w reserved 0 13 r/w reserved 0 12 r/w reserved 0 11 r/w reserved 0 10 r/w reserved 0 9 r/w reserved 0 8 r/w reserved 0 7 r/w reserved 0 6 r/w reserved 0 5 r/w reserved 0 4 r/w reserved 0 3 r/w reserved 0 2 r/w reserved 0 1 r/w reserved 0 0 r/w irdibcifrst 0 irdibcifrst: the irdibcifrst bit is used to reset the 4-cell fifo. when irdibcifrst is set to logic zero, the fifo operates normally. when irdibcifrst is set to logic one, the fifo is immediately emptied and ignores reads and writes. the fifo remains empty and continues to ignore reads and writes until a logic zero is written to irdibcifrst. n.b. this fifo must be reset at startup.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 242 register 0x071:reserved register 0x072:reserved register 0x073:reserved register 0x074:reserved

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 243 register 0x080: ingress backward reporting oam cell interface configuration #1 bit type function default 15 r/w reserved 1 14 r/w reserved 0 13 r/w reserved 0 12 r/w reserved 0 11 r/w reserved 0 10 r/w reserved 0 9 r/w reserved 0 8 r/w reserved 0 7 r/w reserved 0 6 r/w reserved 0 5 r/w reserved 0 4 r/w reserved 0 3 r/w reserved 0 2 r/w reserved 0 1 r/w reserved 0 0 r/w ibpmbcifrst 0 ibpmbcifrst: the ibpmbcifrst bit is used to reset the 16-cell fifo. when ibpmbcifrst is set to logic zero, the fifo operates normally. when ibpmbcifrst is set to logic one, the fifo is immediately emptied and ignores reads and writes. the fifo remains empty and continues to ignore reads and writes until a logic zero is written to ibpmbcifrst. n.b. this fifo must be reset at startup.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 244 register 0x081:reserved register 0x082:reserved register 0x083:reserved register 0x084:reserved

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 245 register 0x090: egress rdi backward oam cell interface configuration #1 bit type function default 15 r/w reserved 1 14 r/w reserved 0 13 r/w reserved 0 12 r/w reserved 0 11 r/w reserved 0 10 r/w reserved 0 9 r/w reserved 0 8 r/w reserved 0 7 r/w reserved 0 6 r/w reserved 0 5 r/w reserved 0 4 r/w reserved 0 3 r/w reserved 0 2 r/w reserved 0 1 r/w reserved 0 0 r/w erdibcifrst 0 erdibcifrst: the erdibcifrst bit is used to reset the 4-cell fifo. when erdibcifrst is set to logic zero, the fifo operates normally. when erdibcifrst is set to logic one, the fifo is immediately emptied and ignores reads and writes. the fifo remains empty and continues to ignore reads and writes until a logic zero is written to erdibcifrst. n.b. this fifo must be reset at startup.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 246 register 0x091:reserved register 0x092:reserved register 0x093:reserved register 0x094:reserved

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 247 register 0x0a0: egress backward reporting oam cell interface configuration #1 bit type function default 15 r/w reserved 1 14 r/w reserved 0 13 r/w reserved 0 12 r/w reserved 0 11 r/w reserved 0 10 r/w reserved 0 9 r/w reserved 0 8 r/w reserved 0 7 r/w reserved 0 6 r/w reserved 0 5 r/w reserved 0 4 r/w reserved 0 3 r/w reserved 0 2 r/w reserved 0 1 r/w reserved 0 0 r/w ebpmbcifrst 0 ebpmbcifrst: the ebpmbcifrst bit is used to reset the 16-cell fifo. when ebpmbcifrst is set to logic zero, the fifo operates normally. when ebpmbcifrst is set to logic one, the fifo is immediately emptied and ignores reads and writes. the fifo remains empty and continues to ignore reads and writes until a logic zero is written to ebpmbcifrst. n.b. this fifo must be reset at startup.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 248 register 0x0a1: reserved register 0x0a2: reserved register 0x0a3: reserved register 0x0a4: reserved

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 249 register 0x0b0: rfclk delay locked loop register 1 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 unused 0 4 override 0 3 unused x 2 unused x 1 r/w vern_en 0 0r/wlock 0 the dll configuration register controls the basic operation of the dll. caution : the following register bits should not be changed after reset. modifying any of the default values can result in unpredictable operation or no operation at all. it is highly recommend that these register bits remain unchanged. lock: the lock register is used to force the dll to ignore phase offsets indicated by the phase detector after the lock has been achieved. when lock is set to logic zero, the dll will track phase offsets measured by the phase detector between the rfclk and the reference clock inputs. when lock is set to logic one, the dll will not change the tap, register 0x0b2, after the phase detector indicates of zero phase offset between the rfclk and the reference clock inputs for the first time.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 250 vern_en: the vernier enable register (vern_en) forces the dll to ignore the phase detector and use the tap number specified by the vernier[7:0] register bits. when vern_en is set to logic zero, the dll operates normally adjusting the phase offset based on the phase detector. when vern_en is set to logic one, the delay line uses the tap specified by the vernier[7:0] register bits. override: the override control (override) disables the dll operation. when override is set low, the dll generates the dllclk by delaying the rfclk until the rising edge of the reference clock occurs at the same time as the rising edge of rfclk. when override is set high, the dllclk output is a buffered version of the rfclk input. this feature provides a back-up strategy in case the dll does not operate correctly.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 251 register 0x0b1: rfclk dll register 2 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 r/w vernier[7] 0 6 r/w vernier[6] 0 5 r/w vernier[5] 0 4 r/w vernier[4] 0 3 r/w vernier[3] 0 2 r/w vernier[2] 0 1 r/w vernier[1] 0 0 r/w vernier[0] 0 the vernier control register provides the delay line tap control when using the vernier option. vernier[7:0]: the vernier tap register bits vernier[7:0] specifies the phase delay through the dll when using the vernier feature. when vern_en is set high, the vernier[7:0] registers specify the delay tap used. when vern_en is set low, the vernier[7:0] register is ignored. a vernier[7:0] value of all zeros specifies the delay tap with the minimum delay through the delay line. a vernier[7:0] value of all ones specifies the delay tap with the maximum delay through the delay line.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 252 register 0x0b2: rfclk dll register 3 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 r tap[7] x 6 r tap[6] x 5 r tap[5] x 4 r tap[4] x 3 r tap[3] x 2 r tap[2] x 1 r tap[1] x 0 r tap[0] x the dll delay tap status register indicates the delay tap used by the dll to generate the outgoing clock. writing to this register performs a software reset of the dll. tap[7:0]: the tap status register bits tap[7:0] specifies the delay line tap the dll is using to generate the outgoing clock dllclk. when tap[7:0] is logic zero, the dll is using the delay line tap with minimum phase delay. when tap[7:0] is all logic one, the dll is using the delay line tap with maximum phase delay. tap[7:0] is invalid when vernier enable vern_en is set to one.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 253 register 0x0b3: rfclk dll register 4 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 r sysclki x 6rrefclkix 5 r errori x 4 r changei x 3 unused x 2 r error x 1 r change 0 0 r run 0 the dll control status register provides information of the dll operation. run: the dll lock status register bit run indicates the dll has found a delay line tap in which the phase difference between the rising edge of refclk and the rising edge of syslck is zero. after system reset, run is logic zero until the phase detector indicates an initial lock condition. when the phase detector indicates lock, run is set to logic 1. the run register bit is cleared only by a system reset or a software reset (writing to register 0x0b2). change: the delay line tap change register bit change indicates the dll has moved to a new delay line tap. change is set high for eight sysclk cycles when the dll moves to a new delay line tap.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 254 changei: the delay line tap change event register bit (changei) indicates the change register bit has changed value. when the change register changes from a logic zero to a logic one, the changei register bit is set to logic one. the changei register bit is cleared immediately after it is read, thus acknowledging the event has been recorded. refclki: the reference clock event register bit refclki provides a method to monitor activity on the reference clock. when the refclk primary input changes from a logic zero to a logic one, the refclki register bit is set to logic one. the refclki register bit is cleared immediately after it is read, thus acknowledging the event has been recorded. sysclki: the system clock event register bit syslcki provides a method to monitor activity on the system clock. when the sysclk primary input changes from a logic zero to a logic one, the sysclki register bit is set to logic one. the sysclki register bit is cleared immediately after it is read, thus acknowledging the event has been recorded.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 255 register 0x0c0: isysclk delay locked loop register 1 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b0 for a complete description. register 0x0c1: isysclk dll register 2 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b1 for a complete description. register 0x0c2: isysclk dll register 3 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b2 for a complete description. register 0x0c3: isysclk dll register 4 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b3 for a complete description. register 0x0d0: ofclk delay locked loop register 1 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b0 for a complete description. register 0x0d1: ofclk dll register 2 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b1 for a complete description. register 0x0d2: ofclk dll register 3 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b2 for a complete description. register 0x0d3: ofclk dll register 4 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b3 for a complete description. register 0x0e0: ifclk delay locked loop register 1 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b0 for a complete description. register 0x0e1: ifclk dll register 2 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b1 for a complete description.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 256 register 0x0e2: ifclk dll register 3 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b2 for a complete description. register 0x0e3: ifclk dll register 4 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b3 for a complete description. register 0x0f0:esysclk delay locked loop register 1 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b0 for a complete description. register 0x0f1:esysclk dll register 2 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b1 for a complete description. register 0x0f2:esysclk dll register 3 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b2 for a complete description. register 0x0f3:esysclk dll register 4 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b3 for a complete description. register 0x100:tfclk delay locked loop register 1 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b0 for a complete description. register 0x101:tfclk dll register 2 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b1 for a complete description. register 0x102:tfclk dll register 3 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b2 for a complete description. register 0x103:tfclk dll register 4 the operation of this register is identical to the rfclk delay locked loop. refer to register 0x0b3 for a complete description.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 257 register 0x180: ingress search engine configuration bit type function default 15 r/w phy[2] 0 14 r/w phy[1] 0 13 r/w phy[0] 0 12 r/w bcifhecudf 0 11 r/w reserved 0 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 r/w reserved 0 4 r/w disverify 0 3 r/w reserved 0 2 r/w cntundef 0 1 r/w cntinvptivpi 0 0 r/w vprmsel 0 vprmsel: the vprmsel bit controls the identification of the vpc resource management (vp-rm) cells. if vprmsel is a logic 0, vp-rm cells are identified by a vci=6, the pti field is ignored. if vprmsel is a logic 1, vp- rm cells are identified by a vci=6 and a pti=110. if the pti field is not equal to 110, the cell is flagged as invalid and optionally can be routed to the ingress microprocessor cell interface by the ingress cell processor. cntinvptivci: the cntinvptivci controls the counting of cells with invalid pti or vci values. if cntinvptivci is a logic 0, all f5 cells with pti= '111' and f4 cells with vci = 0 and/or vci between 7 to 15, are included in the per-phy count of invalid vpi/vci/pti cells. cells with pti='111' or vci = 0, 7-15 will always result in the assertion of the i_ptivcii interrupt regardless of the state of cntinvptivci.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 258 cntundef: if the cntundef bit is a logic 1, oam cells with undefined oam type and function type fields are accumulated in the per-phy count of errored oam cells. the i_oamerri interrupt is also asserted if cntundef is logic 1 and an oam cell with an undefined oam type and function type field is received. if cntundef is a logic 0, only oam cells with crc-10 errors cause the per-phy errored oam cell count to increment. disverify: the disable verify bit controls whether or not the secondary search key is used as part of the cell confirmation step. if this bit is set to logic 1 then, after the vc search is complete, the secondary search key is not compared to the verify field of the vcra. all cells with a valid primary key will be considered part of a valid connection. this bit will typically be set high if the cell is identified completely using only the primary key ? perhaps as part of an egress routing device. if this bit is set to logic 0 the binary search is completed with the ?confirmation step? which compares the secondary key to the verify field of the vcra. bcifhecudf: if the bcifhecudf bit is logic 1, the hec and udf fields are used for the direct lookup index for cells received from the ingress backward oam cell interface. this allows the management software to use the hec and udf fields to specify an ingress vc table address for cells that are inserted into the ingress cell stream. if this bit is logic 0, the ingress search engine uses the primary and secondary search keys to lookup cells received from the ingress backward oam cell interface in exactly the same manner as cells received from the ingress input cell interface. phy[2:0]: the contents of phy[2:0] determine the number of phy id bits in the primary search key. if less than all five phy address lines should be considered during the key search (as in the case where only a single phy interface is used) then phy[2:0] must be programmed with the values below. phy[2] phy[1] phy[0] number of phy id bits in primary key 111reserved

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 259 110reserved 1015 1004 0113 0102 0011 0000 (single phy interface)

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 260 register 0x181: ingress vc table external ram address bit type function default 15 r/w sa[15] 0 14 r/w sa[14] 0 13 r/w sa[13] 0 12 r/w sa[12] 0 11 r/w sa[11] 0 10 r/w sa[10] 0 9 r/w sa[9] 0 8 r/w sa[8] 0 7 r/w sa[7] 0 6 r/w sa[6] 0 5 r/w sa[5] 0 4 r/w sa[4] 0 3 r/w sa[3] 0 2 r/w sa[2] 0 1 r/w sa[1] 0 0 r/w sa[0] 0 this register is used in conjunction with the word select and access control register to access the ingress vc table external sram. sa[15:0]: this register holds the vc record address to be used to address the ingress vc table external sram through microprocessor initiated accesses. it identifies the desired vc table entry.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 261 register 0x182: ingress vc table external ram access control bit type function default 15 r/w rwb 0 14 r busy x 13 r/w clronrd 0 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 unused x 4 unused x 3 unused x 2 unused x 1 unused x 0 unused x this register allows the microprocessor to access the ingress vc table external sram for data in the vc record indicated in register 0x181 and perform the operation specified by the rwb bit. writing to this register initiates a microprocessor access request cycle. the contents of the ingress vc table record address register should be set to the desired ingress vc table record before this register is written. write mask register 0x184 can be used to mask bytes out of the write operation. note, the write mask register is valid if a single ingress vc table row is being accessed. if multiple ingress vc table rows are being accessed (i.e. more than one row[14:0] signal is active), the s/uni-atlas-1k800 applies the write mask on multiple row accesses. if masking is not desired for multiple row accesses, perform an extra write to clear the write mask register before the access.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 262 clronrd: if clronrd is logic 1, then after a read access of row 5 of the ingress vc table specified in register 0x181, a write with data bits [47:0] set to all ?0? is automatically initiated. other bits in the words are preserved in the write back. if clronrd is logic 1, then after a read access of row 6 and row 9 of the ingress vc table specified in register 0x181, a write with data bits all ?0? is automatically initiated. if clronrd = ?0?, no write back to clear the data bits is initiated. busy: the busy bit is high while a microprocessor initiated access request to the ingress vc table external sram is pending. if more than one access to the external sram is initiated either through read-write-back, mask write or writing to multiple rows of the ingress vc table through write/read caching, the busy bit is deasserted only after all the access required has been completed. this register should be polled until the busy bit goes low before another microprocessor access request is initiated. a microprocessor access request with 1 row selected is typically completed within 37 isysclk cycles. if the istandby bit in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 master configuration register is a logic 1, the access time with 1 word selected is reduced to less than 5 isysclk cycles. rwb: the rwb bit selects the operation to be performed on the addressed ingress vc table external sram: when rwb is set to a logic 1, a read from the external sram is requested; when rwb is set to a logic 0, a write to the external sram is requested.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 263 register 0x183: ingress vc table external sram row select bit type function default 15 unused x 14 r/w row[14] 0 13 r/w row[13] 0 12 r/w row[12] 0 11 r/w row[11] 0 10 r/w row[10] 0 9r/wrow[9] 0 8r/wrow[8] 0 7r/wrow[7] 0 6r/wrow[6] 0 5r/wrow[5] 0 4r/wrow[4] 0 3r/wrow[3] 0 2r/wrow[2] 0 1r/wrow[1] 0 0r/wrow[0] 0 this register selects the rows which the microprocessor wants to access from the ingress vc table for data in the vc record indicated in register 0x181 and perform the operation specified by the rwb bit. the contents of the vc record address register and this register should be written before register 0x182 is written. row[14:0]: row[14:0] indicate which of the 15 rows in the vc record table indicated by register 0x181 is to be written or read when a microprocessor access to the ingress vc table is to be done. if row[x] is set to logic 1, row x of the ingress vc table will be written to or read from when register 0x182 is written. if row[14:0] are all set to logic 1, all 15 rows of the ingress vc table record address selected in register 0x181 will be written or read when a external sram access is triggered by writing to register 0x182. the busy bit will be asserted until all the rows which are selected are written or read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 264 register 0x184: ingress vc table write mask bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 r/w wm[7] 0 6 r/w wm[6] 0 5 r/w wm[5] 0 4 r/w wm[4] 0 3 r/w wm[3] 0 2 r/w wm[2] 0 1 r/w wm[1] 0 0 r/w wm[0] 0 wm[7:0]: the write mask (wm[7:0]) is used to select which bytes of the ingress vc table row will be written during a write operation. if any of wm[7:0] are a ?1? during a write operation, the ise performs a read-write-back operation when a write is requested. wm[7] controls the mask to bits [63:56] of the ingress vc table word and wm[0] controls the mask to bits [7:0] of the ingress vc table word. this is to allow the ise to write to selected fields of a row in the ingress vc table. if wm[7:0] = ?00000000? then no fields are masked during the write and therefore no read cycle is required before doing the write. if more than one row is being accessed during a microprocessor initiated sram access, then the same wm[7:0] fields will be used for every access. firmware should ensure that this register is updated before each write access.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 265 if wm[7:0] = 0xff, a normal read operation will result in a read-write-back operation instead of a simple read. the result is an extra cycle will be taken up, but register contents will remain unchanged.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 266 register 0x185: field a location and length bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 r/w la[4] 0 11 r/w la[3] 0 10 r/w la[2] 0 9 r/w la[1] 0 8 r/w la[0] 0 7 unused x 6 r/w starta[6] 0 5 r/w starta[5] 0 4 r/w starta[4] 0 3 r/w starta[3] 0 2 r/w starta[2] 0 1 r/w starta[1] 0 0 r/w starta[0] 0 this register holds the starting location and length of field a within the routing word. starta[6:0]: starta[6:0] forms the binary address of the msb of the field a within the routing word. starta[6] is the msb of the address. la[4:0]: la[4:0] gives the length of the field a in bits. the length is stored in la[4:0] as binary value with la[4] as msb. if no field a is to be used then la[4:0] should be set to ?00000?. valid values for this field range from ?00000? to ?10000.? as a programming example: if a 10 bit field a   should be extracted starting at the 120 th  bit of the routing word, we would set la =?01010? (length = 10) and starta=?1110111? (starting address = 119), i.e. write 0x0a77 to this register.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 267 register 0x186: field b location and length bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 r/w lb[3] 0 10 r/w lb[2] 0 9 r/w lb[1] 0 8 r/w lb[0] 0 7 unused x 6 r/w startb[6] 0 5 r/w startb[5] 0 4 r/w startb[4] 0 3 r/w startb[3] 0 2 r/w startb[2] 0 1 r/w startb[1] 0 0 r/w startb[0] 0 this register holds the starting location and length of field b   within the routing word. startb[6:0]: startb[6:0] forms the binary address of the msb of the field b   within the routing word. startb[6] is the msb of the address. lb[3:0]: lb[3:0] gives the length of the field b in bits. the length is stored in lb[3:0] as binary value with lb[3] as msb. if no field b is to be used then lb[3:0] should be set to ?0000?. valid values for this field range from ?0000? to ?1011.? as a programming example: if a 10 bit field b   should be extracted starting at the 120 th  bit of the routing word, we would set lb =?1010? (length = 10) and startb = ?1110111? (starting address = 119), i.e. write 0x0a77 to this register.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 268 register 0x187: ingress backward oam cell interface pacing bit type function default 15 r/w bcp[15] 0 14 r/w bcp[14] 0 13 r/w bcp[13] 0 12 r/w bcp[12] 0 11 r/w bcp[11] 0 10 r/w bcp[10] 0 9 r/w bcp[9] 0 8 r/w bcp[8] 0 7 r/w bcp[7] 0 6 r/w bcp[6] 0 5 r/w bcp[5] 1 4 r/w bcp[4] 0 3 r/w bcp[3] 0 2 r/w bcp[2] 0 1 r/w bcp[1] 0 0 r/w bcp[0] 0 this register sets the number of cell intervals between the transfer of backward cells from the ingress backward cell interface. a cell interval is defined to be 32 (i.e. assuming cells to be 64 bytes in length) isysclk clocks. this is to prevent excessive insertion of backward oam cells from the ingress backward oam cell interface into the ingress cell stream by the s/uni-atlas-1k800. bcp[15:0]: bcp[15:0] sets the number of cell interval between transfers of cells from the backward cell interface. the minimum rate of transfer is 1 in 65535 cell intervals. when bcp[15:0] = 0x0000 back-to-back transfer from the ingress backward cell interface is possible, if there are no transfer requested from the ingress input cell interface or the ingress microprocessor cell interface. the default is set to 1 in 32 cell interval.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 269 register 0x188: reserved bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unsued x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 r/w reserved 1 9 r/w reserved 0 8 r/w reserved 0 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 unused x 4 r/w reserved 0 3 r/w reserved 1 2 r/w reserved 1 1 r/w reserved 0 0 r/w reserved 0 this register is reserved.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 270 register 0x190: ingress vc table data row 0, word 0 (lsw) (ram data[15:0]) bit type function default 15 r/w row0[15] 0 14 r/w row0[14] 0 13 r/w row0 [13] 0 12 r/w row0 [12] 0 11 r/w row0 [11] 0 10 r/w row0 [10] 0 9 r/w row0 [9] 0 8 r/w row0 [8] 0 7 r/w row0 [7] 0 6 r/w row0 [6] 0 5 r/w row0 [5] 0 4 r/w row0 [4] 0 3 r/w row0 [3] 0 2 r/w row0 [2] 0 1 r/w row0 [1] 0 0 r/w row0 [0] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the ingress vc table row 0 word 0 (lsw) external sram or the data read from the external sram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to ingress vc table external sram row 0, the lsw word must be written to this register before the ingress vc record address register and the row select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from row 0 this register contains the data from row 0 word 0 (lsw) after the external sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 271 register 0x191: ingress vc table data row 0, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) bit type function default 15 r/w row0 [31] 0 14 r/w row0 [30] 0 13 r/w row0 [29] 0 12 r/w row0 [28] 0 11 r/w row0 [27] 0 10 r/w row0 [26] 0 9 r/w row0 [25] 0 8 r/w row0 [24] 0 7 r/w row0 [23] 0 6 r/w row0 [22] 0 5 r/w row0 [21] 0 4 r/w row0 [20] 0 3 r/w row0 [19] 0 2 r/w row0 [18] 0 1 r/w row0 [17] 0 0 r/w row0 [16] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the ingress vc table row 0 word 1 external sram or the data read from the external sram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to ingress vc table external sram row 0, this word must be written to this register before the ingress vc table record address register and the row select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from row 0 this register contains the data from row 0 word 1 after the external sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 272 register 0x192: ingress vc table data row 0, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) bit type function default 15 r/w row0[47] 0 14 r/w row0[46] 0 13 r/w row0[45] 0 12 r/w row0[44] 0 11 r/w row0[43] 0 10 r/w row0[42] 0 9 r/w row0[41] 0 8 r/w row0[40] 0 7 r/w row0[39] 0 6 r/w row0[38] 0 5 r/w row0[37] 0 4 r/w row0[36] 0 3 r/w row0[35] 0 2 r/w row0[34] 0 1 r/w row0[33] 0 0 r/w row0[32] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the ingress vc table row 0 word 2 external sram or the data read from the external sram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to ingress vc record external sram row 0, this word must be written to this register before the ingress vc table record address register and the row select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from row 0 this register contains the data from row 0 word 2 after the external sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 273 register 0x193: ingress vc table data row 0, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) bit type function default 15 r/w row0[63] 0 14 r/w row0[62] 0 13 r/w row0[61] 0 12 r/w row0[60] 0 11 r/w row0[59] 0 10 r/w row0[58] 0 9 r/w row0[57] 0 8 r/w row0[56] 0 7 r/w row0[55] 0 6 r/w row0[54] 0 5 r/w row0[53] 0 4 r/w row0[52] 0 3 r/w row0[51] 0 2 r/w row0[50] 0 1 r/w row0[49] 0 0 r/w row0[48] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the ingress vc table row 0 word 3 external sram or the data read from the external sram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to ingress vc table external sram row 0, this word must be written to this register before the ingress vc table record address register and the row select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from row 0 this register contains the data from row 0 word 3 (msw) after the external sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 274 register 0x194:ingress vc table data row 1, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x195:ingress vc table data row 1, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x196:ingress vc table data row 1, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x197:ingress vc table data row 1, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x198:ingress vc table data row 2, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x199:ingress vc table data row 2, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x19a: ingress vc table data row 2, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x19b: ingress vc table data row 2, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x19c: ingress vc table data row 3, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x19d: ingress vc table data row 3, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x19e: ingress vc table data row 3, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x19f:ingress vc table data row 3, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48])

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 275 register 0x1a0: ingress vc table data row 4, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x1a1: ingress vc table data row 4, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1a2: ingress vc table data row 4, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1a3: ingress vc table data row 4, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x1a4: ingress vc table data row 5, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x1a5: ingress vc table data row 5, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1a6: ingress vc table data row 5, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1a7: ingress vc table data row 5, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x1a8: ingress vc table data row 6, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x1a9: ingress vc table data row 6, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1aa: ingress vc table data row 6, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1ab: ingress vc table data row 6, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48])

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 276 register 0x1ac: ingress vc table data row 7, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x1ad: ingress vc table data row 7, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1ae: ingress vc table data row 7, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1af: ingress vc table data row 7, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x1b0: ingress vc table data row 8, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x1b1: ingress vc table data row 8, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1b2: ingress vc table data row 8, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1b3: ingress vc table data row 8, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48])

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 277 register 0x1b4: ingress vc table data row 9, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x1b5: ingress vc table data row 9, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1b6: ingress vc table data row 9, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1b7: ingress vc table data row 9, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x1b8: ingress vc table data row 10, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x1b9: ingress vc table data row 10, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1ba: ingress vc table data row 10, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1bb: ingress vc table data row 10, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x1bc: ingress vc table data row 11, word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x1bd: ingress vc table data row 11, word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1be: ingress vc table data row 11, word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1bf: ingress vc table data row 11, word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x1c0: ingress vc table data row 12 word 0 (lsw) (ram data [15:0]) register 0x1c1: ingress vc table data row 12 word 1 (ram data [31:16])

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 278 register 0x1c2: ingress vc table data row 12 word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1c3: ingress vc table data row 12 word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x1c4: ingress vc table data row 13 word 0 (lsw) (ram data[15:0]) register 0x1c5: ingress vc table data row 13 word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1c6: ingress vc table data row 13 word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1c7: ingress vc table data row 13 word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48]) register 0x1c8: ingress vc table data row 14 word 0 (lsw) (ram data[15:0]) register 0x1c9: ingress vc table data row 14 word 1 (ram data [31:16]) register 0x1ca: ingress vc table data row 14 word 2 (ram data [47:32]) register 0x1cb: ingress vc table data row 14 word 3 (msw) (ram data [63:48])

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 279 register 0x200: ingress cell processor configuration 1 bit type function default 15 r/w reserved 0 14 r/w reserved 0 13 r/w undeftoocif 0 12 r/w inactivetoup 0 11 r/w cos 0 10 r/w upurs 0 9 r/w vcrastuff 0 8 r/w autordi 0 7 r/w count 0 6r/w pm 0 5 r/w gpolice 0 4 r/w gfc 0 3 r/w gudf 0 2 r/w ghec 0 1 r/w gprepo 0 0 r/w gvpivci 0 gvpivci: if the gvpivci bit is logic 1, vpi/vci translation is globally enabled. the atm cell vpi/vci bytes can be replaced by the contents of the output header word of the ingress vc table. if the gvpivci bit is logic 0, the incoming vpi/vci combination is passed transparently. note that if the connection is f4 (ie. vpc, where the vci field in the search key is coded as all zeros), then the vci is passed through transparently. gprepo: if the gprepo bit is logic 1, substitution of prepend and postpend bytes is globally enabled. any prepend or postpend bytes of an atm cell are replaced by the contents of the prepo1-prepo10 words of the ingress vc table. if gprepo is logic 0, prepend and postpend bytes pass through transparently.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 280 ghec: if the ghec bit is logic 1, the hec field of an atm cell is replaced by the contents of the 8 least significant bits of the output header word of the ingress vc table. if ghec is logic 0, the hec field of an atm cell is passed transparently. gudf: if the gudf bit is logic 1, the udf field of an atm cell is replaced by the contents of the udf field in the ingress vc table. if gudf is logic 0, the udf field of an atm cell is passed transparently. gfc: the gfc bit determines if the gfc field in the atm header is replaced or passed through unaltered. if gfc is logic 1, the gfc field is passed transparently. if gfc is logic 0, the gfc field is replaced by the contents of the most significant 4 bits of the output header field of the ingress vc table. the gfc bit has no effect if the connection belongs to a nni. gpolice: if the gpolice bit is logic 1, cell rate policing is globally enabled on all connections (policing can be disabled on a per-connection basis by clearing the increment fields, or by setting the action1 and action2 fields to zero). if the gpolice bit is logic 0, no cell rate policing is performed and no physical memory needs to be provisioned at vc table locations isa[19:16]=0011, 0100 and 0101. pm: if the pm bit is logic 1, performance monitoring is globally enabled. if the pm bit is logic 0, performance monitoring is globally disabled, all performance monitoring cells are neither terminated nor monitored at end-to-end points and segment end points, and no statistics are maintained at intermediate points. count: if the count bit is logic 1, per-connection cell counting is globally enabled. if the count bit is logic 0, the two generic cell counts in the ingress vc table are not maintained, and no physical memory need be provided at those locations.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 281 autordi: the autordi bit enables the generation of segment and end-to-end rdi cells while in an ais alarm or continuity alarm state. if autordi is logic 1, an rdi cell is transmitted (and looped from the ingress cell processor to the egress cell stream) immediately upon the reception of the first ais cell at a flow end-point (if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is an end-to-end point for that connection, an end-to-end rdi cell will be generated, if the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 is a segment end point, a segment rdi cell will be generated, and if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is both a segment and end-to-end point, both types of rdi cells will be generated) and once per second thereafter until the ais state is exited. similarly, if the cc_rdi bit in the ingress vc table is set, rdi cells are generated once per second if no user or cc cells have been received in the last 3.5 +/- 0.5 seconds. rdi cells can also be transmitted if the send_rdi_segment and send_rdi_end_to_end bits in the ingress vc table are set. cos: the change of state fifo enable (cos) bit enables the monitoring of changes in connection state in the ingress direction. if cos is logic 1, all ingress connections which undergo changes in state (e.g. ais or cc alarm states) can be logged in a change of state fifo. this fifo is 256 entries deep and holds a copy of the per-connection status field of the ingress vc table. using this feature eliminates the need to periodically poll each connection to determine if any changes in state have occurred. if the cos fifo becomes full, background processes which monitor for changes in connection state will be suspended until such time as the fifo becomes able to accept notifications of changes in state. therefore, it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the cos fifo is read often enough so that changes in state remain compliant with the bellcore and itu standards. if cos is logic 0, the cos fifo is disabled, and the background processes will not be suspended. if cos is logic 0, it is the responsibility of the management software to poll each connection to determine changes in connection state (as reflected in the status field of the ingress vc table) and notify higher layers of any changes in state. the updating of the cos fifo can be enabled/disabled on a per-connection basis with the cos_enable bit of the configuration field of the ingress vc table.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 282 vcrastuff: if the vcrastuff bit is logic 1, all cells routed to the ingress microprocessor cell interface have the hec and udf bytes replaced with the ingress vc table record address. this enables a microprocessor to immediately determine the location of an ingress vc table record in its data structure. this feature is provided to enable high speed processing of cells. the extphyid bit of the ingress microprocessor cell interface extract fifo control and status register takes precedence over the vcrastuff bit. if the extphyid is set, the hec byte location of extracted cells will contain the phy identification regardless of the state of the vcrastuff bit. upurs: the ingress microprocessor user reason symbol (upurs) bit allows a causation word to be prepended to the cell extracted to the ingress microprocessor interface. this allows an external microprocessor to immediately determine the reason a cell was routed to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. the extracted cell length will be 1 greater than the input cell length. hence, this feature cannot be used if the input cell length is 32-words. inactivetoup: when inactivetoup is high, all cells received on connections whose active bit is logic 0 in the ingress vc table are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. regardless of the state of this bit, all cells received on inactive connections are dropped by the icp (i.e. not sent to the ingress output cell interface). undeftoocif: when undeftoocif is high, all oam cells with an undefined oam type or function type value are passed through the output cell interface (ocif) at flow end points. if undeftoocif is low undefined oam cells are not passed through the ocif. the setting of this bit does not effect the action of copying cells to the microprocessor cell interface. the undeftoocif allows the use of proprietary oam cell types which can be processed after the s/uni-atlas-1k800.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 283 register 0x201: ingress phy policing 1 bit type function default 15 r/w policephy15 0 14 r/w policephy14 0 13 r/w policephy13 0 12 r/w policephy12 0 11 r/w policephy11 0 10 r/w policephy10 0 9 r/w policephy9 0 8 r/w policephy8 0 7 r/w policephy7 0 6 r/w policephy6 0 5 r/w policephy5 0 4 r/w policephy4 0 3 r/w policephy3 0 2 r/w policephy2 0 1 r/w policephy1 0 0 r/w policephy0 0 policephyx: the policephyx bits enable the s/uni-atlas-1k800 per-phy policing for phys 0 through 15. if policephyx is logic 1, the per-phy policing is enabled on phyx. all connections associated with phyx may have per-phy policing enabled. the phy police bit in the ingress vc table must also be set to logic 1 for a connection to be per-phy policed as well as policed by the per- connection leaky buckets. if policephyx is logic 0, per-phy policing for phyx is disabled. if per-phy policing is enabled, it is the responsibility of the management software to setup the internal per-phy policing ram.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 284 register 0x202: ingress phy policing 2 bit type function default 15 r/w policephy31 0 14 r/w policephy30 0 13 r/w policephy29 0 12 r/w policephy28 0 11 r/w policephy27 0 10 r/w policephy26 0 9 r/w policephy25 0 8 r/w policephy24 0 7 r/w policephy23 0 6 r/w policephy22 0 5 r/w policephy21 0 4 r/w policephy20 0 3 r/w policephy19 0 2 r/w policephy18 0 1 r/w policephy17 0 0 r/w policephy16 0 policephyx: the policephyx bits enable the s/uni-atlas-1k800 per-phy policing for phys 16 through 31. if policephyx is logic 1, the per-phy policing is enabled on phyx. all connections associated with phyx may have per-phy policing enabled. the phy police bit in the ingress vc table must also be set to logic 1 for a connection to be per-phy policed as well as policed by the per- connection leaky buckets. if policephyx is logic 0, per-phy policing for phyx is disabled. if per-phy policing is enabled, it is the responsibility of the management software to setup the internal per-phy policing ram.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 285 register 0x203: ingress phy policing ram address and access control bit type function default 15 r/w rwb 0 14 r busy x 13 r/w clronrd 0 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 r/w phyrow[1] 0 5 r/w phyrow[0] 0 4 r/w phyaddr[4] 0 3 r/w phyaddr[3] 0 2 r/w phyaddr[2] 0 1 r/w phyaddr[1] 0 0 r/w phyaddr[0] 0 phyaddr[4:0]: the phyaddr[4:0] bits indicate which of the per-phy ram locations is going to be accessed. phyaddr[4:0]=00000 holds the policing parameters and non- compliant cell counts for phy 1, and phyaddr[4:0]= 11111 holds the policing parameters and non-compliant cell counts for phy31. phyrow[1:0]: the phyrow[1:0] bits indicate which row of the per-phy policing ram at phyaddr[4:0] that is going to be accessed. if phyrow[1:0] =00, the first row of the per-phy policing ram is accessed. if phyrow[1:0] = 11, the fourth row of the per-phy policing ram is accessed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 286 clronrd: if the clronrd bit is logic 1, then the per-phy non-compliant cell counts are cleared after a read access to a per-phy policing ram location is performed. if clronrd is logic 0, then a clearing write is not performed when the per-phy non-compliant cell counts are accessed. busy: after a read or write access is initiated, the busy bit is asserted until the access has been completed. typically, a read or write access will be completed within 37 isysclk cycles. rwb: this bit indicates whether a read or write access is to be performed. if logic 1, a read access is initiated when this register is written to. if logic 0, a write access is initiated.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 287 register 0x204: ingress phy policing ram data (lsw) bit type function default 15 r/w phypolicedata[15] 0 14 r/w phypolicedata[14] 0 13 r/w phypolicedata[13] 0 12 r/w phypolicedata[12] 0 11 r/w phypolicedata[11] 0 10 r/w phypolicedata[10] 0 9r/w phypolicedata[9] 0 8r/w phypolicedata[8] 0 7r/w phypolicedata[7] 0 6r/w phypolicedata[6] 0 5r/w phypolicedata[5] 0 4r/w phypolicedata[4] 0 3r/w phypolicedata[3] 0 2r/w phypolicedata[2] 0 1r/w phypolicedata[1] 0 0r/w phypolicedata[0] 0 phypolicedata[15:0]: this is the least significant 16-bits of data to be written into the per-phy policing ram, or the data read from the ram when a read request has been completed. if data are to be written into the ram, then this register must be written to before the phy policing access and control register is written. if data are to be read, then the busy bit of the phy policing access and control register must be deasserted before these data are valid.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 288 register 0x205: ingress phy policing ram data (msw) bit type function default 15 r/w phypolicedata[31] 0 14 r/w phypolicedata[30] 0 13 r/w phypolicedata[29] 0 12 r/w phypolicedata[28] 0 11 r/w phypolicedata[27] 0 10 r/w phypolicedata[26] 0 9r/w phypolicedata[25] 0 8r/w phypolicedata[24] 0 7r/w phypolicedata[23] 0 6r/w phypolicedata[22] 0 5r/w phypolicedata[21] 0 4r/w phypolicedata[20] 0 3r/w phypolicedata[19] 0 2r/w phypolicedata[18] 0 1r/w phypolicedata[17] 0 0r/w phypolicedata[16] 0 phypolicedata[31:16]: this is the most significant 16-bits of data to be written into the per-phy policing ram, or the data read from the ram when a read request has been completed. if data are to be written into the ram, then this register must be written to before the phy policing access and control register is written. if data are to be read, then the busy bit of the phy policing access and control register must be deasserted before these data are valid.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 289 register 0x206: ingress phy policing configuration 1 & 2 bit type function default 15 r/w config2gcra[7] 0 14 r/w config2gcra[6] 0 13 r/w config2gcra[5] 0 12 r/w config2gcra[4] 0 11 r/w config2gcra[3] 0 10 r/w config2gcra[2] 0 9 r/w config2gcra[1] 0 8 r/w config2gcra[0] 0 7 r/w config1gcra[7] 0 6 r/w config1gcra[6] 0 5 r/w config1gcra[5] 0 4 r/w config1gcra[4] 0 3 r/w config1gcra[3] 0 2 r/w config1gcra[2] 0 1 r/w config1gcra[1] 0 0 r/w config1gcra[0] 0 config1gcra[7:0]: the following table indicates upon which cell streams the per-phy policing instance acts (if the phy policing configuration bit in the per-phy policing ram is set to phypoliceconfig[1:0]=00): cell type rm segment oam end-to-end oam user clp bit01010101 reg bit config1 gcra[0] config1 gcra[1] config1 gcra[2] config1 gcra[3] config1 gcra[4] config1 gcra[5] config1 gcra[6] config1 gcra[7]

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 290 a logic 1 written into any of the config1gcra1[7:0] register bits enables the per-phy policing on that particular cell stream. config2gcra[7:0]: these register bits indicate the cell streams upon which the per-phy policing instance acts (if the phy policing configuration bit in the per-phy policing ram is set to phypoliceconfig[1:0]=01). these register bits are programmed in the same manner as listed above.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 291 register 0x207: ingress phy policing configuration 3 & 4 bit type function default 15 r/w config4gcra[7] 0 14 r/w config4gcra[6] 0 13 r/w config4gcra[5] 0 12 r/w config4gcra[4] 0 11 r/w config4gcra[3] 0 10 r/w config4gcra[2] 0 9 r/w config4gcra[1] 0 8 r/w config4gcra[0] 0 7 r/w config3gcra[7] 0 6 r/w config3gcra[6] 0 5 r/w config3gcra[5] 0 4 r/w config3gcra[4] 0 3 r/w config3gcra[3] 0 2 r/w config3gcra[2] 0 1 r/w config3gcra[1] 0 0 r/w config3gcra[0] 0 config3gcra[7:0]: these register bits indicate the cell streams upon which the per-phy policing instance acts (if the phy policing configuration bit in the per-phy policing ram is set to phypoliceconfig[1:0]=10). these register bits are programmed in the same manner as listed above. config4gcra[7:0]: these register bits indicate the cell streams upon which the per-phy policing instance acts (if the phy policing configuration bit in the per-phy policing ram is set to phypoliceconfig[1:0]=11). these register bits are programmed in the same manner as listed above.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 292 register 0x208: ingress connection policing configuration 1 bit type function default 15 r/w gcra2[7] 0 14 r/w gcra2[6] 0 13 r/w gcra2[5] 0 12 r/w gcra2[4] 0 11 r/w gcra2[3] 0 10 r/w gcra2[2] 0 9 r/w gcra2[1] 0 8 r/w gcra2[0] 0 7 r/w gcra1[7] 0 6 r/w gcra1[6] 0 5 r/w gcra1[5] 0 4 r/w gcra1[4] 0 3 r/w gcra1[3] 0 2 r/w gcra1[2] 0 1 r/w gcra1[1] 0 0 r/w gcra1[0] 0 this register configuration is selected if the per-connection policingconfiguration[2:0]=000.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 293 gcra1[7:0]: the following table indicates upon which cell streams the first policing instance acts: cell type rm segment oam end-to-end oam user clp bit01010101 reg bit gcra1 [0] gcra1 [1] gcra1 [2] gcra1 [3] gcra1 [4] gcra1 [5] gcra1 [6] gcra1 [7] a logic 1 written to any of the gcra1[7:0] bits enables gcra1 policing for that particular cell stream. for example, to enable cell rate policing for gcra1 on the user clp=0+1 cell stream, the register configuration would be gcra1[7:0]=11000000. if gcra1[7:0] = 00000000, the first gcra policing instance is globally disabled. gcra2[7:0]: these register bits control upon which cell streams the second gcra instance acts. these register bits are programmed in exactly the same manner as described above.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 294 register 0x209: ingress connection policing configuration 2 register 0x20a: ingress connection policing configuration 3 register 0x20b: ingress connection policing configuration 4 register 0x20c: ingress connection policing configuration 5 register 0x20d: ingress connection policing configuration 6 register 0x20e: ingress connection policing configuration 7 register 0x20f: ingress connection policing configuration 8

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 295 register 0x210: ingress policing configuration and non-compliant cell counting bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 r/w phyncount3[1] 0 12 r/w phyncount3[0] 0 11 r/w phyncount2[1] 0 10 r/w phyncount2[0] 0 9r/w phyncount1[1] 0 8r/w phyncount1[0] 0 7 r/w ncount3[1] 0 6 r/w ncount3[0] 0 5 r/w ncount2[1] 0 4 r/w ncount2[0] 0 3 r/w ncount1[1] 0 2 r/w ncount1[0] 0 1 r/w polqntm[1] 0 0 r/w polqntm[0] 0 polqntm: the polqntm[1:0] bits set the time quantum for policing functions for all connections and policing instances (per-phy and per-connection). polqntm[1:0] isysclk period 00 1 times isysclk period 01 2 times isysclk period 10 4 times isysclk period 11 8 times isysclk period

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 296 ncount1[1:0]: the ncount1[1:0] bits determine how the per-connection non-compliant cell count #1 of the ingress vc table is defined: ncount1[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells. 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells. 10 discarded clp=0 cells. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells. ncount2[1:0]: the ncount2[1:0] bits determine how the per-connection non-compliant cell count #2 of the ingress vc table is defined: ncount2[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells. 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells. 10 discarded clp=0 cells. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells. ncount3[1:0]: the ncount3[1:0] bits determine how the per-connection non-compliant cell count #3 of the ingress vc table is defined: ncount3[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells. 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells. 10 tagged clp=0 cells which are not discarded. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells. phyncount1[1:0] the phyncount1[1:0] bits determine how the per-phy non-compliant cell count #1 of the phy policing ram is defined: phyncount1[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 297 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells. 10 discarded clp=0 cells. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells. phyncount2[1:0] the phyncount2[1:0] bits determine how the per-phy non-compliant cell count #2 of the phy policing ram is defined: phyncount2[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells. 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells. 10 discarded clp=0 cells. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells. phyncount3[1:0]: the phyncount3[1:0] bits determine how the per-phy non-compliant cell count #3 of the phy policing ram is defined: phyncount3[1:0] definition 00 non-compliant clp=0 cells. 01 non-compliant clp=0+1 cells. 10 tagged clp=0 cells which are not discarded. 11 discarded clp=0+1 cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 298 register 0x211: ingress performance monitoring ram record address bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 r/w pm bank 0 6 r/w pm addr[6] 0 5 r/w pm addr[5] 0 4 r/w pm addr[4] 0 3 r/w pm addr[3] 0 2 r/w pm addr[2] 0 1 r/w pm addr[1] 0 0 r/w pm addr[0] 0 pm bank: the pm bank bit determines which bank of pm data will be accessed. if this bit is logic 0, the pm addr[6:0] field will access the desired data for the first bank of internal pm ram. if this bit is logic 1, the pm addr[6:0] field will access the desired data for the second bank of internal pm ram. pm addr[6:0]: this field specifies which of the 128 possible pm sessions to access. the pm bank bit determines whether bank 1 or bank 2 of a particular pm address will be selected.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 299 register 0x212: ingress performance monitoring ram word select and access control bit type function default 15 r/w rwb 0 14 r busy x 13 r/w clronrd 0 12 r/w wm[9] 0 11 r/w w m[8] 0 10 r/w wm[7] 0 9 r/w wm[6] 0 8 r/w wm[5] 0 7 r/w wm[4] 0 6 r/w wm[3] 0 5 r/w wm[2] 0 4 r/w wm[1] 0 3 r/w wm[0] 0 2 r/w pm row[2] 0 1 r/w pm row[1] 0 0 r/w pm row[0] 0 pm row[2:0]: this field determines which row of internal pm data will be accessed. if the first row is desired (i.e. row 0), the setting this field to pm row[2:0] = ?000? will access this row. if the eighth row is desired (i.e. row 7), then setting this field to pm row[2:0]=?111? will access this row. wm[9:0]: the write mask (wm[7:0]) is used to select which bytes of the ingress pm internal ram data will be written during a write operation. if any of wm[9:0] are ?1? during a write operation, the icp performs a read-write-back operation when a write is requested. wm[9] controls the mask to bits [79:72] of the ingress pm ram data, and wm[0] controls the mask to bits [7:0] of the ingress pm ram data. this allows the icp to write to selected fields in a row of the ingress pm ram data.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 300 clronrd: if clronrd is logic 1, after a read access of rows pmaddr[2:0] = 011,100,101,110, or 111 of the ingress pm ram is specified in this register, a clearing write of the row will be initiated. the fwd secbc (running count) and bwd secbc (copied) will be preserved. if clronrd is logic 0, no write back to clear the data bits is initiated. busy: the busy bit is high while a microprocessor initiated access request to the ingress pm ram data is pending the busy bit is deasserted only after all the access required has been completed. this register should be polled until the busy bit goes low before another microprocessor access request is initiated. a microprocessor access request is typically completed within 35 isysclk cycles rwb: the rwb bit selects the operation to be performed on the addressed ingress pm ram data: when rwb is set to a logic 1, a read from the internal sram is requested; when rwb is set to a logic 0, a write to the internal sram is requested.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 301 register 0x213: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 0 (lsw) bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[15] 0 14 r/w pmdata[14] 0 13 r/w pmdata[13] 0 12 r/w pmdata[12] 0 11 r/w pmdata[11] 0 10 r/w pmdata[10] 0 9 r/w pmdata[9] 0 8 r/w pmdata[8] 0 7 r/w pmdata[7] 0 6 r/w pmdata[6] 0 5 r/w pmdata[5] 0 4 r/w pmdata[4] 0 3 r/w pmdata[3] 0 2 r/w pmdata[2] 0 1 r/w pmdata[1] 0 0 r/w pmdata[0] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the ingress pm ram data word 0 (lsw) or the data read from the internal ingress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to ingress pm ram data, the lsw word be written to this register before the ingress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the ingress pm ram, this register contains the data from word 0 (lsw) after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 302 register 0x214: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 1 bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[31] 0 14 r/w pmdata[30] 0 13 r/w pmdata[29] 0 12 r/w pmdata[28] 0 11 r/w pmdata[27] 0 10 r/w pmdata[26] 0 9 r/w pmdata[25] 0 8 r/w pmdata[24] 0 7 r/w pmdata[23] 0 6 r/w pmdata[22] 0 5 r/w pmdata[21] 0 4 r/w pmdata[20] 0 3 r/w pmdata[19] 0 2 r/w pmdata[18] 0 1 r/w pmdata[17] 0 0 r/w pmdata[16] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the ingress pm ram data word 1 or the data read from the internal ingress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to ingress pm ram data word 1, the word must be written to this register before the ingress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the ingress pm ram this register contains the data from word 1 after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 303 register 0x215: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 2 bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[47] 0 14 r/w pmdata[46] 0 13 r/w pmdata[45] 0 12 r/w pmdata[44] 0 11 r/w pmdata[43] 0 10 r/w pmdata[42] 0 9 r/w pmdata[41] 0 8 r/w pmdata[40] 0 7 r/w pmdata[39] 0 6 r/w pmdata[38] 0 5 r/w pmdata[37] 0 4 r/w pmdata[36] 0 3 r/w pmdata[35] 0 2 r/w pmdata[34] 0 1 r/w pmdata[33] 0 0 r/w pmdata[32] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the ingress pm ram data word 2 or the data read from the internal ingress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to ingress pm ram data word 2, the word must be written to this register before the ingress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the ingress pm ram this register contains the data from word 2 after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 304 register 0x216: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 3 bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[63] 0 14 r/w pmdata[62] 0 13 r/w pmdata[61] 0 12 r/w pmdata[60] 0 11 r/w pmdata[59] 0 10 r/w pmdata[58] 0 9 r/w pmdata[57] 0 8 r/w pmdata[56] 0 7 r/w pmdata[55] 0 6 r/w pmdata[54] 0 5 r/w pmdata[53] 0 4 r/w pmdata[52] 0 3 r/w pmdata[51] 0 2 r/w pmdata[50] 0 1 r/w pmdata[49] 0 0 r/w pmdata[48] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the ingress pm ram data word 3 or the data read from the internal ingress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to ingress pm ram data word 3, the word must be written to this register before the ingress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the ingress pm ram this register contains the data from word 3 after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 305 register 0x217: ingress performance monitoring ram data word 4 (msw) bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[79] 0 14 r/w pmdata[78] 0 13 r/w pmdata[77] 0 12 r/w pmdata[76] 0 11 r/w pmdata[75] 0 10 r/w pmdata[74] 0 9 r/w pmdata[73] 0 8 r/w pmdata[72] 0 7 r/w pmdata[71] 0 6 r/w pmdata[70] 0 5 r/w pmdata[69] 0 4 r/w pmdata[68] 0 3 r/w pmdata[67] 0 2 r/w pmdata[66] 0 1 r/w pmdata[65] 0 0 r/w pmdata[64] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the ingress pm ram data word 4 (msw) or the data read from the internal ingress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to ingress pm ram data word 4, the word must be written to this register before the ingress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the ingress pm ram this register contains the data from word 4 after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 306 register 0x218: ingress performance monitoring threshold a1 bit type function default 15 r/w merror[3] 0 14 r/w merror[2] 0 13 r/w merror[1] 0 12 r/w merror[0] 0 11 r/w mmisins[11] 0 10 r/w mmisins[10] 0 9 r/w mmisins[9] 0 8 r/w mmisins[8] 0 7 r/w mmisins[7] 0 6 r/w mmisins[6] 0 5 r/w mmisins[5] 0 4 r/w mmisins[4] 0 3 r/w mmisins[3] 0 2 r/w mmisins[2] 0 1 r/w mmisins[1] 0 0 r/w mmisins[0] 0 this is the first of four threshold registers. these threshold registers are addressed by the threshold_select[1:0] field of the pm configuration field of the ingress pm ram data. note, these thresholds apply to both forward monitoring and backward reporting cells. mmisins[11:0]: mmisins[11:0] is the binary representation of the threshold of misinserted cells per performance monitoring block required to declare a severely errored cell block of misinserted cells (secb misinserted). the number of misinserted cells is not counted if this threshold is exceeded (the secb misinserted counter will be incremented instead). if mmisins[11:0] is a binary zero, secb misinserted is not declared as a result of excessive misinserted cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 307 merror[3:0]: merror[3:0] is the binary representation of the threshold of bip-16 violations per performance monitoring block required to declare a severely errored cell block for errored cells (secb errored). errored cell counts are not accumulated if this threshold is exceeded (the secb errored count will be incremented instead). if merror[3:0] is a binary zero, the secb errored cell count is not declared as a result of excessive bip-16 violations.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 308 register 0x219: ingress performance monitoring threshold a2 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 r/w mlost[11] 0 10 r/w mlost[10] 0 9 r/w mlost[9] 0 8 r/w mlost[8] 0 7 r/w mlost[7] 0 6 r/w mlost[6] 0 5 r/w mlost[5] 0 4 r/w mlost[4] 0 3 r/w mlost[3] 0 2 r/w mlost[2] 0 1 r/w mlost[1] 0 0 r/w mlost[0] 0 this is the first of four threshold registers. these threshold registers are addressed by the threshold_select[1:0] field of the pm configuration field of the ingress pm ram data. the threshold given below applies to both received forward monitoring and backward reporting cells. mlost[11:0]: mlost[11:0] is the binary representation of the threshold of lost cells per performance monitoring block required to declare a severely errored cell block of lost cells (secb lost). the number of lost cells is not counted if this threshold is exceeded (the secb lost counter will be incremented instead). if mlost[11:0] is a binary zero, secb lost is not declared as a result of excessive lost cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 309 register 0x21a: ingress performance monitoring threshold b1 register 0x21b: ingress performance monitoring threshold b2 register 0x21c: ingress performance monitoring threshold c1 register 0x21d: ingress performance monitoring threshold c2 register 0x21e: ingress performance monitoring threshold d1 register 0x21f: ingress performance monitoring threshold d2

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 310 register 0x220: ingress cell processor routing configuration bit type function default 15 r/w crc10toup 0 14 r/w dropcrc10 0 13 r/w actdetoocif 0 12 r/w sysmantoocif 0 11 r/w dropinvptivci 0 10 r/w dropbrm 0 9 r/w dropfrm 0 8 r/w badvctoup 0 7r/wbrmtoup0 6r/wfrmtoup0 5 r/w actdetoup 0 4 r/w invptivcitoup 0 3 r/w undeftoup 0 2 r/w sysmantoup 0 1 r/w dropcrcerm 0 0 r/w pmtoup 0 pmtoup: if this bit is logic 1, all performance monitoring oam cells are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface at flow end-points. regardless of the state of this bit, all pm oam cells are output to the ingress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end-point for that ingress connection. dropcrcerm: if this bit is logic 1, all forward and backward rm cells with an incorrect crc- 10 are discarded. if this bit is logic 0, then all forward and backward rm cells are output to the ingress output cell interface regardless of whether their crc-10 is correct or not.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 311 sysmantoup: if this bit is logic 1, all system management oam cells are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface at flow end-points. regardless of the state of this bit, all system management oam cells are output to the ingress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end-point for that ingress connection. undeftoup: if the undeftoup bit is logic 1, all oam cells with an undefined oam type or function type value are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface at flow end-points. regardless of the state of this bit, all oam cells with an undefined oam type or function type value are output to the ingress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end point for that ingress connection. invptivcitoup: if the invptivcitoup bit is logic 1, all f5 (vcc) cells with an invalid pti field (pti=111) and all f4 (vpc) cells with an invalid vci field (vci 7 through 15) are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. the dropinvptivci register bit determines whether cells with invalid pti or vci fields are passed to the ingress output cell interface. actdetoup: if the actdetoup bit is logic 1, all activate/deactivate oam cells are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface at flow end-points. if the s/uni- atlas-1k800 is not a flow end-point for the connection, the activate/deactivate cells are not copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface regardless of the state of this bit, all activate/deactivate cells are passed to the ingress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end point for that ingress connection. frmtoup: if the frmtoup bit is logic 1, all forward rm cells are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. forward rm cells are identified by a zero in the dir bit position of the payload in conjunction with pti=110 for vc-rm cells and by vci=6 for vp-rm cells. if the vprmsel register bit of the ingress search engine configuration register is logic 1, vp-rm cells are further qualified by pti=110.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 312 brmtoup: if the brmtoup bit is logic 1, all backward rm cells are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. backward rm cells are identified by a one in the dir bit position of the payload in conjunction with pti=110 for vc-rm cells and vci=6 for vp-rm cells. if the vprmsel register bit of the ingress search engine configuration register is logic 1, vp-rm cells are further qualified by pti=110. badvctoup: if the badvctoup bit is logic 1, all cells with an unprovisioned vpi/vci are routed to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. if this bit is logic 0, those cells are discarded by the s/uni-atlas-1k800. dropfrm: if the dropfrm bit is logic 1, all forward rm cells are dropped (i.e. not output to the ingress output cell interface). regardless of the state of this bit, forward rm cells can be routed to the ingress microprocessor cell interface if the frmtoup bit is set. dropbrm: if the dropbrm bit is logic 1, all backward rm cells are dropped (i.e. not output to the ingress output cell interface). regardless of the state of this bit, backward rm cells can be routed to the ingress microprocessor cell interface if the brmtoup bit is set. dropinvptivci: if this bit is logic 1, all f4 (vcc) cells with pti=111 and all f5 (vpc) cells with a vci of 7 through 15 are not routed to the ingress output cell interface. if dropinvptivci is logic 0, these cells are passed transparently. sysmantoocif: if the sysmantoocif bit is logic 1, all system management cells are routed to the ingress output cell interface. if the sysmantoocif is logic 0, then at flow end-points, all system management cells are dropped. regardless of the state of this bit, all system management cells are routed to the ingress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not a flow end-point for that connection.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 313 actdetoocif: if the actdetoocif bit is logic 1, all activate/deactivate cells are routed to the ingress output cell interface. if actdetoocif is logic 0, then at flow end points, all activate/deactivate cells are dropped. regardless of the state of this bit, all activate/deactivate cells are routed to the ingress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not a flow end point for that ingress connection. dropcrc10: if the dropcrc10 bit is logic 1, all oam cells with an errored crc-10 are dropped (i.e. not routed to the ingress output cell interface). regardless of the state of this bit, if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is a flow end-point, all oam cells with an errored crc-10 are dropped. crc10toup: if the crc10toup bit is logic 1, all oam cells or rm cells with an errored crc-10 are copied to the ingress microprocessor cell interface. regardless of the state of this bit, the dropcrc10 bit determines whether or not the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will route errored oam cells to the ingress output cell interface.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 314 register 0x221: ingress oam cell generation configuration bit type function default 15 r/w aisccp[15] 0 14 r/w aisccp[14] 0 13 r/w aisccp[13] 0 12 r/w aisccp[12] 0 11 r/w aisccp[11] 0 10 r/w aisccp[10] 0 9 r/w aisccp[9] 0 8 r/w aisccp[8] 0 7 r/w aisccp[7] 0 6 r/w aisccp[6] 0 5 r/w aisccp[5] 1 4 r/w aisccp[4] 0 3 r/w aisccp[3] 0 2 r/w aisccp[2] 0 1 r/w aisccp[1] 0 0 r/w aisccp[0] 0 aisccp[15:0]: aisccp[15:0] sets the number of cell intervals between generation of ais or cc cells into the ingress output cell interface. this is to prevent an excessive number of ais/cc cells to be generated back-to-back by the s/uni-atlas-1k800. a cell interval is defined to be 32 (i.e. assuming cells to be of 64 bytes) isysclk clocks. the minimum rate of transfer is 1 in 65535 cell intervals. when aisccp[15:0] = 0x0000 back-to-back generation of ais/cc cells into the ingress output cell interface is possible. the default is set to 1 in 32 cell intervals.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 315 register 0x222: ingress per-phy ais cell generation control 1 bit type function default 15 r/w ais15 0 14 r/w ais14 0 13 r/w ais13 0 12 r/w ais12 0 11 r/w ais11 0 10 r/w ais10 0 9 r/w ais9 0 8 r/w ais8 0 7 r/w ais7 0 6 r/w ais6 0 5 r/w ais5 0 4 r/w ais4 0 3 r/w ais3 0 2 r/w ais2 0 1 r/w ais1 0 0 r/w ais0 0 aisx: aisx enables the generation of ais cells for phy x, where x is from 0 to 15. if aisx is a logic 1, end-to-end ais cells are generated to the ingress output cell interface once per second (nominally) for every connection associated with phyx which is not an end-to-end point. if aisx is a logic 0, ais cell generation on a per-phy basis is disabled. the phyid[4:0] field in the ingress vc table identifies a connection?s associated phy.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 316 register 0x223: ingress per-phy ais cell generation control 2 bit type function default 15 r/w ais31 0 14 r/w ais30 0 13 r/w ais29 0 12 r/w ais28 0 11 r/w ais27 0 10 r/w ais26 0 9 r/w ais25 0 8 r/w ais24 0 7 r/w ais23 0 6 r/w ais22 0 5 r/w ais21 0 4 r/w ais20 0 3 r/w ais19 0 2 r/w ais18 0 1 r/w ais17 0 0 r/w ais16 0 aisx: aisx enables the generation of ais cells for phy x, where x is from 16 to 31. if aisx is a logic 1, end-to-end ais cells are generated to the ingress output cell interface once per second (nominally) for every connection associated with phyx which is not an end-to-end point. if aisx is a logic 0, ais cell generation on a per-phy basis is disabled. the phyid[4:0] field in the ingress vc table identifies a connection?s associated phy.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 317 register 0x224: ingress per-phy rdi cell generation control 1 bit type function default 15 r/w rdi15 0 14 r/w rdi14 0 13 r/w rdi13 0 12 r/w rdi12 0 11 r/w rdi11 0 10 r/w rdi10 0 9 r/w rdi9 0 8 r/w rdi8 0 7 r/w rdi7 0 6 r/w rdi6 0 5 r/w rdi5 0 4 r/w rdi4 0 3 r/w rdi3 0 2 r/w rdi2 0 1 r/w rdi1 0 0 r/w rdi0 0 rdix: rdix enables the generation of rdi cells on a per-phy basis for phy x, where x is from 0 to 15. if rdix is a logic 1, rdi cells for every connection (which is configured as an end-to-end point) associated with phy x, are generated once per second (nominally) to the egress output cell interface (through the egress backward oam cell interface). if rdix is a logic 0, rdi cell generation on a per-phy basis is disabled. the phyid[4:0] field in the ingress vc table identifies a connection?s associated phy. if rdix is logic 1, only end-to-end rdi cells are generated.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 318 register 0x225: ingress per-phy rdi cell generation control 2 bit type function default 15 r/w rdi31 0 14 r/w rdi30 0 13 r/w rdi29 0 12 r/w rdi28 0 11 r/w rdi27 0 10 r/w rdi26 0 9 r/w rdi25 0 8 r/w rdi24 0 7 r/w rdi23 0 6 r/w rdi22 0 5 r/w rdi21 0 4 r/w rdi20 0 3 r/w rdi19 0 2 r/w rdi18 0 1 r/w rdi17 0 0 r/w rdi16 0 rdix: rdix enables the generation of rdi cells on a per-phy basis for phy x, where x is from 16 to 31. if rdix is a logic 1, rdi cells for every connection (which is configured as an end-to-end point) associated with phy x, are generated once per second (nominally) to the egress output cell interface (through the egress backward oam cell interface). if rdix is a logic 0, rdi cell generation on a per-phy basis is disabled. the phyid[4:0] field in the ingress vc table identifies a connection?s associated phy. if rdix is logic 1, only end-to-end rdi cells are generated.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 319 register 0x226: ingress oam defect type0 and 1 bit type function default 15 r/w dt2[7] 0 14 r/w dt2[6] 1 13 r/w dt2[5] 1 12 r/w dt2[4] 0 11 r/w dt2[3] 1 10 r/w dt2[2] 0 9 r/w dt2[1] 1 8 r/w dt2[0] 0 7 r/w dt1[7] 0 6 r/w dt1[6] 1 5 r/w dt1[5] 1 4 r/w dt1[4] 0 3 r/w dt1[3] 1 2 r/w dt1[2] 0 1 r/w dt1[1] 1 0 r/w dt1[0] 0 dt1[7:0] and dt2[7:0]: this register contains the defect type data that is inserted into generated ais cells. the defect type field is inserted into generated rdi cells when the send_rdi_segment or send_rdi_end_to_end bits are logic 1 (i.e. forced insertion of rdi cells rather than generation of rdi cells as a result of autordi) or when an rdi cell is generated as a result of the cc_rdi function. the selection dt0-dt15 is selected on a per-vc basis, controlled by the defect type[3:0] bits in the ingress vc table.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 320 register 0x227: ingress oam defect type 2 and 3 register 0x228: ingress oam defect type 4 and 5 register 0x229:  ingress oam defect type 6 and 7 register 0x22a: ingress oam defect type 8 and 9 register 0x22b: ingress oam defect type 10 and 11 register 0x22c: ingress oam defect type 12 and 13 register 0x22d: ingress oam defect type 14 and 15

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 321 register 0x22e: ingress oam defect location octets 0 & 1 bit type function default 15 r/w dl[15] 0 14 r/w dl[14] 1 13 r/w dl[13] 1 12 r/w dl[12] 0 11 r/w dl[11] 1 10 r/w dl[10] 0 9 r/w dl[9] 1 8 r/w dl[8] 0 7 r/w dl[7] 0 6 r/w dl[6] 1 5 r/w dl[5] 1 4 r/w dl[4] 0 3 r/w dl[3] 1 2 r/w dl[2] 0 1 r/w dl[1] 1 0 r/w dl[0] 0 dl[15:0]: this register contains the defect location data lsb which is inserted into generated ais cells. the defect location is also inserted into rdi cells when the send_rdi_segment or send_rdi_end_to_end register bits are asserted (i.e. forced insertion of rdi cells rather than generation of rdi cells as a - result of autordi) and when rdi cells are generated as a result of the cc_rdi process. this is the least significant 16-bits of the defect location field. note the defect location defaults to 6a6a6a6a6a6a6a6a6a6a6a6a6a6a6a6a hex.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 322 register 0x22f: ingress defect location octets 2 & 3 register 0x230: ingress defect location octets 4 & 5 register 0x231:  ingress defect location octets 6 & 7 register 0x232:  ingress defect location octets 8 & 9 register 0x233: ingress defect location octets 10 & 11 register 0x234: ingress defect location octets 12 & 13 register 0x235: ingress defect location octets 14 & 15

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 323 register 0x236: ingress cell counting configuration 1 bit type function default 15 r/w count2[7] 0 14 r/w count2[6] 0 13 r/w count2[5] 0 12 r/w count2[4] 0 11 r/w count2[3] 0 10 r/w count2[2] 0 9 r/w count2[1] 0 8 r/w count2[0] 0 7 r/w count1[7] 0 6 r/w count1[6] 0 5 r/w count1[5] 0 4 r/w count1[4] 0 3 r/w count1[3] 0 2 r/w count1[2] 0 1 r/w count1[1] 0 0 r/w count1[0] 0

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 324 this register is addressed when the count_type bit of the ingress vc table is set to logic 0. count1[7:0]: the count1[7:0] controls which cells the ingress cell processor includes in its first per-connection 32-bit cell count. the count1[7:0] field is programmed as follows: cell type cells with pti=111 (f5 only) and vci = 7 to 15 (f4 only) rm cells oam cells user cells clp bit0101010 1 regist er bit count1 [0] count1 [1] count1 [2] count1 [3] count1 [4] count1 [5] count1 [6] count1 [7] a logic 1 written to any of the count1[7:0] bits enables counting on that particular stream. for example, to enable counting of clp=0+1 user and oam cells only, the register configuration would be count1[7:0] = 0xf0. if count1[7:0] = 0x00, the first generic cell count for all connections is disabled. count2[7:0]: the count2[7:0] register bits controls which cells the ingress cell processor includes in its second per-connection 32-bit cell count. the count2[7:0] field is programmed exactly the same as the count1[7:0] field.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 325 register 0x237: ingress cell counting configuration 2 bit type function default 15 r/w count2[7] 0 14 r/w count2[6] 0 13 r/w count2[5] 0 12 r/w count2[4] 0 11 r/w count2[3] 0 10 r/w count2[2] 0 9 r/w count2[1] 0 8 r/w count2[0] 0 7 r/w count1[7] 0 6 r/w count1[6] 0 5 r/w count1[5] 0 4 r/w count1[4] 0 3 r/w count1[3] 0 2 r/w count1[2] 0 1 r/w count1[1] 0 0 r/w count1[0] 0 this register is addressed when the count bit of the ingress vc table is set to logic 1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 326 count1[7:0]: the count1[7:0] controls which cells the ingress cell processor includes in its first per-connection 32-bit cell count. the count1[7:0] field is programmed as follows: cell type cells with pti=111 (f5) or vci=7 to 15 (f4) (see note 1) rm cells oam cells user cells (see note 2) clp bit 0101010 1 register bit count1 [0] count1 [1] count1 [2] count1 [3] count1 [4] count1 [5] count1 [6] count1 [7] a logic 1 written to any of the count1[7:0] bits enables counting on that particular stream. for example, to enable counting of clp=0+1 user and oam cells only, the register configuration would be count1[7:0] = 0xf0. if count1[7:0] = 0x00, the first generic cell count for all connections is disabled. note 1: cells in this category which are declared as user cells in the f4 pm flow vci map or f5 pm flow pti map are counted as user cells rather than in this category. physical layer cells are always counted in this category. note 2: user cells includes cells from any pti/vci which is marked as a user cell in the f4 pm flow vci map or f5 pm flow pti map, other than f4 rm cells for f4 connections or f5 rm cells for f5 connections. cells with vci=1, 2, or 5 are always counted in this category. count2[7:0]: the count2[7:0] register bits controls which cells the ingress cell processor includes in its second per-connection 32-bit cell count. the count2[7:0] field is programmed in exactly the manner as the count1[7:0] field.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 327 register 0x238: ingress cell processor configuration 2 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 r/w iaiscopy 0 9 r/w f4saisf5eais 0 8 r/w f4saisf5erdi 0 7 r/w f4eaisf5eais 0 6 r/w f4eaisf5srdi 0 5r/wforcecc0 4 r/w alternate_count 0 3 r/w bcifp1p2 0 2r/w mfl 0 1 r/w bcifhecudf 0 0 r/w counterwrap 0 counterwrap: if counterwrap is logic 1, the per-connection ingress vc table counts do not saturate at all ones, rather, they rollover. if counterwrap is logic 0, these counts saturate at all ones. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the per-connection counts are polled often enough to avoid saturation or rollover. bcifhecudf: if this bit is logic 1, the hec field of the output header word and the udf field of the ingress vc table are used to overwrite the hec/udf fields of generated rdi and backward monitoring pm cells which are looped inside the s/uni-atlas-1k800. if both bcifhecudf and bcifp1p2 are logic 0, the ingress vc table record address overwrites the hec/udf fields of the generated rdi and backward monitoring pm cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 328 mfl the maximum frame length (mfl) bit determines whether or not the mfl conformance test is performed when the guaranteed frame rate (gfr) policing is enabled. if mfl is logic 1, the mfl test is used, and the maximum frame length field of the ingress vc table (at isa[19:16]=1010) is used to denote the maximum permissible frame length. if mfl is logic 0, the maximum frame length conformance test is performed using the maximum frame length count value programmed in the maximum frame length count register, and no physical ram need be populated for the maximum frame length field. if the maximum frame length field of the ingress vc table is set to all zeros, this disables the mfl conformance test when mfl is a logic 1. if mfl is a logic 0, the mfl conformance test can be disabled by setting the maximum frame length count (mflc[10:0]) to all ones. bcifp1p2: if this bit is logic 1 and bcifhecudf is logic 0, the prepo1 and prepo2 fields of the ingress vc table are used to overwrite the hec/udf fields of generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells sent to the backward oam cell interface. bcifhecudf takes precedence over bcifp1p2. if both bcifhecudf and bcifp1p2 are logic 0, the ingress vc table record address overwrites the hec/udf fields of the generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells. alternate_count: the alternate_count bit determines at which row, the per-connection cell counts in the ingress vc table are incremented. if the alternate_count bit is logic 0, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 maintains the per-connection cell counts for the ingress vc table at isa[19:16]=0110. if the alternate_count is logic 1, the counts are maintained at isa[19:16]=1001. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the count locations are cleared before the s/uni-atlas-1k800 begins incrementing at these locations. forcecc: the forcecc bit controls whether or not the insertion of cc cells is dependent on the user cell traffic. if forcecc is logic 0, cc cells are only generated if the cc_activate_segment or cc_activate_end_to_end per- connection bits are logic 1 and if no user cells have been transmitted within one second (nominal). if forcecc is logic 1, cc cells are generated at a rate of once per second (nominal) if the cc_activate_segment or cc_activate_end_to_end bits are logic 1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 329 f4eaisf5srdi: the f4eaisf5srdi register bit controls the generation of f5 segment rdi cells upon the reception of an f4 end-to-end ais cell. when this bit is logic 1, a segment vc-rdi cell will be generated when an end-to-end vpc-ais cell is terminated at a vpc end-to-end point and an associated vcc segment end- point is switched from that vpc. if this bit is logic 0, a segment vc-rdi cell will not be generated in this circumstance. f4eaisf5eais: the f4eaisf5eais register bit controls the generation of f5 end-to-end ais cells upon the reception of an f4 end-to-end ais cell. when this bit is logic 1, an end-to-end vc-ais cell will be generated when an end-to-end vpc-ais cell is terminated at a vpc end-to-end point, and an associated vcc segment end-point is switched from that vpc. if this bit is logic 0, an end-to- end vc-ais cell will not be generated in this circumstance. f4saisf5erdi: the f4saisf5erdi register bit controls the generation of f5 end-to-end rdi cells upon the reception of an f4 segment ais cell. if this bit is logic 1, an end-to-end vc-rdi cell will be generated when a segment vpc-ais cell is terminated at a vpc segment end-point. if this bit is logic 0, an end-to-end vc-rdi cell will not be generated in this circumstance. f4saisf5eais: the f4saisf5eais register bit controls the generation of f5 end-to-end ais cells upon the reception of an f4 segment ais cell. if this bit is logic 1, an end-to-end vc-ais cell will be generated when a segment vpc-ais cell is terminated at a vpc segment end-point. if this bit is logic 0, an end-to-end ais cell will not be generated in this circumstance. iaiscopy: if the iaiscopy register bit is logic 1, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 copies the defect location and defect type fields of all received segment and end-to- end ais cells to the ingress vc table. these fields are used when segment or end-to-end rdi cells are generated as a result of the autordi process. if iaiscopy is logic 0, then the fields are not copied to the ingress vc table, and ram need not be populated for these locations. if these rows are not provisioned, then the rdi cells will contain the local defect type selected by the defect_type field in the configuration field of the ingress vc table, and will contain the default 0x6a6a pattern in the defect location field.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 330 register 0x239: maximum frame length count register bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 r/w mflc[10] 1 9 r/w mflc[9] 1 8 r/w mflc[8] 1 7 r/w mflc[7] 1 6 r/w mflc[6] 1 5 r/w mflc[5] 1 4 r/w mflc[4] 1 3 r/w mflc[3] 1 2 r/w mflc[2] 1 1 r/w mflc[1] 1 0 r/w mflc[0] 1 mflc[10:0]: the maximum frame length count, mflc[10:0] is provided as an alternative to the maximum frame length field of the ingress vc table. if the mfl bit of the ingress cell processor configuration 2 register is set to logic 0, the mflc[10:0] is used in place of the maximum frame length field when performing the mfl conformance test of the generic frame rate policing. if the mfl bit is set to logic 0, the mfl conformance test can be disabled by setting the mflc[10:0] to all ones.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 331 register 0x23a: ingress vc table change of connection status data (lsw) bit type function default 15 r cosdata[15] x 14 r cosdata[14] x 13 r cosdata[13] x 12 r cosdata[12] x 11 r cosdata[11] x 10 r cosdata[10] x 9 r cosdata[9] x 8 r cosdata[8] x 7 r cosdata[7] x 6 r cosdata[6] x 5 r cosdata[5] x 4 r cosdata[4] x 3 r cosdata[3] x 2 r cosdata[2] x 1 r cosdata[1] x 0 r cosdata[0] x cosdata[15:0]: this register contains the 16-bit connection id of a connection in the ingress vc table which has undergone a change in connection state. this is the least significant 16-bits of data in the ingress change of state fifo. the cosdata[15:0] data are valid if the cosvalid bit is logic 1 and busy bit is logic 0 in register 0x23b. the cos fifo read pointer is incremented when this register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 332 register 0x23b: ingress vc table change of connection status data (msw) bit type function default 15 r cosfull x 14 r cosvalid x 13 r busy x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 r cosdata[25] x 8 r cosdata[24] x 7 r cosdata[23] x 6 r cosdata[22] x 5 r cosdata[21] x 4 r cosdata[20] x 3 r cosdata[19] x 2 r cosdata[18] x 1 r cosdata[17] x 0 r cosdata[16] x cosdata[25:16]: the cos[25:16] field contains the end-point information and status field of a connection whose address is identified by the cos[15:0] register. cosdata[25] is the segment end-point bit (if this bit is logic 1, the connection is configured as a segment end-point), cosdata[24] is the end- to-end point bit (if this bit is logic 1, the connection is configured as an end- to-end point), cosdata[23:16] is the status field (lsb justified with cosdata[23:21] set to logic 0) of the connection. the presence of data in this register indicates that the connection has undergone a change in connection state.  this is the most significant 8-bits of the ingress change of state fifo.  the cosvalid and busy register bits indicate whether or not the data in this register are valid. the cos fifo read pointer is updated when the ingress vc table change of connection status data lsw register is read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 333 busy: if busy is logic 1, the cos fifo read-pointer is being updated. when busy is asserted, the cosvalid bit is undefined. when busy is deasserted, the state of the cosvalid bit is defined. cosvalid: if this bit is logic 1, the data in this register and the ingress vc table change of connection status data (lsw) are valid. the cosvalid bit is defined only when the busy bit is logic 0. cosfull: if this register bit is logic 1, the ingress change of state fifo is full, and no more change of connection state data can be written into the fifo. this will suspend the ingress background process, which monitors the connection for changes in the connection state. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure this register is read often enough to ensure the notification of changes in connection state are compliant to bellcore and itu standards.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 334 register 0x23c: ingress cell processor f4-pm flow vci map bit type function default 15 r/w vci_15 0 14 r/w vci_14 0 13 r/w vci_13 0 12 r/w vci_12 0 11 r/w vci_11 0 10 r/w vci_10 0 9 r/w vci_9 0 8 r/w vci_8 0 7 r/w vci_7 0 6 r/w vci_6 0 5 r/w vci_5 1 4 unused x 3 unused x 2 r/w vci_2 1 1 r/w vci_1 1 0 r/w vci_0 0 vci_x: this register maps which vci values are included in f4 performance monitoring flows maintained by the ingress cell processor. this register is provided to guard against possible changes in itu and bellcore standards. setting any of these register bits to logic 1 ensures they will be included in f4 pm flows.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 335 register 0x23d: ingress cell processor f5-pm flow pti map bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 r/w f5rm_f4pm 1 7 r/w pti_7 0 6 r/w pti_6 0 5 unused x 4 unused x 3 r/w pti_3 1 2 r/w pti_2 1 1 r/w pti_1 1 0 r/w pti_0 1 pti_x: this register maps which pti values are included in f5 performance monitoring flows maintained by the ingress cell processor. this register is provided to guard against possible changes in itu and bellcore standards. setting any of these register bits to logic 1 ensures they will be included in f5 pm flows. f5rm_f4pm: this bit determines whether or not f5 rm cells (forward and backward) and included in f4 pm flows. if this bit is logic 0, then f5 rm cells are not included (i.e. they are not considered to be user cells) in f4 pm flows. if this bit is logic 1 (default), then f5 rm cells are included in f4 pm flows.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 336 register 0x23e: ingress paced fwd pm cell generation bit type function default 15 r/w fwdpmp[15] 0 14 r/w fwdpmp[14] 0 13 r/w fwdpmp[13] 0 12 r/w fwdpmp[12] 0 11 r/w fwdpmp[11] 0 10 r/w fwdpmp[10] 0 9 r/w fwdpmp[9] 0 8 r/w fwdpmp[8] 0 7 r/w fwdpmp[7] 0 6 r/w fwdpmp[6] 0 5 r/w fwdpmp [5] 1 4 r/w fwdpmp [4] 0 3 r/w fwdpmp [3] 0 2 r/w fwdpmp [2] 0 1 r/w fwdpmp [1] 0 0 r/w fwdpmp [0] 0 fwdpmp [15:0]: fwdpm[15:0] sets the number of cell intervals between generation of successive forward monitoring pm cells into the ingress cell stream. this is to prevent an excessive number of forward monitoring pm cells to be generated simultaneously by the s/uni-atlas-1k800. a cell interval is defined to be 32 (i.e. assuming cells to be of 64 bytes) isysclk clocks. the minimum rate of transfer is 1 in 65536 cell intervals. when fwdpmp[15:0] = 0x0000 back-to-back generation of fwd pm cells into the ingress cell stream is possible. the default is set to 1 in 32 cell interval.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 337 register 0x23f: ingress vc table maximum index bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9r/wmax[9]0 8r/wmax[8]0 7r/wmax[7]0 6r/wmax[6]0 5r/wmax[5]0 4r/wmax[4]0 3r/wmax[3]0 2r/wmax[2]0 1r/wmax[1]0 0r/wmax[0]0 max[9:0]: the max[9:0] bits represent the current maximum ingress vc table index (isa[9:0]). it is used by the background processes of the ingress vc table as the first connection upon which the background processes act. the index decrements with each subsequent connection serviced. an accurate value in this location maximizes the efficiency of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. fixing this register guarantees that all 1024 connections will be serviced by the background processes. setting max[19:0] to all zeros effectively halts the background tasks for all locations except isa[9:0]=0x0000.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 338 register 0x240: ingress per-phy aps indication 1 bit type function default 15 r/w aps15 1 14 r/w aps14 1 13 r/w aps13 1 12 r/w aps12 1 11 r/w aps11 1 10 r/w aps10 1 9 r/w aps9 1 8 r/w aps8 1 7 r/w aps7 1 6 r/w aps6 1 5 r/w aps5 1 4 r/w aps4 1 3 r/w aps3 1 2 r/w aps2 1 1 r/w aps1 1 0 r/w aps0 1 apsx: the apsx register bits indicate that automatic protection switching for phy x exists. if apsx is logic 1, then when a segment vp-ais cell is terminated, an end-to-end vp-ais cell will not be generated. if apsx is logic 0, then when a segment vp-ais cell is terminated, an end-to-end vp-ais cell will be generated (assuming that end-to-end vpc-ais cells are not being received). the phyid[4:0] field in the ingress vc table identifies the phy device associated with a connection.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 339 register 0x241: ingress per-phy aps indication 2 bit type function default 15 r/w aps31 1 14 r/w aps30 1 13 r/w aps29 1 12 r/w aps28 1 11 r/w aps27 1 10 r/w aps26 1 9 r/w aps25 1 8 r/w aps24 1 7 r/w aps23 1 6 r/w aps22 1 5 r/w aps21 1 4 r/w aps20 1 3 r/w aps19 1 2 r/w aps18 1 1 r/w aps17 1 0 r/w aps16 1 apsx: the apsx register bits indicate that automatic protection switching for phy x exists. if apsx is logic 1, then when a segment vp-ais cell is terminated, an end-to-end vp-ais cell will not be generated. if apsx is logic 0, then when a segment vp-ais cell is terminated, and end-to-end vp-ais cell will be generated. the phyid[4:0] field in the ingress vc table identifies the phy device associated with a connection.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 340 register 0x280: egress cell processor configuration #1 bit type function default 15 r/w badvctoup 0 14 r/w counterwrap 0 13 r/w hbtotoup 0 12 r/w upurs 0 11 r/w vcrastuff 0 10 r/w cos 0 9 r/w autordi 0 8 r/w count 0 7r/w pm 0 6 r/w gfc 0 5 r/w gvpivci 0 4 r/w phyidinhec 0 3 r/w addrparityen 0 2 r/w cntundef 0 1 r/w genphyid_0 0 0 r/w vprmsel 0 vprmsel: the vprmsel bit controls the identification of the vpc resource management (vp-rm) cells. if vprmsel is a logic 0, vp-rm cells are identified by a vci=6, the pti field is ignored. if vprmsel is a logic 1, vp- rm cells are identified by a vci=6 and a pti=110. if the pti field is not equal to 110, the cell is flagged as invalid and optionally can be routed to the egress microprocessor cell interface by the downstream block. genphyid_0: if the genphyid_0 bit is a logic 1, generated oam cells (ais, cc, pm) will be transmitted to phy 0, independent of the phyid field in the egress vc table. this assumes that all incoming cells are destined for phy 0. if the genphyid_0 bit is a logic 0, generated oam cells will take their phyid from the egress vc table.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 341 cntundef: if the cntundef bit is a logic 1, oam cells with undefined oam type and function type fields are included in the count of errored oam cells. this also results in the assertion of the e_oamerri interrupt. if cntundef is a logic 0, only oam cells with crc-10 errors are included in the per-phy count of errored oam cells. the assertion of the e_oamerri interrupt will also be suppressed in this case. addrparityen: if addrparityen is logic 1, then parity protection is enabled over the connection lookup address. this assumes that parity exists in the external sram, and is connected appropriately to the esd[31:0] and esp[3:0] pins. the badvctoup bit (this register) describes what happens to a cell if a parity error occurs. if addrparityen is logic 0, parity protection is disabled and external sram parity is not required. phyidinhec: if phyidinhec is logic 1, the hec byte of input cells is substituted with the contents of the phyid field in the egress vc table (lsb justified with the 3 msbs set to logic 0). generated rdi and backward reporting pm cells also have their hec byte overwritten in this manner. if phyidinhec is logic 0, the hec byte of input cells is passed transparently. gvpivci: if gvpivci is logic 1, egress header translation (of the vpi/vci fields) is globally enabled. the vpi/vci bytes of atm cells are replaced with the vpi/vci fields in the egress vc table. if the connection is an f4 (the vci field in the search key is coded as all zeros), then the vci field is passed through transparently. if gvpivci is logic 0, the incoming vpi/vci fields are passed through unaltered. gfc: the gfc bit determines if the gfc field in the atm cell header is overwritten or passed through unaltered. if gfc is logic 1, the gfc field in the incoming cell is passed transparently. if gfc is logic 0, the gfc field is replaced by the contents of the egress vc table. the gfc bit has no effect if the connection belongs to a nni. pm: if the pm bit is logic 1, performance monitoring is globally enabled. if the pm bit is logic 0, all performance monitoring cells are ignored at end-to-end points and segment-end points, and no statistics are maintained at intermediate points.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 342 count: if the count bit is logic 1, per-connection cell counting is globally enabled. if the count bit is logic 0, the two generic cell counts in the egress vc table are not maintained, and no physical memory need be provided at those locations. autordi: the autordi bit enables the generation of segment and end-to-end rdi cells while in an ais alarm or continuity alarm state. if autordi is logic 1, an rdi cell is transmitted (and looped from the egress cell processor to the ingress cell stream) immediately upon the reception of the first ais cell at a flow end-point (if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is an end-to-end point for that connection, an end-to-end rdi cell will be generated, if the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 is a segment end point, a segment rdi cell will be generated, and if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is both a segment and end-to-end point, both types of rdi cells will be generated) and once per second thereafter until the ais state is exited. similarly, if the cc_rdi bit in the egress vc table is set, rdi cells are generated once per second if no user or cc cells have been received in the last 3.5 +/- 0.5 seconds. rdi cells can also be transmitted if the send_rdi_segment and send_rdi_end_to_end bits in the egress vc table are set (this is independent of the autordi bit).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 343 cos: the change of state fifo enable (cos) bit enables the monitoring of changes in connection state in the egress direction. if cos is logic 1, all egress connections which undergo changes in state (e.g. ais or cc alarm states) can be logged in a change of state fifo. this fifo is 256 entries deep and holds a copy of the per-connection status field of the egress vc table. using this feature eliminates the need to periodically poll each connection to determine if any changes in state have occurred. if the cos fifo becomes full, background processes which monitor for changes in connection state will be suspended until such time as the fifo becomes able to accept notifications of changes in state. therefore, it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the cos fifo is read often enough so that changes in state remain compliant with the bellcore and itu standards. if cos is logic 0, the cos fifo is disabled, and the background processes will not be suspended. if cos is logic 0, it is the responsibility of the management software to poll each connection to determine changes in connection state (as reflected in the status field of the egress vc table) and notify higher layers of any changes in state. the updating of the cos fifo can be enabled/disabled on a per-connection basis with the cos_enable bit of the of the egress vc table at row esa[19:16] = 0001.. vcrastuff: if the vcrastuff bit is logic 1, all cells routed to the egress microprocessor cell interface have the hec and udf bytes replaced with the egress vc table record address. this enables a microprocessor to immediately determine the location of an egress vc record in its data structure. this feature is provided to enable high speed processing of cells. the extphyid bit of the egress microprocessor cell interface extract fifo control and status register takes precedence over the vcrastuff bit. if the extphyid is set, the hec byte location of extracted cells will contain the phy identification regardless of the state of the vcrastuff bit. upurs: the egress microprocessor user reason symbol (upurs) bit allows a causation word to be prepended to the cell extracted to the egress microprocessor interface. this allows an external microprocessor to immediately determine the reason a cell was routed to the egress microprocessor cell interface. the extracted cell length will be 1 greater than the input cell length. if the input cell length is 32, and the upurs bit is logic one, the first word of the cell (prepend or postpend) will be overwritten with the causation word.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 344 hbtotoup: if the hbtotoup bit is logic 1, then if the cell at the head of the egress backward oam cell interface times out due to a malfunctioning phy, this cell will be copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface for logging and possible insertion in the future. if the hbtotoup is logic 0, then any cell at the head of the egress backward oam cell interface which times out due to a malfunctioning phy will be discarded. counterwrap: the counterwrap bit controls the saturation or rollover of egress vc table counts. if the counterwrap bit is logic 1, then all counts in the egress vc table will rollover. if the counterwrap bit is logic 0, then all counts in the egress vc table will saturate at all ones and never rollover. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the egress vc table counts are polled often enough to ensure they never rollover or saturate. badvctoup:  if the badvctoup bit is logic 1, then a connection lookup error (parity error in the connection address) will cause the cell to be copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface. if the badvctoup bit is logic 0, then a lookup error will result in the cell being discarded.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 345 register 0x281: egress cell processor routing configuration bit type function default 15 r/w crc10toup 0 14 r/w dropcrc10 0 13 r/w actdetoocif 0 12 r/w sysmantoocif 0 11 r/w dropinvptivci 0 10 r/w dropbrm 0 9 r/w dropfrm 0 8 r/w inactivetoup 0 7r/wbrmtoup0 6r/wfrmtoup0 5 r/w actdetoup 0 4 r/w invptivcitoup 0 3 r/w undeftoup 0 2 r/w sysmantoup 0 1 r/w dropcrcerm 0 0 r/w pmtoup 0 pmtoup: if this bit is logic 1, all performance monitoring oam cells are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface at flow end-points. regardless of the state of this bit, all pm oam cells are output to the egress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end-point for that egress connection. dropcrcerm: if this bit is logic 1, all forward and backward rm cells are discarded as a result of an incorrect crc-10. if this bit is logic 0, then all forward and backward rm cells are output to the egress output cell interface regardless of whether their crc-10 is correct or not.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 346 sysmantoup: if this bit is logic 1, all system management oam cells are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface at flow end-points. if this bit is logic 0, system management oam cells are not copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface at flow end-points. regardless of the state of this bit, all system management oam cells are output to the egress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end-point for that egress connection. undeftoup: if the undeftoup bit is logic 1, all oam cells with an undefined oam type or function type value are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface at flow end-points. regardless of the state of this bit, all oam cells with an undefined oam type or function type value are output to the egress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end point for that egress connection. invptivcitoup: if the invptivcitoup bit is logic 1, all f5 (vcc) cells with an invalid pti field (pti=111) and all f4 (vpc) cells with an invalid vci field (vci 7 through 15) are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface. the dropinvptivci register bit determines whether cells with invalid pti or vci fields are passed to the egress output cell interface. actdetoup: if the actdetoup bit is logic 1, all activate/deactivate oam cells are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface at flow end-points. if the s/uni- atlas-1k800 is not a flow end-point for the connection, the activate/deactivate cells are not copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface. regardless of the state of this bit, all activate/deactivate cells are passed to the egress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not an end point for that egress connection. frmtoup: if the frmtoup bit is logic 1, all forward rm cells are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface. forward rm cells are identified by a zero in the dir bit position of the payload in conjunction with pti=110 for vc-rm cells and by vci=6 for vp-rm cells. if the vprmsel register bit of the egress cell processor configuration register is logic 1, vp-rm cells are further qualified by pti=110. brmtoup: if the brmtoup bit is logic 1, all backward rm cells are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface. backward rm cells are identified by a one in

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 347 the dir bit position of the payload in conjunction with pti=110 for vc-rm cells and vci=6 for vp-rm cells. if the vprmsel register bit of the egress cell processor configuration register is logic 1, vp-rm cells are further qualified by pti=110. inactivetoup: if the inactivetoup bit is logic 1, all cells whose direct index lookup has an egress vc table record with the active bit equal to 0 are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface. any received cell for which the egress vc table record has an active bit equal to 0 are unconditionally dropped (i.e. not sent to the egress output cell interface). dropfrm: if the dropfrm bit is logic 1, all forward rm cells are dropped (i.e. not output to the egress output cell interface). regardless of the state of this bit, forward rm cells can be routed to the egress microprocessor cell interface if the frmtoup bit is set. dropbrm: if the dropbrm bit is logic 1, all backward rm cells are dropped (i.e. not output to the egress output cell interface). regardless of the state of this bit, backward rm cells can be routed to the egress microprocessor cell interface if the brmtoup bit is set. dropinvptivci: if this bit is logic 1, all f4 (vcc) cells with pti=111 and all f5 (vpc) cells with a vci of 7 through 15 are not routed to the egress output cell interface. if dropinvptivci is logic 0, these cells are passed transparently. sysmantoocif: if this bit is logic 1, all system management oam cells are not discarded at flow-end points, they are output to the egress output cell interface. if this bit is logic 0, system management oam cells are discarded at flow end-points. regardless of the state of this bit, all system management cells are routed to the egress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not a flow end- point for that connection.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 348 actdetoocif: if the actdetoocif bit is logic 1, all activate/deactivate cells are routed to the egress output cell interface. if actdetoocif is logic 0, then at flow end points, all activate/deactivate cells are dropped. regardless of the state of this bit, all activate/deactivate cells are routed to the egress output cell interface if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is not a flow end point for that egress connection. dropcrc10: if the dropcrc10 bit is logic 1, all oam cells with an errored crc-10 are dropped (i.e. not routed to the egress output cell interface). regardless of the state of this bit, if the s/uni-atlas-1k800 is a flow end-point, all oam cells with an errored crc-10 are dropped. crc10toup: if the crc10toup bit is logic 1, all oam cells and rm cells with an errored crc-10 are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface. regardless of the state of this bit, the dropcrc10 bit determines whether or not the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will route errored oam cells to the egress output cell interface.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 349 register 0x282: egress cell processor direct lookup index configuration 1 bit type function default 15 r/w phy[2] 0 14 r/w phy[1] 0 13 r/w phy[0] 0 12 r/w la[4] 0 11 r/w la[3] 0 10 r/w la[2] 0 9 r/w la[1] 0 8 r/w la[0] 0 7 r/w bcifhecudf 0 6 r/w starta[6] 0 5 r/w starta[5] 0 4 r/w starta[4] 0 3 r/w starta[3] 0 2 r/w starta[2] 0 1 r/w starta[1] 0 0 r/w starta[0] 0 this register holds the starting location and length of the lookup index within the routing word. the egress routing word consists of a phyid field which is appended to the field specified by the la[4:0] and the starta[6:0], and the lb[4:0] and startb[6:0] fields. the phyid forms the msb of the index, the field specified by the lb[4:0] and startb[6:0] fields is the next portion of the index and finally, the la[3:0] and starta[6:0] fields specify the lsb of the index. if the combined fields are less than 16-bits, the index is lsb justified and the msbs are padded with zeros to form a 16-bit index. starta[6:0]: starta[6:0] forms the binary address of the lsb of the lookup index within (fielda) the routing word. starta[6] is the msb of the address.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 350 la[4:0]: la[4:0] gives the fielda length of the lookup index in bits. the length is stored in la[4:0] as binary value with la[4] as msb. valid values for this field range from ?00000? to ?10000.? as a programming example: if a 10 bit lookup index   should be extracted starting at the 120 th  bit of the routing word, we would set la =?01010? (length = 10) and starta=?1110111? (starting address = 119, ending address = 110), i.e. write 0x0a77 to this register. bcifhecudf: if the bcifhecudf bit is logic 1, the hec and udf fields are used for the direct lookup index for cells received from the egress backward oam cell interface. this allows the management software to use the hec and udf fields to specify an egress vc table address for cells that are inserted into the egress cell stream. if this bit is logic 0, the egress cell processor uses the lookup index field to lookup cells received from the egress backward oam cell interface in exactly the same manner as cells received from the egress input cell interface.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 351 phy[2:0]: the contents of phy[2:0] determine the number of phy id bits in lookup index. if less than all five phy address lines should be considered during the index search (as in the case where only a single phy interface is used) then phy[2:0] must be programmed with the values below. phy[2] phy[1] phy[0] number of phy id bits in primary key 1 1 1 reserved 1 1 0 reserved 101 5 100 4 011 3 010 2 001 1 000 0 (single phy interface)

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 352 register 0x283: egress cell processor direct lookup index configuration 2 bit type function default 15 r/w lbtoupxlat 0 14 r/w forcecc 0 13 r/w eaiscopy 0 12 r/w lb[4] 0 11 r/w lb[3] 0 10 r/w lb[2] 0 9 r/w lb[1] 0 8 r/w lb[0] 0 7 r/w alternate_count 0 6 r/w startb[6] 0 5 r/w startb[5] 0 4 r/w startb[4] 0 3 r/w startb[3] 0 2 r/w startb[2] 0 1 r/w startb[1] 0 0 r/w startb[0] 0 startb[6:0] startb[6:0] forms the binary address of the second portion of the lookup index within the routing word. startb[6] is the msb of the address. lb[4:0]: lb[4:0] gives the length of the lookup index in bits. the length is stored in lb[4:0] as binary value with lb[4] as msb. valid values for this field range from ?00000? to ?10000.? as a programming example: if a 10 bit lookup index should be extracted starting at the 120 th  bit of the routing word, we would set lb =?01010? (length = 10) and startb=?1110111? (starting address = 119), i.e. write 0x0a77 to this register.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 353 alternate_count: the alternate_count bit determines at which row, the per-connection cell counts in the egress vc table are incremented. if the alternate_count bit is logic 0, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 maintains the per-connection cell counts for the egress vc table at ead[19:16]=0100 and 0101. if the alternate_count is logic 1, the counts are maintained at ead [19:16]=0110 and 0111. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the count locations are cleared before the s/uni-atlas-1k800 begins incrementing at these locations. eaiscopy: if the eaiscopy register bit is logic 1, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 copies the defect location and defect type fields of all received segment and end-to- end ais cells to the egress vc table. these fields are used when segment or end-to-end rdi cells are generated as a result of the autordi process. if eaiscopy is logic 0, then the fields are not copied to the egress vc table, and ram need not be populated for these locations. if these rows are not provisioned, then the rdi cells will contain the local defect type selected by the defect_type field in the configuration field of the egress vc table, and will contain the default 0x6a6a pattern in the defect location field. forcecc: the forcecc bit controls whether or not the insertion of cc cells is dependent on the user cell traffic. if forcecc is logic 0, cc cells are only generated if the cc_activate_segment or cc_activate_end_to_end per- connection bits are logic 1 and if no user cells have been transmitted in within one second (nominal). if forcecc is logic 1, cc cells are generated at a rate of once per second (nominal) if the cc_activate_segment or cc_activate_end_to_end bits are logic 1. lbtoupxlat: the lbtoupxlat bit determines whether or not loopback cells which are copied to the egress microprocessor cell interface have their cell header translated. if this bit is logic 1, all loopback cells which are copied to the egress mcif have their header replaced by the contents of the egress vc table (vpi, vci (if appropriate), hec and udf fields). if this bit is logic 0, then loopback cells which are copied to the egress mcif are not header translated. note, all other cells which are routed to the egress mcif do not have their headers translated.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 354 register 0x284: egress cell processor f4-pm flow vci map bit type function default 15 r/w vci_15 0 14 r/w vci_14 0 13 r/w vci_13 0 12 r/w vci_12 0 11 r/w vci_11 0 10 r/w vci_10 0 9 r/w vci_9 0 8 r/w vci_8 0 7 r/w vci_7 0 6 r/w vci_6 0 5 r/w vci_5 1 4 unused x 3 unused x 2 r/w vci_2 1 1 r/w vci_1 1 0 r/w vci_0 0 vci_x: this register maps which vci values are included in f4 performance monitoring flows maintained by the egress cell processor. this register is provided to guard against possible changes in itu and bellcore standards. setting any of these register bits to logic 1 ensures they will be included in f4 pm flows. vci_15 down to vci_7 are also used in processing cells in a vpc to determine whether these cells are user traffic or invalid traffic for routing/counting purposes. these settings do not affect the assertion of the inv_ptivcii output.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 355 register 0x285: egress cell processor f5-pm flow pti map bit type function default 15 r/w singlephy622 0 14 r/w undeftoocif 0 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 r/w f5rm_f4pm 1 7 r/w pti_7 0 6 r/w pti_6 0 5 unused x 4 unused x 3 r/w pti_3 1 2 r/w pti_2 1 1 r/w pti_1 1 0 r/w pti_0 1 pti_x: this register maps which pti values are included in f5 performance monitoring flows maintained by the egress cell processor. this register is provided to guard against possible changes in itu and bellcore standards. setting any of these register bits to logic 1 ensures they will be included in f5 pm flows. f5rm_f4pm: this bit determines whether or not f5 rm cells (forward and backward) and included in f4 pm flows. if this bit is logic 0, then f5 rm cells are not included (i.e. considered to be user cells) in f4 pm flows. if this bit is logic 1 (default), then f5 rm cells are included in f4 pm flows.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 356 undeftoocif: if the undeftoocif bit is logic 1, all undefined oam cells are routed to the egress output cell interface. if undeftoocif is logic 0, then at flow end points, all undefined oam cells are dropped. regardless of the state of this bit, all undefined oam cells are routed to the egress output cell interface if the ecp is not a flow end point for that egress connection. the setting of this bit does not effect the action of copying cells to the microprocessor cell interface. the undeftoocif allows the use of proprietary oam cell types which can be processed after the s/uni-atlas-1k800. singlephy622: if the system using the s/uni-atlas-1k800 contains a single, 622 mbit/s phy device, this bit must be set to a logic 1. this bit is necessary to ensure maximum throughput when pm is enabled. in other modes of operation, this bit should be set to a logic 0.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 357 register 0x286: egress backward oam cell interface pacing bit type function default 15 r/w bcp[15] 0 14 r/w bcp[14] 0 13 r/w bcp[13] 0 12 r/w bcp[12] 0 11 r/w bcp[11] 0 10 r/w bcp[10] 0 9 r/w bcp[9] 0 8 r/w bcp[8] 0 7 r/w bcp[7] 0 6 r/w bcp[6] 0 5 r/w bcp[5] 1 4 r/w bcp[4] 0 3 r/w bcp[3] 0 2 r/w bcp[2] 0 1 r/w bcp[1] 0 0 r/w bcp[0] 0 this register sets the number of cell intervals between the transfer of backward oam cells from the egress backward cell interface. a cell interval is defined to be 32 (i.e. assuming cells to be 64 bytes in length) clocks. this is to prevent excessive insertion of backward oam cells from the egress backward oam cell interface into the egress cell stream by the s/uni-atlas-1k800. bcp[15:0]: bcp[15:0] sets the number of cell interval between transfers of cells from the backward cell interface. the minimum rate of transfer is 1 in 65535 cell intervals. when bcp[15:0] = 0x0000 back-to-back transfer from the egress backward cell interface is possible, if there are no transfer requested from the egress input cell interface or the egress microprocessor cell interface. the default is set to 1 in 32 cell interval.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 358 register 0x287: egress backward oam cell interface head-of-line time out bit type function default 15 r/w hbto[15] 0 14 r/w hbto[14] 0 13 r/w hbto[13] 0 12 r/w hbto[12] 0 11 r/w hbto[11] 0 10 r/w hbto[10] 0 9 r/w hbto[9] 0 8 r/w hbto[8] 0 7 r/w hbto[7] 0 6 r/w hbto[6] 0 5 r/w hbto[5] 0 4 r/w hbto[4] 0 3 r/w hbto[3] 0 2 r/w hbto[2] 0 1 r/w hbto[1] 0 0 r/w hbto[0] 0 hbto[15:0]: hbto[15:0] sets the timeout limit before a cell at the head of the backward cell interface fifo is discarded. this is to prevent a malfunctioning phy holding a backward reporting pm cell or rdi cell at the head of the fifo, thus blocking all others cells that follow. the unit is in cell periods, where a cell period is considered to be 32 esysclk cycles. default is set to all zeros, which disables this timeout feature.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 359 register 0x288: egress paced ais/cc cell generation bit type function default 15 r/w aisccp[15] 0 14 r/w aisccp[14] 0 13 r/w aisccp[13] 0 12 r/w aisccp[12] 0 11 r/w aisccp[11] 0 10 r/w aisccp[10] 0 9 r/w aisccp[9] 0 8 r/w aisccp[8] 0 7 r/w aisccp[7] 0 6 r/w aisccp[6] 0 5 r/w aisccp[5] 1 4 r/w aisccp[4] 0 3 r/w aisccp[3] 0 2 r/w aisccp[2] 0 1 r/w aisccp[1] 0 0 r/w aisccp[0] 0 aisccp[15:0]: aisccp[15:0] sets the number of cell interval between generation of ais or cc cells into the egress output cell interface. this is to prevent an excessive number of ais/cc cells to be generated back-to-back by the s/uni-atlas- 1k800. a cell interval is defined to be 32 (i.e. assuming cells to be of 64 bytes) esysclk clocks. the minimum rate of transfer is 1 in 65535 cell intervals. when aisccp[15:0] = 0x0000 back-to-back generation of ais/cc cells into the egress output cell interface is possible. the default is set to 1 in 32 cell interval.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 360 register 0x289: egress paced fwd pm cell generation bit type function default 15 r/w fwdpmp[15] 0 14 r/w fwdpmp[14] 0 13 r/w fwdpmp[13] 0 12 r/w fwdpmp[12] 0 11 r/w fwdpmp[11] 0 10 r/w fwdpmp[10] 0 9 r/w fwdpmp[9] 0 8 r/w fwdpmp[8] 0 7 r/w fwdpmp[7] 0 6 r/w fwdpmp[6] 0 5 r/w fwdpmp [5] 1 4 r/w fwdpmp [4] 0 3 r/w fwdpmp [3] 0 2 r/w fwdpmp [2] 0 1 r/w fwdpmp [1] 0 0 r/w fwdpmp [0] 0 fwdpmp [15:0]: fwdpm[15:0] sets the number of cell intervals between generation of successive forward monitoring pm cells into the egress cell stream. this is to prevent an excessive number of forward monitoring pm cells to be generated simultaneously by the s/uni-atlas-1k800. a cell interval is defined to be 32 (i.e. assuming cells to be of 64 bytes) esysclk clocks. the minimum rate of transfer is 1 in 65535 cell intervals. when fwdpmp[15:0] = 0x0000 back-to- back generation of fwd pm cells into the egress cell stream is possible. the default is set to 1 in 32 cell interval.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 361 register 0x28a: egress per-phy ais cell generation control 1 bit type function default 15 r/w ais15 0 14 r/w ais14 0 13 r/w ais13 0 12 r/w ais12 0 11 r/w ais11 0 10 r/w ais10 0 9 r/w ais9 0 8 r/w ais8 0 7 r/w ais7 0 6 r/w ais6 0 5 r/w ais5 0 4 r/w ais4 0 3 r/w ais3 0 2 r/w ais2 0 1 r/w ais1 0 0 r/w ais0 0 aisx: aisx enables the generation of ais cells for phy x, where x is from 0 to 15. if aisx is logic 1, ais cells for every connection associated with phyx, are generated once per second (nominally) to the egress output cell interface. if aisx is a logic 0, ais cell generation on a per-phy basis is disabled. the phyid[4:0] field in the egress vc table identifies a connection?s associated phy. if aisx is logic 1, only end-to-end ais cells are generated. end-to-end ais cells will not be generated on connections which are configured as end-to- end points.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 362 register 0x28b: egress per-phy ais cell generation control 2 bit type function default 15 r/w ais31 0 14 r/w ais30 0 13 r/w ais29 0 12 r/w ais28 0 11 r/w ais27 0 10 r/w ais26 0 9 r/w ais25 0 8 r/w ais24 0 7 r/w ais23 0 6 r/w ais22 0 5 r/w ais21 0 4 r/w ais20 0 3 r/w ais19 0 2 r/w ais18 0 1 r/w ais17 0 0 r/w ais16 0 aisx: aisx enables the generation of ais cells for phy x, where x is from 16 to 31. if aisx is logic 1, ais cells for every connection associated with that phy device are generated once per second (nominally) to the egress output cell interface. if aisx is a logic 0, ais cell generation on a per-phy basis is disabled. the phyid[4:0] field in the egress vc table identifies a connection?s associated phy. if aisx is logic 1, only end-to-end ais cells are generated. end-to-end ais cells will not be generated on connections which are configured as end-to- end points.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 363 register 0x28c: egress per-phy rdi cell generation control 1 bit type function default 15 r/w rdi15 0 14 r/w rdi14 0 13 r/w rdi13 0 12 r/w rdi12 0 11 r/w rdi11 0 10 r/w rdi10 0 9 r/w rdi9 0 8 r/w rdi8 0 7 r/w rdi7 0 6 r/w rdi6 0 5 r/w rdi5 0 4 r/w rdi4 0 3 r/w rdi3 0 2 r/w rdi2 0 1 r/w rdi1 0 0 r/w rdi0 0 rdix: rdix enables the generation of rdi cells on a per-phy basis for phy x, where x is from 0 to 15. if rdix is a logic 1, rdi cells for every connection associated with phy x, are generated once per second (nominally) to the ingress output cell interface (through the ingress backward oam cell interface). if rdix is a logic 0, rdi cell generation on a per-phy basis is disabled. the phyid[4:0] field in the egress vc table identifies a connection?s associated phy. rdi cells are only generated for connection end-points associated with the phy x when rdix is logic 1. if rdix is logic 1, only end-to-end rdi cells are generated.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 364 register 0x28d: egress per-phy rdi cell generation control 2 bit type function default 15 r/w rdi31 0 14 r/w rdi30 0 13 r/w rdi29 0 12 r/w rdi28 0 11 r/w rdi27 0 10 r/w rdi26 0 9 r/w rdi25 0 8 r/w rdi24 0 7 r/w rdi23 0 6 r/w rdi22 0 5 r/w rdi21 0 4 r/w rdi20 0 3 r/w rdi19 0 2 r/w rdi18 0 1 r/w rdi17 0 0 r/w rdi16 0 rdix: rdix enables the generation of rdi cells on a per-phy basis for phy x, where x is from 0 to 15. if rdix is a logic 1, rdi cells for every connection (which is configured as an end-to-end point) associated with phy x, are generated once per second (nominally) to the ingress output cell interface (through the ingress backward oam cell interface). if rdix is a logic 0, rdi cell generation on a per-phy basis is disabled. the phyid[4:0] field in the egress vc table identifies a connection?s associated phy. if rdix is logic 1, only end-to-end rdi cells are generated.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 365 register 0x28e: egress per-phy aps indication 1 bit type function default 15 r/w aps15 1 14 r/w aps14 1 13 r/w aps13 1 12 r/w aps12 1 11 r/w aps11 1 10 r/w aps10 1 9 r/w aps9 1 8 r/w aps8 1 7 r/w aps7 1 6 r/w aps6 1 5 r/w aps5 1 4 r/w aps4 1 3 r/w aps3 1 2 r/w aps2 1 1 r/w aps1 1 0 r/w aps0 1 apsx: the apsx register bits indicate that automatic protection switching for phy x exists. if apsx is logic 1, then when a segment vp-ais cell is terminated, an end-to-end vp-ais cell will not be generated. if apsx is logic 0, then when a segment vp-ais cell is terminated, and end-to-end vp-ais cell will be generated (assuming that end-to-end vpc-ais cells are not being received on that connection). the phyid[4:0] field in the egress vc table identifies the phy device associated with a connection.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 366 register 0x28f: egress per-phy aps indication 2 bit type function default 15 r/w aps31 1 14 r/w aps30 1 13 r/w aps29 1 12 r/w aps28 1 11 r/w aps27 1 10 r/w aps26 1 9 r/w aps25 1 8 r/w aps24 1 7 r/w aps23 1 6 r/w aps22 1 5 r/w aps21 1 4 r/w aps20 1 3 r/w aps19 1 2 r/w aps18 1 1 r/w aps17 1 0 r/w aps16 1 apsx: the apsx register bits indicate that automatic protection switching for phy x exists. if apsx is logic 1, then when a segment vp-ais cell is terminated, an end-to-end vp-ais cell will not be generated. if apsx is logic 0, then when a segment vp-ais cell is terminated, and end-to-end vp-ais cell will be generated (assuming that end-to-end vpc-ais cells are not being received on that connection). the phyid[4:0] field in the egress vc table identifies the phy device associated with a connection.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 367 register 0x290: egress vc table counting configuration 1 bit type function default 15 r/w count2[7] 0 14 r/w count2[6] 0 13 r/w count2[5] 0 12 r/w count2[4] 0 11 r/w count2[3] 0 10 r/w count2[2] 0 9 r/w count2[1] 0 8 r/w count2[0] 0 7 r/w count1[7] 0 6 r/w count1[6] 0 5 r/w count1[5] 0 4 r/w count1[4] 0 3 r/w count1[3] 0 2 r/w count1[2] 0 1 r/w count1[1] 0 0 r/w count1[0] 0 this register is addressed when the count_type bit of the egress vc table is set to logic 0.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 368 count1[7:0]: the count1[7:0] controls which cells the egress cell processor includes in its first per-connection 32-bit cell count. the count1[7:0] field is programmed as follows: cell type cells with pti=111 (f5) or vci=7 to 15 (f4) (see note 1) rm cells oam cells user cells (see note 2) clp bit 0 1010 1 01 register bit count1 [0] count1 [1] count1 [2] count1 [3] count1 [4] count1 [5] count1 [6] count1 [7] a logic 1 written to any of the count1[7:0] bits enables counting on that particular stream. for example, to enable counting of clp=0+1 user and oam cells only, the register configuration would be count1[7:0] = 0xf0. if count1[7:0] = 0x00, the first generic cell count for all connections is disabled. note 1: cells in this category which are declared as user cells in the f4 pm flow vci map or f5 pm flow pti map are counted as user cells rather than in this category. physical layer cells are always counted in this category. f4 rm cells that have pti /= ?110? (when vprmsel=?1?) are counted here instead of as rm cells. f4 oam cells that have pti /= ?000?,?010? and are received on an nni connection are counted here instead of as oam cells. note 2: user cells includes cells from any pti/vci which are marked as a user cell in the f4 pm flow vci map or f5 pm flow pti map, other than f4 rm cells for f4 connections or f5 rm cells for f5 connections. cells with vci=1, 2, or 5 are always counted in this category. count2[7:0]: the count2[7:0] register bits controls which cells the egress cell processor includes in its second per-connection 32-bit cell count. the count2[7:0] field is programmed in exactly the manner as the count1[7:0] field.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 369 register 0x291: egress vc table counting configuration 2 bit type function default 15 r/w count2[7] 0 14 r/w count2[6] 0 13 r/w count2[5] 0 12 r/w count2[4] 0 11 r/w count2[3] 0 10 r/w count2[2] 0 9 r/w count2[1] 0 8 r/w count2[0] 0 7 r/w count1[7] 0 6 r/w count1[6] 0 5 r/w count1[5] 0 4 r/w count1[4] 0 3 r/w count1[3] 0 2 r/w count1[2] 0 1 r/w count1[1] 0 0 r/w count1[0] 0 this register is addressed when the count_type bit of the egress vc table is set to logic 1.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 370 count1[7:0]: the count1[7:0] controls which cells the egress cell processor includes in its first per-connection 32-bit cell count. the count1[7:0] field is programmed as follows: cell type cells with pti=111 (f5) or vci = 7 to 15 (f4) rm cells oam cells user cells clp bit0101010 1 register bit count1 [0] count1 [1] count1 [2] count1 [3] count1 [4] count1 [5] count1 [6] count1 [7] a logic 1 written to any of the count1[7:0] bits enables counting on that particular stream. for example, to enable counting of clp=0+1 user and oam cells only, the register configuration would be count1[7:0] = 0xf0. if count1[7:0] = 0x00, the first generic cell count for all connections is disabled. note 1: cells in this category which are declared as user cells in the f4 pm flow vci map or f5 pm flow pti map are counted as user cells rather than in this category. physical layer cells are always counted in this category. f4 rm cells that have pti /= ?110? (when vprmsel=?1?) are counted here instead of as rm cells. f4 oam cells that have pti /= ?000?,?010? and are received on an nni connection are counted here instead of as oam cells. note 2: user cells includes cells from any pti/vci which is marked as a user cell in the f4 pm flow vci map or f5 pm flow pti map, other than f4 rm cells for f4 connections or f5 rm cells for f5 connections. cells with vci=1, 2, or 5 are always counted in this category. count2[7:0]: the count2[7:0] register bits controls which cells the egress cell processor includes in its second per-connection 32-bit cell count. the count2[7:0] field is programmed exactly the same as the count1[7:0] field.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 371 register 0x292: egress oam defect type 0 and 1 bit type function default 15 r/w dt2[7] 0 14 r/w dt2[6] 1 13 r/w dt2[5] 1 12 r/w dt2[4] 0 11 r/w dt2[3] 1 10 r/w dt2[2] 0 9 r/w dt2[1] 1 8 r/w dt2[0] 0 7 r/w dt1[7] 0 6 r/w dt1[6] 1 5 r/w dt1[5] 1 4 r/w dt1[4] 0 3 r/w dt1[3] 1 2 r/w dt1[2] 0 1 r/w dt1[1] 1 0 r/w dt1[0] 0 dt1[7:0] and dt2[7:0]: this register contains the defect type data that is inserted into generated ais cells. the defect type field is inserted into generated rdi cells when the send_rdi_segment or send_rdi_end_to_end bits are logic 1 (i.e. forced insertion of rdi cells rather than generation of rdi cells as a result of autordi) or when an rdi cell is generated as a result of the cc_rdi function. the selection dt1-dt16 is selected on a per-vc basis, controlled by the defect type[3:0] bits in the egress vc table.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 372 register 0x293: egress oam defect type 2 and 3 register 0x294: egress oam defect type 4 and 5 register 0x295: egress oam defect type 6 and 7 register 0x296: egress oam defect type 8 and 9 register 0x297: egress oam defect type 10 and 11 register 0x298: egress oam defect type 12 and 13 register 0x299: egress oam defect type 14 and 15

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 373 register 0x29a: egress cell processor oam defect location octet 0 & 1 bit type function default 15 r/w dl[15] 0 14 r/w dl[14] 1 13 r/w dl[13] 1 12 r/w dl[12] 0 11 r/w dl[11] 1 10 r/w dl[10] 0 9 r/w dl[9] 1 8 r/w dl[8] 0 7 r/w dl[7] 0 6 r/w dl[6] 1 5 r/w dl[5] 1 4 r/w dl[4] 0 3 r/w dl[3] 1 2 r/w dl[2] 0 1 r/w dl[1] 1 0 r/w dl[0] 0 dl[15:0]: this register contains the defect location data lsb which is inserted into generated ais cells. the defect location is also inserted into rdi cells when the send_rdi_segment or send_rdi_end_to_end register bits are asserted (i.e. forced insertion of rdi cells rather than generation of rdi cells as a result of autordi), and when rdi cells are generated as a result of the cc_rdi process. this is the least significant 16-bits of the defect location field.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 374 register 0x29b: egress cell processor oam defect location octet 2 & 3 register 0x29c: egress cell processor oam defect location octet 4 & 5 register 0x29d: egress cell processor oam defect location octet 6 & 7 register 0x29e: egress cell processor oam defect location octet 8 & 9 register 0x29f: egress cell processor oam defect location octet 10 & 11 register 0x2a0: egress cell processor oam defect location octet 12 &13 register 0x2a1: egress cell processor oam defect location octet 14 & 15

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 375 register 0x2a2: egress performance monitoring threshold a1 bit type function default 15 r/w merror[3] 0 14 r/w merror[2] 0 13 r/w merror[1] 0 12 r/w merror[0] 0 11 r/w mlost[11] 0 10 r/w mlost[11] 0 9 r/w mlost[9] 0 8 r/w mlost[8] 0 7 r/w mlost[7] 0 6 r/w mlost[6] 0 5 r/w mlost[5] 0 4 r/w mlost[4] 0 3 r/w mlost[3] 0 2 r/w mlost[2] 0 1 r/w mlost[1] 0 0 r/w mlost[0] 0 this is the first of four threshold registers. these threshold registers are addressed by the threshold_select[1:0] field of the pm configuration field of the egress pm ram data. the threshold registers are used for both forward monitoring and backward reporting cell counts. merror[3:0]: merror[3:0] is the binary representation of the threshold of bip-16 violations per performance monitoring block required to declare a severely errored cell block for errored cells (secb errored). errored cell counts are not accumulated if the secb errored count is incremented. if merror[3:0] is a binary zero, the secb errored cell count is not declared as a result of excessive bip-16 violations. this threshold applies to both received forward monitoring and backward reporting cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 376 mlost[11:0]: mlost[11:0] is the binary representation of the threshold of lost cells per performance monitoring block required to declare a severely errored cell block of lost cells (secb lost). the number of lost cells is not counted if this threshold is exceeded (the secb lost counter will be incremented instead). if mlost[11:0] is a binary zero, secb lost is not declared as a result of excessive lost cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 377 register 0x2a3: egress performance monitoring threshold a2 bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 r/w mmisins[11] 0 10 r/w mmisins[10] 0 9 r/w mmisins[9] 0 8 r/w mmisins[8] 0 7 r/w mmisins[7] 0 6 r/w mmisins[6] 0 5 r/w mmisins[5] 0 4 r/w mmisins[4] 0 3 r/w mmisins[3] 0 2 r/w mmisins[2] 0 1 r/w mmisins[1] 0 0 r/w mmisins[0] 0 this is the first of four threshold registers. these threshold registers are addressed by the threshold_select[1:0] field of the pm configuration field of the egress pm ram data. the thresholds given below apply to both received forward monitoring and backward reporting cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 378 mmisins[11:0]: mmisins[11:0] is the binary representation of the threshold of misinserted cells per performance monitoring block required to declare a severely errored cell block of misinserted cells (secb misinserted). the number of misinserted cells is not counted if this threshold is exceeded (the secb misinserted counter will be incremented instead). if mmisins[11:0] is a binary zero, secb misinserted is not declared as a result of excessive misinserted cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 379 register 0x2a4: egress performance monitoring threshold b1 register 0x2a5: egress performance monitoring threshold b2 register 0x2a6: egress performance monitoring threshold c1 register 0x2a7: egress performance monitoring threshold c2 register 0x2a8: egress performance monitoring threshold d1 register 0x2a9: egress performance monitoring threshold d2

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 380 register 0x2aa: egress vc table maximum index bit type function default 15 r/w reserved 0 14 r/w reserved 0 13 r/w reserved 0 12 r/w reserved 0 11 r/w reserved 0 10 r/w reserved 0 9r/wmax[9]0 8r/wmax[8]0 7r/wmax[7]0 6r/wmax[6]0 5r/wmax[5]0 4r/wmax[4]0 3r/wmax[3]0 2r/wmax[2]0 1r/wmax[1]0 0r/wmax[0]0 max[9:0]: the max[9:0] bits represent the current maximum egress vc table index (esa[9:0]). it is used by the background processes of the egress vc table as the first connection upon which the background processes act. the index is decremented with each subsequent connection serviced. an accurate value in this location maximizes the efficiency of the atlas-1k800. fixing this register guarantees that all 1024 connections will be serviced by the background processes. setting max[90] to all zeros effectively disables the background tasks for all locations except esa[9:0]=0x0000.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 381 register 0x2ab:egress vc table record address bit type function default 15 r/w ead[15] 0 14 r/w ead[14] 0 13 r/w ead[13] 0 12 r/w ead[12] 0 11 r/w ead[11] 0 10 r/w ead[10] 0 9 r/w ead[9] 0 8 r/w ead[8] 0 7 r/w ead[7] 0 6 r/w ead[6] 0 5 r/w ead[5] 0 4 r/w ead[4] 0 3 r/w ead[3] 0 2 r/w ead[2] 0 1 r/w ead[1] 0 0 r/w ead[0] 0 this register is used in conjunction with the word select and access control register to access the egress vc table external sram. ead[15:0]: this register holds the vc record address to be used to address the egress vc table external sram through microprocessor initiated accesses. it identifies the desired vc table entry.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 382 register 0x2ac:egress vc table write mask and access control bit type function default 15 r/w rwb 0 14 r busy x 13 r/w clronrd 0 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 unused x 4 unused x 3 r/w wm[3] 0 2 r/w wm[2] 0 1 r/w wm[1] 0 0 r/w wm[0] 0 this register allows the microprocessor to access the egress vc table external sram for data in the vc record indicated in register 0x2ab and perform the operation specified by the rwb bit. writing to this register initiates a microprocessor access request cycle. the contents of the egress vc table record address register and the egress vc table row select register should be set to the desired egress vc table record before this register is written.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 383 wm[3:0]: the write mask (wm[3:0]) is used to select which bytes of the egress vc table row will be written during a write operation. if any of wm[3:0] are a ?0? during a write operation (except for the case where all of the wm[3:0] bits are ?0?, as described in the next paragraph), the ecp performs a read-write-back operation when a write is requested. wm[3] controls the mask to bits [31:24] of the egress vc table word and wm[0] controls the mask to bits [7:0] of the egress vc table word. this is to allow the ecp to write to selected fields in a row of the egress vc table. if wm[3:0] = ?0000? or ? 1111? t hen the entire row is written. note, there is no such operation as ?mask the entire row?, since this means there is no need for a write operation. examples of valid writes are: write to bits 31:24 wm[3:0] = 1000 write to bits 23:16 wm[3:0] = 0100 write to bits 15:8 wm[3:0] = 0010 write to bits 7:0 wm[3:0] = 0001 write to bits 31:16 wm[3:0] = 1100 write to bits 31:8 wm[3:0] = 1110 wrte entire row wm[3:0] = 0000 or wm[3:0] =  1111 note, if more than one row is being accessed during a microprocessor initiated sram access, then the wm[3:0] fields are ignored. clronrd: if clronrd is logic 1, after a read access of row 4, 5, 6 or 7 of the egress vc table specified in register 0x2ad, a clearing write (with data bits [31:0] set to all ?0?) is automatically initiated. if clronrd is logic 0, no write back to clear the data bits is initiated. programming note: when the clronrd bit is logic 1, to perform a clear- on-read operation on  any single row  in rows 4-7, an additional read from any row in rows 0 to 3 is required. for example, to perform a clear-on-read to row 4, select both rows 4 and 0. reads to rows 0 to 3 with the clear-on- read enabled do not clear the row, so that the extra read has no effect on the table contents. if more than one row are accessed simultaneously, then no additional rows need to be read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 384 busy: the busy bit is high while a microprocessor initiated access request to the egress vc table external sram is pending. if more than one access to the external sram is initiated either through read-write-back, mask write or writing to multiple rows of the egress vc table through write/read caching, the busy bit is deasserted only after all the access required has been completed. this register should be polled until the busy bit goes low before another microprocessor access request is initiated. a microprocessor access request with 1 word selected is typically completed within 35 esysclk cycles. if the estandby bit in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 master configuration register is a logic 1, the access time with 1 word selected is reduced to less than 5 esysclk cycles. rwb: the rwb bit selects the operation to be performed on the addressed egress vc table external sram: when rwb is set to a logic 1, a read from the external sram is requested; when rwb is set to a logic 0, a write to the external sram is requested.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 385 register 0x2ad:egress vc table row select bit type function default 15 r/w row[15] 0 14 r/w row[14] 0 13 r/w row[13] 0 12 r/w row[12] 0 11 r/w row[11] 0 10 r/w row[10] 0 9r/wrow[9]0 8r/wrow[8]0 7r/wrow[7]0 6r/wrow[6]0 5r/wrow[5]0 4r/wrow[4]0 3r/wrow[3]0 2r/wrow[2]0 1r/wrow[1]0 0r/wrow[0]0 row[15:0]: row[15:0] indicate which of the 16 rows in the egress vc record table is to be written or read when a microprocessor access to the external sram is to be performed. if row[x] is set to ?1?, row x of the vc record table will be written or read. if row[15:0] are all set, all 16 rows of the egress vc record address select in register 0x2ab will be written or read when a external sram access is triggered by writing to register 0x2ac. the busy bit will be asserted until all the rows that are selected are written or read.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 386 register 0x2ae: egress vc table record row 0, word 0 (lsw) ram data bit type function default 15 r/w row0[15] 0 14 r/w row0[14] 0 13 r/w row0[13] 0 12 r/w row0[12] 0 11 r/w row 0[11] 0 10 r/w row0[10] 0 9 r/w row0[9] 0 8 r/w row0[8] 0 7 r/w row0[7] 0 6 r/w row0[6] 0 5 r/w row0[5] 0 4 r/w row0[4] 0 3 r/w row0[3] 0 2 r/w row0[2] 0 1 r/w row0[1] 0 0 r/w row0[0] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the egress vc table row 0 word 0 (lsw) external sram or the data read from the external sram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to egress vc table external sram row 0, the lsw word must be written to this register before the egress vc record address register and the row select and access control registers are written. if data is to be read from row 0 this register contains the data from row 0 word 0 (lsw) after the external sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 387 register 0x2af: egress vc table record row 0, word 1 (msw) ram data bit type function default 15 r/w row0[31] 0 14 r/w row0[30] 0 13 r/w row0[29] 0 12 r/w row0[28] 0 11 r/w row0[27] 0 10 r/w row0[26] 0 9 r/w row0[25] 0 8 r/w row0[24] 0 7 r/w row0[23] 0 6 r/w row0[22] 0 5 r/w row0[21] 0 4 r/w row0[20] 0 3 r/w row0[19] 0 2 r/w row0[18] 0 1 r/w row0[17] 0 0 r/w row0[16] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the egress vc table row 0 word 1 external sram or the data read from the external sram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to egress vc table external sram row 0, the msw word must be written to this register before the egress vc table record address register and the row select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from row 0 this register contains the data from row 0 word 1 (msw) after the external sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 388 register 0x2b0: egress vc table record row 1, word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2b1: egress vc table record row 1, word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2b2: egress vc table record row 2, word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2b3: egress vc table record row 2, word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2b4: egress vc table record row 3, word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2b5: egress vc table record row 3, word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2b6: egress vc table record row 4, word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2b7: egress vc table record row 4, word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2b8: egress vc table record row 5, word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2b9: egress vc table record row 5, word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2ba: egress vc table record row 6, word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2bb: egress vc table record row 6, word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2bc: egress vc table record row 7, word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2bd: egress vc table record row 7, word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2be: egress vc table record row 8 word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2bf: egress vc table record row 8 word 1 (msw) ram data

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 389 register 0x2c0: egress vc table record row 9 word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2c1: egress vc table record row 9 word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2c2: egress vc table record row 10 word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2c3: egress vc table record row 10 word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2c4: egress vc table record row 11 word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2c5: egress vc table record row 11 word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2c6: egress vc table record row 12 word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2c7: egress vc table record row 12 word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2c8: egress vc table record row 13 word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2c9: egress vc table record row 13 word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2ca: egress vc table record row 14 word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2cb: egress vc table record row 14 word 1 (msw) ram data register 0x2cc: egress vc table record row 15 word 0 (lsw) ram data register 0x2cd: egress vc table record row 15 word 1 (msw) ram data

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 390 register 0x2ce: egress performance monitoring ram record address bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 r/w pm bank 0 6 r/w pm addr[6] 0 5 r/w pm addr[5] 0 4 r/w pm addr[4] 0 3 r/w pm addr[3] 0 2 r/w pm addr[2] 0 1 r/w pm addr[1] 0 0 r/w pm addr[0] 0 pm bank: the pm bank bit determines which bank of pm data will be accessed. if this bit is logic 0, the pm addr[6:0] field will access the desired data for the first bank of internal pm ram. if this bit is logic 1, the pm addr[6:0] field will access the desired data for the second bank of internal pm ram. pm addr[6:0]: this field specifies which of the 128 possible pm sessions to access. the pm bank bit determines whether bank 1 or bank 2 of a particular pm address will be selected.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 391 register 0x2cf: egress performance monitoring ram row select and access control bit type function default 15 r/w rwb 0 14 r busy x 13 r/w clronrd 0 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 unused x 4 unused x 3 unused x 2 r/w pm row[2] 0 1 r/w pm row[1] 0 0 r/w pm row[0] 0 pm row[2:0]: this field determines which row of internal pm data will be accessed. if the first row is desired (i.e. row 0), the setting this field to pm row[2:0] = ?000? will access this row. if the eighth row is desired (i.e. row 7), then setting this field to pm row[2:0]=?111? will access this row. clronrd: if clronrd is logic 1, after a read access of rows 3,4,5,6, or 7 of the ingress pm ram is specified in this register, a clearing write of the row will be initiated. the fwd secbc (running count) and bwd secbc (copied) will be preserved. if clronrd is logic 0, no write back to clear the data bits is initiated.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 392 busy: the busy bit is high while a microprocessor initiated access request to the egress pm ram data is pending the busy bit is deasserted only after all the access required has been completed. this register should be polled until the busy bit goes low before another microprocessor access request is initiated. a microprocessor access request is typically completed within 35 esysclk cycles. if the estandby bit in the s/uni-atlas-1k800 master configuration register is a logic 1, the access time is reduced to less than 5 esysclk cycles. rwb: the rwb bit selects the operation to be performed on the addressed egress pm ram data: when rwb is set to a logic 1, a read from the internal sram is requested; when rwb is set to a logic 0, a write to the internal sram is requested.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 393 register 0x2d0: egress performance monitoring ram write mask bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 r/w wm[9] 0 8 r/w wm[8] 0 7 r/w wm[7] 0 6 r/w wm[6] 0 5 r/w wm[5] 0 4 r/w wm[4] 0 3 r/w wm[3] 0 2 r/w wm[2] 0 1 r/w wm[1] 0 0 r/w wm[0] 0 wm[9:0]: the write mask (wm[9:0]) is used to select which bytes of the egress pm internal ram data will be written during a write operation. if any of wm[9:0] are logic 1 during a write operation, the ecp performs a read-write-back operation when a write is requested, so the value of that byte is not changed in the internal ram. wm[9] controls the mask to bits [79:72] of the egress pm ram data, and wm[0] controls the mask to bits [7:0] of the egress pm ram data. this allows the ecp to write to selected fields in a row of the egress pm ram data.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 394 register 0x2d1: egress performance monitoring ram data word 0 (lsw) bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[15] 0 14 r/w pmdata[14] 0 13 r/w pmdata[13] 0 12 r/w pmdata[12] 0 11 r/w pmdata[11] 0 10 r/w pmdata[10] 0 9 r/w pmdata[9] 0 8 r/w pmdata[8] 0 7 r/w pmdata[7] 0 6 r/w pmdata[6] 0 5 r/w pmdata[5] 0 4 r/w pmdata[4] 0 3 r/w pmdata[3] 0 2 r/w pmdata[2] 0 1 r/w pmdata[1] 0 0 r/w pmdata[0] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the egress pm ram data word 0 (lsw) or the data read from the internal egress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to egress pm ram data, the lsw word must be written to this register before the egress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the egress pm ram, this register contains the data from word 0 (lsw) after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 395 register 0x2d2: egress performance monitoring ram data word 1 bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[31] 0 14 r/w pmdata[30] 0 13 r/w pmdata[29] 0 12 r/w pmdata[28] 0 11 r/w pmdata[27] 0 10 r/w pmdata[26] 0 9 r/w pmdata[25] 0 8 r/w pmdata[24] 0 7 r/w pmdata[23] 0 6 r/w pmdata[22] 0 5 r/w pmdata[21] 0 4 r/w pmdata[20] 0 3 r/w pmdata[19] 0 2 r/w pmdata[18] 0 1 r/w pmdata[17] 0 0 r/w pmdata[16] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the egress pm ram data word 1 or the data read from the internal egress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to egress pm ram data word 1, the word must be written to this register before the egress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the egress pm ram this register contains the data from word 1 after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 396 register 0x2d3: egress performance monitoring ram data word 2 bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[47] 0 14 r/w pmdata[46] 0 13 r/w pmdata[45] 0 12 r/w pmdata[44] 0 11 r/w pmdata[43] 0 10 r/w pmdata[42] 0 9 r/w pmdata[41] 0 8 r/w pmdata[40] 0 7 r/w pmdata[39] 0 6 r/w pmdata[38] 0 5 r/w pmdata[37] 0 4 r/w pmdata[36] 0 3 r/w pmdata[35] 0 2 r/w pmdata[34] 0 1 r/w pmdata[33] 0 0 r/w pmdata[32] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the egress pm ram data word 2 or the data read from the internal egress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to egress pm ram data word 2, the word to be written must be written to this register before the egress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the egress pm ram this register contains the data from word 2 after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 397 register 0x2d4: egress performance monitoring ram data word3 bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[63] 0 14 r/w pmdata[62] 0 13 r/w pmdata[61] 0 12 r/w pmdata[60] 0 11 r/w pmdata[59] 0 10 r/w pmdata[58] 0 9 r/w pmdata[57] 0 8 r/w pmdata[56] 0 7 r/w pmdata[55] 0 6 r/w pmdata[54] 0 5 r/w pmdata[53] 0 4 r/w pmdata[52] 0 3 r/w pmdata[51] 0 2 r/w pmdata[50] 0 1 r/w pmdata[49] 0 0 r/w pmdata[48] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the egress pm ram data word 3 or the data read from the internal egress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to egress pm ram data word 3, the word to be written must be written to this register before the egress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the egress pm ram this register contains the data from word 3 after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 398 register 0x2d5: egress performance monitoring ram data word 4 (msw) bit type function default 15 r/w pmdata[79] 0 14 r/w pmdata[78] 0 13 r/w pmdata[77] 0 12 r/w pmdata[76] 0 11 r/w pmdata[75] 0 10 r/w pmdata[74] 0 9 r/w pmdata[73] 0 8 r/w pmdata[72] 0 7 r/w pmdata[71] 0 6 r/w pmdata[70] 0 5 r/w pmdata[69] 0 4 r/w pmdata[68] 0 3 r/w pmdata[67] 0 2 r/w pmdata[66] 0 1 r/w pmdata[65] 0 0 r/w pmdata[64] 0 this register contains either the data to be written into the egress pm ram data word 4 (msw) or the data read from the internal egress pm ram when a read request has been completed. if data is to be written to egress pm ram data word 4, the word to be written must be written to this register before the egress pm ram select and access control register are written. if data is to be read from the egress pm ram this register contains the data from word 4 after the internal sram access is completed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 399 register 0x2d6: egress vc table change of connection status data (lsw) bit type function default 15 r cosdata[15] x 14 r cosdata[14] x 13 r cosdata[13] x 12 r cosdata[12] x 11 r cosdata[11] x 10 r cosdata[10] x 9 r cosdata[9] x 8 r cosdata[8] x 7 r cosdata[7] x 6 r cosdata[6] x 5 r cosdata[5] x 4 r cosdata[4] x 3 r cosdata[3] x 2 r cosdata[2] x 1 r cosdata[1] x 0 r cosdata[0] x cosdata[15:0]: this register contains the 16-bit connection id of a connection in the egress vc table which has undergone a change in connection state. this is the least significant 16-bits of data in the egress change of state fifo. this data is only valid when the cosvalid bit in register 0x2d7 is logic 1. the cos fifo read-pointer is incremented upon a read of this register.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 400 register 0x2d7: egress vc table change of connection status data (msw) bit type function default 15 r cosfull x 14 r cosvalid x 13 r busy x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 r cosdata[25] x 8 r cosdata[24] x 7 r cosdata[23] x 6 r cosdata[22] x 5 r cosdata[21] x 4 r cosdata[20] x 3 r cosdata[19] x 2 r cosdata[18] x 1 r cosdata[17] x 0 r cosdata[16] x cosdata[25:16]: the cos[25:16] field contains the status field of a connection whose address is identified by the cos[15:0] register. cosdata[25] is the segment end- point bit (if this bit is logic 1, the connection is configured as a segment end- point), cosdata[25] is the end-to-end point bit (if this bit is logic 1, the connection is configured as an end-to-end point), cosdata[23:16] is the status field (lsb justified with cosdata[23:15] set to logic 0) of the connection. the presence of data in this register indicates that the connection has undergone a change in connection state.  this is the most significant 8- bits of the egress change of state fifo. each time the egress vc table change of connection status data lsw register is read, the fifo read pointer is incremented. the cosvalid register bit indicates whether or not the data in this register are valid.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 401 busy: if this bit is logic 1, the read-pointer of the cos fifo is being updated. the cosvalid bit is not defined while busy is asserted. when busy is deasserted, the state of the cosvalid bit is defined. cosvalid: if this bit is logic 1, the data in this register and the egress vc table change of connection status data (lsb) are valid. the state of the cosvalid bit is not defined while the busy bit is asserted (the busy bit is asserted while the cos fifo read-pointer is being updated). when busy is deasserted, the state of the cosvalid bit is defined. cosfull: if this register bit is logic 1, the egress change of state fifo is full, and no more change of connection state data can be written into the fifo. this will suspend the egress background process which monitors connection for change in connection state. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure this register is read often enough to ensure the monitoring and notifications of changes in connection state are compliant to bellcore and itu standards.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 402 register 0x400: ingress per-phy counter configuration bit type function default 15 r busy x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 unused x 4 unused x 3 unused x 2 unused x 1 r/w clear_on_read 0 0 r/w counterwrap 0 counterwrap: if this bit is logic 1, all ingress per-phy counts do not saturate at all ones, rather, they rollover. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the per-phy counts are polled often enough to ensure they do not saturate nor rollover. if this bit is logic 0, all per-phy counts saturate at all ones. clear_on_read: if this bit is logic 1, all ingress per-phy counts are cleared (i.e. reset to zero) when a read of the ingress per-phy counts in initiated. if this bit is logic 0, the ingress per-phy counts are not reset to zero after a read is initiated. busy: this busy bit is high while a microprocessor initiated access request to the ingress per-phy counts is pending. the busy bit is deasserted only after all

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 403 the access required has been completed. this register should be polled until the busy bit goes low before another microprocessor access request is initiated. a microprocessor access request is typically completed within 39 isysclk cycles.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 404 register 0x401: phy1 ingress counter status bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 r unkvpivcich x 8 r gfcch x 7 r invalidch x 6 r oamerrch x 5 r rmch x 4roamchx 3 r clp1ch x 2 r clp0ch x 1rxferx 0rovrx this register contains status information indicating when counter data has been transferred into the holding registers and indicating whether the holding registers have been overrun. it also indicates if any of the counts are non-zero. ovr: the ovr bit is the overrun status of the holding registers. a logic 1 indicates that a previous transfer (indicated by xfer being a logic 1) has not been acknowledged before the next transfer clock has been issued and that the contents of the holding registers have been overwritten. a logic 0 indicates that no overrun has occurred. the ovr bit is cleared by reading this register. the xferi bit of the master interrupt status #1 register is set when the ovr bit is asserted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 405 xfer: the xfer bit indicates that a transfer of counter data has occurred. a logic 1 in this bit position indicates that a latch request, initiated by writing to one of the counter register locations was received and a transfer of the counter values has occurred. a logic 0 indicates that no transfer has occurred. the xfer bit is cleared by reading this register. the xferi bit of the master interrupt status #1 register is set when the xfer bit is asserted. clp0ch: the clp0ch bit is set to logic 1 if the clp0 cell count register contains a non-zero value. clp1ch: the clp1ch bit is set to logic 1 if the clp1 cell count register contains a non-zero value. oamch: the oamch bit is set to logic 1 if the oam cell count register contains a non- zero value. rmch: the rmch bit is set to logic 1 if the rm cell count register contains a non- zero value. oamerrch: the oamerrch bit is set to logic 1 if the errored oam cell count register contains a non-zero value. invalidch: the invalidch bit is set to logic 1 if the invalid cell count register contains a non-zero value. gfcch: the gfcch bit is set to logic 1 if the count of received cells with non-zero gfc register contains a non-zero value. unkvpivcich: the unkvpivcich bit is set to logic 1 if the last unknown vpi.vci has changed.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 406 register 0x402: phy1 ingress clp0 cell count (lsb) bit type function default 15 r clp0[15] x 14 r clp0[14] x 13 r clp0[13] x 12 r clp0[12] x 11 r clp0[11] x 10 r clp0[10] x 9rclp0[9]x 8rclp0[8]x 7rclp0[7]x 6rclp0[6]x 5rclp0[5]x 4rclp0[4]x 3rclp0[3]x 2rclp0[2]x 1rclp0[1]x 0rclp0[0]x clp0[15:0]: this register contains the least significant 16-bits of the count of clp=0 cells received in the ingress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the ingress per-phy clp0 cell counters are incremented whether or not the vc is identified in a valid search or the active bit is set.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 407 register 0x403: phy1 ingress clp0 cell count (msb) bit type function default 15 r clp0[31] x 14 r clp0[30] x 13 r clp0[29] x 12 r clp0[28] x 11 r clp0[27] x 10 r clp0[26] x 9 r clp0[25] x 8 r clp0[24] x 7 r clp0[23] x 6 r clp0[22] x 5 r clp0[21] x 4 r clp0[20] x 3 r clp0[19] x 2 r clp0[18] x 1 r clp0[17] x 0 r clp0[16] x clp0[31:16]: this register contains the most significant 16-bits of the count of clp=0 cells received in the ingress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the ingress per-phy clp0 cell counters are incremented whether or not the vc is identified in a valid search or the active bit is set.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 408 register 0x404: phy1 ingress clp1 cell count (lsb) bit type function default 15 r clp1[15] x 14 r clp1[14] x 13 r clp1[13] x 12 r clp1[12] x 11 r clp1[11] x 10 r clp1[10] x 9rclp1[9]x 8rclp1[8]x 7rclp1[7]x 6rclp1[6]x 5rclp1[5]x 4rclp1[4]x 3rclp1[3]x 2rclp1[2]x 1rclp1[1]x 0rclp1[0]x clp1[15:0]: this register contains the least significant 16-bits of the count of clp=1 cells received in the ingress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the ingress per-phy clp1 cell counters are incremented whether or not the vc is identified in a valid search or the active bit is set.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 409 register 0x405:phy1 ingress clp1 cell count (msb) bit type function default 15 r clp1[31] x 14 r clp1[30] x 13 r clp1[29] x 12 r clp1[28] x 11 r clp1[27] x 10 r clp1[26] x 9 r clp1[25] x 8 r clp1[24] x 7 r clp1[23] x 6 r clp1[22] x 5 r clp1[21] x 4 r clp1[20] x 3 r clp1[19] x 2 r clp1[18] x 1 r clp1[17] x 0 r clp1[16] x clp1[31:16]: this register contains the most significant 16-bits of the count of clp=1 cells received in the ingress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the ingress per-phy clp1 cell counters are incremented whether or not the vc is identified in a valid search or the active bit is set.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 410 register 0x406:phy1 ingress valid oam cell count bit type function default 15 r oamcnt[15] x 14 r oamcnt[14] x 13 r oamcnt[13] x 12 r oamcnt[12] x 11 r oamcnt[11] x 10 r oamcnt[10] x 9 r oamcnt[9] x 8 r oamcnt[8] x 7 r oamcnt[7] x 6 r oamcnt[6] x 5 r oamcnt[5] x 4 r oamcnt[4] x 3 r oamcnt[3] x 2 r oamcnt[2] x 1 r oamcnt[1] x 0 r oamcnt[0] x oamcnt[15:0]: this register contains the count valid oam cells received in the ingress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. the counter will be incremented for all oam cells belonging to provisioned connections for which no error was detected. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the ingress per-phy valid oam cell counters are only incremented when a vc is identified in a valid search (i.e. the search did not time out and the validation step passed).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 411 register 0x407:phy1 ingress valid rm cell count bit type function default 15 r rmcnt[15] x 14 r rmcnt[14] x 13 r rmcnt[13] x 12 r rmcnt[12] x 11 r rmcnt[11] x 10 r rmcnt[10] x 9 r rmcnt[9] x 8 r rmcnt[8] x 7 r rmcnt[7] x 6 r rmcnt[6] x 5 r rmcnt[5] x 4 r rmcnt[4] x 3 r rmcnt[3] x 2 r rmcnt[2] x 1 r rmcnt[1] x 0 r rmcnt[0] x rmcnt[15:0]: this register contains the count of valid rm cells received in the ingress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. the counter will be incremented for all rm cells belonging to provisioned connections for which no error was detected. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the ingress per-phy valid rm cell counters are only incremented when a vc is identified in a valid search (i.e. the search did not time out and the validation step passed).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 412 register 0x408:phy1 ingress errored oam/rm cell count bit type function default 15 r eoamrm[15] x 14 r eoamrm[14] x 13 r eoamrm[13] x 12 r eoamrm[12] x 11 r eoamrm[11] x 10 r eoamrm[10] x 9 r eoamrm[9] x 8 r eoamrm[8] x 7 r eoamrm[7] x 6 r eoamrm[6] x 5 r eoamrm[5] x 4 r eoamrm[4] x 3 r eoamrm[3] x 2 r eoamrm[2] x 1 r eoamrm[1] x 0 r eoamrm[0] x eoamrm[15:0]: this register contains the count errored oam and rm cells received in the ingress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. the count records oam cells with crc-10 errors, invalid oam type or an invalid function type field. the count will also capture rm cells with crc-10 errors. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the ingress per-phy errored oam/rm cell counters are only incremented when a vc is identified in a valid search (i.e. the search did not time out and the validation step passed).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 413 register 0x409:phy1 ingress invalid vpi/vci/pti cell count bit type function default 15 r invalidcnt[15] x 14 r invalidcnt[14] x 13 r invalidcnt[13] x 12 r invalidcnt[12] x 11 r invalidcnt[11] x 10 r invalidcnt[10] x 9 r invalidcnt[9] x 8 r invalidcnt[8] x 7 r invalidcnt[7] x 6 r invalidcnt[6] x 5 r invalidcnt[5] x 4 r invalidcnt[4] x 3 r invalidcnt[3] x 2 r invalidcnt[2] x 1 r invalidcnt[1] x 0 r invalidcnt[0] x invalidcnt[15:0]: the invalidcnt[15:0] bits represent the number of cells with invalid headers that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. the count includes the following types of errors: 1. a f5 cell containing pti = '111' 2. a f4 cell with a vci = {0,7 to 15}. 3. a vp rm cell with pti not equal to '110'. 4. an improperly constructed secondary search table (search takes more 41 cycles). 5. a cell with an unprovisioned vpi/vci or invalid routing bits. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 414

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 415 register 0x40a: phy1 ingress non-zero gfc cell count bit type function default 15 r nzgfc[15] x 14 r nzgfc[14] x 13 r nzgfc[13] x 12 r nzgfc[12] x 11 r nzgfc[11] x 10 r nzgfc[10] x 9 r nzgfc[9] x 8 r nzgfc[8] x 7 r nzgfc[7] x 6 r nzgfc[6] x 5 r nzgfc[5] x 4 r nzgfc[4] x 3 r nzgfc[3] x 2 r nzgfc[2] x 1 r nzgfc[1] x 0 r nzgfc[0] x nzgfc[15:0]: this register contains the count of cells with a non-zero gfc field received in the ingress direction of phy 1 since the last time the count was transferred. the count will also capture rm cells with crc-10 errors. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the ingress per-phy non-zero gfc cell counters are only incremented when a vc is identified in a valid search (i.e. the search did not time out and the validation step passed).

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 416 register 0x40b: phy1 ingress last unknown vpi.vci (vci value) bit type function default 15 r lunkvci[15] x 14 r lunkvci[14] x 13 r lunkvci[13] x 12 r lunkvci[12] x 11 r lunkvci[11] x 10 r lunkvci[10] x 9 r lunkvci[9] x 8 r lunkvci[8] x 7 r lunkvci[7] x 6 r lunkvci[6] x 5 r lunkvci[5] x 4 r lunkvci[4] x 3 r lunkvci[3] x 2 r lunkvci[2] x 1 r lunkvci[1] x 0 r lunkvci[0] x lunkvci[15:0]: this register contains the vci value of the last cell which was not provisioned or failed the search. this register is overwritten when a new unknown vpi/vci is found. when this register is updated the unkvpivcich register bit is set to logic one and the i_srcherri interrupt register bit is set to logic one. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 417 register 0x40c: phy1 ingress last unknown vpi.vci (vpi value) bit type function default 15 r unused x 14 r unused x 13 r unused x 12 r unused x 11 r lunkvpi[11] x 10 r lunkvpi[10] x 9 r lunkvpi[9] x 8 r lunkvpi[8] x 7 r lunkvpi[7] x 6 r lunkvpi[6] x 5 r lunkvpi[5] x 4 r lunkvpi[4] x 3 r lunkvpi[3] x 2 r lunkvpi[2] x 1 r lunkvpi[1] x 0 r lunkvpi[0] x lunkvpi[11:0]: this register contains the vpi value of the last cell which was not provisioned or failed the search. this register is overwritten when a new unknown vpi/vci is found. when this register is updated the unkvpivcich register bit is set to logic one and the i_srcherri interrupt register bit is set to logic one. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 isysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 418 register 0x410: phy2 reserved register 0x411: phy2 ingress counter status register 0x412: phy2 ingress clp0 cell count (lsb) register 0x413: phy2 ingress clp0 cell count (msb) register 0x414: phy2 ingress clp1 cell count (lsb) register 0x415: phy2 ingress clp1 cell count (msb) register 0x416: phy2 ingress valid oam cell count register 0x417: phy2 ingress valid rm cell count register 0x418: phy2 ingress errored oam/rm cell count register 0x419: phy2 ingress invalid vpi/vci/pti cell count register 0x41a: phy2 ingress non-zero gfc cell count register 0x41b: phy2 ingress last unknown vpi.vci (vci value) register 0x41c: phy2 ingress last unknown vpi.vci (vpi value)

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 419 register 0x420-0x42c: phy3 ingress status and counts register 0x430-0x43c: phy4 ingress status and counts register 0x440-0x44c: phy5 ingress status and counts register 0x450-0x45c: phy6 ingress status and counts register 0x460-0x46c: phy7 ingress status and counts register 0x470-0x47c: phy8 ingress status and counts register 0x480-0x48c: phy9 ingress status and counts register 0x490-0x49c: phy10 ingress status and counts register 0x4a0-0x4ac: phy11 ingress status and counts register 0x4b0-0x4bc: phy12 ingress status and counts register 0x4c0-0x4cc: phy13 ingress status and counts register 0x4d0-0x4dc: phy14 ingress status and counts register 0x4e0-0x4ec: phy15 ingress status and counts register 0x4f0-0x4fc: phy16 ingress status and counts register 0x500-0x50c: phy17 ingress status and counts register 0x510-0x51c: phy18 ingress status and counts register 0x520-0x52c: phy19 ingress status and counts register 0x530-0x53c: phy20 ingress status and counts register 0x540-0x54c: phy21 ingress status and counts

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 420 register 0x550-0x55c: phy22 ingress status and counts register 0x560-0x56c: phy23 ingress status and counts register 0x570-0x57c: phy24 ingress status and counts register 0x580-0x58c: phy25 ingress status and counts register 0x590-0x59c: phy26 ingress status and counts register 0x5a0-0x5ac: phy27 ingress status and counts register 0x5b0-0x5bc: phy28 ingress status and counts register 0x5c0-0x5cc: phy29 ingress status and counts register 0x5d0-0x5dc: phy30 ingress status and counts register 0x5e0-0x5ec: phy31 ingress status and counts register 0x5f0-0x5fc: phy32 ingress status and counts

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 421 register 0x600: egress per-phy counter configuration bit type function default 15 r busy x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 unused x 6 unused x 5 unused x 4 unused x 3 unused x 2 unused x 1 r/w clear_on_read 0 0 r/w counterwrap 0 counterwrap: if this bit is logic 1, all egress per-phy counts do not saturate at all ones, rather, they rollover. it is the responsibility of the management software to ensure the per-phy counts are polled often enough to ensure they do not saturate nor rollover. if this bit is logic 0, all per-phy counts saturate at all ones. clear_on_read: if this bit is logic 1, all egress per-phy counts are cleared (i.e. reset to zero) when a read of the egress per-phy counts is initiated. if this bit is logic 0, the egress per-phy counts are not cleared after a read is initiated. busy: this busy bit is high while a microprocessor initiated access request to the egress per-phy counts is pending. the busy bit is deasserted only after all

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 422 the access required has been completed. this register should be polled until the busy bit goes low before another microprocessor access request is initiated. a microprocessor access request is typically completed within 39 esysclk cycles.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 423 register 0x601: phy1 egress counter status bit type function default 15 unused x 14 unused x 13 unused x 12 unused x 11 unused x 10 unused x 9 unused x 8 unused x 7 r invalidch x 6 r oamerrch x 5 r rmch x 4roamchx 3 r clp1ch x 2 r clp0ch x 1rxferx 0rovrx this register contains status information indicating when counter data has been transferred into the holding registers and indicating whether the holding registers have been overrun. it also indicates if any of the counts are non-zero. ovr: the ovr bit is the overrun status of the holding registers. a logic 1 indicates that a previous transfer (indicated by xfer being a logic 1) has not been acknowledged before the next transfer clock has been issued and that the contents of the holding registers have been overwritten. a logic 0 indicates that no overrun has occurred. the ovr bit is cleared by reading this register. the xferi bit of the master interrupt status #1 register is set when the ovr bit is asserted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 424 xfer: the xfer bit indicates that a transfer of counter data has occurred. a logic 1 in this bit position indicates that a latch request, initiated by writing to one of the counter register locations was received and a transfer of the counter values has occurred. a logic 0 indicates that no transfer has occurred. the xfer bit is cleared by reading this register. the xferi bit of the master interrupt status #1 register is set when the xfer bit is asserted. clp0ch: the clp0ch bit is set to logic 1 if the clp0 cell count register contains a non-zero value. clp1ch: the clp1ch bit is set to logic 1 if the clp1 cell count register contains a non-zero value. oamch: the oamch bit is set to logic 1 if the oam cell count register contains a non- zero value. rmch: the rmch bit is set to logic 1 if the rm cell count register contains a non- zero value. oamerrch: the oamerrch bit is set to logic 1 if the errored oam cell count register contains a non-zero value. invalidch: the invalvpivcich bit is set to logic 1 if the invalid vpi/vci/pti cell count register contains a non-zero value.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 425 register 0x602: phy1 egress clp0 cell count (lsb) bit type function default 15 r clp0[15] x 14 r clp0[14] x 13 r clp0[13] x 12 r clp0[12] x 11 r clp0[11] x 10 r clp0[10] x 9rclp0[9]x 8rclp0[8]x 7rclp0[7]x 6rclp0[6]x 5rclp0[5]x 4rclp0[4]x 3rclp0[3]x 2rclp0[2]x 1rclp0[1]x 0rclp0[0]x clp0[15:0]: this register contains the least significant 16-bits of the count of clp=0 cells received in the egress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 esysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the egress per-phy clp0 cell counters are incremented whether or not the active bit is set.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 426 register 0x603: phy1 egress clp0 cell count (msb) bit type function default 15 r clp0[31] x 14 r clp0[30] x 13 r clp0[29] x 12 r clp0[28] x 11 r clp0[27] x 10 r clp0[26] x 9 r clp0[25] x 8 r clp0[24] x 7 r clp0[23] x 6 r clp0[22] x 5 r clp0[21] x 4 r clp0[20] x 3 r clp0[19] x 2 r clp0[18] x 1 r clp0[17] x 0 r clp0[16] x clp0[31:16]: this register contains the most significant 16-bits of the count of clp=0 cells received in the egress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 esysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the egress per-phy clp0 cell counters are incremented whether or not the active bit is set.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 427 register 0x604: phy1 egress clp1 cell count (lsb) bit type function default 15 r clp1[15] x 14 r clp1[14] x 13 r clp1[13] x 12 r clp1[12] x 11 r clp1[11] x 10 r clp1[10] x 9rclp1[9]x 8rclp1[8]x 7rclp1[7]x 6rclp1[6]x 5rclp1[5]x 4rclp1[4]x 3rclp1[3]x 2rclp1[2]x 1rclp1[1]x 0rclp1[0]x clp1[15:0]: this register contains the least significant 16-bits of the count of clp=1 cells received in the egress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 esysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the egress per-phy clp1 cell counters are incremented whether or not the active bit is set.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 428 register 0x605:phy1 egress clp1 cell count (msb) bit type function default 15 r clp1[31] x 14 r clp1[30] x 13 r clp1[29] x 12 r clp1[28] x 11 r clp1[27] x 10 r clp1[26] x 9 r clp1[25] x 8 r clp1[24] x 7 r clp1[23] x 6 r clp1[22] x 5 r clp1[21] x 4 r clp1[20] x 3 r clp1[19] x 2 r clp1[18] x 1 r clp1[17] x 0 r clp1[16] x clp1[31:16]: this register contains the most significant 16-bits of the count of clp=1 cells received in the egress direction of phy 1 that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 esysclk cycles and simultaneously the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the egress per-phy clp1 cell counters are incremented whether or not the active bit is set.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 429 register 0x606:phy1 egress valid oam cell count bit type function default 15 r oamcnt[15] x 14 r oamcnt[14] x 13 r oamcnt[13] x 12 r oamcnt[12] x 11 r oamcnt[11] x 10 r oamcnt[10] x 9 r oamcnt[9] x 8 r oamcnt[8] x 7 r oamcnt[7] x 6 r oamcnt[6] x 5 r oamcnt[5] x 4 r oamcnt[4] x 3 r oamcnt[3] x 2 r oamcnt[2] x 1 r oamcnt[1] x 0 r oamcnt[0] x oamcnt[15:0]: this register contains the count valid oam cells received in the egress direction of phy 1 since the last time the count was transferred. the counter will be incremented for all oam cells belonging to provisioned connections for which no error was detected. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 esysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the egress per-phy valid oam cell counters are only incremented when the vc is marked as active and the vc table address parity check passes, if enabled.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 430 register 0x607:phy1 egress valid rm cell count bit type function default 15 r rmcnt[15] x 14 r rmcnt[14] x 13 r rmcnt[13] x 12 r rmcnt[12] x 11 r rmcnt[11] x 10 r rmcnt[10] x 9 r rmcnt[9] x 8 r rmcnt[8] x 7 r rmcnt[7] x 6 r rmcnt[6] x 5 r rmcnt[5] x 4 r rmcnt[4] x 3 r rmcnt[3] x 2 r rmcnt[2] x 1 r rmcnt[1] x 0 r rmcnt[0] x rmcnt[15:0]: this register contains the count of valid rm cells received in the egress direction of phy 1 since the last time the count was transferred. the counter will be incremented for all rm cells belonging to provisioned connections for which no error was detected. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 esysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the egress per-phy valid oam cell counters are only incremented when the vc is marked as active and the vc table address parity check passes, if enabled.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 431 register 0x608:phy1 egress errored oam/rm cell count bit type function default 15 r eoamrm[15] x 14 r eoamrm[14] x 13 r eoamrm[13] x 12 r eoamrm[12] x 11 r eoamrm[11] x 10 r eoamrm[10] x 9 r eoamrm[9] x 8 r eoamrm[8] x 7 r eoamrm[7] x 6 r eoamrm[6] x 5 r eoamrm[5] x 4 r eoamrm[4] x 3 r eoamrm[3] x 2 r eoamrm[2] x 1 r eoamrm[1] x 0 r eoamrm[0] x eoamrm[15:0]: this register contains the count errored oam and rm cells received in the egress direction of phy 1 since the last time the count was transferred. the count records oam cells with crc-10 errors, invalid oam type or an invalid function type field. the count will also capture rm cells with crc-10 errors. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 esysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the egress per-phy valid oam cell counters are only incremented when the vc is marked as active and the vc table address parity check passes, if enabled.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 432 register 0x609:phy1 egress invalid vci/pti cell count bit type function default 15 r invalidcnt[15] x 14 r invalidcnt[14] x 13 r invalidcnt[13] x 12 r invalidcnt[12] x 11 r invalidcnt[11] x 10 r invalidcnt[10] x 9 r invalidcnt[9] x 8 r invalidcnt[8] x 7 r invalidcnt[7] x 6 r invalidcnt[6] x 5 r invalidcnt[5] x 4 r invalidcnt[4] x 3 r invalidcnt[3] x 2 r invalidcnt[2] x 1 r invalidcnt[1] x 0 r invalidcnt[0] x invalidcnt[15:0]: the invalidcnt[15:0] bits represent the number of cells with invalid headers that have been received since the last time the count was transferred. the count includes the following types of errors: 1. an f5 cell containing pti = '111' 2. an f4 cell with a vci = {0,7 to 15}. 3. a vp rm cell with pti not equal to '110' and the vprmsel register bit is set. 4. an f4 oam cell is received on an nni connection and the pti field does not equal ?000? or ?010?. when this count is transferred (by writing to register 0x000), the internally accumulated values are transferred to this register within 39 esysclk cycles and simultaneously, the internal counter is reset to begin a new cycle of

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 433 accumulation. this transfer and reset are carried out in a manner that ensures that coincident events are not lost. the egress per-phy valid oam cell counters are only incremented when the vc is marked as active and the vc table address parity check passes, if enabled. register 0x610: phy2 reserved register 0x611: phy2 egress counter status register 0x612: phy2 egress clp0 cell count (lsb) register 0x613: phy2 egress clp0 cell count (msb) register 0x614: phy2 egress clp1 cell count (lsb) register 0x615: phy2 egress clp1 cell count (msb) register 0x616: phy2 egress valid oam cell count register 0x617: phy2 egress valid rm cell count register 0x618: phy2 egress errored oam/rm cell count register 0x619: phy2 egress invalid vci/pti cell count

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 434 register 0x620-0x629: phy3 egress status and counts register 0x630-0x639: phy4 egress status and counts register 0x640-0x649: phy5 egress status and counts register 0x650-0x659: phy6 egress status and counts register 0x660-0x669: phy7 egress status and counts register 0x670-0x679: phy8 egress status and counts register 0x680-0x689: phy9 egress status and counts register 0x690-0x699: phy10 egress status and counts register 0x6a0-0x6a9: phy11 egress status and counts register 0x6b0-0x6b9: phy12 egress status and counts register 0x6c0-0x6c9: phy13 egress status and counts register 0x6d0-0x6d9: phy14 egress status and counts register 0x6e0-0x6e9: phy15 egress status and counts register 0x6f0-0x6f9: phy16 egress status and counts register 0x700-0x709: phy17 egress status and counts register 0x710-0x719: phy18 egress status and counts register 0x720-0x729: phy19 egress status and counts register 0x730-0x739: phy20 egress status and counts register 0x740-0x749: phy21 egress status and counts

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 435 register 0x750-0x759: phy22 egress status and counts register 0x760-0x769: phy23 egress status and counts register 0x770-0x779: phy24 egress status and counts register 0x780-0x789: phy25 egress status and counts register 0x790-0x799: phy26 egress status and counts register 0x7a0-0x7a9: phy27 egress status and counts register 0x7b0-0x7b9: phy28 egress status and counts register 0x7c0-0x7c9: phy29 egress status and counts register 0x7d0-0x7d9: phy30 egress status and counts register 0x7e0-0x7e9: phy31 egress status and counts register 0x7f0-0x7f9: phy32 egress status and counts

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 436 10  test features description simultaneously asserting (low) the csb, rdb and wrb inputs causes all digital output pins and the data bus to be held in a high-impedance state. this test feature may be used for board testing. test mode registers are used to apply test vectors during production testing of the s/uni-atlas-1k800. test mode registers (as opposed to normal mode registers) are selected when trs (a[11]) is high. test mode registers may also be used for board testing. when all of the tsbs within the s/uni-atlas-1k800 are placed in test mode 0, device inputs may be read and device outputs may be forced via the microprocessor interface (refer to the section "test mode 0" for details). in addition, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 also supports a standard ieee 1149.1 five- signal jtag boundary scan test port for use in board testing. all digital device inputs may be read and all digital device outputs may be via the jtag test port. notes on test mode register bits: 1.  writing values into unused register bits has no effect. however, to ensure software compatibility with future, feature-enhanced versions of the product, unused register bits must be written with logic zero. reading back unused bits can produce either a logic one or a logic zero; hence, unused register bits should be masked off by software when read. 2.  writable test mode register bits are not initialized upon reset unless otherwise noted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 437 register 0x800: master test bit type function default bit 15 unused x bit 14 unused x bit 13 unused x bit 12 unused x bit 11 unused x bit 10 unused x bit 9 unused x bit 8 unused x bit 7 unused x bit 6 unused x bit 5 unused x bit 4 w pmctst x bit 3 w dbctrl x bit 2 r/w iotst 0 bit 1 w hizdata x bit 0 r/w hizio 0 this register is used to enable s/uni-atlas-1k800 test features. note, pmctst, dbctrl and hizdata are not reset to zero by a reset of the s/uni- atlas-1k800. hizio, hizdata: the hizio and hizdata bits control the tri-state modes of the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 . while the hizio bit is a logic one, all output pins of the s/uni- atlas-1k800 except the data bus and output tdo are held tri-state. the microprocessor interface is still active. while the hizdata bit is a logic one, the data bus is also held in a high-impedance state which inhibits microprocessor read cycles. the hizdata bit is overridden by the dbctrl bit.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 438 iotst: note, the iotst bit is not used in the s/uni-atlas-1k800. the iotst bit is used to allow normal microprocessor access to the test registers and control the test mode in each tsb block in the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 for board level testing. when iotst is a logic one, all blocks are held in test mode and the microprocessor may write to a block's test mode 0 registers to manipulate the outputs of the block and consequentially the device outputs (refer to the "test mode 0 details" in the "test features" section). dbctrl: the dbctrl bit is used to pass control of the data bus drivers to the csb pin. when the dbctrl bit is set to logic one and either iotst or pmctst are logic one, the csb pin controls the output enable for the data bus. while the dbctrl bit is set, holding the csb pin high causes the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 to drive the data bus and holding the csb pin low tri-states the data bus. the dbctrl bit overrides the hizdata bit. the dbctrl bit is used to measure the drive capability of the data bus driver pads. pmctst: the pmctst bit is used to configure the s/uni-atlas-1k800 for pmc's manufacturing tests. when pmctst is set to logic one, the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 microprocessor port becomes the test access port used to run the pmc "canned" manufacturing test vectors. the pmctst bit is logically "ored" with the iotst bit, and can be cleared by setting csb to logic one or by writing logic zero to the bit.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 439 10.1  test mode 0 details in test mode 0, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 allows the logic levels on the device inputs to be read through the microprocessor interface and allows the device outputs to be forced to either logic level through the microprocessor interface. the iotst bit in the master test register must be set to logic one to access the device i/o. 10.2  jtag test port the s/uni-atlas-1k800 jtag test access port (tap) allows access to the tap controller and the 4 tap registers: instruction, bypass, device identification and boundary scan. using the tap, device input logic levels can be read, device outputs can be forced, the device can be identified and the device scan path can be bypassed. for more details on the jtag port, please refer to the operations section. table 30 instruction register length - 3 bits instructions selected register instruction codes, ir[2:0] extest boundary scan 000 idcode identification 001 sample boundary scan 010 bypass bypass 011 bypass bypass 100 stctest boundary scan 101 bypass bypass 110 bypass bypass 111

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 440 table 31 identification register length 32 bits version number 1h part number 7324h manufacturer's identification code 0cdh device identification 173240cdh boundary scan register table 32 boundary scan register the least significant bit is the first bit to be scanned in on tdi and scanned out on tdo. length - 316 bits pin/enable type boundary scan register bit pin/enable type boundary scan register bit intb o 1 raddr[2]/rrdenb[4] o 138 idreq o 2 raddr[1]/rrdenb[3] o 139 edreq o 3 raddr[0]/rrdenb[2] o 140 busyb o 4 rrdenb[1] o 141 d[15:0] i/o 5:20 rca[1] i 142 for d[15:0] en 21 rfclk i 143 rstb i 22 rsoc i 144 csb i 23 rpoll i 145 wrb i 24 rprty i 146 rdb i 25 rdat[15:0] i 147:162 ale i 26 isp[7:0] i/o 163:170 a[11:0] i 27:38 for isp[7:0] en 171 esp[3:0] i/o 39:42 isd[63:0] i/o 172:235 for esp[3:0] en 43 for isd[63:0] en 236 esd[31:0] i/o 44:75 half_sec_clk i 237 for esd[31:0] en 76 isysclk i 238 esysclk i 77 isrwb o 239 esrwb o 78 isoeb o 240

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 441 pin/enable type boundary scan register bit pin/enable type boundary scan register bit esoeb o 79 isadsb o 241 esadsb o 80 isa[19:0] o 242:261 esa[19:0] o 81:100 odat[15:0] o 262:277 tdat[15:0] o 101:116 oprty o 278 tprty o 117 osoc o 279 tpoll i 118 oca o 280 tfclk i 119 ofclk i 281 tsoc o 120 ordenb i 282 tca[1] i 121 otsen i 283 twrenb[1] o 122 iavalid/ica[4] i/o 284 taddr[0]/twrenb[2] o 123 for iavalid/ica[4] en 285 taddr[1]/twrenb[3] o 124 iaddr[4]/ica[3] i/o 286 taddr[2]/twrenb[4] o 125 for iaddr[4]/ica[3] en 287 taddr[3]/tca[2] i/o 126 iaddr[3]/ica[2] i/o 288 for taddr[3]/tca[2] en 127 for iaddr[3]/ica[2] en 289 taddr[4]/tca[3] i/o 128 iaddr[2]/iwrenb[4] i 290 for taddr[4]/tca[3] en 129 iaddr[1]/iwrenb[3] i 291 tavalid/tca[4] i/o 130 iaddr[0]/iwrenb[2] i 292 for tavalid/tca[4] en 131 iwrenb[1] i 293 ravalid/rca[4] i/o 132 ica[1] o 294 for ravalid/rca[4] en 133 ipoll i 295 raddr[4]/rca[3] i/o 134 ifclk i 296 for raddr[4]/rca[3] en 135 isoc i 297 raddr[3]/rca[2] i/o 136 iprty i 298 for raddr[3]/rca[2] en 137 idat[0:15] i 299:314 hiz (trisates all output and bidirection pins, when set high) en 315 obus_oeb (enable for odat[15:0], osoc, oprty en 316 boundary scan cells in the following diagrams, clock-dr is equal to tck when the current controller state is shift-dr or capture-dr, and unchanging otherwise. the multiplexer in the center of the diagram selects one of four inputs, depending on

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 442 the status of select lines g1 and g2. the id code bit is as listed in the boundary scan register table located above. figure 23 input observation cell (in_cell) input pad d c clock-dr scan chain out input to internal logic shift-dr scan chain in 1 2 mux 1 2 1 2 1 2 i.d. code bit idcode g1 g2

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 443 figure 24 output cell (out_cell) extest d c d c g1 g2 12 mux g1 1 1 mux output or enable from system logic scan chain in scan chain out output or enable shift-dr clock-dr update-dr 12 12 12 idoode i.d. code bit

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 444 figure 25 bi-directional cell (io_cell) d c d c g1 1 1 mux output from internal logic scan chain in scan chain out extest output to pin shift-dr clock-dr update-dr input from pin input to internal logic g1 1 2 mux 1 2 1 2 1 2 g2 idcode i.d. code bit

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 445 figure 26 layout of output enable and bi-directional cells output enable from internal logic (0 = drive) input to internal logic output from internal logic scan chain in scan chain out i/o pad out_cell io_cell

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 446 11 operation 11.1  sci-phy extended cell format the sci-phy extended cell format is a recent enhancement of the sci-phy bus standard described in the "saturn compliant interface for atm devices" document (pmc-940102). the extension allows for the appending of up to 10 bytes of additional information. figure 26 and figure 27 illustrate the 8 bit wide and 16 bit wide data structures. the length of the prepend and postpend are independently programmable for each interface.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 447 figure 27 eight bit wide cell format payload1 bit 0 h1 h2 bit 7 cell byte 1 payload48 h3 udf h4 cell byte 2 cell byte 3 cell byte 4 cell byte 5* cell byte 6 cell byte 53 prepend 1 prepend 2 prepend  x postpend 1 postpend 2 postpend  y total of  52 to 63  bytes * cell byte 5 may optionally be omitted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 448 figure 28 sixteen bit wide cell format h3 h4 udf1 payload1 payload2 payload3 payload4 payload5 payload6 bit 15 bit 0 h1 h2 bit 8 bit 7 cell word 1 payload47 payload48 udf2 total of  26 to 32  words prepend 1 prepend 2 prepend  x postpend 1 postpend 2 postpend  y cell word 2 cell word 3* cell word 4 cell word 5 cell word 6 cell word 27 * cell word 3 may optionally be omitted. 11.2  synchronous static rams 11.2.1  ingress vc-table sram the ingress vc table is a 15-row 64 bit data structure which contains context information for up to 1024 connections. the ingress vc table is used for connection identification, connection configuration and cell processing functions. the connection identification fields of the vc table are located in the first two rows of the structure, and the remaining rows are used for connection configuration and cell processing.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 449 the ingress vc table is stored externally to the s/uni-atlas-1k800 in sram (static ram). the ingress sram data bus is 72 bits wide (8 bytes plus byte parity), with an address space of 14 bits . this creates enough context address space for 1024 vcs. the atlas-1k800 uses synchronous flow-through non-pipelined fast static random access memory. any combination of sram that provides the full 64-bit data path plus 8-bits of parity can be used. if more than one bank of sram is used some address decoding will be required. the atlas-1k800 can use the more common synchronous burst type srams, but the atlas-1k800 does not use the burst features. some of the available srams are shown in the table below. 11.2.2  egress vc-table sram the egress vc table is a 16-row 32-bit data structure which contains context information for up to 1024 connections. the egress vc table is used for connection identification, connection configuration and cell processing functions. the connection identification field of the egress vc table record is located in the first row of the structure, and the remaining rows are used for connection configuration and cell processing. the egress vc table is stored external to the s/uni-atlas-1k800 in sram. the egress sram data bus is 36 bits wide (4 bytes plus byte parity), with an address space of 14 bits. this allows for 1024 connections. the egress vc-table interface requires synchronous flow-through non-pipelined fast static random access memory. any combination of sram that provides the full 32-bit data path plus 4-bits of parity can be used. if more than one bank of sram is used some address decoding will be required. the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 can use the more common synchronous burst type srams, but the s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not use the burst features. some of the available srams are shown in the table below. table 33 s/uni-atlas-1k800 vc-table available sram types vendor device configuration access time max. frequency cypress cy7c1031-10 64k x 18 12 ns 66 mhz motorola mcm67b618a-9 64k x 18 9 ns 75 mhz motorola mcm63f737-9 128k x 36 9 ns 75 mhz motorola mcm63f819-9 256k x 18 9 ns 75 mhz

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 450 motorola mcm69f536c-9 32k x 36 9 ns 75 mhz sgs-thompson m67h618-10 64k x 18 10 ns 66 mhz samsung km718b86-9 64k x 18 9 ns 66 mhz 11.3  atm cell processing 11.3.1 oam cell format the automatic oam cell handling in the  s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports only a subset of the available information fields. the processing of particular fields within some oam cells is not practical in the s/uni-atlas-1k800. cells can be dropped to the microprocessor cell interface for external processing if required. this section describes the processing of received oam cells and the coding of fields in the generated oam cells. depending on the setting of the bits in the ingress oam generation configuration register, the associated cell type can be copied to the microprocessor cell interface for oam flows terminated at connection end points. this allows for external processing of the oam cell types which are not processed by the  s/uni-atlas-1k800. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 can also be configured to drop oam cells that are also processed. the table below list the oam cells which are currently defined and the action that the  s/uni-atlas-1k800 takes with each type. any type which is not listed will be processed as an undefined oam cell and can be copied to the microprocessor if the undeftoup bit, in register 0x220 and 0x281, is set and/or to the output cell interface if the undeftoocif bit, in register 0x200 and 0x285 is set. if the cell is not copied to the microprocessor cell interface, than at connection end points the cell will be discarded. table 34 oam type and function type identifiers oam type coding function type coding atlas action fault management 0001 0001 0001 0001 ais rdi cc lb 0000 0001 0100 1000 processed/generated processed/generated processed/generated copied to ocif/micro only performance management 0010 0010 fpm backward reporting 0000 0001 processed/generated processed/generated aps co-ordination protocol 0101 group protection individual protection 0000 0001 copied to ocif/micro only copied to ocif/micro only activation/deactivation 1000 1000 1000 fpm and associated br cc fpm 0000 0001 0010 copied to ocif/micro only copied to ocif/micro only copied to ocif/micro only

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 451 system management 1111 not standardised na copied to ocif/micro only figure 29 common oam cell format  || head er oam type functio n type function specific field reserved for future use edc (crc- 10)   5 octets 4 bits 4 bits 45 octets 6 bits 10 bits the header of the cell carriers the connection information. the  s/uni-atlas- 1k800 uses the information in the vc table when generating oam cells. the reserved field is set to all zeros. the error detection code (edc) is verified for all received oam cells. the polynomial represented by the 48 octet information field is divided by x10+x9+x5+x4+x+1. all oam cells which have an all zeros remainder are processed. cells with an incorrect edc are discarded. the specific fields for each type of oam cell that the  s/uni-atlas-1k800 modifies or processes are shown below for each type of cell that the  s/uni- atlas-1k800 processes. if the field is marked as ?don?t care? than the  s/uni- atlas-1k800 does not operate on that field. where appropriate, the register or vc-table field that modifies the oam specific field is given. figure 30 specific fields for ais/rdi fault management cell defect type (register 0x226-0x22d) defect location (register 0x22e-0x235) reserved for future use (6ah)  1 octet  16 octets  28 octets the  s/uni-atlas-1k800 allows a total of 16 defect types to be entered into the defect type field of ais/rdi cells. the value of the field is selectable on a per- vc basis. the defect location field is programmable and is common to all generated ais/rdi cells. there are currently no fields that are specific to the continuity check function, and hence the function specific field is encoded 6ah. the  s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not process any fields in the loopback cell.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 452 figure 31 specific fields for the fpm cell mcsn/fpm (pm table) tuc-0+1 (pm table) bedc-0+1 (pm table) tuc-0 (pm table) tstp (don?t care) reserved for future use (6ah)   8 bits 16 bits 16 bits 16 bits 32 bits 34 octets the following is with referance to the figure for fpm specific fields. the monitoring cell sequence number (mcsn) is incremented with each generated fpm cell for the connection. the total user cell (tuc 0+1) number is incremented with each user cell received (clp = 0 or 1) and is never reset. the total user cell (tuc 0) number is incremented with each user cell received (clp = 0 only) and is never reset. the block error detection code (clp = 0 or 1) bedc contains the bip-16 value calculated over all user cells since the last forward monitoring cell. figure 32 specific fields for the br cell mcsn/ br (pm table) tuc-0+1 (pm table) reserved (6ah) tuc-0 (pm table) tstp (don?t care) reserved (6ah) fwd mcsn (pm table) secbc (pm table) trcc-0 (pm table) bler-0+1 (pm table) trcc-0+1 (pm table)   8 bits 16 bits 16 bits 16 bits 32 bits 27 octets 8 bits 8 bits 16 bits 8 bits 16 bits in the figure for br cell specific fields, the monitoring cell sequence number (mcsn) is incremented with each generated br cell for the connection. the total user cell clp = 0 or 1 (tuc 0+1) field is copied from the most recent received br cell. the field is used with the next received br cell ?s tuc 0+1 to determine the number of cells transmitted by the forward monitoring source point between successive fpm cells. the total user cell clp = 0 only (tuc 0) operates identically to the tuc 0+1 except that the only cells with clp = 0 are counted. the forward monitoring cell sequence number (rmcsn) contains the the mcsn copied from the paired fpm cell. the severely errored cell block count (secbc) is copied from the secbc field of received backwards reporting cells. the total received cell count related to clp = 0 or 1 (trcc 0+1) and clp = 0 (trcc 0) fields carries the current value of a running counter of received user cells. the  s/uni-atlas-1k800 does not process any fields in activation/deactivation cells.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 453 11.4  ingress vc identification search algorithm within the constraints imposed by the primary and secondary search table coding rules, numerous search algorithms are supported. the building of a search data structure is a software function and is normally performed by the supervising microcontroller. a shadow data structure is required by the microcontroller to enact the modifications to the data structure. (it is possible to avoid using a shadow data structure, but efficiency is reduced by the need to perform searches through multiple sram accesses via the s/uni-atlas- 1k800, each taking up to 800 ns. also, diagnostic possibilities are reduced.) the algorithm presented below has the following features that optimize it for vc identification: 1.  only those bits in the secondary search key required to make a unique identification are examined. this minimizes the average search time. 2.  the number of vc table entries bound the number of nodes in the secondary search table. therefore, the depth of memory required for the secondary search table is equal to that required for the vc table. 3.  nodes can be added or deleted on the fly without corrupting a binary search in progress. a c-language example of the algorithm will be made available. 11.4.1 overview the vc search algorithm maps the cell's phy identifier, vci, vpi and selected portions of appended bytes to a 10-bit vc table address. effectively, it performs the operation of a content addressable memory (cam). the data structure created to support the vc identification is designed around maximizing the efficiency of the process. it is the select field in the secondary search table which makes the search efficient, because it allows each branching decision to be made based on only the first bit in which two branches differ. that is, as two values are compared, starting with the msb (most significant bit) and moving to the lsb (least significant bit), the two can be fully discriminated based on the first bit in which they differ. no other bits after that bit, regardless of how much they differ, need to be considered. because not all bits are examined in the binary search, the search is concluded with a confirmation step that compares the secondary search key against the vpi/vci of the candidate vc table.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 454 the following sections describe the search table initialization, connection addition and connection removal processes. refer to the vc identification section of the functional description section for definitions of the primary and secondary search keys, for an overview of the search process and for a definition of the data structures. initialization the following are the microcontroller actions required to initialize the search tables and vc tables: 1.  set the standby bit of the master configuration register (0x001) if not already set by an asynchronous reset. 2.  write zeros (null pointer) to every primary search table location (the least significant 16 bits of offset isa[19:16] = 0000). 3.  clear the ?active? bit of the configuration field (bit 55 of offset isa[19:16] = 0010) of all vc table entries. 4.  clear the standby bit of the master configuration register (0x001). the remaining sram locations can be initialized when required. adding a connection the following are the microcontroller actions required to provision a connection: 1.  determine the next available vc table address. initialize the contents of the vc table record via the microprocessor ram address and data registers (0x190 through 0x1cb). care should be taken to set the following fields appropriately: all counts should be set to zero. the "status" and ?internal status? fields should be set to all zero?s. the "active" bit of the "configuration" field should be set to one. 2.  perform a binary search to determine the insertion point. the last pointer accessed in the search shall be the one modified, be it a primary search table entry, left branch or right branch.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 455 3.  find a free secondary search table entry and initialize it. the only exception to this is when a single vc table record exists in a tree, in which case the solitary secondary search table entry is modified. the value of the "select" is set to the index of the most significant bit which differs between the new vc and the "nearest" existing vc, which was found in step 2. a few insights need highlighting: 1.  if there is an overlap between primary and secondary search keys (eg. the primary key is the vpi), the intersecting bits are excluded from the binary search based on the fact they will always be the same in both keys. 2.  due to fact that the primary search key includes the phy identification, nni and uni connections will never reside in the same binary tree. therefore, the "select" determination algorithm needs to start its bit comparison at the correct bit (the first bit of the atm header for nni and the fifth bit of the atm header for uni) to ensure a valid search tree. 3.  perform a sram write (via the microprocessor ram address and data registers) to incorporate the new secondary search table entry in the existing tree structure. this step must be performed last to ensure a binary search in progress is not corrupted. five distinct types of insertions are possible based on the existing tree structure: 1.  the binary tree is empty.  in this case, the null primary search table pointer is modified to point to a newly created secondary search table entry. because no bits within the secondary search key are required, both the left and right branches of the secondary search table entry point to the same vc table record. the "select" field should be set to zero. key to data structure diagrams: a, b, c - pointers to secondary search table entries w, x, y, z - pointers to vc table entries k,m,n - "select" field contents the shaded boxes indicate those fields which have been created or modified.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 456 figure 33 connection insertion when binary tree is empty primary search table before v c table ent r y a fter 1 1 0 0z z a 2.  the binary tree contains only a single vc table record.  modify the "select" field to index the most significant bit of the secondary search key that differs between the new and existing connection. modify the left or right branch, as appropriate, to point to the newly created vc table record. figure 34 connection insertion when binary tree contains only single vc record. primary search table v c t a bl e ent r y before v c table ent r y v c t abl e ent r y a fter 1 1 1 1 0 n zz y z aa the diagram illustrates the case where the new vc has a one in the decision bit position and the existing vc has a zero in the same bit position. if the new vc had a zero in the decision bit position, the right branch would have been modified instead. 3.  the insertion point is at the root of the tree.  this occurs when the new decision bit index is greater any of the indices currently in the search tree. in

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 457 this case, the primary search table entry is modified to point to the newly created secondary search table entry. the new secondary search table entry points to the new vc table record and the old tree root. figure 35 connection insertion at the root of the tree. primary search table v c table ent r y v c t a bl e ent r y v c t a ble ent r y before v c t a bl e ent r y v c table ent r y v c table ent r y v c t abl e ent r y a fter 1 11 0 01 0 1 11 n mm n k k > n > m b x z y xb z y w a a c 4.  the insertion point is in the middle of the binary tree.  the new secondary search table entry points to the new vc table record and an existing node in the tree. the parent of the existing node is modified to point to the new secondary search table entry in the final step of the insertion.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 458 figure 36 connection insertion in the middle of the binary tree. primary search table v c t a bl e ent r y v c t abl e ent r y v c table ent r y before v c table ent r y v c table ent r y v c t a bl e ent r y v c t a ble ent r y a fter 1 11 0 0 1 1 0 11 k m k > n > m m n k a a bz yx b z c w yx 5.  the new secondary search table entry is inserted at a leaf.  the search for a candidate insertion point ends on a node which already points to a vc table record. the new secondary search table entry points to the existing vc table record and the new vc table record. the existing secondary search table entry is modified to point to the new secondary search table entry in the final step of the insertion. figure 37 new secondary search table entry inserted at a leaf. primary search table v c t a bl e ent r y v c t abl e ent r y v c table ent r y before v c table ent r y v c table ent r y v c t a bl e ent r y v c t a ble ent r y a fter 1 11 0 0 1 1 0 11 k m k > n > m m n k a a bz yx b z c w yx

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 459 removing a connection the following are the microcontroller actions required to remove a connection: 1.  find the location of the secondary search table entry pointing to the connection's vc table record. 2.  modify the parent node (be it the primary table entry or another secondary search table entry) of the secondary search table entry being removed to point to the node remaining after the connection removal. the only exception to this is when two vc table entries exist in a tree, in which case the solitary secondary search table entry is modified. the vc is now considered unprovisioned and any cells belonging to the vc will be discarded. 3.  tag the removed secondary search table entry as free. 4.  read the final statistics for the connection from the vc table record. clear the "active" bit of the config vc table record field and tag the record as free. the connection removal process examples are not illustrated because the results are exactly the reverse of the connection provisioning. (swap the "before" and "after" labels.) 11.4.2 ingress performance monitoring activation / deactivation when performance monitoring is activated on a connection, there are a number of steps required: 1.  select a pm session (an address in a selected bank) 2.  set the fwd_pm0 and bwd_pm0 bits. the reception of the first fwd/bwd pm cells will initiate a clear of the associated counts. 3.  if configuring pm as a source point, all counters associated with fwd pm generation must be cleared. 4.  set this pm address in the vc table, and set the proper pm active bit. when performance monitoring is deactivated on a connection, only the proper pm active bit needs to be cleared.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 460 11.5  egress vc table operation the egress path in the atlas-1k800 does not perform a search on incoming cells. instead the egress path does a simple one-for-one look-up function. the index for the look-up must be part of the cell. the location and length of the index is programmable. 11.5.1 initialization procedure upon start-up, at a minimum, the external sram (vc tables) should be initialized. this is done in the following manner: 1  set the estandby input to ensure dedicated access to the rams 2  clear the active bit in all locations in each supported vc table entry. this is done by: a  clear all egress vc table record row registers, 0x2ae-0x2d. b  on each pass cycle the value of the egress vc table record address, register 0x2ab, from 0->maxvc. c  write a 0x0001 to the egress vc table row select (only activate row 0). d  set the rwb bit to logic 0 and the wm[3:0] field = ?0000? in the egress vc table write mask and access control register 0x2ac. e  wait until the busy bit in register 0x2ac is cleared before continuing. this ensures that the ecp does not mistakenly believe that a given connection has been activated. once this is complete, connections can be activated/deactivated as needed. 11.5.2 connection setup when a connection is activated, the following vc table bits need to be initialized: table 35 vc table connection setup field/bits initial value activation field 1xx connection identifier field user defined status 0000000 configuration field user defined oam configuration field user defined

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 461 internal status / send_seg_cc_count 1 internal status / send_end_cc_count 1 internal status / seg_cc_count 11 internal status / end_cc_count 11 internal status / seg_rdi_count 11 internal status / end_rdi_count 11 internal status / seg_ais_count 11 internal status / end_ais_count 11 phyid user defined vpc pointer user defined cell counts all zeroes nothing needs to be done to the defect location / defect type fields, because these fields are updated upon receipt of an end-end ais cell. connection tear-down when a connection is deactivated, only the active bit needs to be cleared. the remainder of the fields will be re-initialized by the management software when a connection is activated. 11.5.3 egress performance monitoring activation / deactivation when performance monitoring is activated on a connection, there are a number of steps required: 1.  select a pm session (an address in a selected bank) 2.  set the fwd_pm0 and bwd_pm0 bits. the reception of the first fwd/bwd pm cells will initiate a clear of the associated counts. 3.  if configuring pm as a source point, all counters associated with fwd pm generation must be cleared. 4.  set this pm address in the vc table, and set the proper pm active bit. when performance monitoring is deactivated on a connection, only the proper pm active bit needs to be cleared.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 462 11.6 jtag support the s/uni-atlas-1k800 supports the ieee boundary scan specification as described in the ieee 1149.1 standards. the test access port (tap) consists of the five standard pins, trstb, tck, tms, tdi and tdo used to control the tap controller and the boundary scan registers. the trstb input is the active-low reset signal used to reset the tap controller. tck is the test clock used to sample data on input, tdi and to output data on output, tdo. the tms input is used to direct the tap controller through its states. the basic boundary scan architecture is shown below. figure 38 boundary scan architecture boundary scan register control tdi tdo  device identification register  bypass register  instruction register and decode trstb tms tck test access port controller mux dff select tri-state enable

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 463 the boundary scan architecture consists of a tap controller, an instruction register with instruction decode, a bypass register, a device identification register and a boundary scan register. the tap controller interprets the tms input and generates control signals to load the instruction and data registers. the instruction register with instruction decode block is used to select the test to be executed and/or the register to be accessed. the bypass register offers a single- bit delay from primary input, tdi to primary output, tdo. the device identification register contains the device identification code. the boundary scan register allows testing of board inter-connectivity. the boundary scan register consists of a shift register place in series with device inputs and outputs. using the boundary scan register, all digital inputs can be sampled and shifted out on primary output, tdo. in addition, patterns can be shifted in on primary input, tdi and forced onto all digital outputs. 11.6.1 tap controller the tap controller is a synchronous finite state machine clocked by the rising edge of primary input, tck. all state transitions are controlled using primary input, tms. the finite state machine is described below.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 464 figure 39 tap controller finite state machine test-logic-reset run-test-idle select-dr-scan select-ir-scan capture-dr capture-ir shift-dr shift-ir exit1-dr exit1-ir pause-dr pause-ir exit2-dr exit2-ir update-dr update-ir trstb=0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 all transitions dependent on input tms 0 0 0 0 0 1

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 465 the test logic reset state is used to disable the tap logic when the device is in normal mode operation. the state is entered asynchronously by asserting input, trstb. the state is entered synchronously regardless of the current tap controller state by forcing input, tms high for 5 tck clock cycles. while in this state, the instruction register is set to the idcode instruction. run-test-idle the run test/idle state is used to execute tests. capture-dr the capture data register state is used to load parallel data into the test data registers selected by the current instruction. if the selected register does not allow parallel loads or no loading is required by the current instruction, the test register maintains its value. loading occurs on the rising edge of tck. shift-dr the shift data register state is used to shift the selected test data registers by one stage. shifting is from msb to lsb and occurs on the rising edge of tck. update-dr the update data register state is used to load a test register's parallel output latch. in general, the output latches are used to control the device. for example, for the extest instruction, the boundary scan test register's parallel output latches are used to control the device's outputs. the parallel output latches are updated on the falling edge of tck. capture-ir the capture instruction register state is used to load the instruction register with a fixed instruction. the load occurs on the rising edge of tck. shift-ir the shift instruction register state is used to shift both the instruction register and the selected test data registers by one stage. shifting is from msb to lsb and occurs on the rising edge of tck.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 466 update-ir the update instruction register state is used to load a new instruction into the instruction register. the new instruction must be scanned in using the shift-ir state. the load occurs on the falling edge of tck. the pause-dr and pause-ir states are provided to allow shifting through the test data and/or instruction registers to be momentarily paused. boundary scan instructions the following is an description of the standard instructions. each instruction selects an serial test data register path between input, tdi and output, tdo. bypass the bypass instruction shifts data from input, tdi to output, tdo with one tck clock period delay. the instruction is used to bypass the device. extest the external test instruction allows testing of the interconnection to other devices. when the current instruction is the extest instruction, the boundary scan register is place between input, tdi and output, tdo. primary device inputs can be sampled by loading the boundary scan register using the capture-dr state. the sampled values can then be viewed by shifting the boundary scan register using the shift-dr state. primary device outputs can be controlled by loading patterns shifted in through input tdi into the boundary scan register using the update-dr state. sample the sample instruction samples all the device inputs and outputs. for this instruction, the boundary scan register is placed between tdi and tdo. primary device inputs and outputs can be sampled by loading the boundary scan register using the capture-dr state. the sampled values can then be viewed by shifting the boundary scan register using the shift-dr state. idcode the identification instruction is used to connect the identification register between tdi and tdo. the device's identification code can then be shifted out using the shift-dr state.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 467 stctest the single transport chain instruction is used to test out the tap controller and the boundary scan register during production test. when this instruction is the current instruction, the boundary scan register is connected between tdi and tdo. during the capture-dr state, the device identification code is loaded into the boundary scan register. the code can then be shifted out output, tdo using the shift-dr state.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 468 12 functional timing 12.1  ingress input cell interface figure 40 ingress input cell interface (rpoll=0) rca[x] ���� rsoc ���� rfclk ���� rrdenb[y] ���� rdat[15:0] w2 ���� w1 w1 w (n-2) w (n-1) w (n) rprty ���� xx rrdenb[x] ���� rca[y] ���� xx xx xx xx xx ignored if rcalevel0 = 0 xx the ingress input cell interface diagram above illustrates the operation of the interface when it arbitrates accesses for a single or multiple phys under the non- polled (rpoll=0) operating condition. if operating with a single phy interface, only the rca[1] and rrdenb[1] control signals are active. when there is room for another entire cell in the atlas-1k800 ingress input cell interface fifo and when one of the rca[4:1] inputs indicates that there is a cell available, the atlas-1k800 will respond by asserting the associated rrdenb[4:1] output. the atlas-1k800 only supports cell-level handshaking; rrdenb[x] remains asserted until the entire cell is written into the fifo. once a transfer has been initiated, all bytes are assumed to be valid and rca[x] is ignored until the end of the cell if the rcalevel0 bit of the ingress input cell configuration register is a logic 0. if rcalevel0 is a logic 1, an early deassertion of rca[x] is considered to be a violation in the sci-phy/utopia protocol, and the cell is discarded.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 469 there is a minimum of three clock cycles between one rrdenb[x] being deasserted at the end of a cell and another rrdenb[y] being asserted at the start of the next cell. rsoc is expected to be high during the first word of the data structure. the length of the data structure and the position of the atm cell within the data structure are set by the rcelllen[3:0] and rcellpost[3:0] bits of the ingress input cell interface configuration register. it is not necessary for rsoc to be present each cell; the input cell write address is generated by an internal counter that flywheels in the absence of rsoc. if rsoc is sampled high during any but the first word of the cell, an interrupt may be generated (rsoci) and the input cell write address counter is reset to the first word of the cell. figure 41 ingress input cell interface (rpoll=1) example 1 rca[1] rsoc rfclk rdat[15:0] rprty rrdenb[1] raddr[4:0] ravalid w (n-7) w (n-6) w (n-5) w1 w2 w3 ca(n+4) ca(n+5) ca(n+6) ca(n+5) n+4 n+5 1fh n+6 1fh n+5 1fh xx xx xx n+6 1fh n+7 1fh ca(n+6) w (n-4) w (n-3) w (n-2) w (n-1) w (n)

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 470 figure 42 ingress input cell interface (rpoll=1) example 2 w1 w (n-1) w (n) xx xx xx 1fh n+8 1fh n+8 1fh ca(n+8) ca(n+9) ca(n+8) w (n-2) w2 w3 1fh ca(n+9) 1fh 1fh ca(n+7) xx xx xx xx n+7 n+9 n+9 n+10 rfclk rca[1] rrdenb[1] raddr[4:0] ravalid rsoc rdat[15:0] rprty the above two figures illustrate the operation of the ingress input cell interface when it arbitrates accesses for up to 32 phys using addressed polling (rpoll=1). the rca[1] and rrdenb[1] control signals are active. the phy devices are polled cyclically beginning with phy#(n+1), where n is the phy id of the cell currently being transferred. they first phy device to respond to polling with an available cell indication is selected for transfer of the next cell. if no phy device responds with an available cell indication, the polling cycle repeats. if the polling cycle repeats while the current cell is being transferred, however, the phyid of the cell being transferred (i.e. n) is omitted from the polling sequence. this is because phy devices compliant with the utopia level 1 interface (which can be used in polling mode with external glue logic) cannot indicate availability of a subsequent cell while they are simultaneously transferring a cell. once transfer of the current cell is complete, phy #n is re-inserted into the polling sequence.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 471 when a phy device with an available cell is found, polling ceases and the phy device is selected for transfer of the next cell. if the phy is found while a cell is being transferred, its id is output on the raddr[4:0] address bus, and held until the start of the next cell transfer. the phy devices recognizes that it has been selected to send the next cell to the atlas-1k800 by the presence of its id on raddr[4:0] during the clock cycle prior to rrdenb[1] being asserted. after rrdenb[1] is asserted (i.e. at the start of the next cell transfer), the polling process starts again. figure 41 shows an example in which the first phy to be found with a cell available is phy #(n+5) and the successful poll occurs during a cell transfer. the value n+5 is therefore output on raddr[4:0] and held until the start of the next cell transfer. note that because of the pipelined nature of the polling process, phy#(n+6) is unavoidably polled before phy#(n+5) is selected. the polling reply from phy#(n+6) is ignored. if, for any reason, phy#(n+5) de-asserts rca[1] before the start of the next cell transfer, the polling process starts over. figure 42 shows a second example in which the first phy to be found with a cell available is phy#(n+8) and the successful poll occurs after the previous cell transfer has been completed. in this case, the value n+8 is output on raddr[4:0] for three clock cycles after which rrdenb[1] is asserted to initiate transfer of the next cell. (three clock cycles is the minimum required to re-sample rca[1] and confirm that the cell is still available, i.e. that the phy has not deasserted the cell available). again, because of the pipelined nature of the polling process, phy#(n+9) is unavoidably polled before phy#(n+8) is selected. 12.2  ingress output cell interface figure 43 ingress output cell interface (otsen=0) ���� ���� w2 w1 ���� w(1) w (n-1) w (n) w (n-2) xx 00 00 invalid read, no data available ���� ���� ���� w (n-3) w (n-4) w (n-5) ocalevel0 = 0 00 00 ofclk oca ordenb osoc odat[15:0] oprty

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 472 figure 43 illustrates the ingress output cell interface functional timing diagram when output tristating is disabled. the diagram also illustrates the case where ocainv is a logic 0; the sense of the oca output may be inverted by setting ocainv to a logic 1. the s/uni-atlas-1k800 indicates a cell is available by asserting the output cell available, oca. oca remains high until the fifo is near empty (four words remaining), empty or an error condition is detected. selection of empty and near empty is made using the ocalevel0 bit in the ingress output cell interface configuration register. for the near empty option, oca transitions low four words before the last word of the last cell is read from the fifo. oca remains low for a minimum of one ofclk clock cycle and then can transition high to indicate that there are additional cells available. note that if the output cell interface is not near empty, oca will remain asserted, such that cells can be read out back-to-back. figure 44 ingress output cell interface (otsen=1) ���� ���� w2 w1 ���� w(1) w (n-1) w (n) w (n-2) xx invalid read, no data available ���� ���� ���� w (n-3) w (n-4) w (n-5) ocalevel0 = 0 ofclk oca ordenb osoc odat[15:0] oprty figure 44 illustrates the functional timing relationship of the ingress output cell interface with tristating enabled (otsen=1). the functional behavior is identical to that when otsen=0, however, osoc, odat[15:0], and oprty are tristated in the cycle after ordenb is deasserted.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 473 12.3  egress input cell interface figure 45 egress input cell interface (ipoll=0) ica[x] ���� isoc ���� ifclk ���� iwrenb[y] ���� idat[15:0] w2 xx ���� w1 w1 w (n-2) w (n-3) w (n-4) w (n-1) w (n) iprty ���� xx iwrenb[x] ���� ica[y] ���� w3 figure 45 shows the operation of the egress input cell interface when operating in direct mode, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 asserts one or more of the cell available outputs, ica[4:1], to indicate that there is space available to store a cell in the corresponding fifo(s. ica[x] remains asserted until the fifo can accept at most four writes to complete the current cell and is deasserted to indicate that the apparent fifo depth has been reached. after sampling the asserted ica[x] output, the tx-master device chooses to write a cell for phy[x] by asserting iwrenb[x] (active low) and simultaneously driving idat[15:0] with the words/octets of the cell data structure, asserting isoc to mark the beginning of a cell data structure. at any time, the tx-master device can pause the transfer by de-asserting iwrenb[x] for one or more cycles.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 474 although the tx-master may receive multiple asserted ica[4:1] signals from the tx- slave interface, it shall never assert more than one iwrenb[4:1] lines simultaneously, or assert a different iwrenb[4:1] signal in the middle of a transfer. the iwrenbi interrupt will be generated when this condition is detected. if two or more iwrenb[x] lines are asserted at the start of the transfer, the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 will service that with the lowest numeric index (i.e. iwrenb[1] has the highest priority). if a change in the iwrenb[4:1] lines is detected while a transfer is in progress, it will be ignored unless isoc is also asserted, in which case the partial cell will be discarded (restoring the various counters for that fifo) and a new cell transfer for the phy having the highest priority will be started. this situation will cause the generation of both the isoci and iwrenbi interrupts. due to pipelining within the s/uni-atlas-1k800 egress input cell interface, it is possible that ica[x] may be deasserted more than 4 cycles before the end of a cell if the tx-master device pauses the cell transfer in the cycle where the fifth to last word/octet could have been transferred. in this situation a tx-master device supporting octet-level handshaking will transfer 4 more words/octets and then wait for ica[x] to be reasserted before transferring the last octet. thus, the cell transfer will be suspended until an additional cell slot is freed in the fifo and will pause indefinitely if the apparent fifo depth is set to 1. for this reason, the tx-master device connected to the egress input cell interface must be a true cell-level handshaking device. although present for both cell transfers illustrated in this example, it is not necessary for isoc to be present for each cell; the input cell write address is generated by an internal counter that flywheels in the absence of isoc. if isoc is sampled high during any byte other than the first byte of the data structure, the input cell write address counter is reset to the first byte of the data structure and an error condition is signaled on the isoci output. however, the s/uni-atlas-1k800 will still respond to all other control signals necessary to complete the transfer.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 475 figure 46 egress input cell interface polled mode (ipoll=1) ica[1] isoc ifclk idat[15:0] iprty iwrenb[1] iaddr[4:0] iavalid w (n-7) w (n-6) w (n-5) w1 w2 w3 xx w4 w (n-4) w (n-3) w (n-2) w (n- 1) w (n) ca(n+29) ca(n+28) ca(n+30) ca(n+31) n+28 n+29 1fh n+30 1fh n+0 1fh n+1 1fh ca(n+0) figure 46 shows the egress input cell interface configured for polling with 32 phys. in this example, each phy in the egress input cell interface is polled using the iaddr[4:0] and iavalid signal while the iwrenb[1] signal is low. as the transfer is completed, the tx-master device drives iwrenb[1] high and iavalid is asserted while selecting the phy for the next transfer by driving its address on the iaddr[4:0] bus in the cycle before iwrenb[1] is driven low. the s/uni-atlas- 1k800 will respond to all polled addresses that have been programmed into the phydev[4:0] bits of the egress input cell interface configuration 2 register and return a deasserted ica when polling an unconfigured phy. note that, in the above example, device phy n+31 corresponds to address 0x1f (phy#32) and is the last phy to be polled. after the polling cycle is completed, the master leaves the bus on ?1f? (the standard idle value during gap cycles) and then selects phy#32 by asserting iwrenb[1]. also note that iavalid may be tied high when fewer than 32 phys are polled, in which case iaddr should be driven to ?1f? when an address is not being polled or selected.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 476 12.4  egress output cell interface figure 47 egress output cell interface direct mode (tpoll=0) tca[x] ���� tsoc ���� tfclk ���� twrenb[y] ���� tdat[15:0] w2 ���� w1 w1 w (n-2) w (n-1) w (n) tprty ���� twrenb[x] ���� tca[y] ���� xx xx xx xx xx w3 w2 figure 47 illustrates the operation of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 egress output cell interface in direct mode (tpoll=0). in this mode, each phy device is connected to its own tca and twrenb lines and the egress output cell interface does not poll the phys but instead monitors the tca?s using a round robin priority scheme to arbitrate when cell transfers can be performed for more than one phy (to ensure fairness). when the egress output cell fifo has a cell in the associated fifo and tca[x] signal is asserted the output interface will assert the appropriate twrenb to start the transfer.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 477 figure 48 egress output cell interface polled mode (tpoll=1) tca[1] tsoc tfclk tdat[15:0] tprty twrenb[1] taddr[4:0] tavalid w (n- 7) w (n- 6) w (n-5) w2 w3 w4 ca(n+4) ca(n+5) ca(n+6) ca(n+5) n+4 n+5 1fh n+6 1fh n+5 1fh xx xx w1 n+6 1fh n+7 1fh ca(n+6) w (n- 4) w (n- 3) w (n- 2) w (n- 1) w (n) figure 48 illustrates the operation of the s/uni-atlas-1k800 egress output cell interface in tx-master polled mode. the phy devices for which a cell is available in the corresponding fifo are polled cyclically beginning with the phy following that for which a transfer is in progress. the polling continues until a phy is found to assert tca[1] the polling sequence is then interrupted in order to select the phy#n. phy#n is then excluded from the polling sequence until the transfer is almost completed and the 'early warning' tca status is available. this is because phy devices compliant with the utopia level 1 interface (which can be used in polling mode with external glue logic) cannot indicate availability of a subsequent cell while they are simultaneously transferring a cell until 4 cycles before the end of a cell transfer. once transfer of the current cell is almost complete, phy#n is re- inserted into the polling sequence so that it may be polled in the 4 cycles before the end of the transfer. (if the number of phy devices being polled, as given by the phydev[4:0] configuration bits of the egress output cell interface configuration 2 register, is large and the egress output cell interface is operating using word transfers, more time may be required to poll all the phy devices than to transfer a cell over the interface, in which case cell transfer will complete before phy#n is due to be polled, in which case the temporary exclusion of phy#n will not be apparent.)

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 478 when the output fifo is ready to send a cell, polling ceases and the phy device is selected for transfer of the next cell. the phy device recognizes that it has been selected to receive the next cell from the egress output cell interface by the presence of its id on taddr[4:0] during the clock cycle prior to twrenb[1] being asserted low . after twrenb[1] is asserted low (i.e. at the start of the next cell transfer), the polling process starts again.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 479 13  absolute maximum ratings maximum rating are the worst case limits that the device can withstand without sustaining permanent damage. they are not indicative of normal mode operation conditions. table 36 absolute maximum ratings ambient temperature under bias -40c to +85c storage temperature -40c to +125c supply voltage -0.3v to +7.0v voltage on any pin -0.3v to v dd +0.3v static discharge voltage 1000 v latch-up current 100 ma dc input current 10 ma absolute maximum junction temperature +150c

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 480 14 d.c. characteristics tc = -40c to tj = +120c, vdd = 3.3 v 10%  (typical conditions: t c  = 25c, v dd  = 3.3 v ) table 37 d.c. characteristics symbol parameter min typ max units conditions v il input low voltage (ttl/cmos) 0.8 volts guaranteed input low voltage v il input low voltage (cmos only) 0.3v dd volts guaranteed input low voltage notes 7 v ih input high voltage (ttl/cmos) 2.0 volts guaranteed input high voltage v ih input high voltage (cmos only) 0.3v dd volts guaranteed input high voltage notes 7 v ol output or bi- directional low voltage (ttl/cmos) 0.4 volts v dd  = min, i ol  = -2 ma, notes 3 v oh output or bi- directional high voltage (ttl/cmos) 2.4 volts v dd  = max, i oh  = 2 ma, notes 3 i ilpu input low current (pull ups) +10 +45 +100 a v il  = gnd, notes 1, 3, 6 i ihpu input high current (pull ups) -10 +10 a v ih  = v dd, notes 1, 3, 6

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 481 symbol parameter min typ max units conditions i il input low current -10 +10 a v il  = gnd, notes 2, 3 i ih input high current -10 +10 a v ih  = v dd , notes 2, 3 c in input capacitance 5pf c out output capacitance 5pf c io bidirectional capacitance 5pf i ddop operating current processing cells 1500 ma v dd   = 3.6 v, outputs unloaded, all clocks at 50 mhz. notes on d.c. characteristics: 1.  input pin or bi-directional pin with internal pull-up resistor. 2.  input pin or bi-directional pin without internal pull-up resistor 3.  negative currents flow into the device (sinking), positive currents flow out of the device (sourcing). 4.  pins d[15:0], a[11:0], ale, csb, rdb, wrb, rstb, halfsecclk, tdi, tck, tms, trstb. 5.  pins d[15:0], intb, idreq, edreq, busyb, tdo. 6.  pins tdi, tck, tms, trstb, ale, rstb. 7.  pins rfclk, ofclk, ifclk,tfclk, esysclk and isysclk.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 482 15   a.c. timing characteristics (t j  = -40c to +120c, v dd  = 3.3 v 10%, vdd  standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 483 figure 49 microprocessor interface read timing intb tz inth (csb+rdb) valid data d[15:0] tp rd tz rd ts ar th ar valid            address a [11:0] a le ts alr tv l ts lr th alr th lr notes on microprocessor interface read timing: 1.  output propagation delay time is the time in nanoseconds from the 1.4 volt point o\ the reference signal to the 1.4 volt point of the output. 2.  maximum output propagation delays are measured with a 100 pf load on the microprocessor interface data bus, (d[15:0]). 3.  a valid read cycle is defined as a logical or of the csb and the rdb signals.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 484 4.  in non-multiplexed address/data bus architectures, ale should be held high so parameters tsalr, thalr, tvl, and tslr are not applicable. 5.  parameter thar is not applicable if address latching is used. 6.  when a set-up time is specified between an input and a clock, the set-up time is the time in nanoseconds from the 1.4 volt point of the input to the 1.4 volt point of the clock. 7.  when a hold time is specified between an input and a clock, the hold time is the time in nanoseconds from the 1.4 volt point of the input to the 1.4 volt point of the clock. table 39 microprocessor interface write access symbol parameter min max units tsaw address to valid write set-up time 10 ns tsdw data to valid write set-up time 20 ns tsalw address to latch set-up time 10 ns thalw address to latch hold time 10 ns tvl valid latch pulse width 20 ns tslw latch to write set-up 0ns thlw latch to write hold 5ns thdw data to valid write hold time 5ns thaw address to valid write hold time 5ns

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 485 symbol parameter min max units tvwr valid write pulse width 40 ns figure 50 microprocessor interface write timing th dw valid data d[15:0] tv wr ts aw th aw ts dw (csb+wrb) a [11:0] valid address a le tv l ts alw ts lw th alw th lw notes on microprocessor interface write timing: 1.  a valid write cycle is defined as a logical or of the csb and the wrb signals. 2.  in non-multiplexed address/data bus architectures, ale should be held high so parameters tsalw, thalw, tvl, and tslw are not applicable. 3.  parameter thaw is not applicable if address latching is used. 4.  when a set-up time is specified between an input and a clock, the set-up time is the time in nanoseconds from the 1.4 volt point of the input to the 1.4 volt point of the clock.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 486 5.  when a hold time is specified between an input and a clock, the hold time is the time in nanoseconds from the 1.4 volt point of the input to the 1.4 volt point of the clock. egress input cell interface (t j  = -40c to +120c, v dd  = 3.3 v 10% except where specified) symbol description min typ max units notes ifclk frequency 24.5 52 % 1 ifclk duty cycle 40 60 % t setup set-up time to ifclk: iwrenb[4:1], iaddr[4:0], idat[15:0], iprty, isoc 3ns t setup iavalid 3 ns t hold hold time from ifclk: iwrenb[4:1], iaddr[4:0], idat[15:0], iprty, isoc 1ns2 t hold hold time from ifclk: iwrenb[4:1], iaddr[4:0], idat[15:0], iprty, isoc 1.5 ns 3 t hold iavalid 1 ns 2 t hold iavalid 1.5 ns 3 t prop propagation delay time from ifclk: ica[4:1]  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 1 1 12 11 ns ns notes: 1.  over the ifclk frequency range 25 mhz to 52 mhz t j  = -40c to +120c. over the ifclk frequency range 24.5 to 25 mhz t j  = -20c to +120c. 2.  ifclk = 52 mhz to 40 mhz. 3.  ifclk = 40 mhz to 24.5 mhz.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 487 figure 51 egress input cell interface timing tsetu p thold t p ro p ifclk in p uts out p uts

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 488 ingress output cell interface (t j  = -40c to +120c, v dd  = 3.3 v 10% except where specified) symbol description min max units notes ofclk frequency 24.5 52 mhz 1 ofclk duty cycle 40 60 % t setup set-up time to ofclk: ordenb 3 ns t hold hold time from ofclk: ordenb 1 ns 2 t hold hold time from ofclk: ordenb 1.5 ns 3 t prop propagation delay time from ofclk: osoc, oca, oprty, odat[15:0]  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 1 1 12 10 ns ns notes: 1.  over the ofclk frequency range 25 mhz to 52 mhz t j  = -40c to +120c. over the ofclk frequency range 24.5 to 25 mhz t j  = -20c to +120c. 2.  ofclk = 52 mhz to 40 mhz. 3.  ofclk = 40 mhz to 24.5 mhz. figure 52 ingress output cell interface timing tsetu p thold t p ro p ofclk  in p uts  out p uts

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 489 ingress input cell interface (t j  = -40c to +120c, v dd  = 3.3 v 10% except where specified) symbol description min max units notes rfclk frequency 24.5 52 mhz 1 rfclk duty cycle 40 60 % t setup set-up time to rfclk: rprty, rdat[15:0], rca[4:1], rsoc 3ns t hold hold time from rfclk: rprty, rdat[15:0], rca[4:1], rsoc 1ns2 t hold hold time from rfclk: rprty, rdat[15:0], rca[4:1], rsoc 1.5 ns 3 t prop propagation delay time from rfclk: rrdenb[4:1], raddr[4:0], ravalid  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 1 1 12 10 ns ns ns ns notes: 1.  over the rfclk frequency range 25 mhz to 52 mhz t j  = -40c to +120c. over the rfclk frequency range 24.5 to 25 mhz t j  = -20c to +120c. 2.  rfclk = 52 mhz to 40 mhz. 3.  rfclk = 40 mhz to 24.5 mhz. figure 53 ingress input cell interface timing tsetu p thold t p ro p rfclk  in p uts  out p uts

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 490 egress output cell interface (t j  = -40c to +120c, v dd  = 3.3 v 10% except where specified) symbol description min max units notes tfclk frequency 24.5 52 mhz 1 tfclk duty cycle 40 60 % t setup set-up time to tfclk: tca[4:1] 3 ns t hold hold time from tfclk: tca[4:1] 1 ns 2 t hold hold time from tfclk: tca[4:1] 1.5 ns 3 t prop propagation delay time from tfclk: tdat[15:0], tprty, tsoc, taddr[4:0], twrenb[4:1], tavalid  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 1 1 12 10 ns ns notes: 1.  over the tfclk frequency range 25 mhz to 52 mhz t j  = -40c to +120c. over the tfclk frequency range 24.5 to 25 mhz t j  = -20c to +120c. 2.  tfclk = 52 mhz to 40 mhz. 3.  tfclk = 40 mhz to 24.5 mhz. figure 54 egress output cell interface timing tsetu p thold t p ro p tfclk  in p uts  out p uts

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 491 ingress sram interface (t j  = -40c to +120c, v dd  = 3.3 v 10% except where specified) symbol description min max units notes isysclk frequency 24.5 52 mhz 1 isysclk duty cycle 40 60 % t setup set-up time to isysclk: isd[63:0] 4 ns t setup set-up time to isysclk: isp[7:0] 4.5 ns t hold hold time from isysclk: isd[63:0], isp[7:0] 2 ns t prop propagation delay time from isysclk: isoeb  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 2 2 14 12 ns ns t prop propagation delay time from isysclk: isd[63:0], isp[7:0]  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 1 1 14 13 ns ns t prop propagation delay time from isysclk: isadsb, isrwb, isa[19:0]  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 1 1 14 12 ns ns notes: 1.  over the isysclk frequency range 25 mhz to 52 mhz t j  = -40c to +120c. over the isysclk frequency range 24.5 to 25 mhz t j  = -20c to +120c.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 492 figure 55 ingress sram interface timing tprop thold tsetup isysclk inputs outputs egress sram interface (t j  = -40c to +120c, v dd  = 3.3 v 10% except where specified) symbol description min max units notes esysclk frequency 24.5 52 mhz 1 esysclk duty cycle 40 60 % t setup set-up time to esysclk: esd[31:0], esp[3:0] 4 ns t hold hold time from esysclk: esd[31:0], esp[3:0] 2 ns t prop propagation delay time from esysclk: esoeb  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 2 2 14 12 ns ns t prop propagation delay time from esysclk: esd[31:0], esp[3:0]  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 1 1 14 13 ns ns t prop propagation delay time from esysclk: esadsb, esrwb, esa[19:0]  c l  = 50 pf  c l  = 20 pf 1 1 14 12 ns ns notes: 1.  over the esysclk frequency range 25 mhz to 52 mhz t j  = -40c to +120c. over the esysclk frequency range 24.5 to 25 mhz t j  = -20c to +120c.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 493 figure 56 egress sram interface timing tprop thold tsetup esysclk inputs outputs table 40 jtag port interface (t j  = -40c to +120c, v dd  = 3.3 v 10% except where specified) symbol description min max units tck frequency 1mhz tck duty cycle 40 60 % tstms tms set-up time to tck 50 ns thtms tms hold time to tck 50 ns tstdi tdi set-up time to tck 50 ns thtdi tdi hold time to tck 50 ns tptdo tck low to tdo valid 250ns tvtrstb trstb pulse width 100 ns

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 494 figure 57 jtag port interface timing ts tms th tms tms tck ts tdi th tdi tdi tp tdo tdo tck trstb tv trstb

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 495 notes on input timing: 1.  when a set-up time is specified between an input and a clock, the set-up time is the time in nanoseconds from the 1.4 volt point of the input to the 1.4 volt point of the clock. 2.  when a hold time is specified between an input and a clock, the hold time is the time in nanoseconds from the 1.4 volt point of the clock to the 1.4 volt point of the input. notes on output timing: 1.  output propagation delay time is the time in nanoseconds from the 1.4 volt point of the reference signal to the 1.4 volt point of the output. 2.  output propagation delays are measured with a 50 pf load on the outputs unless otherwise specified. 3.  output tristate delay is the time in nanoseconds from the 1.4 volt point of the reference signal to the +/- 300mv of the termination voltage on the output. the test load is 50ohm in parallel with 10pf to gnd. table 41 ordering information part no. description PM7328-BI 432 super ball grid array (sbga) table 42 thermal information part no. ambient temperature theta ja theta jc PM7328-BI -40 o c to 85 o c 14.3  o c/w 1  o c/w

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 496 figure 58 atlas-1k800 theta ja vs. air flow graph pm7324-bi 0 5 10 15 20 conv 100 200 300 400 500 dense board  jedec board  notes: a  dense board is defined as a 3s3p board and consists of a 3x3 array of device PM7328-BI located as close to each other as board design rules allow. all PM7328-BI devices are assumed to be dissipating 5.4 watts. theta ja listed is for the device in the middle of the array. b  jedec board theta ja is the measured value for a single thermal device in the same package on a 2s2p board following eia/jesd 51-3.

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution proprietary and confidential to pmc-sierra, inc 497 16 mechanical information figure 59 432 pin sbga ? 40 x 40 mm body -(b suffix) m 0.30 0.10 c cab m corner a1 ball   a b c d e f g h j k l m n p r t u v w y aa ab ac ad ae af e 1,  n aj ak al e e b d 1,  m 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 22 24 26 17 15 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 19 21 23 25 27 28 29 30 s a 31 s a extent of encapsulation bottom view e b a a1 ball corner  a1 ball id ink m ark d top view d a-a section view c side view bbb c a 2 a a 1 seating plane   package type :  432 thermally enhanced ball grid array - sbga dim. aa 1 a 2 dd 1 ee 1 b d aaa bbb min. 0.50 0.80 39.90 38.00 39.90 38.00 0.60 nom . 0.60 0.91 40.00 38.10 40.00 38.10 0.75 0.5 max. 0.70 1.00 40.10 38.20 40.10 38.20 0.90 0.20 0.25 0.20 e - - 1.27 1.30 1.51 1.70 - - ddd - - - - ccc 0.20 - - m,n 31x31 notes: 1) all dimensions in millimeter. 5) dimension  ddd  denotes coplanarity.  3) dimension  bbb  denotes parallel. 4) dimension  ccc  denotes flatness. die side ccc c 0.20 min aaa (4x) 2) dimension   aaa  denotes package body profile.  ddd ag ah c

 standard product pm7328 s/uni-atlas-1k800 datasheet pmc-2010142 issue 2 atm layer solution none of the information contained in this document constitutes an express or implied warranty by pmc-sierra, inc. as to the suf ficiency, fitness or suitability for a particular purpose of any such information or the fitness, or suitability for a particular purpose, merc hantab ility, performance, compatibility with other parts or systems, of any of the products of pmc-sierra, inc., or any portion thereof, referred to in this document.  pmc-sierra, inc. expressly disclaims all representations and warranties of any kind regarding the contents or use of the information, including, but not l imited to, express and implied warranties of accuracy, completeness, merchantab ility, fitness for a particular use, or  non-infringement. in no event will pmc-sierra, inc. be liable for any direct, indirect, special, inci dental or consequential damages, including, but not limited to, lost profits, lost business or lost data resulting from any use of or reliance upon the information, whether or not pmc-sierra, inc. has been  advised of the possibility of such damage. ? 2001 pmc-sierra, inc. pmc-2010142 (r2) ref pmc-1971154 (r7) issue date: june 2001 pmc-sierra, inc. 105 - 8555 baxter place burnaby, bc  canada v5a 4v7  604 .415.6000 contacting pmc-sierra, inc. pmc-sierra, inc. 105-8555 baxter place burnaby, bc canada v5a 4v7 tel: (604) 415-6000 fax: (604) 415-6200 document information: document@pmc-sierra.com corporate information: info@pmc-sierra.com application information: apps@pmc-sierra.com web site: http://www.pmc-sierra.com
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